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SESSION 1

142 W Monroe
Kirkwood, MO 63122
314.391.2444
altaplanning.com

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:
Shockey Consulting Services, LLC
Sherwood Design Engineers
Engineering Design Source, Inc

g. Task 7 – Detailed Plan
WSP USA, Inc
HR&A Advisors, Inc
CDG Engineers, Inc

6. Next Steps
a. Recruit Advisory Committee
b. Supply Supporting Documents/Information
c. Identify Key Stakeholders
d. Identify Technical Advisors

Session #1 Kickoff

AGENDA
Date/Time:
Location:
Notes By:

14 November, 2017 9:00 AM – 11:00 AM
TBD
Aaron Defenbaugh

Attendees:

Name

Representing

Name

Representing

Mayor Phil Stang
Paul Hubbman
Marcie Meystrik
Stu Sirota
Aaron Defenbaugh

City of Kimmswick
EWGCOG
EWGCOG
Alta
Alta

Neal Breitweiser
David Courtway
Beth Quindry
Paul Wojciechowski

Port Authority
Jefferson County
Shockey

Re:

4. Advisory Committee Vetting
5. Project Integration
a. Kimmswick Comprehensive Plan

Alta

Kimmswick Great Streets – Session #1 Kickoff Meeting
Topic

Action/Responsible

1. Introductions
2. Schedule
a. Project Approach
b. General Overview
3. Scope Review
a. Task 1 – Project Management
i. Team Progress Call
b. Task 2 – Community Engagement
i. Review Community Engagement Plan
c. Task 3 – Existing Conditions Analysis
i. Apple Butter Festival Summary
d. Task 4 – Market/Land Use Analysis
e. Task 5 – Goals, Objectives, Measures & Strategies
f. Task 6 – Plan Options Assessment
Kimmswick Great Streets | 1
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Client
Client
Client
Client

142 W Monroe
Kirkwood, MO 63122
314.391.2444
altaplanning.com

Intro

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:
Shockey Consulting Services, LLC
Sherwood Design Engineers
Engineering Design Source, Inc

WSP USA, Inc
HR&A Advisors, Inc
CDG Engineers, Inc

Session #1

14‐16 November, 2017
Kimmswick, MO
Alta & Shockey

Assembled By: Name
Stu Sirota
Aaron Defenbaugh

In Attendance: Name

Mayor Phil Stang
Paul Hubbman
Marcie Meystrik
Gary Paszkiewicz
Steve North
Heather Rice
Raymond Chee
Jeff Dunlap
Stu Sirota
Aaron Defenbaugh
Yosef Howley
Re:

Gaining an understanding of the Client Team’s hopes and expectations
Establishing the Community Engagement Plan
Vetting the Advisory Committee
Aligning the Consultant Team and Client Team with a review of the scope and schedule
Talking with Kimmswick City officials
Developing an understanding of flood/emergency challenges from DPW and emergency services
Garnering an understanding of key institutions including the Anheuser Estate and Historical Society
Conducting an on‐site evaluation of existing infrastructure, drainage patterns and facilities, railway and
riverfront, public amenities, ADA facilities and a general lay of the land and character
The following memorandum outlines meetings, conversations, and observations in a detailed overview. The
Session #1 Schedule below provides a general outline of the week’s activities.









Memorandum
Date/Time:
Location:
Notes By:

The Consultant Team conducted Session #1 on site over three days November 14‐16, 2017. This session
consisted of a meeting with the Client Team to set the course for the project, stakeholder interviews, data
collection, and a site visit. Multiple aspects of the project were engaged and/or initiated including:

Representing

Name

Representing

Alta
Alta

Beth Quindry

Shockey

Representing

Name

Representing

City of Kimmswick
EWGCOG
EWGCOG
Alderman
Director Public Works
Alderwoman
Planning Commission
Fire Marshall
Alta
Alta
Alta

Neal Breitweiser
David Courtway
Mike McElrath
Tamara Banack
Angie Guy
Rick Taylor
Jeff Broombaugh
Paul Wojciechowski
Beth Quindry
Prentiss Darden
Bryan Robinson

Port Authority
Jefferson County
Police Chief (Phone)
City Treasurer/Clerk
Anheuser Estate
Planning Commission
Fire Chief
Alta
Shockey
Sherwood
WSP

Kimmswick Great Streets – Session #1 Memorandum
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Project Partner Kickoff

different avenues including historic, infrastructure and environmental opportunities. His vision of history is
continuous and hopes to continue developing history. He emphasized universal access and the town’s
progressive history. He thinks people will come from all over the country and even internationally with the
port’s opening.

Meeting Notes
Date/Time:
Location:
Notes By:

14 November, 2017 9:00 AM – 11:00 AM
Delta Queen Port of Call
Aaron Defenbaugh

Attendees:

Name

Representing

Name

Representing

Mayor Phil Stang
Paul Hubbman
Marcie Meystrik
Stu Sirota
Aaron Defenbaugh

City of Kimmswick
EWGCOG
EWGCOG
Alta
Alta

Neal Breitweiser
Derrick Good
Beth Quindry
Paul Wojciechowski

Port Authority
Port Authority
Shockey
Alta

Re:

Kimmswick Great Streets – Session #1 Kickoff Meeting Notes

Alta and Shockey conducted a Client Team Kickoff to initiate the Kimmswick Great Streets Project. The team
received feedback from the different client partners about project expectations, the schedule, scope,
community engagement plan, comprehensive plan/project integration, and established next steps. Alta’s project
manager, Stu Sirota, thanked all the project partners for the opportunity to work on the Kimmswick Great
Streets Project. He also noted the contract hadn’t been executed to date. Following introductions Stu talked
about wanting to understand the goals interests and project hopes of each project partner.

Expectations, Goals, Hopes, and Concerns
Stu initiated the meeting with introductions of each partner sitting at the table asking them to share their hopes,
goals and concerns for the project. Marcie expressed hopes to see Kimmswick connect to the riverfront and Paul
Hubbman is interested to see how the mix of complicated issues are knot together. Neal wants to keep in mind
community consensus and have everyone involved. He doesn’t want the community to feel that it has been
ignored and wants to maintain the integrity of Kimmswick and the Port giving everyone an opportunity to
express their views. Derrick sees Delta Queen as an opportunity for community and county to bring life to
Kimmswick. He expressed that the riverfront is not well used and hopes to create a strong river park connection
including an amphitheater. He noted 5 or 6 riverboat companies looking to land at the port and hopes the
results of this project will build out from port growth. Derrick extoled the beauty of the green space between
the river and town with the slue currently used as rec fishing/boating area, natural resource. He envisions a Katy
Trail‐like trail system terminating at the Anheuser Estate.
Mayor Stang wants “One Kimmswick,” bringing together all the people, merchants, residents, the Anheuser
Estate, and the marina. He expressed the Kimmswick community has constituencies and factions which are not
aligned. He wants to connect with all the constituents believing there’s a need to work through division, develop
enthusiasm and money will come. He wants a vision with illustration making the City credible when going to get
money with the plan. The mayor hopes to understand places to receive funding and thinks there will be
Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 3
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Mayor Stang does not see the operation as a sustainable model. Current income is around $250,000 annually –
20% from a 1% sales tax, 80% comes from two festivals (70% coming from Apple Butter and 30% from
Strawberry). Each time it floods the City spends $100,000 to build a temporary levy. Currently, residents don’t
pay property tax putting up with the festivals as a trade‐off. He sees the City’s comprehensive plan opening
doors to funding and there is consideration of annexing parts of Imperial
A representative from Jefferson County was not in attendance. Stu asked about Jefferson County’s interest in
looking at Front street as a main access point for the port. The Port Authority explained they want the corridor
to be more than it is right now. The County expects to be involved at a level in which they may take over some
streets or have a presence on the port authority property. There is also opportunities to open up funding
potentials through the county. There is one million in place to have a dock and a road to the Mississippi
Stu changed the topic to hot button issues and potential threats to the project’s success. The conversation
immediately went to community rumors and gossip. Some have disgruntled expectations that the project is not
for the community specifically but for riverfront development. Merchants claim ‘the City doesn’t do anything for
me.’ Mayor Stang said the merchants believe he prioritizes neighbors over merchants, while residents think the
city does everything for merchants.
Stu asked for the general resident perception of the project. It was communicated a small number of people are
opposed to change; a small number of people are enthusiastic (but more people than are opposed); and the
others are ambivalent. Emphasis was placed on communication being critical to project success. The Mayor has
struggled with how to get the message across. Some methods don’t work and he’d help navigate those that
have worked.
Paul H commented seeing institutional resistance, primarily from the railway and COE, as a potential problem.

Project Schedule/Scope Review
Aaron walked through the schedule emphasizing the schedule is aggressive and timely decisions and responses
will be necessary to ensure project success. He highlighted the teams work to date including the community
engagement plan, Apple Butter Festival engagement and visitor’s survey.
The team is currently working on understanding the existing conditions and he asked for any documentation
helpful to the project. The group noted the comprehensive plan, MODOT work on Kimmswick & Windsor Harbor
Road, a water study on the north end of town. Mayor Stang noted the necessity of talking with Alderman Gary.
The team discussed web media coordination and other media items. The Mayor said he like to filter media
through City Hall. The City has a contract with the post office with restrictions on distribution in Kimmswick. Stu
said consultants are not usually the public face of a project and Beth noted we are a resource for the
community.

Advisory Committee Vetting
4 | Memorandum

During the scope review, the subject of an advisory committee became central. Stu and Beth presented the pros
and cons of forming an advisory committee. Paul’s inclination was to have an advisory committee expressing the
desire to have difficult conversations out in the open. The mayor agreed and Neal relayed the advisory
committee in Creve Coeur was very positive, but expressed concerns others could be left out of the process. He
noted there will likely be dissent no matter what is done.
The conversation turned toward logistics. Stu recommended the advisory committee be distinct from the
project team. Paul stated there should be regular advisory committee meetings looking at 8‐10 people max.
Beth & Stu noted they are basically a focus group to bounce ideas. Stu noted having residents on the committee
may make the process seem more legitimate.

Stakeholder Meetings
Interview Notes
Date/Time:
Location:
Notes By:

14 & 15 November, 2017
Kimmswick City Hall
Alta

Attendees:

Name

Representing

Name

Representing

Mayor Phil Stang
Gary Paszkiewicz
Paul Hubbman
Marcie Meystrik
Stu Sirota
Aaron Defenbaugh
Erin Londoff
Kate Coburn

City of Kimmswick
City of Kimmswick
EWGCOG
EWGCOG
Alta
Alta
HR&A
HR&A

Raymond Chee
Heather Rice
Steve North
Connie Schmitt
Tammie Benack
Jeff Dunlap
Mike McElrath
Peter Gross

City of Kimmswick
City of Kimmswick
City of Kimmswick
City of Kimmswick
City of Kimmswick
Fire Marshall
Police Chief
HR&A

Paul said the project team was looking for an approach and the project partners can make a recommendation
about the advisory committee formation. Stu committed to making recommendations by the end of the week
following stakeholder interviews.

Project Integration with Comprehensive Plan
Stu made know the teams every intention to integrate this project with the ongoing comprehensive plan work.
Mayor Stang said the team should meet Raymond Chee and Rick Taylor of the planning commission, both very
sharp and detail oriented men. Right now the comprehensive plan needs to enter the public engagement
process. The mayor noted almost everyone has been interviewed including children. He would like to see this be
a seamless part of project. He expects this project will build on the comprehensive plan.

Next Steps
1.
2.
3.
4.

Recruit Advisory Committee
Supply Supporting Documents/Information
Key Stakeholders
Key Technical Advisory

Re:

Kimmswick Great Streets – Session #1 Stakeholder Interviews

Meeting Schedule

Client
Client
Client
Client

All meetings occurred in person at the Kimmswick City Hall unless indicated otherwise.
Previous to Session #1
Kimmswick Police Chief – Mike McElrath

9

Wed, 11/8/2017 at 11am via phone
Tuesday, 11/14/2017
2pm: Alderman – Gary Paszkiewicz & DPW – Steve North

11

3pm: DPW – Steve North

15

4pm: Alderwoman – Connie Schmitt

17

Wednesday, 11/15/2017

Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 5

8am: Treasurer/Clerk – Tammie Benack

21

9am: Alderwoman – Heather Rice

24

11am: Mayor – Phil Stang

28

12pm: Anheuser Estate – Phil Stang, Heather Rice, Angie Guy

30

2pm: Planning Commission – Raymond Chee, Rick Taylor

34

3pm: Fire Marshal & Chief – Jeff Dunlap, Jeff Broombaugh

37

6 | Memorandum
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The Consultant team conducted ten stakeholder interviews. Stu communicated to each that our conversations
were confidential in nature and hoped to get insight from many different perspectives on a variety of topics. The
team wanted to listen and understand. The conversation generally started with hopes and challenges for the
project leading to more practical discussions regarding infrastructure. A number of themes continued to
percolate to the top:













Volunteers run the community. The team heard stories of great heroism and sacrifice communicated
with the comment ‘its just what you do.’
There is an understanding among many that the current way of operating cannot be sustained. This was
expressed in trailing volunteerism and concerns about the financial and personal impact of flooding.
Discussions often tilted toward concerns about rumors and gossip. The community has a fair share of
relational tensions; however, this is often set aside when there is a real need. Many hope this project
will help bring people together. Communication is very important.
It is understood no above ground improvements will happen until flooding and water issues are
addressed. Spending money on sidewalks that will ultimately get torn up isn’t prudent.
Sidewalks and lighting are the primary infrastructure needs.
There is an understanding that the presence of the Delta Queen will come with changes to the
community. People live in Kimmswick because its quiet and ‘kids can play in the streets.’ Most would
like to keep it that way. The community’s hope is the project will simply make Kimmswick more
beautiful and safe.
Kimmswick has limited publicity as a destination beyond the festivals.
Many hope to see the business community serve the residents better with extended business hours and
merchandise serving Kimmswick’s needs.
Kimmswick’s history is not well known. Many hope to bring it out front and center.
The consensus is Kimmswick has a lot of potential. Many consider the Delta Queen an opportunity. The
hope is change will happen over time not abruptly.

Site Visit/Data Gathering
Summary
Date/Time:
Location:
Notes By:

15 November, 2017 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM
City of Kimmswick
Aaron Defenbaugh

Attendees:

Name

Representing

Name

Representing

Stu Sirota
Aaron Defenbaugh
Yosef Howley

Alta
Alta
Alta

Prentiss Darden
Bryan Robinson

Sherwood
WSP

Re:

Kimmswick Great Streets – Site Visit/Data Gathering

The Consultant Team conducted a site visit in Kimmswick to gather recorded and observed data. The visit
consisted of field observations of built infrastructure including roadways, stormwater facilities, sidewalks,
lighting, amenities, railway, and riverfront; interviews with Steve North – DPW, Diane Nagy – Historical Society,
Derrick Good – Port Authority, and Tammie Benack – City Treasurer/Clerk; tours of the history museum and
Anheuser Estate, and team coordination meetings.
The team inventoried notes and photos to be analyzed and included in the Existing Conditions analysis and
Market & Land Use Report. This information will be critical in the development of scenarios and concepts. The
following are a few images and diagrams of the day’s work.

The team talked at length about flooding and emergency management with Alderman Gary Paskiewicz, Steve
North from DPW, the police chief, fire chief, fire marshal and Mayor Stang. Flooding dominated the conversation
with details of the existing system, current plans, and procedure for staving off flooding’s impacts. The team also
coordinated with the planning commission to ensure a seamless integration of the public engagement process
with the comprehensive plan.

The Consultant Team surveyed architectural character.

Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 7
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The Consultant Team through observations and meetings developed a strong familiarity of existing drainage
patterns and facilities and began to understand

Sluice flood gate south of Mill Street on Rock Creek.

Levee observation along Rock Creek.

Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 9
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Historic Lewis and Clark marker tree viewed during the Anheuser Estate tour.
The Consultant Team toured the Kimmswick History Museum.
Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 11
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142 W Monroe
Kirkwood, MO 63122
314.391.2444
altaplanning.com

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:
Shockey Consulting Services, LLC
Sherwood Design Engineers
Engineering Design Source, Inc

Date:

November 17, 2017

To:

Neal Breitweiser, Jefferson County Port Authority
David Courtway, Jefferson County
Paul Hubbman, East West Gateway Council of Governments
Mayor Stang, City of Kimmswick

From:

WSP USA, Inc
HR&A Advisors, Inc
CDG Engineers, Inc

Advisory Committee

1

Aaron Defenbaugh, Alta
Beth Quindry, Shockey Consulting
Stu Sirota, Alta

Re:

asks them a couple of questions such as what they hope the Kimmswick Great Street project achieves and
why they should be selected. The planning team is available to guide and support the application process.

Group

Sub-Group

Name

Residents

Resident, Ward 1

TBD

Yes

Resident, Ward 2

TBD

Yes

Restaurant

Blue Owl, Mary Huffsteader

No

2
3

Kimmswick Great Streets – Advisory Committee Recommendation

Kimmswick
Resident

Businesses

(confirm)
4

Retailer

Cindy Schmitt, Savanna Rose

Attached please find a preliminary recommendation for the Kimmswick Great Streets Advisory Committee.
Consider this version a draft; we look forward to finalizing it with your input.

5

B&B

Jeanie Capriglione, Greenhouse
Inn (also C&C Cyclery)

Yes

Advisory Committee Purpose

6

Historical Society

Diane Nagy

Yes

The Advisory Committee will act as a sounding board, vetting the planning team’s ideas before they are
shared with the general public at the charrettes. The planning team will meet with this group five times,
working closely with them on the vision for the plan, concept planning and revisions, and implementation
steps.

7

Festival Committee

Connie Schmitt

Yes

Composition
The suggested Advisory Committee is an intentionally small group, 10 people, representing different
interests in Kimmswick. Considerations:





Committee members should be community-minded, able to represent the interests of their group
but also the community as a whole
Most should live in Kimmswick
Different types and sizes of businesses should be represented
Residents should have representatives of their own, separate from representatives of businesses and
other civic groups

No
(confirm)

(also Ward I Alderman)
8

Delta Queen

Peggy Walker

Yes

9

Anheuser Estate

Heather Rice

Yes

(also Ward II Alderman)
10

Comprehensive Plan

Raymond Chee

Yes

Selecting Residents
In order to avoid the appearance of favoritism, we recommend selecting one resident for each ward based
on a competitive application process. All residents will be invited to apply by submitting a brief form that
Kimmswick Great Streets | 1
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SESSION 2

Session #2 Schedule
Sunday 1/21

Monday 1/22

Tuesday 1/23

Wednesday 1/24

Thursday 1/25

7:30 AM
8 - 11:30:

8:00 AM

8 - 12:00:

8:30 AM
9 - 10:
Public Engagement Mtg
Facilitation Conf. Call

9:00 AM
9:30 AM

10 - 11:30:

10:00 AM

Consultant Team
Assimilate Public
Engagement Data
(Alta)

Location:
Tentative Anheuser
Estate
Sun Porch
(Back-up EWG Board
Room)

Consultant Team
Workshop Prep
(Alta)

10:30 AM
11:00 AM

11:30 - 12:30:
Lunch

11:30 AM

Scenario Development
Workshop
(Alta, HR&A, Sherwood,
WSP)

11:30 - 12:30:
Lunch
12 - 1:

12:00 PM

Lunch

12:30 PM
1:00 PM

Travel

1 - 2:

1 - 5:

1 - 3:
Scenario Development
Workshop Continued

1:30 PM
2:00 PM

Consultant Team
Workshop Prep
(Alta)

2:30 PM

Consultant Team
Internal Workshop
(Alta, WSP, Sherwood)

Location:
TBD
(Alta, Sherwood, WSP)

3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:30 - 5:30:
Public Engagement Mtg
Set Up

4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM

5 - 6:30:
Business Community
Focus Group
Location:
Historical Society

6:00 PM

Location:
American Legion Post 283

7:00 PM

Public Workshop #1

7:30 PM

Location:
American Legion Post
283

8:00 PM
8:30 PM
Client Meeting
Focus Group/Advisory Committee Meeting
Public Workshop/Activity
Project Work Session
Consultant Team Activity
Lunch

| Kimmswick GSP

5:30 - 6:30:
Community Potluck
Meet & Greet

6:30 - 8:30:

6:30 PM

10

Friday 1/26

5:15 - 6:
Advisory Committee
Dinner
6 - 7:30:
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Location:
Historical Society

Travel

Saturday 1/27

142 W Monroe
Kirkwood, MO 63122
314.391.2444
altaplanning.com

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:
Shockey Consulting Services, LLC
Sherwood Design Engineers
Engineering Design Source, Inc

Materials
Sent in
Advance

WSP USA, Inc
HR&A Advisors, Inc
CDG Engineers, Inc

Outcomes

Mailer will include basic information on the focus group and reference the
project website for details on the project.





Date:

Monday, January 22, 2017

Time:

5:00 to 6:30 p.m.

Location:

Kimmswick Historical Society Basement

Purpose:

Introduce the project and the project team to business owners; gather
feedback from business owners on opportunities and constraints.

Attendees:

Advertising



Attendees informed about the project
Project team has a better understanding of business owner perspectives
regarding opportunities and constraints.
Business owners understand the planning process and establish
relationships with project team/trust in process.
Project team learns best methods for communicating with and involving
business owners in the process.

Information gathered will be used in combination with feedback from the
public meeting the following day develop a community vision and goals and
to prepare initial design concepts.

 Project Partners
 Kimmswick Residents
Kimmswick Businesses
 Advisory Committee Members
 Kimmswick City Staff
 Project Contacts (generated from website and surveys)
 Mailer to residents
Mailer to businesses, week of January 8
 Poster in Kimmswick post office
 Announcement (verbal) at Board of Aldermen meeting
 Announcement (written) in City of Kimmswick newsletter
 Announcement and information on project website
 Email notification to project partners, Advisory Committee members,
Kimmswick staff, residents with known emails
 Social media
 Eblast to project contacts
Other – email reminders to business owners with known addresses,
spreading the word through the Merchants Association and Advisory
Committee members who are business owners

|1

5:00 p.m.

Welcome and Introductions

Stu Sirota

5:10 p.m.

Project Overview and Focus Group Purpose

All

5:20 p.m.

Discussion

All

5:20 p.m.

Wrap Up and Next Steps

6:30 p.m.

Adjourn

Stu Sirota

2|
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142 W Monroe
Kirkwood, MO 63122
314.391.2444
altaplanning.com

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:
Shockey Consulting Services, LLC
Sherwood Design Engineers
Engineering Design Source, Inc

Materials
Sent in
Advance

WSP USA, Inc
HR&A Advisors, Inc
CDG Engineers, Inc

Outcomes

Date:

Tuesday, January 23, 2017

Time:

5:30-6:30 p.m., Potluck/6:30-8:30 p.m., Public Workshop

Location:

American Legion Hall in Imperial, MO

Purpose:

Introduce the project to the Kimmswick community, gather initial ideas from
the community on what to protect, what to change; develop initial ideas for
vision and design preferences.

Attendees:

Project Partners (encouraged, not mandatory)
Kimmswick Residents
Kimmswick Businesses
Advisory Committee Members (encouraged, not mandatory)
Kimmswick City Staff
 Project Contacts (generated from website and surveys)*

Advertising

Mailer to residents
Mailer to businesses
Poster in Kimmswick post office
Announcement (verbal) at Board of Aldermen meeting, January 9
Announcement (written) in City of Kimmswick January newsletter
Announcement and information on project website
Email notification to project partners, Advisory Committee members,
Kimmswick staff, residents with known emails
 Social media*
 Eblast to project contacts*

| Kimmswick GSP





Attendees informed about the project
Attendees establish relationship with project team
Project team gains better understanding of community vision, hopes
and concerns for the future, and design preferences.

Information gathered will be used to refine vision and goals and develop
initial design concepts which will be shared with the project partners and the
Advisory Committee later in the week.

*This first public meeting will focus on those in Kimmswick. Advertising will not include social media and the
emails to our project contacts in order to limit participation to this target audience. A project update will be
distributed to all contacts after Session 2 to keep the broader group informed.

|1

12

Mailers/announcements will include meeting details and reference the project
website for project details.
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GREAT STREETS INITIATIVE

LABADIE, MO

FRONT ST | NORMANDY, MO

NATURAL BRIDGE RD | PAGEDALE, MO

PAGE AVE | ST. LOUIS, MO

GRAVOIS RD

KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS
PUBLIC WORK SESSION #1

MARYLAND HEIGHTS, MO

DORSETT RD | OVERLAND, MO

WOODSON RD | SMITHTON, IL

•

PROJECT PARTNERS

•

ADVISORY COMMITTEE

•

ALDERMEN

WHY ARE WE HERE?

MAIN ST

EAST WEST GATEWAY COUNCIL
OF GOVERNMENTS
CITY OF KIMMSWICK
JEFFERSON COUNTY
JEFFERSON COUNTY PORT AUTHORITY
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KIMMSWICK

Railway

Riverboats

Mixed Street Traffic

Bicycles

Infrastructure

Highways & Bridges

Gravel Levee

Kimmswick Port Concept
14
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Flood Gate

Flooding

Flooding January 4, 2016

Barbagallo House

The Blue Owl Restaurant

Delta Queen & Riverfront

Anheuser Estate

Apple Butter Festival

Cookie Walk

Business Climate

Festivals & Events

Port of Call

Front Street

Sense of Place

Outdoor Seating

Festivals

Quality of Life
APPENDIX| 15

•

CHARACTER SURVEY

•

TABLE EXERCISE

•

REPORT OUT

•

NEXT STEPS

Municipal Coordination

CHARACTER SURVEY
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Mean 4.34
Median 5
Mode 5

1 = HATE IT!
2 = NOT CRAZY ABOUT IT
3 = NUETRAL
4 = LIKE IT

2

5 = LOVE IT!

Mean 4.04
Median 4
Mode 5

1

Mean 3.92
Median 4
Mode 4

3
APPENDIX| 17

Mean 4.54
Median 5
Mode 5

4

Mean 3.96
Median 4
Mode 4

6
Mean 4.78
Median 5
Mode 5

5
18
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Mean 3.72
Median 4
Mode 4

7

Mean 4.49
Median 5
Mode 5

8

Mean 2.95
Median 3
Mode 3

10
Mean 3.52
Median 3
Mode 3

9

Mean 3.69
Median 4
Mode 3

11
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Mean 3.69
Median 4
Mode 4

Mean 4.36
Median 5
Mode 5

14

12
Mean 3.90
Median 4
Mode 5

13
20
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15

Mean 2.43
Median 2
Mode 1

Mean 3.70
Median 4
Mode 5

16

Mean 3.74
Median 4
Mode 4

18
Mean 3.06
Median 3
Mode 3

17

Mean 3.32
Median 3.5
Mode 4

19
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Mean 3.96
Median 4
Mode 5

20

Mean 3.34
Median 3
Mode 3

22
Mean 3.58
Median 4
Mode 4
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Mean 3.84
Median 4
Mode 5

23

Mean 3.96
Median 4
Mode 5

24

Mean 4.18
Median 4.5
Mode 5

26
Mean 2.40
Median 2
Mode 1

25

Mean 4.24
Median 4
Mode 5

27
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Mean 4.39
Median 5
Mode 5

28

Mean 3.81
Median 4
Mode 5

30

Mean 4.42
Median 5
Mode 5

29
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Mean 3.52
Median 4
Mode 4

31

Mean 3.42
Median 3
Mode 3

32

Mean 3.90
Median 4
Mode 5

34
Mean 4.28
Median 4.5
Mode 5

33

Mean 4.12
Median 4
Mode 5

35
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36

Mean 4.04
Median 4
Mode 5

Mean 4.36
Median 4.5
Mode 5

38
Mean 3.58
Median 4
Mode 4

37
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Mean 3.86
Median 4.5
Mode 5

39

Mean 3.85
Median 4
Mode 4

40

Mean 3.78
Median 4
Mode 5

42
Mean 3.60
Median 4
Mode 4

41

Mean 3.10
Median 3
Mode 3

43
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Mean 3.72
Median 4
Mode 4

44

Mean 4.18
Median 4.5
Mode 5

46
Mean 4.12
Median 4
Mode 5

45
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Mean 4.32
Median 5
Mode 5

47

Mean 4.22
Median 5
Mode 5

Mean 2.94
Median 3
Mode 3

48

50
Mean 3.32
Median 4
Mode 4

49

Mean 2.88
Median 3
Mode 3

51
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Mean 4.22
Median 4
Mode 5

52
53

Mean 3.36
Median 4
Mode 4

54
Mean 3.56
Median 4
Mode 4

Mean 2.92
Median 3
Mode 3

55
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Mean 4.08
Median 4
Mode 4

Mean 3.34
Median 4
Mode 4

56 58
Mean 3.44
Median 4
Mode 4

57

Mean 2.28
Median 2
Mode 3

59
APPENDIX| 31

Mean 2.76
Median 3
Mode 1

NEXT STEPS

60

KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS
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Intro
142 W Monroe
Kirkwood, MO 63122
314.391.2444
altaplanning.com

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:
Shockey Consulting Services, LLC
Sherwood Design Engineers
Engineering Design Source, Inc

WSP USA, Inc
HR&A Advisors, Inc
CDG Engineers, Inc

Session #2




Public Engagement Summary
Date/Time:
Location:
Notes By:
Re:

Three public engagement events and one internal working session took place during Session 2 of the planning
process. The week began with a focus group of Kimmswick merchants on Monday evening, followed by a
community potluck and public workshop on Tuesday, an internal scenario development workshop with the
consultant team and project partners Thursday morning, and concluded with the first Great Streets Advisory
Committee meeting on Thursday. Overall, Session #2 was very successful in terms of the quality and quantity of
participation from all key audiences.

February 15, 2018
Kimmswick City Hall
Alta & Shockey Consulting
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Comments from participants and project partners, both during and after the events, has been very positive.
Meeting attendance exceeded expectations, indicating a solid foundation for community participation
moving forward.
Community champions have been identified and engaged.
The project team has established good contacts in Kimmswick and is building trust with key stakeholders
and the public.

An overview of each event follows.

Merchant Focus Group, Monday January 22
A focus group was held with merchants to gather early ideas and concerns from this important group of
Kimmswick stakeholders. The meeting was well-attended. Twenty-two (22) individuals attended, representing
eighteen (18) businesses, just over half of the total businesses in the City. Attendees included businesses belonging
to the Kimmswick Merchant Association and businesses that did not belong to the Association. Several attendees
remarked that it was unusual for so many business owners to attend such a meeting, indicating broad interest and
excitement for the Kimmswick Great Streets Plan.
Following a brief overview of the project, an informal discussion took place, focused on what merchants love about
Kimmswick as it is today and what improvements merchants desire for the future. Merchants felt good about the
City’s ability to attract regular customers and about its charm, quiet, and slower pace. Improvements mentioned
included making the town safer for pedestrians, increasing and better organizing parking, enhancing lighting, and
improving signage and wayfinding.

Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 3
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Public Workshop and Community Potluck,
Tuesday January 23
A public workshop and community potluck was conducted to kick-off the project and gather initial feedback on
design concepts. Knowing that city leaders often struggled to attract people to meetings, the project team sought
to plan an event and an outreach strategy that would draw a crowd. The meeting was combined with a community
potluck to make it more social and less formal and a Visa gift card raffle was added as an extra enticement.
Promotion included two mailings to residents and businesses, flyers posted at City Hall and the Kimmswick post
office, notices in the Kimmswick January newsletter and informal networking by city officials and Advisory
Committee members. Attendance surpassed expectations. Over fifty (50) people attended the meeting and most
attended the potluck beforehand to spend time with their neighbors and the meet the project team. The meeting
began with welcome and encouragement from the project partners including County Executive Ken Waller; Port
Authority Executive Director, Neal Breitweiser; Kimmswick Mayor Phil Stang; and Paul Hubbman from East-West
Gateway.
The project team, led by Stu Sirota and Aaron Defenbaugh, led the interactive portion of the meeting with two
structured input exercises. The first exercise was a visual preference survey in which images of planning concepts
and ideas were shown to attendees who rated each of them on paper voting cards. The rating system consisted of a
score from 1 to 5 as follows:
 1 = Hate It!
 2 = Not Crazy About It
 3 = Neutral
 4 = Like It
 5 = Love It!
Attendees rated 60 images. The consultant team evaluated the mean, median and mode for each slide (results for
each image can be found in the Visual Preference Survey Appendix). The list below shows the themes that
immerged from the survey.
Broadly Positive Feedback
 Festivals and farmers markets
 Historic street furniture, pavement enhancements, historic lighting, signage, branding and wayfinding
materials
 Access to nature via parks and recreation trails, including access to the water
 Active main street with shops and restaurants
Broadly Negative Feedback
 Row houses or a higher density development
 Front loaded new suburban homes
 Food Trucks
 Unorganized street with cars parked where pedestrians want to walk

The second was a table discussion exercise. Using large maps, attendees placed red dots on areas of concern and
green dots on areas to protect, enhance or add. Each table reported out a summary of conclusions from their
discussion to the group as a whole. The consultant team evaluated each map and summary of conclusions merging
comments into common themes:
LIKE HISTORIC/RURAL CHARACTER & QUALITY OF LIFE














Like Country Approach
Intimate Setting
Maintain Historic Values
Historic Significance – Link to Education
Retain Historic Buildings
Preserve Natural History – Story of People Past & Present
Like Small Shops
Like Family Atmosphere
Like to Bring Community Together
Keep Business District Distinct from Residential
Love the Estate
Clean-up/Better Appearance
Keep Playground

SEWAGE TREATMENT/WASTE MANAGEMENT ARE DETRIMENTS






See Waste Management & Sewer Plant as Asset
Odor from Sewer Plant
Do Not Like Sewage Treatment Plant
Do Not Like Waste Management or Pile Near Route K
Screen Sewer Plant

LOVE NATURAL RIVERFRONT




Like Natural Riverfront – Paradise, Mushrooms, Would Like Police Supervision
Like Ice Skating in Slough
Emphasize Nature – Slough, Walks, Eagles, Fishing

ADDRESS FLOODING INSIDE & OUT






Need to Address Flooding
Stormwater Inside Kimmswick
Need a Levee
Address Drainage In Town
Address Stormwater Drainage in Kimmswick
Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 5
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Wide Range in Responses
 Current photos from Kimmswick (including signage, parks, pedestrian bridges over the swales)
 New two story homes or shops that are scaled to what is in Kimmswick currently
 Hotel or inn
 Outdoor theater/event space

| Kimmswick GSP



Lift Ball Fields Out of Flood Plain

NEED BETTER RIVER ACCESS





Lack of River Access
Public Access Across Levee to River
Don’t Like Current River Access
Amtrak Stop Linked to Boat Schedule

NEED TO BE PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY






Pedestrian Walks – Commercial Only
Problem with Kids & Cars
Don’t Think Sidewalks Are Good Everywhere
Would Like to Be Pedestrian Friendly
Want Sidewalks

PARKING CONSIDERED PROBLEM






Parking is a Problem
Parking Currently Accommodated – Do Not Want More
Lack of Parking – Consider Trolley System
Visitor Parking Inhibits People From Coming
Like Parking at Central Green

NEED PUBLIC RESTROOMS




Public Restrooms
Public Restrooms
Restrooms in Park

NEED LIGHTING




Lights at Hwy 61/67 & Route K Intersection
Would Like Antique Lighting
Too Dark at Night

Scenario Development Workshop, Thursday
January 25
The consultant team including Alta, HR&A, Sherwood, and WSP and project partners met at EWGCOG conference
room to discuss initial findings from the public meeting, discuss Kimmswick’s opportunities and challenges and
brainstorm ideas for improvements. Discussions ranged from stormwater solutions, regional connections, ways to
connect to the riverfront, potential programming, development concepts, and transportation enhancements. More
than 150 ideas were recorded. Ideas included easily attainable short-range modest solutions, more involved midrange moderate options, and long-range bold ideas.
The group discussed the pros and cons involved in breaking scenarios into three distinct groupings deciding to
develop themes with a range of ideas to test different aspects of Kimmswick’s identity. Each theme aims to enhance
current assets and flush out opportunities. One theme intends to cultivate Kimmswick’s rich history and quaint,
quiet community setting. Another seeks to broaden demographic draw to attract younger adults and families
through active engagement of nature and healthy living. The final theme focuses on developing Kimmswick’s draw
as a local, regional and national tourist destination. These three themes will provide the team with a strong
understanding on how Kimmswick values each aspect establishing a context for concept development.

Advisory Committee Meeting, Thursday
January 25
The Kimmswick Great Streets Advisory Committee was formed in early January. The purpose of their first meeting
was to learn about the role of Advisory Committee members, offer perspective on feedback gathered at the public
workshop, and to assess early design concepts developed by the project team. Eight of ten committee members
were able to attend the meeting, another sent a substitute and one was absent due to a previous commitment.
The Committee responded positively to the three concept scenarios presented by the project team and confirmed
the team was “moving in the right direction” meaning the design ideas were in sync with community feedback and
vision for the project.

MORE DEVELOPMENT






6|

Many Under-Developed Areas
Upgrade the Ball Fields
Like Day Spa
Like an Event Venue (Weddings, Reunions, Etc.)
Pavilion in Park

Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 7
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142 W Monroe
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altaplanning.com

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:
Shockey Consulting Services, LLC
Sherwood Design Engineers
Engineering Design Source, Inc

Outcomes

WSP USA, Inc
HR&A Advisors, Inc
CDG Engineers, Inc





Attendees informed about the project and prepared to share
information with others
Attendees understand their role in the project
Project team receives comments on public engagement plan and makes
needed adjustments

Information gathered will be used to finalize draft vision and goals and
further refine initial design concepts which will be brought back to the
public in Session 3.

Date:

Thursday, January 25, 2017

Time:

5:15-6:00p, dinner; 6:00-7:30, meeting

Location:

Kimmswick Historical Society Basement

Purpose:

Share draft vision and goals, refine; share initial planning concepts and receive
feedback; share public engagement plan and receive feedback.

Attendees:

Advertising

 Project Partners
 Kimmswick Residents
 Kimmswick Businesses
Advisory Committee Members
 Kimmswick City Staff
 Project Contacts (generated from website and surveys)

Mailer to residents
Mailer to businesses
Poster in Kimmswick post office
Announcement (verbal) at Board of Aldermen meeting
Announcement (written) in City of Kimmswick January newsletter
Announcement and information on project website
Email notification and reminder calls to Advisory Committee members
(since this is the first meeting, members will also be sent letters)
 Social media
 Eblast to project contacts
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5:15 p.m.

Dinner

6:00 p.m.

Welcome and Introductions

Stu Sirota

6:10 p.m.

Study Overview and Role of Advisory Committee

Stu Sirota

6:20 p.m.

Review of activities to date and what we’ve learned so far

6:50 p.m.

Discussion

7:20 p.m.

Wrap Up and Next Steps

7:30 p.m.

Adjourn

Project Team

All

Stu Sirota

AGENDA

• Welcome & Introductions
• Project Overview & Advisory Committee Role
• Review Public Workshop #1
• Initial Ideas
• Scenarios
• Preview Workshop #2

KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS
Advisory Committee Presentation

• Next Steps

Potential Scenarios

KIMMSWICK

PUBLIC WORKSHOP
#1

APPENDIX|37

9

13

10

16
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19

25

22

31
APPENDIX|39

32

43
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49

INITIAL IDEAS

50

55

REGIONAL
CONNECTION

APPENDIX| 41

LOCAL
CONNECTION

Project Approach

RIVER
CONNECTION

SCENARIOS
NATURE CONNECTION

42
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SCENARIOS

PUBLIC WORKSHOP #2 PREVIEW

• Green/Healthy Kimmswick

• Table Exercise of Elements

• Open Space
• River Connection
• Active Living

• Historic Kimmswick

• Polling of Elements
• Scenario Board Exercise

• Destination Kimmswick
• Landmark
• Entertainment
• River Town

•

Potential Scenarios

PUBLIC WORKSHOP
#2

Potential Scenarios

NEXT STEPS

APPENDIX|43

KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS
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Sunday 2/25

Monday 2/26

Tuesday 2/27

Wednesday 2/28

Thursday 3/1

Friday 3/2

7:30 AM
8 - 11:30:

8:00 AM

8 - 8:30:
Forum Prep
8:30 - 10:30:

8:30 AM

Implementation Forum

9:00 AM
9:30 AM
10 - 11:30:

10:00 AM

Consultant Team
Assimilate Public
Engagement Data
(Alta)

Location:
Delta Queen Port of Call

Project Partner Meeting
(Alta, Project Partners)

Consultant Team
Workshop Prep
(Alta)

10:30 AM

Location:
EWG Board Room

11:00 AM
11:30 - 12:30:
Lunch

11:30 AM

9 - 12:00:

11:30 - 12:30:
Lunch

11:30 - 12:30:
Lunch

12:00 PM
12:30 PM
1:00 PM

Travel

1 - 4:

1 - 4:

1 - 4:

1:30 PM
2:00 PM

Consultant Team
Workshop Prep
(Alta)

2:30 PM

Consultant Team
Assimilate Public
Engagement Data
(Alta)

Consultant Team
Engagement Assimilation
(Alta)

Saturday 3/3

SESSION 3

Session #3 Schedule

3:00 PM
3:30 PM
4:00 PM
4:30 - 6:30:

4:30 PM

Travel

5:00 PM
Public Engagement Mtg
Set Up

5:30 PM
6:00 PM

6:30 - 8:30:

6:30 PM
7:00 PM

Public Workshop #2

7:30 PM

Location:
Pastime Club

5:30 - 6:
AC Dinner: Blue Owl
6 - 7:30:
Advisory Committee
Meeting
Location:
Blue Owl

8:00 PM
8:30 PM
Client Meeting
Focus Group/Advisory Committee Meeting
Public Workshop/Activity
Project Work Session
Consultant Team Activity
Lunch

APPENDIX|45

TONIGHT’S ACTIVITIES
KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS
PUBLIC WORK SESSION #2

PROJECT PARTNERS
East West Gateway Council of
Governments
City of Kimmswick
Jefferson County
Jefferson County Port Authority

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
ALDERMEN
46
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•

WORKSHOP #1 REVIEW

•

SCENARIO PRESENTATION

•

TABLE EXERCISE

•

POLLING

•

BOARD EXERCISE

WORKSHOP #1 REVIEW

APPENDIX|47

• LIKE HISTORIC/RURAL CHARACTER
& QUALITY OF LIFE
• SEWAGE TREATMENT/WASTE
MANAGEMENT ARE DETRIMENTS
• LOVE NATURAL RIVERFRONT

COMMON THEMES
• ADDRESS FLOODING INSIDE & OUT
• NEED BETTER RIVER ACCESS

COMMON THEMES

• NEED TO BE PEDESTRIAN
FRIENDLY
• PARKING CONSIDERED PROBLEM

COMMON THEMES
48
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• NEED PUBLIC RESTROOMS

1 = HATE IT!

• NEED LIGHTING

2 = NOT CRAZY ABOUT IT

• MORE DEVELOPMENT

3 = NEUTRAL
4 = LIKE IT
5 = LOVE IT!

COMMON THEMES

CHARACTER SURVEY

BROADLY POSITIVE

CHARACTER SURVEY

 Festivals/Civic Events/Outdoor
Activities
 Street Life/Lighting/Furnishings/
Wayfinding Signage
 Contemporary/Historic Infill
 Formalized Green Space

CHARACTER SURVEY
APPENDIX|49

Mean 4.24
Median 4
Mode 5

46

POSITIVE

36

POSITIVE
50
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Mean 4.18
Median 4.5
Mode 5

POSITIVE

Mean 4.04
Median 4
Mode 5

BROADLY NEGATIVE
 Undefined Streets
 Suburban Development
 Food Trucks

CHARACTER SURVEY

Mean 2.95
Median 3
Mode 3

10

NEGATIVE

15

NEGATIVE

25

Mean 2.40
Median 2
Mode 1

NEGATIVE
Mean 2.43
Median 2
Mode 1

ALL OVER THE PLACE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amphitheater
Boutique Lodging
Bridges Across Swales
Existing Wayfinding Signage
Central Green
Row Development/Single Family Dwelling
Pop-up/Mobile Retail

CHARACTER SURVEY
APPENDIX| 51

• CHANGES ARE OCCURING
• HISTORY SHAPES TODAY
• FESTIVALS/EVENTS ARE INTEGRAL
• FLOOD PROTECTION NECESSARY
• OPERATIONS/MARKET/TRENDS
SCENARIO PRESENTATION

BACKGROUND
• Need to Negotiate Quaint
Community w/ Historic Destination

SCENARIO
CONSIDERATIONS

• Many Iconic Landmarks are Not
Original to Kimmswick
• Broad Flexibility in Building Types
• Kimmswick’s Front Door is the
Historic Back Door

CONSIDERATION SUMMARY
52
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• Dependence on 2 Festivals Makes
City Revenue Vulnerable

• Many Demographic Growth
Opportunities

• Port Development Creates
Opportunity to Re-imagine/
Expand Festivals
• Flooding Dramatically Depletes
City Funds

CONSIDERATION SUMMARY

CONSIDERATION SUMMARY

• Existing Stormwater Facilities are
Life Threatening
• City Needs to Diversify and
Expand Revenue Sources
• Historic Desitnations Declining,
Eco/Green Destinations Increasing

SCENARIOS

CONSIDERATION SUMMARY
APPENDIX|53

DATA GATHERING
VISION

SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
PREFERRED CONCEPT
IMPLEMENTATION

SCENARIOS ARE
 Broader Setting to Frame
Corridor Concepts
 Big Idea Testers
 Crash Test Dummies

PLEASE UNDERSTAND

WHAT ARE
SCENARIOS?
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 Final Scenario Vision will be a
Combination of Preferred Elements
from ALL Scenarios
 Range of Ideas from Modest to Bold in
Each Scenario

 Sidewalks
 Lighting
 Street Furnishing
 Parking Strategies

HISTORIC &
HOMEY

NEXT WORKSHOP

APPENDIX|55

ENTRIES ESTABLISH
SETTING

MODERN BRIDGE – HISTORIC EMBELLISHING

56
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ENTRY GATEWAY

FLOOD WALL ENTRY GATE

PAVILION & DECK

DAM FALLS

MILL WHEEL FOUNTAIN

COMMUNITY CENTER
APPENDIX|57

VILLAGE GREEN RENOVATION

RESIDENTIAL INFILL

RELOCATE BARBAGALLO HOUSE

INN/LODGING INFILL
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DOG PARK

HERITAGE TRAIL

HERITAGE TRAIL

HISTORY RE-ENACTMENT STREET LIFE

APPENDIX|59

GREEN & ACTIVE

DEPOT – HISTORY MUSEUM/COFFEE SHOP

HISTORY BASEBALL LEAGUE

60
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CONFLUENCE
FLOOD PARK

EDUCATION/RECREATION TRAIL

22 miles to
STL Arch

KIMMSWICK

LINK TO GRG TRAIL SYSTEM & ST. LOUIS REGION

OBSERVATION TOWER/PUBLIC RESTROOMS

APPENDIX| 61

RIVER STEPS

RIVER MARKET PAVILION
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STREAM EDGE OBSERVATION DECK

KAYAKING

STEPPING STONE MULTI-TERRACE WEIR FALLS

RECREATIONAL MARINA

APPENDIX|63

VILLAGE GREEN

VILLAGE GREEN RENOVATION
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DEPRESSED GREEN ICE RINK

TINY MARKET INCUBATOR

STORMWATER DECK

TINY HOME/LODGING

ECO-RETREAT
CENTER

ECO-RETREAT CONFERENCE CENTER

APPENDIX|65

ECO-RETREAT CONFERENCE CENTER

FAVORITE DESTINATION

VISITOR CENTER
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VISITOR COMPLEX – RELOCATE CITY HALL

VISITOR COMPLEX – NEW VISITOR CENTER

VISITOR COMPLEX – RELOCATE APPLE BUTTER PAVILION

WAYFINDING/DESTINATION SIGNAGE

APPENDIX|67

CENTRAL GREEN
CIVIC AMPHITHEATER

VILLAGE GREEN RENOVATION
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CENTRAL GREEN CIVIC AMPHITHEATER

BOUTIQUE HOTEL – FOCUS LANDMARK

LODGING/MIXED-USE INFILL

DISTRIBUTED STATUES/ART

ADVENTURE
COMPLEX

ADVENTURE COMPLEX – OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

APPENDIX|69

ADVENTURE COMPLEX – INDOOR ACTIVITIES

TRAIN CAR DINING/LODGING/RETAIL

EAST KIMMSWICK
RIVER DESTINATION

DEPOT RESTAURANT
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BOARDWALK

PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE

POP-UP COFFEE BAR/STREAM SIDE PATIO DECK

EVENT/PICNIC PAVILION

APPENDIX| 71

POLLING
BARN EVENT VENUE

POLLING INSTRUCTIONS
• Consider Whether the
Recommended Element is
Appropriate for Kimmswick
TABLE EXERCISE
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• Rate the Recommendation 1-5

1 = HATE IT!
2 = NOT CRAZY ABOUT IT
3 = NEUTRAL
4 = LIKE IT
5 = LOVE IT!

RATING SYSTEM

2. MODERN BRIDGE – HISTORIC EMBELLISHING

1. ENTRY GATEWAY

3. HERITAGE TRAIL

APPENDIX|73

4. HISTORY RE-ENACTMENT STREET LIFE

6. FLOOD WALL ENTRY

5. RETAIL INFILL

7. MILL WHEEL FOUNTAIN
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8. DAM FALLS

10. DEPOT – HISTORY MUSEUM/COFFEE SHOP

9. PAVILION & DECK

11. RELOCATE BARBAGALLO HOUSE

APPENDIX|75

12. VILLAGE GREEN RENOVATION

14. INN/LODGING INFILL

13. DOG PARK

15. RESIDENTIAL INFILL
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16. HISTORY BASEBALL LEAGUE

18. OBSERVATION TOWER/PUBLIC RESTROOMS

17. DEPRESSED GREEN ICE RINK

19. ECO-RETREAT CONFERENCE CENTER

APPENDIX|77

20. RIVER MARKET PAVILION

22. STREAM EDGE OBSERVATION DECK

21. KAYAKING

23. STEPPING STONE MULTI-TERRACE WEIR FALLS
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24. RECREATIONAL MARINA

26. RIVER STEPS

25. EDUCATION/RECREATION TRAIL

27. VILLAGE GREEN RENOVATION

APPENDIX|79

22 miles to
STL Arch

KIMMSWICK

28. LINK TO GRG TRAIL SYSTEM & ST. LOUIS REGION

29. TINY MARKET INCUBATOR

30. STORMWATER DECK

31. TINY HOME LODGING
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32. VISITOR COMPLEX – RELOCATE CITY HALL

33. VISITOR COMPLEX – RELOCATE APPLE BUTTER PAVILION

34. VISITOR COMPLEX – NEW VISITOR CENTER

35. VILLAGE GREEN CIVIC AMPHITHEATER

APPENDIX| 81

36. WAYFINDING/DESTINATION SIGNAGE

38. POP-UP COFFEE BAR/STREAM SIDE PATIO DECK

37. ADVENTURE COMPLEX

39. EVENT/PICNIC PAVILION
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40. BARN EVENT VENUE

42. BOARDWALK

41. PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE

43. DEPOT RESTAURANT

APPENDIX|83

44. TRAIN CAR DINING/LODGING/RETAIL

46. BOUTIQUE HOTEL – FOCUS LANDMARK

45. DISTRIBUTED STATUES/ART

47. LODGING/MIXED-USE INFILL
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NEXT STEPS
48. VILLAGE GREEN RENOVATION

BOARD EXERCISE

KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS

APPENDIX|85

WHY ARE WE HERE?

Municipal Coordination
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PUBLIC WORKSHOP
#2
KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS

AGENDA

POLLING

BROADLY POSITIVE

• Welcome Back
• Review Public Workshop #2
• Discussion
• Next Steps
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Entry Gateway
Link to GRG/St. Louis Trails
Boardwalk
Education Recreation Trail
Pedestrian Bridge
Stream Edge Observation Deck
Historic Embellished Bridges
Observation Tower/Restrooms #2
Pavilion & Deck
Flood Wall Entry
Wayfinding/Signage













Heritage Trail
Event/Picnic Pavilion
River Market Pavilion
Civic Amphitheater
Stormwater Deck
Mill Wheel Fountain
Visitor Center at Entry
River Steps
Barn Event Venue
Historic Village Green
Stepping Stone Falls

POLLING

BROADLY POSITIVE









Green/Active Village Green
Dam Falls
Observation Tower/Restrooms #1
Recreational Marina
Kayaking
Depot – History Museum/Coffee shop
History Baseball League

POLLING

MIXED RESULTS












POLLING

BROADLY NEGATIVE










Train Car Dining/Lodging
Residential Infill
Adventure Complex
Inn/Lodging Infill
Depressed Green Ice Rink
Tiny Home Lodging
Destination Village Green
Tiny Market Incubator

Distributed Statues/Art
Eco-Retreat Conference Center
Apple Butter Pavilion at Entry
Relocate Barbagallo House
Depot Restautant
Boutique Hotel
City Hall at Entry
Pop-Up Coffee Bar/Stream Side
Deck
Lodging/Mixed Use Infill
History Re-enactment Street Life



Retail Infill

WALL EXERCISE
50 - Historic & Homey
41 – Green/Active
12 – Favorite Destination
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DISCUSSION
KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS

NEXT STEPS
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•
•
•

•
•

SESSION 4

•
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Historic and Homey
Green and Active
Favorite Destination

Positive
63%
75%
41%

Mixed
25%
6%
41%

Negative
13%
19%
18%

APPENDIX|95

•
•
•

Historic and Homey
Green and Active
Favorite Desination

•
•
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50
41
12

• Goal 1 – Set Up Opportunities to Implement
Riverfront Redevelopment Concept
• Goal 2 – Improve Riverfront Access as an Amenity for
Jefferson County Residents
• Goal 3 – Stimulate Economic Growth in the Region
• Goal 4 – Establish Emergency Services on Mississippi
• Goal 5 – Support Kimmswick’s Future

• Goal 1 – Create a Community Supported Vision for Kimmswick
• Goal 2 – Fortify Flood Protection from the Mississippi and within
Kimmswick
• Goal 3 – Maintain/Enhance the Quality of Life for Residents
• Goal 4 – Enhance the Historic Character of the Community
• Goal 5 – Initiate a Sustainable Economic/Management Model for
the Community
• Goal 6 – Leverage and Capture the Benefits of Riverfront
Improvements

APPENDIX|97
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Visitors tend to be older than 55 and are
predominantly women. Many expressed interest in
additional shops, restaurants, and activates.
Non-event day visitors come from the immediate area around Kimmswick

80%+

46%

15%+

WOMEN

OLDER THAN 55

INTERESTED IN ADDITIONAL
SHOPS & RESTAURANTS

Visitors to events come from across the St. Louis region

75%+

29%

WOMEN

OLDER THAN 55

35%+

INTERESTED IN ADDITIONAL
SHOPS & RESTAURANTS

Kimmswick and the surrounding area a growing millennial and
over 55 year-old population.
Age Distribution, Kimmswick & Surrounding Area
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

0 - 14

15 - 19

20 - 24

25 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 +

Population Growth by Age, Kimmswick & Surrounding Area
2010 - 2017
40%
20%
0%
-20%
-40%

0 - 14

15 - 19

20 - 24

25 - 34

Primary
Kimmswick

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 +

Secondary
Region
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Food and Beverage
New options could include live entertainment,
a dedicated wine bar or biergarten with on-site
production and greater outdoor seating.
Sporting Goods/Hobby Stores
Spending gap and responses to visitor surveys
indicates possibility for an additional small
sporting goods venue. Development of new
trails could provide further support.
Furniture & Home Furnishings
While furniture & home furnishing businesses
tend to locate around highways, the spending
gap and visitor survey responses indicates
potential for a smaller, boutique style gift
store.
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$232M Trade Area Spending Potential
$18M Spending Gap

$57M Trade Area Spending Potential
$14M Spending Gap

$73M Trade Area Spending Potential
$34M Spending Gap

•
•

City Annual
Revenue
(Temporary Levee)
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Delineate areas
for active
commercial
area and
peaceful
residential area
– codify in
comprehensive
plan

• Encourage appropriate redevelopment and infill strategically
• Codify in Comprehensive Plan

APPENDIX| 111

Kimmswick and the surrounding
area have a growing millennial
population that may be interested
in outdoor activities
• Rare access to Mississippi
riverfront is a unique asset for the
City
• Kimmswick can position itself as a
hub in a broader outdoor bike/trail
network
• Local visitors could shop and dine
at Kimmswick businesses

Train station building with food function and historic exhibits;
rail car dining/lodging

Katy Trail – Dallas, Texas

Bike Trail Café Model

Unmet spending
potential could
be captured by
extending
business hours,
and encouraging
new retail
options missing
from the market.
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Observation Tower

Redevelop trash
transfer facility:
retreat, nature
center, housing, etc.

Relocate Visitor Center function to
gateway area

Expanded use of Anheuser Estate
• The Estate is becoming a regional
event venue
• Growing population of young adults
positions the Estate expand and
enhance its social events capacity
• Proximity to corporate centers and
employers in St. Louis presents
opportunity for corporate meetings
and retreats, expanding the Estate’s
weekday use.

Barn Venue to Expand Capacity

Market for Corporate Retreats & Additional
Weekday Use

APPENDIX|113

• Strategically promote and expand festivals and other yearround events for visitors and local residents alike

• Re-enactors & Old time baseball

Movies and other local
events on the village green

• Strategically promote and expand festivals and other yearround events for visitors and local residents alike

114

Warm-Weather Opportunities

Cold-Weather Opportunities

Painting in the Park

Winter Art Exhibits

Lawn Games

Ice Carving

| Kimmswick GSP

• Close Market Street to vehicle traffic on weekends in summer

• Create dedicated funding stream for City needs
• Strengthen city staff capacity
• Revenue enhancement package

• Traffic management
• Property code enforcement

APPENDIX|115

2. Improve North Outfall

1. Permanent Levee With Flood Wall Entry
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3. Redirect Stormwater Runoff

4. Localized Interventions to Reduce and Store Runoff

6. At-grade Crossing of Market St. at Railroad

5. Natural Environment Enhancements

7. Complete Streets Enhancements

APPENDIX|117

8. Trail and Greenway System

10. Enhanced Gateway Signage

9. Kimmswick Village Green

11. Heritage Trail
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12. Enhanced Lighting

14. Public Restrooms

13. Parking and Circulation Plan

15. Screen Sewage Plant on West and South Sides

APPENDIX|119

16. Rock Creek Improvements with Damming and Rock Weir

18. Develop North Anheuser Park

17. River Pavilion and Deck & Mill Wheel Concept

19. City Development Master Plan Through Comprehensive Plan
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20. Relocate Visitor Center Function to Entry

22. Train Station Building with Food, Function, and
(Rotating) Historic Exhibits; Rail Car Dining/Lodging

21. Expanded Business Offerings and Hours

23. Observation Deck

APPENDIX|121

26. Strategically Promote and Expand Festivals and Other
Year-round Events

24. Redevelop Trash Transfer Facility

Barn Venue to Expand Capacity

Market for Corporate Retreats & Additional
Weekday Use

| Kimmswick GSP

Cold-Weather Opportunities

Painting in the Park

Winter Art Exhibits

Lawn Games

Ice Carving

27. Close Market Street to Vehicle Traffic on Weekends in
Summer

25. Expanded Use of Anheuser Estate

122

Warm-Weather Opportunities

28. Re-enactors

30. Old Time Baseball

29. Movies and Other Local Events on the Village Green

31. Create Dedicated Funding Stream for City Needs

APPENDIX|123

32. Strengthen City Staff Capacity

33. Revenue enhancement package
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34. Traffic Management

35. Property Code Enforcement

36. Flood Management and
Environment

38. Development and Business

37. Public Space

39. Programming and Events

APPENDIX|125

40. Governance
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Permanent Levee with
Flood Wall Entry
3%
0%
3%
94%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Where are you from?
55%
21%
11%
13%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Kimmswick
Imperial
Surrounding Kimmswick
Other

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Improve North Outfall
5%
5%
5%
84%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority
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Redirect Stormwater Runoff
3%
3%
9%
85%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Natural Environmental Enhancements
8%
11%
32%
49%

Localized Interventions to Reduce &
Store Runoff
3%
6%
33%
58%
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

At-Grade Crossing of Market Street
at Railroad
9%
3%
34%
54%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Complete Streets Enhancements
5%
3%
11%
81%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Kimmswick Village Green
3%
26%
31%
40%

Trail & Greenway System
5%
18%
39%
37%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Enhanced Gateway Signage
11%
8%
21%
61%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority
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Parking & Circulation Plan

Heritage Trail
13%
29%
34%
24%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

11%
20%
37%
31%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Enhanced Lighting
5%
10%
31%
54%
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority
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Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Public Restrooms
3%
10%
13%
74%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Screen Sewage Plant on
West and South Sides
3%
13%
37%
47%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

River Pavilion & Deck
& Mill Wheel Concept
14%
14%
43%
30%

Rock Creek Improvements
with Damming and Rock Weir
22%
25%
36%
17%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Develop North Anheuser Park
8%
24%
53%
16%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority
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City Development Master Plan
through Comprehensive Plan
17%
8%
36%
39%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Relocate Visitor Center Function
to Entry
16%
27%
27%
30%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Expanded Business Offerings & Hours
16%
18%
37%
29%

| Kimmswick GSP

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Train Station Building with Food
Function & (rotating) Historic Exhibits;
Rail Car
24%
39%
29%
8%
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1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Observation Deck
17%
19%
36%
28%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Redevelop Trash Transfer Facility
8%
14%
19%
59%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Expanded Use of Anheuser Estate
8%
11%
34%
47%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Strategically Promote and Expand
Festivals and Other Year-Round Events
5%
5%
41%
49%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority
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Movies and Other Local Events
on the Village Green

Close Market Street to Vehicle Traffic
on Weekends in Summer
18%
24%
37%
21%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

13%
24%
39%
24%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Re-enactors
26%
42%
24%
8%
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority
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Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Old Time Baseball
26%
47%
13%
13%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Create Dedicated Funding Stream
for City Needs
5%
14%
19%
62%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Revenue Enhancement Package
9%
15%
24%
52%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Strengthen City Staff Capacity
5%
11%
43%
41%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Traffic Management
11%
16%
29%
45%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority
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Public Space

Property Code Enforcement
5%
5%
22%
68%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

3%
8%
45%
45%

Flood Management & Environment
3%
0%
3%
94%
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Development & Business
5%
5%
46%
43%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

Programming & Events
5%
3%
59%
32%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS
Advisory Committee Meeting

Governance
15%
21%
21%
44%

1.
2.
3.
4.

Should Not Implement
Low Priority
Medium Priority
High Priority

AGENDA
• Welcome Back
• Polling
• Review Public Workshop #3
• Discussion
• Next Steps

APPENDIX|143

1. Permanent Levee With Flood Wall Entry

Prioritization Exercise

What do you think the
implementation priorities
should be?
4 = Top Priority
3 = Medium Priority (or unsure)
2 = Low Priority
1 = Should not be implemented
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2. Improve North Outfall

3. Redirect Stormwater Runoff

5. Natural Environment Enhancements

4. Localized Interventions to Reduce and Store Runoff

6. At‐grade Crossing of Market St. at Railroad

APPENDIX|145

7. Complete Streets Enhancements

9. Kimmswick Village Green

8. Trail and Greenway System

10. Enhanced Gateway Signage
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11. Heritage Trail

13. Parking and Circulation Plan

Potential 400+ Parking
Spaces
12. Enhanced Lighting

14. Public Restrooms

Street LightPedestrian Light
Retail LightingBollard Lighting

APPENDIX|147

15. Screen Sewage Plant on West and South Sides

17. River Pavilion and Deck & Mill Wheel Concept

16. Rock Creek Improvements with Damming and Rock Weir

18. Develop North Anheuser Park
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19. City Development Master Plan Through Comprehensive Plan

21. Expanded Business Offerings and Hours

Zone 2
Zone 1

20. Relocate Visitor Center Function to Entry

22. Train Station Building with Food, Function, and
(Rotating) Historic Exhibits; Rail Car Dining/Lodging

APPENDIX|149

23. Observation Deck

25. Expanded Use of Anheuser Estate

Barn Venue to Expand Capacity

Market for Corporate Retreats & Additional
Weekday Use

24. Redevelop Trash Transfer Facility
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26. Strategically Promote and Expand Festivals and Other
Year‐round Events
Warm‐Weather Opportunities

Cold‐Weather Opportunities

Painting in the Park

Winter Art Exhibits

Lawn Games

Ice Carving

27. Close Market Street to Vehicle Traffic on Weekends in
Summer

29. Movies and Other Local Events on the Village Green

28. Re‐enactors

30. Old Time Baseball

31. Create Dedicated Funding Stream for City Needs

32. Strengthen City Staff Capacity
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33. Revenue enhancement package

34. Traffic Management

35. Property Code Enforcement

37. Public Space

36. Flood Management and
Environment

38. Development and Business

APPENDIX|153

PUBLIC WORKSHOP
#3

39. Programming and Events

POLLING

BROAD PRIORITIES

40. Governance
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Flood Management & Environment – High
Governance – High
Public Space – Medium/High
Business Development – Medium/High
Programming & Events – Medium

DISCUSSION
KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS

NEXT STEPS
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SESSION 5

Session #5 Schedule
Sunday 4/22

Monday 4/23

Tuesday 4/24

Wednesday 4/25

Thursday 4/26

Friday 4/27

7:30 AM
8:00 - 11:30:

8:00 AM

Consultant Team
Workshop Prep
(Alta)

8:30 AM
9:00 AM

9 :30- 11:30:

9:30 AM
10:00 AM

Technical Advisory
Committee

10:30 AM

Travel

Location:
Jefferson County Offices

11:00 AM
11:30 - 12:30:
Lunch

11:30 AM

11:30 - 12:30:
Lunch

12:00 PM
12 :30- 3:00:

12:30 PM
1 - 4:

1:00 PM
1:30 PM

Project Partner Meeting
(Alta, Project Partners)
Location:
Jefferson County Offices

2:00 PM
2:30 - 4:00:

2:30 PM

Consultant Team
Workshop Prep
(Alta)

3:00 PM
Public Engagement Mtg
Set Up

3:30 PM

4:00 - 6:00
Implementation
Workshop
(Alta Project Partners and
Advisory Committee)

4:00 PM
4:30 PM
5:00 PM

Location:
Pastime Club

5:30 PM

6:00 - 6:30:
Dinner (Pastime Club)

6:00 PM
6:30 PM

6:30 - 8:30:

7:00 PM

Public Open House

7:30 PM

Location:
Pastime Club

8:00 PM
8:30 PM
Client Meeting
Focus Group/Advisory Committee Meeting
Public Workshop/Activity
Project Work Session
Consultant Team Activity
Lunch
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Travel

Saturday 4/28

Advisory Committee Meeting

Demographics | Kimmswick has a sizable and growing population of residents older than
55.
Age Distribution, Kimmswick & Surrounding Area

Findings

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

0 - 14

15 - 19

20 - 24

25 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54

65 +

55 - 64

65 +

Population Growth by Age, Kimmswick & Surrounding Area
2010 - 2017
40%
20%
0%
-20%
-40%

0 - 14

15 - 19

20 - 24

25 - 34

Primary

35 - 44

45 - 54

Secondary
Kimmswick Great Streets | 3

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Recommendations for programming and revenue generating uses are reflective of prior
analyses.

55 - 64

Demographics | In addition, there is growing cohort of younger residents in the region
who represent the next generation for Kimmswick.
Age Distribution, Kimmswick & Surrounding Area

Surveys

Demographic Analysis

Retail Gap Analysis

Apple Butter Participants
Cookie Walk Participants
Non-Event Day Visitors

City Officials
Port Authority
Delta Queen Operator

0 - 14

15 - 19

20 - 24

25 - 34

Alta Team Input

40%
20%
0%
-20%
-40%

0 - 14

15 - 19

20 - 24

25 - 34

Primary
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 +

55 - 64

65 +

Population Growth by Age, Kimmswick & Surrounding Area
2010 - 2017

Interviews

Asset Analysis

25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
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35 - 44

45 - 54

Secondary
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Demographics | The neighborhoods in and around Kimmswick are populated by people
that that tend to enjoy outdoor activities and eating out.
Market Type

Share

Retail | Kimmswick residents and visitors can shop at unique, locally-owned stores and
restaurants, as well as regional shopping areas defined primarily by malls and highway
adjacent retail.
South County
Center
1.1M SF

Notable Characteristics

Middleburg

12.3% Thrifty, relies on smartphones and prefers domestic travel

Soccer Moms

12.2% Affluent, and enjoys family oriented-pursuits

Green Acres

11.5% Enjoys outdoor activities like hunting, fishing, hiking, and camping

Parks & Rec

11.2% Appreciates amenities and programs that support their children

Savvy Suburbanites

8.5%

Enjoys good food, wine, and amenities of city cultural events

Home Improvement

8.1%

Are on the go, eats out regularly, and enjoys home improvement projects

Retail Cluster

Enjoying the transition from child rearing to retirement

Secondary
Study Area

Comfortable Empty Nesters 6.0%

Kimmswick Great Streets | 5

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Surveys | Visitors to Kimmswick tend to be older than 55, and are predominantly women.
Visitors surveyed have expressed interest in additional shops, restaurants, and activities.

Arnold
Commons
327K SF
Jefferson County
Plaza
290K SF

46%

WOMEN

OLDER THAN 55

15%+

Water Tower
PL
Labels too small 476K
to SF
Kimmswick
read. Need
to be

>16pt ft

Kimmswick Retail
Unique Offerings
Main Street Style
Highly Walkable

Twin City
Plaza
211K SF

Kimmswick Great Streets | 7

Retail | While there is a cluster of local shops and restaurants there is substantial
potential spending that is not currently being captured.
$18 Gap
$232

Existing Trade Area Supply & Spending Potential
(In Millions)

$214

INTERESTED IN ADDITIONAL
SHOPS & RESTAURANTS

Visitors to events come from across the St. Louis region

75%+

29%

WOMEN

OLDER THAN 55

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Regionally Competitive Retail
National Chains
Mall Style
Car Dependent

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Non-event day visitors come from the immediate area around Kimmswick

80%+

Telegraph
Crossing
328K SF

$34 Gap

$14 Gap
$57

35%+

INTERESTED IN ADDITIONAL
SHOPS & RESTAURANTS

Kimmswick Great Streets | 6

Food & Beverage

$43

Sporting Goods & Hobby Stores
Spending Potential

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

$73
$39
Furniture & Home Furnishings

Existing Supply
Kimmswick Great Streets | 8

Assets | Kimmswick is often included as a tourist destination in marketing materials for
the greater St. Louis area.
Downtown STL
Forest Park Activities

Assets | Kimmswick hosts numerous festivals and events on a variety of scales, but lacks
smaller-scale activities for residents and their families.
Large Scale Festivals

Medium Sized Events

Resident-Focused Activities

Strawberry Festival
Apple Butter Festival

River City
Cookie Walk
Witches Night Out

National Night Out
School Sponsored Movie Nights

?

Anheuser-Busch
Brewery
30 - 35
Minute
Drive
Mastodon State
Historic Site

Kimmswick

20 Minute
Drive
Festus

Large & Regional
Kimmswick Great Streets | 9
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Assets | There are a collection of assets within Kimmswick that draw people to the city,
but are underutilized and can be potentially supported by the market.
Open Space
• Substantial undeveloped &
unused riverfront
• Large amount of open space
near the gateway to Kimmswick
that is well-used during
festivals, but is otherwise empty

Anheuser Estate
•

Recently opened to public

•

Hosts weddings and requires
tent & outside infrastructure

•

Limited utilization of house and
structures

Small & Local
Kimmswick Great Streets | 11
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Assets | There are 10 midscale or upper-midscale hotels within 12 miles of Kimmswick.
Name

Historical Society/
Visitors Center

• Organizes and distributes map
of city assets
• Run on a volunteer basis

Kimmswick

• Located away from shops and
businesses

Rooms

Quality Inn & Suites Arnold St Louis

71

Drury Inn & Suites Arnold

155

Holiday Inn Express & Suites Festus South St Louis

86

Comfort Inn Festus

89

Quality Inn Banquet Center Festus

134

La Quinta Inns & Suites Festus

57

Holiday Inn St Louis South County Center
Holiday Inn Express & Suites Saint Louis South I
55

149

Best Western St Louis Inn

87

Hampton Inn Suites St Louis South I 55

92

99

Source: Smith Travel Research
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Assets | Occupancy rates at these 10 non-economy hotels are high in the summer
months, but may not be high enough to support an additional hotel in similar format.
Occupancy by Month - 2017
80%

66% 64% 64%

70%
60%
50%

74%

Annual Occupancy

80%

70% 66% 67% 66%

70%
56%
48%

48% 48%

70% required occupancy to support
new hotel in similar format

60%
50%

40%

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%

0%

0%

50%

2012

53%

2013

57%

2014

62%

61%

61%

Recommendations

2015

2016

2017

Source: Smith Travel Research
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Assets | There are two bed and breakfasts operating within Kimmswick. Bed and
breakfasts are often a lodging option in heritage-oriented destinations.

Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Sturbridge Village, Massachusetts
Kimmswick Great Streets | 14

Open Space Programming | Small-scale activities targeted at local residents in new public
spaces can also support businesses Kimmswick and fill a gap in the activity calendar.
Warm-Weather Opportunities

Cold-Weather Opportunities

Painting in the Park

Winter Art Exhibits

Lawn Games

Ice Carving

Movies in the Park

Ice Rink

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

These activities, while primarily
geared towards families and
community building, can also
support local businesses by
drawing in participants from
adjacent communities.

Kimmswick Great Streets | 16

Open Space Programming | New programming can occur on a variety of scales and
locations within Kimmswick.

Small-Scale Resident Focused
Events & Programs

Retail Expansion & Open Space l Small informal food venues near trails and public spaces
provide an opportunity for day-trippers to stop for a meal and explore Kimmswick,
driving economic activity in the city.

Large-Scale
Regional Events
Bike Trail Café Model

Riverfront Activities
Medium-Sized
Commercial Events

Village Green Events
Amphitheater Programs

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Open Space Programming | Riverfront activities can cater to both residents and regional
visitors.

Family-oriented educational events such as river walks,
ranger programs, and others.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Katy Trail, Dallas
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Retail Expansion | Expanding business hours for existing businesses and welcoming
complementary retail can enable Kimmswick to capture unmet spending potential.

Complementary Businesses

Greater Availability & Longer Hours

The spending gap in certain categories can be captured
with the addition of retail options not currently
represented in the city, including a small outdoors or
sporting goods shop or a boutique home furnishing and
gift store that would appeal to a younger
demographic.

Extended hours responds to the desires of local
residents and visitors as demonstrated in surveys from
October & December 2017. Additionally, the new
business revenue generated by extended hours from
residents and visitors will support the fiscal health of
the City.

Concert series and theatrical performances in the Port
amphitheater
Kimmswick Great Streets | 18

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Anheuser Estate | Expanding the capacity of the Anheuser Estate to host events would
bring more visitors to Kimmswick, who in turn would spend at local businesses and
provide potential guests for a new B&B.

Build a barn venue to expand capacity
& draw additional types and sizes of
events

Market for corporate retreats &
additional weekday use

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Bed & Breakfast | A B&B would attract new visitors to the city and extend the stays of
those currently visiting.

Implementation

The Kimmswick B&B should be designed in line with the
architectural style of the city.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The B&B could house Delta Queen passengers and
capitalize on additional usage of the Anheuser Estate.
Kimmswick Great Streets | 22

IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS

IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS:
EXAMPLE OF PROS & CONS

District / Entity Type

•
•
•
•
•
•

A variety of implementation entities/tools
available to the City
Some are revenue generators and some are
financing tools
Each tool has unique levy powers and
oversight models
Some are more development-driven than
others
Should be specific to needed services and
improvements
Must be aligned with short-term and long-

IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS: MO
SPECIAL DISTRICTS
District / Entity Type

Purpose

Powers

Possible*

Community Improvement District
(CID) – RSMO 67

To fund infrastructure improvements and services
(and works best for commercial / mixed-use areas)

Sales taxes, special assessments, property
taxes, rents, issue bonds/notes (20 years)

✔

Transportation Development District
(TDD) – RSMO 238

To fund, promote, plan, design, construct, improve,
maintain and operate transportation projects

Sales taxes, special assessments, property
taxes, tolls, issue bonds/notes (40 years)

✔

Special Business District
(SBD) – RSMO 71

To fund infrastructure improvements and services
(and works best for neighborhoods and residential
areas)

Property tax assessment, business license
tax, special assessments

✔

Neighborhood Improvement District
(NID) – RSMO 67

To fund infrastructure improvement to support new
development (and works best in green fields)

Property taxes (increase to pay bonds
issued by a local municipality)

Tax Increment Financing District
(TIF) – RSMO 99

To fund development/infrastructure costs through
blighting, including building, streets, and public
spaces

Property tax abatement / EATS used to
pay development/infrastructure financing

Urban Redevelopment Corporation
(URC) – RSMO 353

To provide a freeze of existing property taxes at predevelopment levels through blighting

Property tax abatement (through newly
created entity) – powers can vary

Industrial Development Bonds
(IDA) – RSMO 100

Low-interest development bonds for
development/infrastructure paid through lease

Low-interest bonds, property tax
abatement, sales tax exemption

Land Clearance for Redevelopment Authority
(LCRA) – RSMO 99

To provide a freeze of existing property taxes at predevelopment levels through blighting

Property tax abatement (through local
municipality)

Local Economic Development Sales Tax
(LEDST) – RSMO 67

To broadly fund economic development plan,
project, or area (with 20% required allocation to
long-term)

Sales taxes

fund economic

*May be more appropriate for the City of Kimmswick and the Great Streets Initiative, though all should be on the table for discussion.

✔

Cons

CID

-

A whole range of levy powers
Reasonable financing capacity (bonds)
Very flexible for services/improvements
Can change/adjust projects moving forward

-

Difficult petition process to establish
Lots or reporting requirements

TDD

-

Focused on a transportation project
More nimble establishment processes
A whole range of levy powers
fund economic
Very long authority (40 years)

-

More complex oversight entity
Specific project and Infrastructure-driven
Must be transferred to local entity for O&M

SBD

-

Very simple administration and oversight
More simple petition process
Variable powers based on scale of city
More driven by neighborhoods/residents

-

Limited tax levy powers
Hancock Amendment limitations
Static revenue values
Very specific services allowable

TIF

-

Lots of financing capacity (PILOTS)
Tying development with infrastructure
Project phasing can be very effective

-

Requires blighting of properties
Development-driven more so than others
Only really works well with commercial
component (EATS)
Can detract from other City services

-

*May be more appropriate for the City of Kimmswick and the Great Streets Initiative, though all should be on the table for discussion.

IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS: MOVING FORWARD
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

✔

Pros

Evaluate pros/cons of each type of implementation
entity/tool
Finalize detailed plan for infrastructure &
improvements
Refine economic development strategy and goals
Identify supportive services, operations, and
maintenance
Establish long-term and yearly budgeting needs
Set priorities for infrastructure projects and phasing
Identify the appropriate type of implementation
entity/tool

Implementation Plan | To oversee the implementation of the plan and supplement
existing community capacity, Kimmswick should create a coordinating entity staffed by
one part-time business development & events coordinator.

Short Term

New Coordinating Entity

Board of
Directors

Jefferson County
Port Authority

Merchants
Association

Implementation Plan | Merchants Association

Anheuser Trust

City of Kimmswick

Implementation
Coordination

Co-Lead: Determine structure of
coordination entity & establish
entity

Open Space Programming

Co-Lead Identify programs of
interest

Retail Expansion

Co-Lead Develop retail business
guidelines

Anheuser Estate

N/A

Bed and Breakfast

N/A

Part Time Business Development & Events Coordinator
Responsible for running events and promoting venues and business
opportunities
Potential
Funding
Sources

Delta Queen Tax

Increased Festival
Revenues

Increased Sales Tax
Revenues

Merchants
Association
Kimmswick Great Streets | 29

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Implementation Plan | City of Kimmswick
Short Term

Medium Term

Co-Lead: Determine structure of
coordination entity & establish
entity

Open Space Programming

Co-Lead: Identify programs of
interest

Retail Expansion

Lead: Implement zoning
Co-Lead: Develop retail business
guidelines

Anheuser Estate

Support: Retain events planner &
architect
Support: Upgrade necessary
infrastructure

Support: Build dedicated
indoor events facility

Lead: Develop design guidelines
Lead: Conduct outreach to targeted
property owners

Lead: Release RFP for B&B
developer
Lead: Evaluate responses &
select operator

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Long Term

Support coordinating entity
with funding & guidance

Support coordinating entity
with funding & guidance

Lead: Promote business
involvement in new events &
programming

Lead: Promote business
involvement in new events &
programming
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HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Implementation Plan | Anheuser Trust

Implementation
Coordination

Bed and Breakfast

Medium Term

Support coordinating entity
with funding & guidance

Long Term
Support coordinating entity
with funding & guidance

Short Term
Implementation
Coordination

Evaluate participation in
coordinating entity

Medium Term
Support coordinating entity
with guidance

Kimmswick Great Streets | 30

Retail Expansion

N/A

Anheuser Estate

Lead: Retain events planner &
architect
Lead: Make necessary
infrastructure improvements

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Support coordinating entity
with guidance
Lead: Host events at new
facility

Open Space Programming

Bed and Breakfast

Long Term

Lead: Build dedicated events
facility

Lead: Develop North Anheuser
Estate Park

Co-Lead: Coordinate with
operator to market Estate and
B&B for events and lodging
packages

Co-Lead: Coordinate with
operator to market Estate and
B&B for events and lodging
packages

Kimmswick Great Streets | 32

Implementation Plan | Port Authority
Short Term
Implementation
Coordination

Evaluate participation in
coordinating entity

Open Space Programming

Retail Expansion

N/A

Anheuser Estate

N/A

Bed and Breakfast

N/A

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Medium Term

Long Term

Support coordinating entity
with guidance

Support coordinating entity
with guidance

Lead: Develop riverfront park
& amphitheater
Lead: Retain operator for
amphitheater & host events

Lead: Develop riverfront park
& amphitheater
Lead: Retain operator for
amphitheater & host events

Kimmswick Great Streets | 33
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Project Partners

KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS

City of Kimmswick
Jefferson County
Jefferson County Port Authority
East-West Gateway

PUBLIC WORK SESSION #3

Project Vision

Welcome to Kimmswick
Great Streets Project
Open House

166
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“The Kimmswick Great Streets
Project aims to realize Kimmswick’s
full potential as a regional
destination to establish economic,
environmental, and municipal
resilience while maintain and
enhance Kimmswick’s unique charm
and character.”

City Goals

DATA GATHERING
LISTENING & VISIONING

• Goal 1 – Create a Community Supported Vision for
Kimmswick
• Goal 2 – Fortify Flood Protection from the Mississippi and
within Kimmswick
• Goal 3 – Maintain/Enhance the Quality of Life for Residents
• Goal 4 – Enhance the Historic Character of the Community
• Goal 5 – Initiate a Sustainable Economic/Management
Model for the Community
• Goal 6 – Leverage and Capture the Benefits of Riverfront
Improvements

Jefferson County and
Port Authority Goals
• Goal 1 – Set Up Opportunities to Implement
Riverfront Redevelopment Concept
• Goal 2 – Improve Riverfront Access as an
Amenity for Jefferson County Residents
• Goal 3 – Stimulate Economic Growth in the
Region
• Goal 4 – Establish Emergency Services on
Mississippi

IDEA TESTING
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

PREFERRED CONCEPT
IMPLEMENTATION

Preferred Concept Topics
A. Flood Mitigation
B. Public Space
C. Economic Development
D. Governance
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A. Flood Mitigation
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B. Public Space
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Street Light

Pedestrian Light

Retail Lighting

Bollard Lighting

APPENDIX|175

Open Space Programming | Small‐scale activities targeted at local residents in new public
spaces can also support businesses Kimmswick and fill a gap in the activity calendar.

C. Economic Development

Warm‐Weather Opportunities

Cold‐Weather Opportunities

Painting in the Park

Winter Art Exhibits

Lawn Games

Ice Carving

Movies in the Park

Ice Rink

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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These activities, while primarily
geared towards families and
community building, can also
support local businesses by
drawing in participants from
adjacent communities.
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Open Space Programming | New programming can occur on a variety of scales and
locations within Kimmswick.

Small‐Scale Resident Focused
Events & Programs

Retail Expansion & Open Space l Small informal food venues near trails and public spaces
provide an opportunity for day‐trippers to stop for a meal and explore Kimmswick,
driving economic activity in the city.

Large‐Scale
Regional Events




Riverfront Activities
Medium‐Sized
Commercial Events

Village Green Events
Amphitheater Programs


HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Open Space Programming | Riverfront activities can cater to both residents and regional
visitors.

Family‐oriented educational events such as river walks,
ranger programs, and others.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Retail Expansion | Expanding business hours for existing businesses and welcoming
complementary retail can enable Kimmswick to capture unmet spending potential.

Complementary Businesses

Greater Availability & Longer Hours

The spending gap in certain categories can be captured
with the addition of retail options not currently
represented in the city, including a small outdoors or
sporting goods shop or a boutique home furnishing and
gift store that would appeal to a younger
demographic.

Extended hours responds to the desires of local
residents and visitors as demonstrated in surveys from
October & December 2017. Additionally, the new
business revenue generated by extended hours from
residents and visitors will support the fiscal health of
the City.

Concert series and theatrical performances in the Port
amphitheater
Kimmswick Great Streets | 46

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Anheuser Estate | Expanding the capacity of the Anheuser Estate to host events would
bring more visitors to Kimmswick, who in turn would spend at local businesses and
provide potential guests for a new B&B.

Build a barn venue to expand capacity
& draw additional types and sizes of
events

Market for corporate retreats &
additional weekday use

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Bed & Breakfast | A B&B would attract new visitors to the city and extend the stays of
those currently visiting.

The Kimmswick B&B should be designed in line with the
architectural style of the city.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The B&B could house Delta Queen passengers and
capitalize on additional usage of the Anheuser Estate.
Kimmswick Great Streets | 50

D. Governance
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Implementation

Phasing

NEXT STEPS
• Plan Document/Report
• Acceptance by Partners
• Rollout Event!

Phasing

KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS
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Kimmswick experiences flooding from two directions - Mississippi Flooding and the “bath tub
effect” as stormwater is retained within the City behind temporary levees. Recommendations
address Mississippi flooding initially with a temporary deployable flood barrier (image below),
valve gates and a debris grate at the north outlet, and improved access to the south sluice
gate. As the City’s revenue becomes more stable, a permanent flood wall, levee, flood gate
upgrades, and permanent pump stations are proposed.

Tabled
Intersection,
Traffic Calming &
Water Diversion

Primary strategies defending against flooding within Kimmswick include diverting 730,000
gallons (13%) of stormwater along 5th Street during a 2-year flood out of Kimmswick’s
watersheds and increasing stormwater storage capacity to 4,900,000 gallons (77%) prior to
the outlets. Bioswales and pervious pavements slow runoff and increase overflow capacity.
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Storing water above ground is the cheapest water storage alternative. Water slowly infiltrates
engineered soil, typically within 24 hours, and into underground drains.
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The north outlet drains over 50 acres, most of which is outside Kimmswick, through dangerous
undersized pipes. The plan recommends capturing 415,000 gallons of stormwater flowing down
Montabello at 5th & Vine intersection and conveying it west along Vine toward the ballfields in
Lucianna Gladney-Ross Park.
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Flood Mitigation Strategy

South Outlet
Phase 1 - Safety
Access to Existing
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Vine Str
ee

Phase 2 - Mill & Overlay
Roadway Crown, Capture
Stormwater in New 8” Trench
Drain
Phase 2 - Tabled
Intersection, Traffic Calming
& Water Diversion

Vine Str
ee
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3. Increase Storage

2. Divert Run Off
5th Str
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1. Valves & Grate

Sewer Plant

Public Space

1

Kimmswick Blvd Intersection Entry

2

Kimmswick Blvd Bridge Embellishment

3

Riparian Trail

4

Kimmswick Blvd Entry Gateway

5

Kimmswick Blvd & 4th Street Intersection
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6

Market Street - Pedestrian Realm Improvements

7

3rd Street Bioswale & Stormwater Deck
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Market Street - Parking Lane Improvements

Market Street - Asphalt Overlay

8

Kimmswick Village Green

10

Screen Sewer Plant

11

Fishing Dock

12

Levee Trail

9
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Windsor Harbor Road at Rock Creek

Active Street Edge/Heritage Trail

14

Boardwalk

15

Amphitheater
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Land Use & Zoning

The recommended land uses to the left are proposed to protect Kimmswick resident’s quality
of life, secure historic character, promote development in line with the community’s vision, and
protect natural assets. Primary commercial supports greater activity and commercial uses.
Secondary commercial transitions into residential. Residential grandfathers existing commercial
and institutional uses limiting future commercial development. Open space and park land uses
protect natural habitat, specify areas for park development, and discourage future industrial
development.
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Land use and zoning ordinances help communities guide future development. These policies can
protect valued assets like natural resources and historic character. They can also deter unwanted
uses. Land use and zoning policies could have prevented the sewer plant’s development.
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Lighting design and intensity correspond with land uses. The plan recommends more intense
commercial lighting levels in primary commercial, less intense safety and focal lighting in
secondary commercial, and appropriate lighting in residential. All proposed lighting seeks to
preserve the wondrous rural night sky and reduce impacts to wildlife.
The lighting strategy employs multiple types to promote safety and communicate welcome visitor
areas. In primary commercial areas, street and pedestrian lighting encompass intersections and
open spaces. Supplemental retail lighting incorporated into business facades is recommended
to reduce operations and maintenance costs. Similar strategies are incorporated in secondary
commercial. Foot lighting in residential areas promotes safety and privacy.
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Mill Stre
et

The
diagram
to
the
left
highlights
recommended active street edges. Dense
building development and attractive vertical
elements along these edges should prescribed
in the City’s design guidelines. The design
guidelines should discourage vacant properties
and uses like parking lots along these edges.
When necessary, incorporate elements like site
furnishings, decorative walls or fencing, art,
and/or signage along edges such as parking as
the image to the right illustrates. A more dense
street edge also communicates to visitors areas
delineated for commercial and residential uses.

Residential Area

ree

Active Street Edge

Active street edges encourage walkability. A
constant line of building facades with a mix
of uses close to the street provides visitors
the opportunity to interact with people,
businesses, and activities. People attract people.
Programming, events, and especially outdoor
dining stimulate street life typically leading to
more visitors.
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Bollard Lighting

To retain Kimmswick’s quality of life, parking and circulation strategies should be developed for
differing events, programs, and periods of greater tourism and commercial activity. Parking is
subdivided into active areas and residential.

Active Street Edge
Oak Stre

Retail Lighting

Parking

3rd Stre

INSTITUTIONAL

Pedestrian Lighting
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Active Area

Economic Development Strategy
Develop a
Coordination Entity
City & Merchants Create an Entity to Strengthen
Their Relationship & Promote Kimmswick’s
Business Development, Programs & Events

Develop Funding
for the Organization
Hire Economic
Development &
Events Coordinator

Economic
Development & Events
Coordinator
Strengthen Merchant/Resident
Relations
Expand Revenue Potential through:

Adopt
Comprehensive Plan

• Great Streets Plan
• Emergency Management Plan
• Zoning & Ordinances • Design Guidelines
• Business Guide Book

Revenue Enhancement
Package
• 3% Riverboat Ticket Fee
• $1/LF Docking Fee
• Kimmswick History Tour Package
• Evaluate Lodging Fee
• Others

1. Open Space Programming
2. Complimentary Business

Strengthen City
Staff Capacity

Develop Revenue Streams for:

• Economic Development & Events Coordinator
• Operations & Maintenance
• Policing & Enforcement
• Parks & Natural Resources

Programs & Events

Retail Expansion

Develop Anheuser

Develop B&B
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Front St
reet

2nd Stre
et

3rd Stre
et

4th Stre
et

5th Stre
et

Vine St
reet

Village Green

The Village Green is Kimmswick’s civic center. The plan recommends small-scale activities
geared toward local-area residents. These activities fill gaps in the activities calendar cultivating
regular social opportunities which also cultivate business activity. Warm-weather and coldweather activities for men and women of all ages should be considered.

Oak Stre

Elm Stre

ick Blvd

et

VILLAGE
GREEN

Primary Commercial Area

Leveraging an enhanced pedestrian realm, riverfront, and local trail network, including the
Heritage Trail, will bring a broader demographic to support and expand local business. A 2012
Katy Trail economic impact analysis revealed the average party spends $147 per day. These
low-cost or no-cost recreational options attract families and younger visitors.

Market
Stre

et

PRIMARY
COMMERCIAL AREA

RIVERFRONT
AMPHITHEATER

Mill Stre
et

Rock Creek Market

i St
sipp

The iconic Windsor Harbor Bridge attracts visitors to the waterfront. The adjacent Rock Creek
Market venue provides an opportunity to host small markets and fairs. Located along the trails,
it is a great place for day-trippers to stop for a meal and explore Kimmswick. The pavilion,
deck, and waterfront feature offer a picturesque setting for reunions and parties.
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Programming & Events

et

ROCK CREEK
MARKET
ANHEUSER ESTATE

EXISTING
Shuttle Stop

Remote
Parking
Shuttle Stop
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Festival
Area
Shuttle Stop
Pedestrian
Route

Festivals

Riverfront Amphitheater

The riverfront amphitheater has the capacity to host 500. This incredible asset just outside
of town will support current festivals, entertain riverboat passengers, and create new event
opportunities like concerts and outdoor theater. The Port Authority expects school children,
clubs, and businesses will utilize the space for education, recreation, and entertainment.

PROPOSED

Festivals currently comprise 60-80% of
Kimmswick’s annual revenue. The new port
development presents an opportunity to extend
festivals to the Mississippi River functionally
expanding the festival area. The development of
a trail system along Rock Creek connecting to
Windsor High School further increases festival
capacity and efficiency. The sum of these
changes, illustrated on the right, reduce festival
impacts on Kimmswick residents potentially
reducing shuttle costs.
Current festival operations, shown on the left,
welcome most visitors on Highway K. Shuttles
traveling across the entire town stifle activity on
Front Street. The recommended configuration
eliminates one shuttle stop, removes shuttle
service within Kimmswick, increases pedestrian
connectivity to remote parking areas, develops
two primary entries, and increases remote and
on-street parking opportunities.

Remote
Parking

Shuttle Stop

Pedestrian
Route

Festival
Area

Shuttle Stop

Anheuser Estate
Shuttle Route

Expanding the capacity of the historic Anheuser Estate to host events would bring additional
visitors to Kimmswick. A barn venue could increase capacity for additional types and sizes
of events potentially stimulating local business expansion. Corporate retreats and additional
weekend use would address a gap in the market providing potential guests for a new B&B.

Preferred Concept - Phase 1

Highway 61/67
Entry Features

Screen Sewer

High St
re

et

At-Grade
Railroad
Crossing

Kimmswick
Welcome

Kimmswick Port
Connection &
Landing
Village Green
Edge
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Preferred Concept - Phase 2
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Market Street
Great Streets

Parking

Mooring

Kimmswick Port
Heritage Trail

Kimmswick Blvd
Great Streets

Preferred Concept - Phase 3

Highway 61/67 Road Diet &
Great Streets Intersection

Village Green
Interior

Amphitheater

Front Street
Entry
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SESSION 6

FLOOD MANAGEMENT

KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS
ADVISORY COMMITTEE #6

FLOOD MANAGEMENT

FLOOD MANAGEMENT

Responsibilities

Make Outlets Safe

Shore Up
Flood Barrier
Remove/
Manage Run‐off
In Town

Build Permanent
Levee/Increase
Storage Capacity
Manage
Windsor School
Run‐off
Finish Permanent Flood
Barrier
Upgrade North Outlet
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• City of Kimmswick (CITY)
• Jefferson County Port Authority (JCPA)
• Jefferson County Department of Public Works (JC DPW)
• Jefferson County Parks Department (JC Parks)
• Windsor School District

PUBLIC SPACE

FLOOD MANAGEMENT
3 – 5 Year Check List
Task

Responsible

•

Install south outlet A3.1 - OSHA
Compliant Access & A.2 - Automated
Sluice Gate

CITY

•

Begin A1.1 - A1.3 Permanent Flood
Barrier design in coordination with
B4.2 Mississippi Street Realignment
design

CITY, JC
DPW/JCPA

•

Construct B4.2 Mississippi Street
Realignment

CITY or JC
DPW/JCPA

•

Construct A1.1 Deployable Flood
Barrier & Storage Building

•

Construct A4.1 - Inlet & Underground
Pipe from 5th Street to Lucianna
Gladney-Ross Park

•

Install north outlet A2.1 - Debris Grate
& A2.2 - Backflow Prevention Valves

Develop Partnerships

•

Task

Implement A4.2 - Improve Vine
Street Swale and North Outlet A2.3 Increase Capacity

JC DPW

•

Construct A1.2 - Permanent Levee
and South Outlet A3.3 - Flood
Storage Expansion

CITY

•

Construct B9.2 - Levee Trail from
Windsor Harbor Road to Flood Wall

CITY, JCPA/JC
Parks

•

Install A5.1 - 5th Street Modifications
and A5.2 - Jefferson Park Bioswale
Improvements

CITY, Windsor
School District

CITY

•

Construct A1.3 - Flood Wall &
Deployable Barriers

CITY

JC DPW

•

Install North Outlet A2.4 – North

CITY

CITY

Apply for
Federal Funds

Responsible

Land Trading

Negotiate
Sewer Screen
Develop Branding & Promote
Stage Flood Barrier Phase 1 & 2
Plan & Design Railway Crossing & Market Street Intersection
Plan Regional Connections
Begin Installing Retail Lighting
Build Stormwater Deck

Pedestrian Access with Flood Door

PUBLIC SPACE
Responsibilities

• City of Kimmswick (CITY)
• Jefferson County Port Authority (JCPA)
• Jefferson County Department of Public Works (JC DPW)
• Jefferson County Parks Department (JC Parks)
• Windsor School District

PUBLIC SPACE
3 – 5 Year Check List
Task

Responsible

•

Install south outlet A3.1 - OSHA
Compliant Access & A.2 - Automated
Sluice Gate

CITY

•

Begin A1.1 - A1.3 Permanent Flood
Barrier design in coordination with
B4.2 Mississippi Street Realignment
design

CITY, JC
DPW/JCPA

•

Construct B4.2 Mississippi Street
Realignment

CITY or JC
DPW/JCPA

•

Construct A1.1 Deployable Flood
Barrier & Storage Building

•

Construct A4.1 - Inlet & Underground
Pipe from 5th Street to Lucianna
Gladney-Ross Park

•

Install north outlet A2.1 - Debris Grate
& A2.2 - Backflow Prevention Valves

Task

Responsible

•

Implement A4.2 - Improve Vine
Street Swale and North Outlet A2.3 Increase Capacity

JC DPW

•

Construct A1.2 - Permanent Levee
and South Outlet A3.3 - Flood
Storage Expansion

CITY

•

Construct B9.2 - Levee Trail from
Windsor Harbor Road to Flood Wall

CITY, JCPA/JC
Parks

•

Install A5.1 - 5th Street Modifications
and A5.2 - Jefferson Park Bioswale
Improvements

CITY, Windsor
School District

CITY

•

Construct A1.3 - Flood Wall &
Deployable Barriers

CITY

JC DPW

•

Install North Outlet A2.4 – North

CITY

CITY

Pedestrian Access with Flood Door
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Responsibilities

Develop Partnerships

Apply for
Federal Funds

• City of Kimmswick (CITY)
• Jefferson County Port Authority (JCPA)
• Jefferson County Department of Public Works (JC DPW)
• Jefferson County Parks Department (JC Parks)
• Windsor School District

Land Trading

Negotiate
Sewer Screen
Develop Branding & Promote
Stage Flood Barrier Phase 1 & 2
Plan & Design Railway Crossing & Market Street Intersection
Plan Regional Connections
Begin Installing Retail Lighting
Build Stormwater Deck

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
3 – 5 Year Check List
Task

Responsible

•

Install south outlet A3.1 - OSHA
Compliant Access & A.2 - Automated
Sluice Gate

CITY

•

Begin A1.1 - A1.3 Permanent Flood
Barrier design in coordination with
B4.2 Mississippi Street Realignment
design

CITY, JC
DPW/JCPA

•

Construct B4.2 Mississippi Street
Realignment

CITY or JC
DPW/JCPA

•

Construct A1.1 Deployable Flood
Barrier & Storage Building

•

Construct A4.1 - Inlet & Underground
Pipe from 5th Street to Lucianna
Gladney-Ross Park

•
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Install north outlet A2.1 - Debris Grate
& A2.2 - Backflow Prevention Valves
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Develop Partnerships
Task

Responsible

•

Implement A4.2 - Improve Vine
Street Swale and North Outlet A2.3 Increase Capacity

JC DPW

•

Construct A1.2 - Permanent Levee
and South Outlet A3.3 - Flood
Storage Expansion

CITY

•

Construct B9.2 - Levee Trail from
Windsor Harbor Road to Flood Wall

CITY, JCPA/JC
Parks

•

Install A5.1 - 5th Street Modifications
and A5.2 - Jefferson Park Bioswale
Improvements

CITY, Windsor
School District

CITY

•

Construct A1.3 - Flood Wall &
Deployable Barriers

CITY

JC DPW

•

Install North Outlet A2.4 – North

CITY

CITY

GOVERNANCE

Pedestrian Access with Flood Door

Apply for
Federal Funds
Land Trading

Negotiate
Sewer Screen
Develop Branding & Promote
Stage Flood Barrier Phase 1 & 2
Plan & Design Railway Crossing & Market Street Intersection
Plan Regional Connections
Begin Installing Retail Lighting
Build Stormwater Deck

GOVERNANCE
Responsibilities

•
• Jefferson County Port Authority (JCPA)
• Jefferson County Department of Public Works (JC DPW)
• Jefferson County Parks Department (JC Parks)
• Windsor School District
City of Kimmswick (CITY)

GOVERNANCE
3 – 5 Year Check List
Task

Responsible

•

Install south outlet A3.1 - OSHA
Compliant Access & A.2 - Automated
Sluice Gate

CITY

•

Begin A1.1 - A1.3 Permanent Flood
Barrier design in coordination with
B4.2 Mississippi Street Realignment
design

CITY, JC
DPW/JCPA

•

Construct B4.2 Mississippi Street
Realignment

CITY or JC
DPW/JCPA

•

Construct A1.1 Deployable Flood
Barrier & Storage Building

•

Construct A4.1 - Inlet & Underground
Pipe from 5th Street to Lucianna
Gladney-Ross Park

•

Install north outlet A2.1 - Debris Grate
& A2.2 - Backflow Prevention Valves

Task

Responsible

•

Implement A4.2 - Improve Vine
Street Swale and North Outlet A2.3 Increase Capacity

JC DPW

•

Construct A1.2 - Permanent Levee
and South Outlet A3.3 - Flood
Storage Expansion

CITY

•

Construct B9.2 - Levee Trail from
Windsor Harbor Road to Flood Wall

CITY, JCPA/JC
Parks

•

Install A5.1 - 5th Street Modifications
and A5.2 - Jefferson Park Bioswale
Improvements

CITY, Windsor
School District

CITY

•

Construct A1.3 - Flood Wall &
Deployable Barriers

CITY

JC DPW

•

Install North Outlet A2.4 – North

CITY

CITY

Pedestrian Access with Flood Door

Celebrate!!
Next Steps
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CHANGE IS HAPPENING

Governance /
Coordinating Entity
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•
•

•
•
•
•

Riverboat & Increased Economic
Activity = Increased City Revenue
Service Expansion
Flood Protection!!!!
Street Renovations (Sidewalks, Lights, etc.)
Infrastructure Improvements
Better Maintenance & Operations

Estimated City Revenue
Revenue Source

Current City Revenue
Delta Queen Tax
Docking Fee
Strawberry – Apple Butter
Festival Expansion
Great Steamboat Festival
Delta Queen Days
Witches Night Out
Retail Sales Growth
½% Sales Tax Increase
Lodging Fee
Parking Tickets
Commercial Overflow Parking
Amphitheater Event Parking
Amphitheater Event Fee

Low

High

$190,000
$767,000
$16,380

$250,000
$767,000
$16,380

$3,400

$50,000

$16,200
$34,830
$20,000
$4,300
$23,650
$8,350
$8,970
‐
$3,075
$7,500

$16,200
$34,830
$40,000
$11,000
$33,000
$8,350
$8,970
$6,150
$3,075
$7,500

Revenue Source

Anheuser Estate Receptions
Anheuser Estate Retreats
Anheuser Estate Pavilion
Anheuser Estate History Tour
Fee
Anheuser Estate Marina
Rock Creek Landing
Markets/Events
Rock Creek Pavilion
History Tour
Kimmswick Port/Confluence
Park Maintenance
Kimmswick Port Operations

Total

Low

High

$32,355
$5,175
$1,350

$32,355
$5,175
$1,350

$1,200

$1,200

‐

‐

$53,750

$53,750

$3,100
$6,000

$3,100
$6,000

$12,000

$12,000

$8,000

$8,000

Community Improvement
District (CID)

$1,232,735 $1,375,385

CID BENEFITS

CID BENEFITS

•

•

Representative of All
•
•
•
•

Determine Goals & Direction
Coordinate Efforts
Could Include: Merchants Association, City, Port
Authority, Anheuser Estate, Historical Society
Everyone’s Voice is Heard & Considered

One Point of Contact
•
•
•
•
•
•

All Programs & Events
Business Inquiries & Economic Development
Estate Booking
Amphitheater Operations
Conflicts Between Residents, City & Merchants
Operations & Maintenance
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CID BENEFITS

CID BENEFITS

•

•

Secure & Trustworthy
•
•
•
•

•

Secure & Trustworthy
•

202

•

Legally Supported by State of Missouri
Separate Legal Entity from City
3rd Party “Impartiality”
Enforcement

CID BENEFITS

Stable Governance is More Attractive to
Interested Complementary Business & Potential
Employees

| Kimmswick GSP

Secure & Trustworthy

•

Won’t change with Election Cycle, Aggressive
Property Owners, Resident Uprisings, or
Merchant Association Politics
Building Relationships & Implementing
Improvements Takes Time

CID BENEFITS
•

Revenue Generation
•
•
•
•

Levy, Bond & Assessment
Collect Rent, Fees & Sales/Use Tax
Enter into Contractual Agreements
Grant Eligible

CID Revenue Estimate
Revenue Source

Strawberry – Apple Butter Festival
Expansion
Great Steamboat Festival
Delta Queen Days
Witches Night Out
½% Sales Tax Increase
Commercial Overflow Parking
Amphitheater Event Parking
Amphitheater Event Fee
Anheuser Estate Marina
Rock Creek Landing
Markets/Events
Rock Creek Pavilion
History Tour
Kimmswick Port Operations

Total

Low

High

$100,000

$150,000

$16,200
$34,830
$20,000
‐
‐
$3,075
$7,500
‐

$16,200
$34,830
$80,000
$33,000
$6,150
$3,075
$7,500
‐

$53,750

$53,750

$3,100
$6,000
$8,000

$3,100
$6,000
$8,000

$252,455

Revenue Source

Low

High

CID Impact

Current City Revenue
Delta Queen Tax
Docking Fee
Strawberry – Apple Butter
Festival Expansion
Great Steamboat Festival
Delta Queen Days
Witches Night Out
Retail Sales Growth
½% Sales Tax Increase
Lodging Fee
Parking Tickets
Commercial Overflow
Parking
Amphitheater Event
Parking
Amphitheater Event Fee

$190,000

$250,000

$767,000

$767,000

$16,380

$16,380

$150,000
$767,000
$16,380

$3,400

$50,000

‐

$16,200

$16,200

$34,830

$34,830

$20,000

$40,000

$4,300

$11,000

$23,650

$33,000

$8,350

$8,350

$8,970

$8,970

‐
‐
‐
$11,000
‐
$8,350
$8,970

‐

$6,150

‐

$3,075

$3,075

‐

$7,500

$7,500

‐

Revenue Source

Anheuser Estate
Receptions
Anheuser Estate Retreats
Anheuser Estate Pavilion
Anheuser Estate History
Tour Fee
Anheuser Estate Marina
Rock Creek Landing
Markets/Events
Rock Creek Pavilion
History Tour
Kimmswick
Port/Confluence Park
Maintenance
Kimmswick Port
Operations

Total

Low

CID Impact

High

$32,355

$32,355

$32,355

$5,175

$5,175

$1,350

$1,350

$5,175
$1,350

$1,200

$1,200

$1,200

‐

‐

‐

$53,750

$53,750

‐

$3,100

$3,100

$6,000

$6,000

‐
‐

$12,000

$12,000

$12,000

$8,000

$8,000

‐

$1,232,735

$1,375,385

$920,580

$351,605

CID BENEFITS
•

Estimated City Revenue w/ CID

Expands Capacity
•

Hire Economic Development,
Programs & Events Coordinator

•

Support Merchant’s Association, City, Anheuser
Estate, Port Authority, Historical Society &
Residents

CID BENEFITS
•
Expand Capacity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Program, Plan, Promote & Run Events and
Festivals
Coordinate Business Interests (Synergies)
Operate Port Amphitheater
Oversee Cleaning & Maintenance
Manage Capital Improvement Projects
Recruit Businesses
Book Events
Coordinate Tours, Attractions & Shuttle Services
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CID: Potential Services and Improvements
Public Services

Infrastructure Improvements

Prohibit or restrict vehicular and pedestrian traffic and vendors

Pedestrian shopping malls and plazas

Operate or contract for provision of music, news, childcare, parking,
buses, mini‐buses, or other modes of transportation

Parks, lawns, trees, and other landscape

Leasing spaces for sidewalk café tables and chairs
Providing or contracting for provision of security personnel,
equipment or facilities for the protection of property and persons
Providing or contracting for cleaning, maintenance and
other services to public and private property

Promoting tourism, Special Events,

recreational or cultural activities

Promoting business development, activity,
and retention

Providing refuse collection and disposal services
Contracting for or conducting economic, planning, marketing or
other studies
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Convention center, arenas, aquariums, aviaries and meeting
facilities

Sidewalks, streets, alleys, ramps, tunnels, overpasses,

and underpasses

Traffic signs and signals
Utilities, drainage, water, storm, and sewer systems
Parking lots, garages, or other facilities
Music, news, and childcare facilities
Any other useful, necessary, or desired improvement

Next Step?

WSP USA, Inc
HR&A Advisors, Inc
CDG Engineers, Inc

Memorandum

Apple Butter Festival
Date/Time:
Location:
Notes By:

28 & 29 October, 2017
Kimmswick, MO
Alta, WSP & Shockey

Assembled By: Name
Stu Sirota
Aaron Defenbaugh
Laura Murray
Beth Quindry
Ben Severns
Ellen Rottjakob

Re:

Representing

Name

Representing

Alta
Alta
Alta
Shockey
Shockey
Shockey

Jennifer Pangborn
Bryan Robinson
Jamie Rana
Kate Soloman
Chris Hoffman

WSP
WSP
WSP
Shockey

Shockey

Kimmswick Great Streets – Large Event Memorandum

Apple Butter Festival Memo

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:
Shockey Consulting Services, LLC
Sherwood Design Engineers
Engineering Design Source, Inc

Appendix A

142 W Monroe
Kirkwood, MO 63122
314.391.2444
altaplanning.com
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Festival Observations

Intro
28th

29th.

The Consultant Team attended the 2017 Apple Butter Festival Saturday and Sunday October
and
With over
40 years of experience, Kimmswick has learned many lessons and runs a festival primarily with volunteers in a highly
professional manner attracting tens of thousands of visitors.
Weather Saturday was brisk and overcast reaching a high of 46 degrees while Sunday was partly cloudy with a high of
55 degrees. The project team conducted three interviews with the festival coordinators prior to the festival gathering
logistics diagrams, institutional knowledge, and an on‐site festival understanding. The coordinators utilize the Palaroo
App to help visitors find specific retail, food and entertainment booths and shops as well as navigate parking and
vehicular circulation. The app communicates with attendants throughout the day with update messages.
Three teams observed different aspects, one observing the festival, another conducting demographic surveys of
visitors, and the last observing circulation and parking patterns into the festival area. The festival coordinators
provided generous hospitality during the event supplying vendor parking passes and use of the City Hall as a place to
work and warm up. They also situated the demographic survey team in a prominent booth located on the Palaroo app
and at the intersection of 4th and Beckett greeting visitors right as they entered the event from the west. Additionally,
the festival coordinators gave the demographic surveyors raffle tickets for festival prizes to entice visitors to complete
the survey. The survey team wore Kimmswick Apple Butter Festival t‐shirts to identify with the event.
This memo presents the observations and findings of those three teams.

Crowds on Market Street begin the peak around 11am.

Alta had two team members at the festival Saturday October 28 for visual observations. The team moved throughout
the festival area collecting a visual survey of visitor demographics, pedestrian flow analysis, parking and traffic
patterns, shuttle routes and use, spatial orientation, spatial use quality and characteristics. The following details these
observation categories.

A.
Visitor Demographics
The morning set of visitors seemed to be shopping focused and families with young children, often in wagons or
strollers, and senior citizens. The shoppers without children tended to be couples or groups of women with specific
purchasing plans often dragging pull‐carts. There was some ethnic diversity but in total amounted to a very small
percentage of attenders. There was greater ethnic diversity represented among vendors.
Closer to the lunch hour, a greater variety of visitors came with the purposes of eating and browsing the vendors
stalls. The lines for indoor seating at the Blue Owl Restaurant stretched for half a block over the lunch hours. By 1 pm,
there were more men at the festival in groups enjoying the beer, music, machinery or work‐related booths.
A number of disabled attenders enjoyed the festival events including visitors on wheelchairs (motorized and non‐
motorized); with canes, strollers, and crutches; and the visually impaired.
Dogs as pets were prominent attenders. The team did not notice any service animals.
Per observation, the average attender was a white male or female between the ages of 25 and 55.

2 | Memorandum
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A variety of disabled visitors navigated the crowds and terrain.

Three primary pedestrian entries – Route K, Montabello, and Windsor Harbor Bridge – serve the festival.

B.
Pedestrian Flow
There are three pedestrian entries to the Apple Butter festival – Route K, Montabello (or 5th), and Windsor Bridge.
Pedestrians entering Route K walk down both shoulders from Highway 61/67 and field parking lots on the north and
south to a blockade just east of the last field parking entry. At the blockade, Highway K becomes a pedestrian
roadway. The intersection of Route K, Beckett, and 5th is a confluence for people entering the festival from Route K
and Montabello. Barricades on the south leg of the intersection of Montabello and Vine, restrict vehicular access to
the festival. A very small percentage of people enter the festival from Kimmswick proper north of Vine, but this
intersection is the primary shuttle stop. The shuttles generate a significant amount of foot traffic, and long lines form
to get rides back to event parking. The third entry, at Windsor Bridge, is a secondary access serving Anheuser estate
parking, parking east of the railroad bridge, and others parking in the near vicinity of Windsor Harbor Road. Along
Windsor Harbor some pedestrians walk the shoulder, most park at the Anheuser Estate, follow the interior roads
under the railway bridge and cross the Windsor Bridge. Pedestrians are not allowed to cross on the roadway bridge as
it is designated for shuttles and occasionally other vehicles. Many people cross under the rail bridge from parking east
of Kimmswick downtown. We witnessed pedestrians walking and crossing the railway from parking east of the railway
into downtown.

4 | Memorandum

Within the primary festival area, Beckett, right onto 4th and left onto Market is the primary pedestrian route.
Generally, the pedestrian flow is slow with many groups of people (upwards of ten at the largest) congesting the path.
The largest standstills occur at lines for restaurants like the Blue Owl and along lines of portable restrooms. At the
restrooms there is approximately 6‐8’ between the doors and the next person in line. This ends up taking 10‐16’ of
the path in some locations.

Tables and chairs line 2nd Street in front of the Blue Owl.

Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 5
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Buses and pedestrians conflicted along Front Street from Mill Street to Market. Shuttle frequency made this stretch
uncomfortable with significantly lower patronage of shops and vendors.

Pedestrian activity was focused south of Elm Street, and along 5th and Beckett. Activity and congestion could be
directly linked to four factors – vendor/shop type, shop distance from roadway, pedestrian path width, and shuttle
service. Food and novelty vendors appeared to generate activity while services like insurance and wellness attracted
fewer people. Shops like Kimmswick Korner Gift Shop and the Blue Owl Restaurant and Bakery located closer to the
roadway were engaged general passers‐by directly, while Quinns Quirks and the Delta Queen Port of Call restaurant
situated away from the roadway appeared to attract visitors going specifically to those destinations. Pedestrian path
widths on the roadways varied significantly ranging from 12’ at a pinch point to 35’ plus. The festival area roadways
are categorized into corridor types. Primary festival corridors are wider with booths on both sides and facilitate high
levels of activity. Secondary festival corridors are narrower with booths primarily on one side and may or may not
facilitate high levels of activity. Shuttle corridors are part of the shuttle route. The following table outlines pedestrian
width and activity along each roadway within the festival extents.

A white truck blocking the primary path over the Windsor Harbor Bridge

ADA accommodations are difficult entering from Windsor as pedestrians are not allowed to cross the paved bridge.
The south entry is too steep and the side slopes are exaggerated. The railing on both ends of the bridge is
substandard with heights of 24” on the south end. The north side was blocked with a vehicle narrowing the access
route to less than 3’ on one side and approximately 3’ on the other. Both sides of the bridge were roughly paved with
vehicles parked on the paved roadway. Some businesses don’t have ADA access. ADA event parking accommodations
were made at the Windsor Elementary School.

Market Street hosts more activity than any other Kimmswick corridor.

Shuttles conflict with pedestrians lowering the area’s activity..
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Basic Path Widths & Activity:
Street Name
Approximate Width

Takeaways
Activity

Corridor Type

2nd

14’‐24’

Very active and congested

Secondary Festival

3rd

13’‐17’

Very active and congested

Secondary Festival

4th

21’‐27’

Moderate to Active pedestrian use and
congestion, Primary connector route to
Market and Elm, Pinched to 12’ on north
corner of Beckett

Secondary Festival

21’‐28’

Very active and congested

Primary Festival

27’‐Full width

Very active and congested

Primary Festival

Active and congested between 3rd and 4th,
Moderate activity and congestion from 3rd
toward Front Street

Primary Festival

Shuttle route, Tempered to Moderate
pedestrian activity

Shuttle

Very active and congested

Primary Festival

Tempered activity with no congestion

Secondary Festival

5th
Beckett
Elm

Front
Market
Mill

16’‐24’

Full width
18’‐35’
Full width











Route K is the primary pedestrian access, the 5th Street Shuttle stop functions as a major festival entry with
shuttle riders off‐loading, and the Windsor Harbor Bridge facilitates the least of the access, though still
substantial.
Beckett, 5th Street and Market serve as the primary activity corridors with constant pedestrian movement.
Elm hosts substantial activity but is secondary to Market as it is narrower and often large openings occur.
Between Market and Elm, 2nd and 3rd streets are narrow and consistently congested. Fourth Street primarily
conveys people between Beckett, Market and Elm.
Parking on the north side of Windsor Harbor Bridge is not delineated creating an indirect pedestrian path
from the bridge to the festival.
Shuttle traffic on Front Street discourages pedestrian travel and frequency of visitor to booths and shops
within the corridor.
Mill Street sees the least amounts of visitors of any festival corridor.
Shuttle lines on Mill Street and 5th Street extend over half‐a‐block in length.
A number of people cross the railway between parking on the east and the festival on the west.

Children play/sit on the railway. A number of people crossed the rails to and from parking on the east side.

Corridor Activity Diagram
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C.
Parking/Traffic Patterns
Vehicular traffic into Kimmswick’s downtown ceased at 8am. Shuttle buses crossed the Mill Street bridge onto Front
Street following Vine to Windsor Elementary School turning around in the school’s parking lot. Traffic into
Kimmswick’s downtown via the Mill Street bridge was allowed but restricted

No bicycle facilities were present.

Parking surrounded the festival extents utilizing parking lots, fields, roadway shoulders, driveways and lawns.
Institutions, organizations and private individuals profited renting available space for parking.
Within Kimmswick’s downtown, parking was restricted within the festival extents and along the shuttle route on Vine
and Front streets. On‐street parking was allowed on Oak Street; on one block sections of 2nd, 3rd and 4th between Oak
and Vine were emergency vehicles were stationed; for a half block stretch on Elm from Front Street east, and on the
south end of 4th into the waste management property entry. The Windsor Elementary lot served as designated ADA
event parking filling by 10:00am. Residents along Vine and in the neighborhood along Lawn had either blocked off
their driveway or were charging per car to park on their property. Free parking was available on the north shoulder of
Lawn Street. The lawn slope up to the railway along Front Street on either side of Elm accommodated approximately
15‐20 vehicles. Upwards of five vehicles parked in stacks on the levy west of the Mill Street bridge. Motorists parked
at will in the gravel pad east of the Mill Street bridge blocking pedestrian access to Windsor pedestrian bridge. More
than one hundred vehicles parked along the road network east of the railway. Most pedestrians accessed this parking
through the railway underpass east of Windsor harbor bridge, but a number of people traversed the railway.
Parking west of Kimmswick along Route K and across Rock Creek at Windsor High School.

Vehicles parked on the slope up to the railway along Front Street.

Takeaways





Kimmswick closes to vehicular traffic at 8am. Vehicles of Kimmswick residents within the festival area are
allowed entry via the Windsor Harbor Road bridge. Very few vehicles travel in and out during the festival.
No parking is allowed on Front Street or Vine Street keeping the route open for shuttles.
On street parking is allowed on Oak Street.
Property owners can park as many cars as they’d like on their properties. Some charge for parking.

D.
Shuttle Routes and Use
The shuttle service is a fleet of school buses in route from Windsor Harbor High School following Windsor Harbor
Road over the Mill Street bridge along Front Street and up Vine to Windsor Harbor Elementary School where shuttles
turn around in the school’s parking lot. The modern Mill Street bridge was designated for buses and the occasional
passenger vehicle. Shuttles and pedestrians conflict along Front Street between Mill Street and Market and at the
intersection of Vine Street and Montabello. In preparation for the festival, the festival coordinators indicated the turn
at Front Street and Vine Street was a pinch for the shuttle buses. Upon observation, the corner functioned
sufficiently.
There are 2 shuttle stops within Kimmswick’s downtown, the primary one at Vine and Montabello; the other at Mill
and Front Streets. During the morning through lunch until approximately 1pm, passengers travelled to Kimmswick
getting off at the stops. Lines at the shuttle stops began forming around 1pm extending more than one‐half blocks.
People walk around the shuttles with little safety concerns. The scale and frequency of the busses made the vending
and shops on Front Street unpleasant for lingering.

Takeaways
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The shuttle picks up people at the Windsor High School parking lot, winds around Windsor Harbor Road over
the bridge into the festival, turns onto Front Street, may drop passengers at Mill Street, turns west onto Vine
Street, enters the Windsor Elementary property, turns around in the parking lot and drops passengers off at
5th and Vine.
Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 11





Most people travel to the festival until 1pm when ridership begins to travel back to Windsor High School.
Shuttle lines at stops extended more than half‐a‐block.
The scale and frequency of the busses made vending and shops on Front Street unpleasant for lingering.

Busses passing on narrow Front Street deter pedestrian activity.

Spatial Orientation Daiagram.

E.
Spatial Orientation
People instinctively rely on their environs to navigate spaces. Activity nodes, landmarks, gateways, edges and
corridors define locations, districts, regional areas and nations. The team analyzed the distinguishing characteristics of
Kimmswick downtown’s existing built environment to understand what features may have guided festival attendants.
Activity nodes are centers where people congregate and may include plazas, event spaces, or attractions. During the
event the team recognized the two shuttle stops, Blue Owl entry and tabled area on 2nd, the Historic Society’s Apple
Butter Pavilion, and the Food Court south of City Hall as unique activity generators within Kimmswick’s downtown.
Areas such as the inflatable play area in Lucianna Gladney‐Ross Park and the bandstand at the east end of Elm
generated little activity compared with normal festival street life. This may be due to colder weather.
Landmarks are popularly recognizable natural or built features which may or may not be activity nodes themselves.
The team and visitors identified Windsor Elementary School, the Christmas House, City Hall, Historic Society Pavilion,
Blue Owl Restaurant, Rock Creek, Windsor Bridge, railway, the Mississippi River, and the log and mortar buildings
Delta Queen Port of Call, Burgess‐How House, and Barbagallo House.
Gateways are perceived transitions from one area to another. They can be recognized as literal passage gates, an
abrupt change in building character, an elevation change or the signed edge of a district or neighborhood. Three
entries to the festival represent three different gateways. The rural character along Route K changes abruptly as the
roadway raises to enter Kimmswick where vending booths line Beckett. Barricades on the south leg of the
12 | Memorandum
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intersection of Vine and Montabello allow pedestrians to pass blocking vehicular traffic. The Windsor Harbor Bridge
over Rock Creek provides a scenic pedestrian transition into the south side of Kimmswick. The railway underpass
functions as a secondary gateway. There were few minor gateway transitions after entering the festival area.
Corridors are linear paths connecting destinations. Function and character often categorize corridors. The Apple
Butter Festival corridors can be divided into access, festival and shuttle corridors. Highway K, Montabello, and
Windsor Harbor Road classify as access roads conveying vehicles and pedestrians to and from the festival. Festival
roads, discussed in detail in pedestrian flow, are the retail and attraction corridors. The shuttle corridor is designated
specifically to the shuttle system.
Edges are boundaries distinguishing one area from another. They can be real, ephemeral, or imaginary and may
include walls, corridors, city boundaries, FEMA flood limits, or flight restrictions. Edges may be barriers like walls and
interstates or permeable such as the edge of the forest. Multiple edges define the Apple Butter Festival. Bordering
the City of Kimmswick, Rock Creek defines the southern boundary and separates parking at Windsor High School from
open field parking along Route K. The railway defines the eastern edge. A more naturalized woodland area on the
community’s west side visually defines the city’s boundary. Where vendor booths along roadways end represents the
festival extents. The slopes along 4th Street in Lucianna Gladney‐Ross Park are a barrier to activity and connectivity
within the festival. Most prominent, the tent and building lined streets define the public realm and the majority of the
festival’s activity.

Takeaways







Other than Market Street, the primary activity nodes included the Historic Society Pavilion, food court near
City Hall, and 2nd Street around the entry of the Blue Owl Restaurant.
Historic structure and well‐known business act as primary landmarks.
Gateways are marked with a transition in built environment or festival activity. Gateways were not
specifically marked.
Market, Beckett, and 5th streets are primary corridors hosting the highest amount of activity.
Edges like Rock Creek,, the railway, naturalized woodland buffers and development patterns funnel access to
three primary entries.
Tents, dumpsters, and crowd activity block visibility of existing wayfinding signage.

F.
Spatial Use, Quality and Characteristics
With the booths, activities and entertainment, the festival had a lively crowd. Most activity occurs within the roadway
corridors and the engagement of tents and storefronts is diffused along the corridors. The entire span of the festival
corridors was utilized for booths or pedestrian activity. Tents lined the primary and secondary festival corridors with
dispersed gaps for shop access, dumpsters and ATMs.

Wayfinding helps direct people from place to place. Festival coordinators rely heavily on the Palaroo app to help
people find specific vendors, destinations, parking, entertainment and more. Wayfinding within the festival was
absent in many places including the festival entry points and key locations like the intersection of Beckett and 4th. The
shuttle stop signage was small and hard to perceive and dumpsters, vendor tents or festival attenders often blocked
existing wayfinding signage as it was too close to the ground.

In many places where surrounding buildings are only one story in height, tents overshadow the Kimmswick setting.

Visitors stir authentic apple butter over an open flame in the Historic Society Pavilion.
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Tents are 10’ x 10’ standard with some vendors occupying multiple spaces. Tents vary in height at the peak but are
typically approximately one building story in height. As much of Kimmswick’s downtown is one story in height, the
character of these buildings is lost in the sea of people and tents. This created a sense that the festival could have
been held almost anywhere in many places. The sense of place was enhanced with sustained views to historic
structures and the tops of two story buildings located primarily in the southeast corner of downtown peeking over
tents.

Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 15

The shuttle drastically diminished pedestrian comfort and activity to tents and shops along Front Street and Mill
Street similarly lacked foot traffic compared with northern festival corridors.

Approaching the festival from Route K, there are no gateway/entry features.

The food court near City Hall and Lucianna Gladney‐Ross Park served as rest areas allowing visitors, especially families
with small children, an opportunity to get away from the crowded streets. Play areas, the petting zoo and pony rides
occupied the park providing activity and novelty for visitors seated at benches or picnic tables. The weather may have
affected the lack of visitor density in open spaces. Some visitors used the tops of trash receptacles as bar tables.
A portable restroom adjacent a test of stregth challenge.

Festival goers use a trash receptacle as a bar table in the food court.

Dumpsters, particularly near the food booths on 3rd Street, filled to overflowing creating an unsightly and odorous
presence. In some locations, portable restrooms were located directly adjacent to vendors – a potential detriment.
Entries to the festival were not gateways. The beginning of booths delineated the start of the festival. Visitors
encountered booths on the north side of Route K Entries lacked identification of arrival such as banners or overhead
signage.
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The Blue Owl created an outdoor plaza with rows of tables and chairs lining 2nd street. Other areas within the festival
extents hosted a variety of activities making the festival more than a consumer experience. A climbing wall and
bandstand entertained people at the east end of Elm Street. Bounce houses, a petting zoo, and pony rides in Lucianna
Gladney‐Ross Park were enjoyed by people of all ages. Vendors displayed wood carving skills win real time with chain
saws, lathes, and routers. One booth even distributed free hugs.

A brass band performing on the Delta Queen Port of Call patio.

Takeaways






Most activity occurred within roadway corridors lined with tents and shops.
Vendor tents typically stand about one building story in height. As a large portion of Kimmswick’s shops and
buildings are one story in height, building character fades or is blocked altogether,
The shuttle diminishes comfort and activity along Front Street.
Locations of dumpsters supporting the festival can become unsightly.
Entries lacked a strong sense of welcome and arrival as gateways were marginally defined.

Children scale a climbing wall towering above the tents.

The petting zoo featured llamas, goats, and a camel..
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Circulation & Parking Patterns

Observations and conclusions were made for several locations as shown below.

B.





Parking and circulation west of Kimmswick along Highway 61/67, Route K, and Windsor Harbor Road.

Circulation
A.
Regional Observations: MoDOT Traffic Management Center (TMC)
The Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) manages interstate and arterial traffic at its Traffic
Management Center (TMC) located at the interchange Interstate 64 and Route 141 in Chesterfield, Missouri. From
this location, a collection of roadside traffic sensors, closed‐circuit television cameras (CCTV), dynamic message
boards (DMS), and other equipment are monitored daily by TMC staff. This serves as a powerful tool for observing
and ultimately relieving traffic congestion and improving safety. This St. Louis Traveler Information resource, or
Gateway Guide program, provides information on traffic conditions on interstate highways in St. Louis City and
County, as well as St. Charles, Jefferson and Franklin counties.



CCTV Camera Locations:
Imperial Main at I‐55: Queuing could be seen extending from the signalized SB off ramp intersection along
the entire length of the ramp to where it meets the I‐55 southbound lanes during the early morning
(approximately 10:00 AM); however, this dissipated quickly after 10AM. Heavy volumes were observed on
the ramp throughout the day but did not extend more than halfway (~500 ft) along the ramp at any other
time observed throughout the day. In addition, when looking to the east, heavy queuing could be seen along
Imperial Main Street, extending to approximately Old State Road (over 1,000 ft).
Imperial Main at US 61‐67: Heavy queues were observed in southbound direction along US 67 approaching
Kimmswick. Maximum queue length was approximately 700 ft. Eastbound queues extended to
approximately Old State Road (over 1,000 ft). Only one active train crossing was observed around 4:00PM,
but this did not have adverse implications because inbound Festival traffic (eastbound) vehicle queues
diminished greatly after 1:20 PM. After approximately 1:20 PM, police began allowing northbound left turns
onto Imperial Main to assist Festival traffic exiting towards I‐55.
Route M at I‐55: There did not appear to be a large volume of vehicles utilizing Route M as a route to access
the Festival. Very little traffic outside normal volumes were observed. No significant congestion was
observed along I‐55 north of Route M.
Richardson Road at I‐55: There did not appear to be a large volume of vehicles utilizing Richardson Road as a
route to access the Festival. No significant congestion was observed along I‐55 south of Richardson Road
approaching Imperial Main.

C.
DMS Locations:
I‐55 Southbound (South of Imperial Main): This fixed DMS displays the travel time to Routes Z and A and is not
physically located to provide useful information to Festival traffic as it is south of Imperial Main exit.
I‐55 Northbound (North of Richardson Rd): This fixed DMS displayed a notice about I‐64 Poplar Street bridge closure
near the City of St. Louis and is not physically located to provide useful information to Festival traffic as it is too far
north of Richardson Road exit.

During the 2017 Apple Butter Festival, WSP staff was allowed by MoDOT to utilize several of the program’s CCTV to
make traffic and circulation observations in and near Kimmswick, Missouri.
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D.
Regional Observations: Conclusion
In summary, the interstate operations at Imperial Main, Richardson Road and Route M at I‐55 were not significantly
impacted by the Festival traffic. The I‐55 SB off ramp at Imperial Main is adequate in length for the queues during
peak traffic observations on this date. However, signal timing at the I‐55 interchanges at Imperial Main could
potentially be optimized as a strategy to provide some additional capacity in the future. Police control of the US 67
and Imperial Main intersection was managed well. Future strategies could include the use of portable DMS boards
with instructions to motorists to utilize Route M and/or Richardson Road to access the Festival in order to increase
capacity at the Imperial Main/I‐55 interchange.

No significant queueing can be seen after
~10am

Queue to end of ramp at ~10am
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Heavy southbound traffic at US 67 and Imperial Main, but did not exceed ~700 ft.

E.
Local Observations: Route 61/67 and Highway K
By the time our team arrived at 8am on Saturday morning to the Apple Butter Festival, the police had already staged
the roadways to prepare for traffic. We observed the command center, discussed the thresholds of traffic and when
the police would take over, and started to note backups at different times of the day. Our notes on shown on the
attached graphics.
Traffic started queuing on Route K to River Road by 8:30am. The queues appeared to be related to the amount of
time it took cars to pay for parking in the lots off Route K.







Heavy eastbound traffic at US 67 and Imperial Main (extended to Old State Road at maximum).

Traffic started queueing on Route K to 61/67 by 9am. As this queue moved along Route K, the police took
over operations. They appeared to have a system down from working this busy event in previous years.
They would allow as much southbound 61/67 traffic onto Route K until it queued back to 61/67. Then they
would direct southbound traffic to Windsor Harbor and use parking there. When Route K would have
capacity for cars, they would open this movement back up.
By 9:30am, Route K was constantly at capacity and 61/67 was experiencing longer queues. The police then
went to their third phase of event control. This involved closing the westbound movement of Route K
between River Road and 61/67 and double stacking cars to get them off 61/67. This seemed very efficient
and they could store a lot more cars on Route K.
By 10am traffic on Imperial Main Street was queued back to I‐55 and causing issues on the southbound ramp.
As previously noted, the traffic signal at Imperial Main Street and 61/67 causes capacity issues. This traffic
signal could be retimed for event traffic to move cars off Imperial Main. By 10am, the police turned this
traffic signal to red flash and started directing traffic. This allowed them to move more people more quickly
off Imperial Main.
The platoons of cars from the signals on Imperial Main could be seen with how people accessed the festival.
When the police were in coordination along 61/67 at Windsor Harbor, Route K, and Imperial Main, they could
move platoons off the interstate more efficiently.

Festival attendees walking down the edge of 61/67 towards Route K
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Parking and Shuttles
A.







Traffic double-stacked EB on Route K to parking



B.







Traffic queuing on Imperial Main Street from 61/67 to I-55





C.

Traffic queue as police direct southbound 61/67 cars to Windsor Harbor while they closed Route K briefly
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Highway K: Parking Areas
The parking lots located on the City recreation fields (on the north side of Highway K) are owned by the City
of Kimmswick and operated by the Imperial Youth Association (a.k.a. North Jefferson County Little League).
The City receives 60% of the parking revenues and the IYA received 40% of the incomes).
At no point on Saturday did the parking lots along Highway K turn away anyone needing to park for the event
(other than vendors, which were redirected to the vendor parking area). Also, parking at the City recreation
fields never reached full capacity on Saturday.
Pedestrian facilities along Highway K from River Street to 5th Street are essentially non‐existing. The primary
area for walking is a wide shoulder on the side of the roadway with no curbs, protection from vehicles,
amenities, or vegetation.
There is a major conflict point between pedestrians and vehicles along Highway K between the northern
entrance to the City recreation fields and the southern entrance to the privately‐owned lot.
None of the parking lots have any “event” infrastructure including controlled gateways or fences to control
parking entrance and exit. Although both lots only have one entrance, the attendants take payment prior to
letting cars into the lot which contributes to back‐ups on Highway K and further exacerbates the issues at
Highway 67 throughout the morning. During afternoon times, this did not affect parking and traffic to any
visible extent.
City Recreation Fields: Parking Areas
The parking lots located on the City recreation fields (on the north side of Highway K) are owned by the City
of Kimmswick and operated by the Imperial Youth Association (a.k.a. North Jefferson County Little League).
The City receives 60% of the parking revenues and the IYA received 40% of the incomes).
The lots take approximately 1 week to set up. The utilize anywhere between 15‐20 volunteers on the day of
the festival, and roughly estimated that they parking approximately 550+ total cars. (A main lot attendant
estimated that (at maximum capacity) the lots could hold 600‐800 cars at full capacity.)
This lot was traffic controlled by the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department, who diverted equal portions of
attendees between this lot and the privately held lot on the south side of Highway K.
The front portion of this lot (along Highway K) is utilized as handicapped / disabled accessible parking and the
elderly, when at all possible they accommodate. The area just to the east of Lot #3 (along the primary
roadway into the recreation area) is also used as overflow handicapped / disabled accessible parking, but did
not full fill up with cars on Saturday.
The lots generally filled up from the front lot (Lot #1) to the rear lot (Lot #5) by around noon when turnover
began.
At no point on Saturday did Lot #2 (along the river and just to the southwest of the restroom facilities) have
any cars parking on it, remaining open the entire day. Furthermore
Private landowner (just to the east of the entrance to this lot) has agreement with the City and attendants
during the festival that his lot is to be filled up first (typically containing 25‐30 cars, or thereabout).
South Side of Highway K: Parking Areas
The parking lots located on the south side of Highway K are privately owned and operated, and are the
closest parking to the west entrance. This lot was traffic controlled by the Kimmswick Police Department.
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D.






E.


F.




G.




Windsor Harbor: Parking Areas
The north side of Windsor Harbor from Highway 67 to Grandview Drive has no pedestrian facilities, which
may be an impediment to pedestrians coming from the back lots to get to the shuttle. All pedestrians are
routed across Windsor Harbor to the school property along building sidewalks to access the shuttle.
First lots to fill up were the lots along Highway 67, which generally filled up by 11:30 and then turnover
began. From that point forward, when southbound Highway 67 began to back up at Windsor Harbor Road
and County police took control of traffic, the lot attendants would turn the exit at the south end of the
parking lot into an entrance, reducing the northbound volumes of traffic turning onto Windsor Harbor Road,
redirecting attendees into their lot at that point. This only occurred two or three times throughout the day.
At no point on Saturday did the parking lots at Windsor School turn away anyone needing to park for the
event (other than vendors, which were redirected to the vendor parking area) and it never reached full
capacity on Saturday.



In the evening, the line for the shuttle backed up the full length of Mill Street from Front Street to 2nd Street,
as attendees waited to board. Per the driver, it did not work very well and attendees had to wait out in the
cold for long periods of time, as they had no other real option to return to their vehicles at the Windsor
School.

Windsor School: Western Parking Lots
These parking areas are operated by the Windsor School and the marching band receives the proceeds.
Overall, the largest issue to lot attendants were vendors that were attempting to parking in these lots or not
clear on where they were to park for the event, per the attendants and police.
Windsor High School: Eastern Parking Lots
The small lot on the north side of Windsor High School (near the flag poles) was utilized on Saturday morning
for ACT exams. This lot was full early (not related to the festival) and when the exams let out around 11:30
AM, it never reached more than ½ full for the remainder of the day.
The unmarked parking area at the east end of Windsor High School was not utilized at any point for parking
on Saturday.
Shuttle: Operations & Frequency
Per the driver, eight (8) shuttles operated continually from 8:30 AM to all attendees were returned to their
vehicles (which was approximately 6:15 PM) with three (3) pickup/drop‐off locations – the first being
Windsor School, the second being Windsor Elementary School, and the third being the intersection of Mill
Street and Front Street.
It was notable that the shuttle navigates from Mill Street to Vine Street along Front Street in very proximity
to pedestrians and some vendors, which does seem to cause comfort and safety issues with respect to
conflicts. Vine Street has fewer vendors and pedestrians on it during the festival, thus there are less concerns
of a conflict.
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Shuttle pick up on the eastside of Kimmswick. The line of people waiting for the shuttle on Saturday extended
around the block. Comments were made that a more efficient pickup system was needed.
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Area where visitors walk along northbound 61/67 to get to Route K

Police directing traffic at the turnaround near the shuttle pickup. No cars were allowed into downtown unless
dropping off handicapped visitors.

Another view of the drop off turnaround on the eastside of Kimmswick
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Pedestrian bridge connecting southeast portion of Kimmswick and parking
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Visitors walking on Route K towards Apple Butter Festival near eastern parking
Southern entrance to Kimmsiwck patrolled by police to keep cars out of downtown

Visitors walking on Route K towards Apple Butter Festival from western parking lots
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Eastern parking lot off of Route K
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Visitors walking to and from the Apple Butter Festival on Route K where the road is closed to vehicular traffic

Shuttle pick up from parking off Windsor Harbor
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Visitor’s Survey

B.
Results
Two‐hundred forty‐seven (247) surveys were completed providing a solid foundation for understanding the
experience of festival attendees.
Complete results of the surveys collected at Apple Butter Festival will be combined with additional data collection and
evaluated as part of the Market/Land Use Analysis Report.

Takeaways







Very few of the respondents visited Kimmswick regularly, indicating festival goers are a distinct audience,
separate from nonevent visitors.
Respondents were likely to be women, travelling with other women.
Respondents were a variety of age groups without a distinct trend toward older or younger age groups.
Respondents were not likely to have children with them (85% did not).
Very few respondents stayed overnight as part of their visit (7%).
Almost all respondents reported Kimmswick as their only destination (93%).

As the primary supporters of downtown restaurants and businesses, visitors are an essential contributor to the local
economy and an important audience for the Kimmswick Great Streets Plan. The highly‐attended Apple Butter Festival
was an ideal opportunity to administer the visitor survey for the first time.

A.
Data Collection
A ten‐question visitor survey (attached) was prepared by the project team and reviewed by all project partners.
Working closely with Apple Butter Festival Coordinator, Connie Schmitt, a data collection plan was developed to
capture maximum visitor feedback. The City of Kimmswick made space available for a booth to serve as the “home
base” of the visitor survey in the centrally located information area at 4th and Beckett. The City also donated raffle
tickets for a fire pit that could be offered to each respondent as an incentive for completing a survey. Radio DJs were
asked to promote the survey and it was included on the festival app, Palaroo.
A team of five individuals conducted surveys from 8a‐3:30p on Saturday, October 28.
Surveys were completed in multiple locations. The booth at 4th and Becket was staffed throughout the data collection
period. While most surveys were completed elsewhere, the booth provided a presence at the Festival for the visitor
survey and exposure for the Kimmswick Great Streets project. Signage for the booth and Kimmswick Apple Butter T‐
shirts (donated by the City) added to the booth’s impact.

The demographic survey team’s best results came from people waiting in line.

Most surveys were completed by roaming survey teams who approached festival‐goers as they waited in line for
shuttle busses, popular restaurants, and the inflatables in the children’s area.
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The primary festival entry at Route K, Beckett, and 5th hosts a confluence of pedestrian activity.

B.



The heart of the Apple Butter Festival centered around Market Street.

Initial Findings



Follows are a bulleted summaries from each category of information gathering and observation within the memo.

A.







Demographic Survey
Very few of the respondents visited Kimmswick regularly, indicating festival goers are a distinct audience,
separate from nonevent visitors.
Respondents were likely to be women, travelling with other women.
Respondents were a variety of age groups without a distinct trend toward older or younger age groups.
Respondents were not likely to have children with them (85% did not).
Very few respondents stayed overnight as part of their visit (7%).
Almost all respondents reported Kimmswick as their only destination (93%).






Pedestrian Flow
Route K is the primary pedestrian access, the 5th Street Shuttle stop functions as a major festival entry with
shuttle riders off‐loading, and the Windsor Harbor Bridge facilitates the least of the access, though still
substantial.
Beckett, 5th Street and Market serve as the primary activity corridors with constant pedestrian movement.
Elm hosts substantial activity but is secondary to Market as it is narrower and often large openings occur.
Between Market and Elm, 2nd and 3rd streets are narrow and consistently congested. Fourth Street primarily
conveys people between Beckett, Market and Elm.
Parking on the north side of Windsor Harbor Bridge is not delineated creating an indirect pedestrian path
from the bridge to the festival.
Shuttle traffic on Front Street discourages pedestrian travel and frequency of visitor to booths and shops
within the corridor.
Mill Street sees the least amounts of visitors of any festival corridor.
Shuttle lines on Mill Street and 5th Street extend over half‐a‐block in length.
A number of people cross the railway between parking on the east and the festival on the west.

Hundreds of cars park in multiple fields west of Kimmswick on slopes and along steams from woodline to woodline.
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C.










Parking/Traffic Patterns (to the Festival)
The police and festival officials believe attendance was down this year due colder temperatures. It was
indicated that the attendance factor may have resulted in different patterns of parking and circulation.
However, most seemed to think that activity and volumes picked up more so in the afternoon, as compared
to previous years, and were generally higher on Sunday, due to warmer weather, than usual.
There is designated vendor parking during large festivals. Observations and discussions with the police noted
that many vendors are using the parking areas on Highway K and at Windsor School, rather than this
designated parking. In the couple times we observed this first hand, it appeared that vendors didn’t know
where to park, were confused, or there were no signs directing them. This lead to parking officials at the lots
and police spending a lot of time redirecting vendors to the designated area. This confusion further
exacerbated traffic congestion. Then when the vendors needed to turn around and get reroutes (if they
chose to do so), further caused frustration and safety concerns on the congestion roadway.
The vendor issue was by far the most noted issues with access, circulation, and parking for the event. Many
suggested that vendors needed more clear information regarding the availability of parking, and better
wayfinding signage that supports the events. (note: temporary signage with other information was placed
along Highway K)
At no point were any cyclist seen using the streets or sidewalks for access to the festival.
The police do an efficient job directing traffic, assisting with directions of visitors, and appear to be
instrumental in safe operations.
At no time did traffic queue back on to the interstate. Police and MoDOT staff said this has happened in
previous years. Traffic queueing fluctuated on the southbound I‐55 ramp, however never was observed
causing issues on the interstate.

D.





Parking/Traffic Patterns (within the Festival)
Kimmswick closes to vehicular traffic at 8am. Vehicles of Kimmswick residents within the festival area are
allowed entry via the Windsor Harbor Road bridge. Very few vehicles travel in and out during the festival.
No parking is allowed on Front Street or Vine Street keeping the route open for shuttles.
On street parking is allowed on Oak Street.
Property owners can park as many cars as they’d like on their properties. Some charge for parking.

Visitors line Mill Street waiting for the shuttle.

E.






F.

Shuttles on Front Street interfere with visitor comfort and connection to booths and shops on Front Street.
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Shuttle Routes and Use
The shuttle picks up people at the Windsor High School parking lot, winds around Windsor Harbor Road over
the bridge into the festival, turns onto Front Street, may drop passengers at Mill Street, turns west onto Vine
Street, enters the Windsor Elementary property, turns around in the parking lot and drops passengers off at
5th and Vine.
Most people travel to the festival until 1pm when ridership begins to travel back to Windsor High School.
Shuttle lines at stops extended more than half‐a‐block.
The scale and frequency of the busses made vending and shops on Front Street unpleasant for lingering.
Spatial Orientation
Other than Market Street, the primary activity nodes included the Historic Society Pavilion, food court near
City Hall, and 2nd Street around the entry of the Blue Owl Restaurant.
Historic structure and well‐known business act as primary landmarks.
Gateways are marked with a transition in built environment or festival activity. Gateways were not
specifically marked.
Market, Beckett, and 5th streets are primary corridors hosting the highest amount of activity.
Edges like Rock Creek,, the railway, naturalized woodland buffers and development patterns funnel access to
three primary entries.
Tents, dumpsters, and crowd activity block visibility of existing wayfinding signage.
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Overflowing dumpsters on Market Street at the intersection of 3rd Street.

G.






Spatial Use, Quality & Character
Most activity occurred within roadway corridors lined with tents and shops.
Vendor tents typically stand about one building story in height. As a large portion of Kimmswick’s shops and
buildings are one story in height, building character fades or is blocked altogether,
The shuttle diminishes comfort and activity along Front Street.
Locations of dumpsters supporting the festival can become unsightly.
Entries lacked a strong sense of welcome and arrival as gateways were marginally defined.

These findings will be evaluated to help the Consultant team develop concepts and plans with solutions supporting
large scale events. Solutions will be formulated from the physical, economic, operational, and environmental design
perspectives responding to the activity nodes, barriers and edges, visitor conduct and crowd patterns, access, parking,
and traffic conditions observed to develop a safe, comfortable, inviting environment at the small to medium size
event scale as well as regular business day and small to medium sized event scales. The end result of the Kimmswick
Great Streets Project will make an already great place even greater.
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KIMMSWICK
GREAT STREETS INITIATIVE
Apple Butter Festival Field Observations

Our field notes were consolidated into a graphic to show the traffic, parking, and other field observations noted during the
Apple Butter Festival. The other notes in this memo highlight additional thoughts and notes observed in the field. We had
three staff both Saturday and Sunday doing observations, riding the shuttle, doing traffic counts, pedestrian counts, parking
inventory notes, and walking around talking to people.

General Notes:
-

The police and festival officials believe attendance was down this year due colder temperatures. It was indicated
that the attendance factor may have resulted in different patterns of parking and circulation. However, most
seemed to think that activity and volumes picked up more so in the afternoon, as compared to previous years, and
were generally higher on Sunday, due to warmer weather, than usual.

-

There is designated vendor parking during large festivals. Observations and discussions with the police noted that
many vendors are using the parking areas on Highway K and at Windsor School, rather than this designated
parking. In the couple times we observed this first hand, it appeared that vendors didn’t know where to park, were
confused, or there were no signs directing them. This lead to parking officials at the lots and police spending a lot
of time redirecting vendors to the designated area. This confusion further exacerbated traffic congestion. Then
when the vendors needed to turn around and get reroutes (if they chose to do so), further caused frustration and
safety concerns on the congestion roadway.

-

The vendor issue was by far the most noted issues with access, circulation, and parking for the event. Many
suggested that vendors needed more clear information regarding the availability of parking, and better wayfinding
signage that supports the events. (note: temporary signage with other information was placed along Highway K)

-

At no point were any cyclist seen using the streets or sidewalks for access to the festival. Bicycle counts.

-

The police do an efficient job directing traffic, assisting with directions of visitors, and appear to be instrumental in
safe operations.

-

At no time did traffic queue back on to the interstate. Police and MoDOT staff said this has happened in previous
years. Traffic queueing fluctuated on the southbound I-55 ramp, however never was observed causing issues on
the interstate.
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Traffic
Regional Observations: MoDOT Traffic Management Center (TMC)

The Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) manages interstate and arterial traffic at its Traffic Management
Center (TMC) located at the interchange Interstate 64 and Route 141 in Chesterfield, Missouri. From this location, a
collection of roadside traffic sensors, closed-circuit television cameras (CCTV), dynamic message boards (DMS), and other
equipment are monitored daily by TMC staff. This serves as a powerful tool for observing and ultimately relieving traffic
congestion and improving safety. This St. Louis Traveler Information resource, or Gateway Guide program, provides
information on traffic conditions on interstate highways in St. Louis City and County, as well as St. Charles, Jefferson and
Franklin counties.
During the 2017 Apple Butter Festival, WSP staff was allowed by MoDOT to utilize several of the program’s CCTV to
make traffic and circulation observations in and near Kimmswick, Missouri.
·

Richardson Road at I-55: There did not appear to be a large volume of vehicles utilizing Richardson Road as a
route to access the Festival. No significant congestion was observed along I-55 south of Richardson Road
approaching Imperial Main.

DMS Locations:

I-55 Southbound (South of Imperial Main): This fixed DMS displays the travel time to Routes Z and A and is not
physically located to provide useful information to Festival traffic as it is south of Imperial Main exit.
I-55 Northbound (North of Richardson Rd): This fixed DMS displayed a notice about I-64 Poplar Street bridge closure
near the City of St. Louis and is not physically located to provide useful information to Festival traffic as it is too far north of
Richardson Road exit.

Regional Observations: Conclusion

Observations and conclusions were made for several locations as shown below.

CCTV Camera Locations:
·

·

·
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Imperial Main at I-55: Queuing could be seen extending from the signalized SB off ramp intersection along the
entire length of the ramp to where it meets the I-55 southbound lanes during the early morning (approximately
10:00 AM); however, this dissipated quickly after 10AM. Heavy volumes were observed on the ramp throughout
the day but did not extend more than halfway (~500 ft) along the ramp at any other time observed throughout the
day. In addition, when looking to the east, heavy queuing could be seen along Imperial Main Street, extending to
approximately Old State Road (over 1,000 ft).
Imperial Main at US 61-67: Heavy queues were observed in southbound direction along US 67 approaching
Kimmswick. Maximum queue length was approximately 700 ft. Eastbound queues extended to approximately
Old State Road (over 1,000 ft). Only one active train crossing was observed around 4:00PM, but this did not have
adverse implications because inbound Festival traffic (eastbound) vehicle queues diminished greatly after 1:20 PM.
After approximately 1:20 PM, police began allowing northbound left turns onto Imperial Main to assist Festival
traffic exiting towards I-55.
Route M at I-55: There did not appear to be a large volume of vehicles utilizing Route M as a route to access the
Festival. Very little traffic outside normal volumes were observed. No significant congestion was observed along
I-55 north of Route M.

| Kimmswick GSP

In summary, the interstate operations at Imperial Main, Richardson Road and Route M at I-55 were not significantly
impacted by the Festival traffic. The I-55 SB off ramp at Imperial Main is adequate in length for the queues during peak
traffic observations on this date. However, signal timing at the I-55 interchanges at Imperial Main could potentially be
optimized as a strategy to provide some additional capacity in the future. Police control of the US 67 and Imperial Main
intersection was managed well. Future strategies could include the use of portable DMS boards with instructions to
motorists to utilize Route M and/or Richardson Road to access the Festival in order to increase capacity at the Imperial

Heavy southbound traffic at US 67 and Imperial Main, but did not exceed ~700 ft.

Main/I-55 interchange.

Queue to end of ramp at ~10am

Heavy eastbound traffic at US 67 and Imperial Main (extended to Old State Road at maximum).

No significant queueing can be seen
after ~10am
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Local Observations: Route 61/67 and Highway K

By the time our team arrived at 8am on Saturday morning to the Apple Butter Festival, the police had already staged the
roadways to prepare for traffic. We observed the command center, discussed the thresholds of traffic and when the police
would take over, and started to note backups at different times of the day. Our notes on shown on the attached graphics.
-

Traffic started queuing on Route K to River Road by 8:30am. The queues appeared to be related to the amount
of time it took cars to pay for parking in the lots off Route K.

-

Traffic started queueing on Route K to 61/67 by 9am. As this queue moved along Route K, the police took over
operations. They appeared to have a system down from working this busy event in previous years. They would
allow as much southbound 61/67 traffic onto Route K until it queued back to 61/67. Then they would direct
southbound traffic to Windsor Harbor and use parking there. When Route K would have capacity for cars, they
would open this movement back up.

-

By 9:30am, Route K was constantly at capacity and 61/67 was experiencing longer queues. The police then went to
their third phase of event control. This involved closing the westbound movement of Route K between River Road
and 61/67 and double stacking cars to get them off 61/67. This seemed very efficient and they could store a lot
more cars on Route K.

-

By 10am traffic on Imperial Main Street was queued back to I-55 and causing issues on the southbound ramp. As
previously noted, the traffic signal at Imperial Main Street and 61/67 causes capacity issues. This traffic signal could
be retimed for event traffic to move cars off Imperial Main. By 10am, the police turned this traffic signal to red
flash and started directing traffic. This allowed them to move more people more quickly off Imperial Main.

-

The platoons of cars from the signals on Imperial Main could be seen with how people accessed the festival. When
the police were in coordination along 61/67 at Windsor Harbor, Route K, and Imperial Main, they could move
platoons off the interstate more efficiently.
Festival attendees walking down the edge of 61/67 towards Route K
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Traffic double-stacked EB on Route K to parking

Traffic queuing on Imperial Main Street from 61/67 to I-55

Traffic queue as police direct southbound 61/67 cars to Windsor Harbor while they closed Route K briefly

Parking and Shuttles
Highway K: Parking Areas
-

The parking lots located on the City recreation fields (on the north side of Highway K) are owned by the City of
Kimmswick and operated by the Imperial Youth Association (a.k.a. North Jefferson County Little League). The
City receives 60% of the parking revenues and the IYA received 40% of the incomes).

-

At no point on Saturday did the parking lots along Highway K turn away anyone needing to park for the event
(other than vendors, which were redirected to the vendor parking area). Also, parking at the City recreation fields
never reached full capacity on Saturday.

-

Pedestrian facilities along Highway K from River Street to 5th Street are essentially non-existing. The primary area
for walking is a wide shoulder on the side of the roadway with no curbs, protection from vehicles, amenities, or
vegetation.

-

There is a major conflict point between pedestrians and vehicles along Highway K between the northern entrance
to the City recreation fields and the southern entrance to the privately-owned lot.

-

None of the parking lots have any “event” infrastructure including controlled gateways or fences to control parking
entrance and exit. Although both lots only have one entrance, the attendants take payment prior to letting cars into
the lot which contributes to back-ups on Highway K and further exacerbates the issues at Highway 67 throughout
the morning. During afternoon times, this did not affect parking and traffic to any visible extent.

City Recreation Fields: Parking Areas
-

-

The front portion of this lot (along Highway K) is utilized as handicapped / disabled accessible parking and the
elderly, when at all possible they accommodate. The area just to the east of Lot #3 (along the primary roadway into
the recreation area) is also used as overflow handicapped / disabled accessible parking, but did not full fill up with
cars on Saturday.

-

The lots generally filled up from the front lot (Lot #1) to the rear lot (Lot #5) by around noon when turnover
began.

-

At no point on Saturday did Lot #2 (along the river and just to the southwest of the restroom facilities) have any
cars parking on it, remaining open the entire day. Furthermore

-

Private landowner (just to the east of the entrance to this lot) has agreement with the City and attendants during
the festival that his lot is to be filled up first (typically containing 25-30 cars, or thereabout).

South Side of Highway K: Parking Areas
-

Windsor Harbor: Parking Areas
-

The north side of Windsor Harbor from Highway 67 to Grandview Drive has no pedestrian facilities, which may be
an impediment to pedestrians coming from the back lots to get to the shuttle. All pedestrians are routed across
Windsor Harbor to the school property along building sidewalks to access the shuttle.

-

First lots to fill up were the lots along Highway 67, which generally filled up by 11:30 and then turnover began. From
that point forward, when southbound Highway 67 began to back up at Windsor Harbor Road and County police
took control of traffic, the lot attendants would turn the exit at the south end of the parking lot into an entrance,
reducing the northbound volumes of traffic turning onto Windsor Harbor Road, redirecting attendees into their lot
at that point. This only occurred two or three times throughout the day.

-

At no point on Saturday did the parking lots at Windsor School turn away anyone needing to park for the event
(other than vendors, which were redirected to the vendor parking area) and it never reached full capacity on
Saturday.

Windsor School: Western Parking Lots
-

The parking lots located on the City recreation fields (on the north side of Highway K) are owned by the City of
Kimmswick and operated by the Imperial Youth Association (a.k.a. North Jefferson County Little League). The
City receives 60% of the parking revenues and the IYA received 40% of the incomes).

-

The lots take approximately 1 week to set up. The utilize anywhere between 15-20 volunteers on the day of the
festival, and roughly estimated that they parking approximately 550+ total cars. (A main lot attendant estimated
that (at maximum capacity) the lots could hold 600-800 cars at full capacity.)

-

This lot was traffic controlled by the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Department, who diverted equal portions of
attendees between this lot and the privately held lot on the south side of Highway K.

The parking lots located on the south side of Highway K are privately owned and operated, and are the closest
parking to the west entrance. This lot was traffic controlled by the Kimmswick Police Department.

These parking areas are operated by the Windsor School and the marching band receives the proceeds. Overall,
the largest issue to lot attendants were vendors that were attempting to parking in these lots or not clear on where
they were to park for the event, per the attendants and police.

Windsor High School: Eastern Parking Lots
-

The small lot on the north side of Windsor High School (near the flag poles) was utilized on Saturday morning for
ACT exams. This lot was full early (not related to the festival) and when the exams let out around 11:30 AM, it
never reached more than ½ full for the remainder of the day.

The unmarked parking area at the east end of Windsor High School was not utilized at any point for parking on Saturday.
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Shuttle: Operations & Frequency
-

Per the driver, eight (8) shuttles operated continually from 8:30 AM to all attendees were returned to their vehicles
(which was approximately 6:15 PM) with three (3) pickup/drop-off locations – the first being Windsor School, the
second being Windsor Elementary School, and the third being the intersection of Mill Street and Front Street.

-

It was notable that the shuttle navigates from Mill Street to Vine Street along Front Street in very proximity to
pedestrians and some vendors, which does seem to cause comfort and safety issues with respect to conflicts. Vine
Street has fewer vendors and pedestrians on it during the festival, thus there are less concerns of a conflict.

-

In the evening, the line for the shuttle backed up the full length of Mill Street from Front Street to 2nd Street, as
attendees waited to board. Per the driver, it did not work very well and attendees had to wait out in the cold for
long periods of time, as they had no other real option to return to their vehicles at the Windsor School.

Police directing traffic at the turnaround near the shuttle pickup.
No cars were allowed into downtown unless dropping off handicapped visitors.

Shuttle pick up on the eastside of Kimmswick. The line of people waiting for the shuttle on Saturday extended around the block.
Comments were made that a more efficient pickup system was needed.

Another view of the drop off turnaround on the eastside of Kimmswick
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Area where visitors walk along northbound 61/67 to get to Route K
Southern entrance to Kimmsiwck patrolled by police to keep cars out of downtown

Visitors walking on Route K towards Apple Butter Festival from western parking lots

Pedestrian bridge connecting southeast portion of Kimmswick and parking
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Visitors walking on Route K towards Apple Butter Festival near eastern parking

Visitors walking to and from the Apple Butter Festival on Route K where the road is closed to vehicular traffic

Eastern parking lot off of Route K

Shuttle pick up from parking off Windsor Harbor
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Santa waves to passers-by posing for photographs at the corner of Front and Market.

The Cookie Walk is an annual holiday season event held by Kimmswick’s merchants in early December welcoming
3,000‐5,000 people into the community over a three‐day span. This creative event invites visitors to walk from
business to business collecting a different cookie from each establishment. The recipes for each are assembled into a
booklet and sold as the Kimmswick Christmas Cookie Cookbook. Visitors can also meet Santa and Mrs. Claus, ride on a
horse drawn carriage, have their face painted, listen to street performers or simply sit next to a fire while enjoying
Kimmswick’s various shopping and dining establishments.
The Consultant Team attended the 2017 Cookie Walk Saturday December 2nd to understand how a small to medium
sized event inhabits the community. Weather Saturday was balmy and sunny reaching a high of 63 degrees. The
project team walked the streets observing the event visually surveying visitor demographics, automobile/motorized
vehicle circulation and parking patterns, pedestrian and bicycle circulation patterns, event street characteristics and
solutions, as well as the general ambiance of Kimmswick. This memo presents the team’s observations and findings.
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Event Observations
The team moved throughout the town area collecting a visual survey of visitor demographics, pedestrian flow
analysis, parking and traffic patterns, spatial orientation, spatial use quality and characteristics. The following details
these observation categories.

A.
Visitor Demographic Observations
People of all ages walked the streets with a bag in hand collecting cookies at participating businesses. The vast
majority were female, some with husbands or boyfriends, but most with other women. Men often waited on benches
as women participated in shopping and other activities. Of those in attendance, most appeared to be above the age
of fifty and predominantly Caucasian. Young children were present; however, the visitor survey findings indicate
children 18 and under and parent aged adults from 35‐54 were underrepresented. The groups with the greatest
representation were adults age 25‐34 and 55‐74. Many elderly with disabilities were observed navigating the street
environment. Most gatherings occurred around restaurants or benches.
B.
Pedestrian Flow
The weather lent to enjoying the outdoors. Pedestrians found their way throughout town primarily in the roadway
walking, congregating and playing.
Market intersections of Front and Second were busiest with face painting, Santa and Mrs. Claus posing for pictures, a
carriage ride stop and multiple retail options. Pedestrians dominated these intersections, shutting down the street
periodically to congregate, stand in line, or simply walk down the middle of the roadway.
Elderly disabled people had trouble navigating curbs, uneven pavement, and gravel.
Elderly women rest in the travel lane on Market as the roadway pavement is the most comfortable walking surface.

Friends help a disabled woman negotiate the curb at the corner of Market and Front Street.
Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 3
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As most streets lack sidewalks, paths were developed, either by merchants or pedestrians. Many walked between
parked cars and the buildings, down alleys, and across lawns as shortcuts.

This 2.5 foot sidewalk segment along Market is substandard of the typical minimum 4 foot sidewalk.

Merchants creatively defined the pedestrian realm to sell wears or define the pedestrian realm using cones, milk jug
candles, planters, signage, merchandise, banners, fire pits and street furnishings.

A merchant defines the pedestrian realm with miniature cones to dissuade parking.

Traffic slowed to pedestrian speed as pedestrians, cyclists, strollers, golf carts, and even a horse drawn carriage
intermingled in the roadway. Because pedestrian facilities are inconsistent or non‐existent, the roadway becomes the
most comfortable area for every mode to travel.

Pedestrians primarily travel on street negotiating street vendors, vehicles, bicyclists, and the occasional horse drawns
carriage.
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C.

Takeaways





Parking/Traffic Patterns

Pedestrian facilities are inconsistent, undersized, not accessible or non‐existent throughout Kimmswick.
Pedestrians primarily utilize the roadway to travel around Kimmswick.
Pedestrian utilization of the roadway slows traffic and other modes generally creating a safer environment
for all with the trade‐off of motorists are forced to travel at pedestrian speeds.
Merchants recognized the need to creatively delineate pedestrian space for business access, visibility,
merchandise, furnishings and comfort.

Festive milk jugs adorned with crimson bows and filled with candles line Route K.

Route K welcomed most event attenders lined with plastic milk jugs with a red bow on the handle and candles inside.
When approaching the T intersection of 4th and Beckett, approximately 2 in 3 drivers turner right toward Market. This
occurred even though there are three signs at the intersection, two with arrows and both pointing left. Most vehicles
were the only moving vehicle in the roadway. Of these singular vehicles, some motorist obviously knew where they
were going and didn’t hesitate. A fair portion of seemed unsure, looking both ways multiple times, or discussing with
passengers directions pointing in both directions and making the turn slowly. When vehicles arrived in lines, every
vehicle in the line either turned left or right. When arriving motorists trolled the streets looking for parking.
A variety of vehicle types lined the roadways from tour buses, box trucks and passenger vehicles to golf carts and
horse drawn carriages. A handful of bicyclists were observed mingling in the streets and crossing the Windsor
pedestrian bridge to explore the riverfront on the Anheuser Estate. No bicycle facilities were present.

This tour bus parked along Front Street shuttled a load of event attenders.

The corner of 4th and Market is blind with the building blocking the view. With cars parked on the corner, safety is
further compromised. Vehicles abruptly stopping for oncoming traffic to re‐negotiate the turn were observed
multiple times. Observed vehicular traffic was low in volume and managed itself without any real problems.
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The above merchant lined the business side of the roadway with milk jug candles to force parking on the other side
of the street.

The following table describes the impact of on street parking to the roadway width.

Basic Street Widths w/ Parking:
Street Name
Approximate Width

This young bicyclist is attended by his parent and brother.

Parking occurred primarily on street and in parking lots. East west roadways Mill Street, Market Street and Elm were
full of on street parking throughout the day. Oak Street hosted sporadic parking and Pine Street had no on street
parking. North south roadways were full on the south side from Mill to Oak streets and mostly full from Oak to Pine
Street. Merchants employed creative means to restrict parking including milk jug candles, cones, street furnishings
and merchandise.

2nd

15’‐24’

Parallel parking on

3rd

13’‐21’

Parallel parking on both sides, 13’ near Oak north to Vine

4th

14’‐21’

Parallel parking on both sides from Market to Elm

5th

Full width

Minimal use, occasional vehicle parking to utilize park
playground

Beckett

Full width

No on street parking

Elm
Front

Vehicles line Kimmswick’s streets from Front Street to 4th and from Mill Street to Vine.
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Description

15’‐21’
14’‐Full width

Parallel parking on both sides
Parallel parking on both sides from Mill to Elm, parallel
parking on the east side from Market to Oak

Market

21’‐29’

Parallel parking on both sides of street

Mill

16’‐20’

Parallel and angled parking on both sides, angled in front
of Smokee Robinsons and beside Blue Owl

Oak

15’‐22’

Approximately 25‐35% street length parking occupied

Vine

Full width

No on street parking observed
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Takeaways






People arriving to Kimmswick via Route K have no clear guidance directing people where to go at the 4th
street intersection.
Vehicle circulation is low volume posing limited traffic flow concerns.
The corner of 4th and Market is a blind corner. On street parking further decreases visibility.
On street parking occurs throughout Kimmswick with the exception of Vine Street.
Parking areas are not obviously signed.

D.
Spatial Orientation
People instinctively rely on their environs to navigate spaces. Activity nodes, landmarks, gateways, edges and
corridors define locations, districts, regional areas and nations. The team analyzed the distinguishing characteristics of
Kimmswick downtown’s existing built environment to understand what features may have guided event attendants.
Activity nodes are centers where people congregate and may include plazas, event spaces, or attractions. During the
event the team recognized the Dough Depot patio and Market intersection of 2nd and Front Street as unique activity
generators within Kimmswick’s downtown. The Dough Depot in coordination with the Cozy Cottage generated activity
with outdoor dining, street vending and a fire pit. Market and 2nd hosted face painting, the horse drawn carriage stop
and a street musician. Santa and Mrs. Claus garnered a regular stream of visitors to Market and Front Street.

Face painting, street entertainment, vendors, seating and outdoor dining became activity nodes.

Landmarks are popularly recognizable natural or built features which may or may not be activity nodes themselves.
The team and visitors identified the Christmas House, City Hall, Blue Owl Restaurant, Windsor Bridge, the Mississippi
River, and the log and mortar buildings Delta Queen Port of Call, Burgess‐How House, and Barbagallo House as
recognizable landmarks.
Gateways are perceived transitions from one area to another. They can be recognized as literal passage gates, an
abrupt change in building character, an elevation change or the signed edge of a district or neighborhood. Route K
serves are the primary recognizable entry to Kimmswick. Festive milk jug lanterns lined Route K signaling an arrival
zone. The rural character along Route K changes to a small‐town character upon arriving at the intersection of Beckett
and 5th.
Corridors are linear paths connecting destinations. Function and character often categorize corridors. The Cookie
Walk corridors can be divided into access, primary and secondary corridors. Highway K classifies as the primary access
road into Kimmswick. Market serves as the primary corridor for vehicles and pedestrian flow. Elm, 2nd and Front
streets serve as secondary corridors moving vehicles and people to destinations off Market.
Edges are boundaries distinguishing one area from another. They can be real, ephemeral, or imaginary and may
include walls, corridors, city boundaries, FEMA flood limits, or flight restrictions. Edges may be barriers like walls and
interstates or permeable such as the edge of the forest. The community boundaries define the event edges including
Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 11
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Rock Creek on the southern boundary, the railway defines the eastern edge, a more naturalized woodland area
visually defines the community’s west side. There was no perceivable northern edge as most activity occurred in the
south area of town with visitor activity trailing off between Oak and Pine.

Takeaways








The Dough Depot patio and Market intersection of 2nd and Front Street as unique activity generators.
Historic structure and well‐known business act as primary landmarks.
The primary gateway, Route K, was lined with lanterns and the transition from rural to a built environment
intuitively signal entrance to Kimmswick. Gateways were not specifically marked.
Market was the primary corridor hosting the highest amount of activity and Front and 2nd street functioned
as secondary corridors.
Edges like Rock Creek, the railway, naturalized woodland buffers define the community.
Vehicles and other tall elements block some existing wayfinding signage.
The intersection of Beckett and 4th confuses new visitors wondering which direction will lead to the event

A vehicle blocks the lower half of the wayfinding signage.

Wayfinding helps direct people from place to place. Upon arrival at the intersection of Beckett and 4th, visitors
unfamiliar with Kimmswick hesitated trying to understand which direction to turn. Billboards at the intersection point
left while the main activity corridor is right. Pedestrian wayfinding signage is installed low for legibility but can be
easily blocked by vehicles or other taller elements like tents.

Two of three signs at the Beckett and 4th intersection point left, while Market is to the right.
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E.

Spatial Use, Quality and Characteristics
Kimmswick showcased a festive Christmas décor with holiday bows on lanterns lining Route K,
power poles ringed with ribbon topped with bows and candy canes, evergreen wreaths and
garlands, nativity scenes, and inflatable Santas. The setting was light, unhurried and joyous as
visitors walked the streets collecting cookies at participating businesses. A horse drawn carriage
circled downtown’s streets while people waited in line for face painting or a seat at a local
restaurant. Men sat on benches or rocking chairs as women perused gift shops.
Visitors strolled throughout town exploring what was around each corner. Streets became multi‐
use paths with vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles, golf carts and horse drawn carriages roaming from
destination to destination. The same streets also hosted activities like warming around the fire,
outdoor dining, pictures with Santa and Mrs. Claus, face painting, carriage stops and vending. Door
to door pavement was defined in a multitude of ways from on street parking lining the roadway
edge to planters, seating, merchandise, banners, signage, lanterns, and cones.

Open green space and the Historical Society Pavilion weren’t used for much more than a shortcut
across town. Areas around Market, 2nd and Front streets in the denser historic setting hosted the
largest share of activity. The town’s history provided the setting but visitors lightly interacted with
the history beyond anecdotal references to markers on buildings.

The open streetscape allows businesses to create unique street spaces incorporating planters, merchandise, lanterns,
banners, benches and signage.

A line gathers in the street waiting for face painting.

Dough Depot’s patio hosted continuous activity between dining and street vending.
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Takeaways




Most activity occurred within roadway corridors and within business establishments.
The most intense activity occurred in the densest part of town along Market between 2nd and Front streets.
The festive nature of the décor and event accentuated warm welcoming business entries.

Street artists included face painting and musicians (pictured) as well as singers, Santa and Mrs. Clause..
Visitor’s sit on rocking chairs waiting for shopping friends. In general, the atmosphere was unhurried and merry.

The open sign alerts motorists of the edge of the pedestrian realm where strollers park as parents shop.
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Demographic Survey

The largest visitor age group was between 55 and 75 (48%), 16% between 25 and 34, 11% between 35 and 44
and 9% between 45 and 54.
 The most common household income was below $50,000 (48%) with 20% between $50,000‐$75,0000, 16%
between $75,000 to $100,000, and 13% between $100,000 and $150,000.
 Females represented 87% of respondents.
Complete results of the surveys collected at the Cookie Walk will be combined with additional data collection from
the Apple Butter Festival and a non‐event period evaluated as part of the Market/Land Use Analysis Report.


Takeaways







Visitors, young and old, walk Kimmswick’s streets collecting cookies along the way.

Primary event attenders were women.
The vast majority of visitors came from Missouri.
Four of five visitors spent money on dining, gifts and souvenirs.
Forty‐eight percent of attenders reported household incomes of $50,000 or less, 29% from $50,000 to
$100,000 and 23% earning $100,000 or more.
The largest visitor age group was between 55 and 75 (48%).
Children and parental aged adults were underrepresented.

As the primary supporters of downtown restaurants and businesses, visitors are an essential contributor to the local
economy and an important audience for the Kimmswick Great Streets Plan. The well‐attended Cookie Walk was an
ideal opportunity to administer the visitor survey to collect local visitor data.

A.
Data Collection
A ten‐question visitor survey was prepared by the project team and reviewed by all project partners. Surveys were
distributed to the four local restaurants prior to the event and handed out by the establishments as customers waited
to be seated. Restaurant owners were apprehensive about having the team hand out interviews and openly
appreciated the opportunity to work with the team to gather information. Three hundred surveys were distributed,
seventy‐five going to each restaurant.
B.
Results
One hundred and thirty‐four (134) surveys distributed were completed providing a solid foundation for understanding
the experience of event attendees. Following is an outlined summary of responses:









Respondents came from four states ‐ 5 from Illinois, 1 Florida, 1 from Michigan, and the rest from Missouri.
62% of respondent had no men in their party, 28% had one man in the party, 6% had two men, and the
largest included three men in the party.
Most parties included one to two women (67% total) and 32% had more than two women with the largest
response of 40, while only 1.5% included no women.
The vast majority of respondents had no children in the party – 95% with no children 0‐5 years old and 81%
with no children 6‐18 years old.
Most respondents visit Kimmswick once a year (23%) to 3‐6 time a year (43%). Nine percent visit weekly and
10% once a month. 93% had visited Kimmswick before.
Kimmswick was the only destination for 92% of respondents.
Five percent stayed overnight.
Most visitors spent money at a restaurant (89%) or bought gifts/souvenirs (81%).
Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 19
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Initial Findings
Follows are bulleted summaries from each category of information gathering and observation within the memo.

A.





B.






C.

Pedestrian Flow
Pedestrian facilities are inconsistent, undersized, not accessible or non‐existent throughout Kimmswick.
Pedestrians primarily utilize the roadway to travel around Kimmswick.
Pedestrian utilization of the roadway slows traffic and other modes generally creating a safer environment
for all with the trade‐off that motorists are forced to travel at pedestrian speeds.
Merchants recognized the need to creatively delineate pedestrian space for business access, visibility,
merchandise, furnishings and comfort.
Parking/Traffic Patterns
People arriving to Kimmswick via Route K have no clear guidance directing people where to go at the 4th
street intersection.
Vehicle circulation is low volume posing limited traffic flow concerns.
The corner of 4th and Market is a blind corner. On street parking further decreases visibility.
On street parking occurs throughout Kimmswick with the exception of Vine Street.
Parking areas are not obviously signed.





Spatial Orientation
The Dough Depot patio and Market intersection of 2nd and Front Street as unique activity generators.
Historic structure and well‐known business act as primary landmarks.
The primary gateway, Route K, was lined with lanterns and the transition from rural to a built environment
intuitively signal entrance to Kimmswick. Gateways were not specifically marked.
Market was the primary corridor hosting the highest amount of activity and Front and 2nd street functioned
as secondary corridors.
Edges like Rock Creek, the railway, naturalized woodland buffers define the community.
Vehicles and other tall elements block some existing wayfinding signage.
The intersection of Beckett and 4th confuses new visitors wondering which direction will lead to the event





Spatial Use, Quality & Character
Most activity occurred within roadway corridors and within business establishments.
The most intense activity occurred in the densest part of town along Market between 2nd and Front streets.
The festive nature of the décor and event accentuated warm welcoming business entries.






D.

E.






These findings will be evaluated to help the Consultant team develop concepts and plans with solutions supporting
small to medium sized events. Solutions will be formulated from the physical, economic, operational, and
environmental design perspectives responding to the activity nodes, barriers and edges, visitor conduct and crowd
patterns, access, parking, and traffic conditions observed to develop a safe, comfortable, inviting environment at the
small to medium size event scale as well as regular business day and large event scales. The end result of the
Kimmswick Great Streets Project will make an already great place even greater.

Demographic Survey
Primary event attenders were women.
The vast majority of visitors came from Missouri.
Four of five visitors spent money on dining, gifts and souvenirs.
Forty‐eight percent of attenders reported household incomes of $50,000 or less, 29% from $50,000 to
$100,000 and 23% earning $100,000 or more.
The largest visitor age group was between 55 and 75 (48%).
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Appendix D

“Sidewheel boats kept us with a perfect
swimming hole as they would churn the sand out
with the big paddle wheels; and we always had
a good deep hole near the bank for our spring
boards to dive from.
- William Bradshaw, Life in Kimmswick

built environment

» Built environment examination considers Kimmswick’s man-made features and what
historically and presently shapes it. The city’s layout, public realm and architecture tell
a story unique to Kimmswick. Infrastructure, often unnoticed, determines a visitor’s
perception and manor of occupying city spaces. Kimmswick’s character is beloved by its
residents and attracts tens of thousands of visitors. The following examination will explore
what makes Kimmswick a great place and consider ways its charm can be further enhanced.

HISTORY, CULTURE & ARCHITECTURE
Kimmswick’s history and architecture drive
its civic culture. Kimmswick’s story can’t be
told without understanding regional and
national culture and events. The story is
compelling and even landmark considering
the Kimmswick Bone Bed discovery was
the first solid evidence of the coexistence of
humans and giant prehistoric creatures like
the mastodon.
Women have played a key role in
Kimmswick’s development. Wilhemine
Kimm oversaw Kimmswick’s progress while
her husband traveled, Lucciana GladneyRoss’s investment to rehabilitate the
town after the post-war degradation, and,
currently, women represent the majority of
business ownership.
Development generally falls within three
time periods – Kimmswick’s establishment
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in 1859 to Kimm’s retirement in 1872,
post-Kimm from 1872 to World War II,
and Lucinda Gladney-Ross redevelopment
beginning in the 1970’s to the present day.
Theodore Kimm, a successful St. Louis
dry goods merchant, purchased the land
to become Kimmswick on Oct 4th, 1850,
allegedly following a St. Louis fire devastating
the downtown merchant’s district. The land
– divided into Kimmswick, approximately
the current township, and West Kimmswick,
approximately current-day unincorporated
Imperial – spanned from the Mississippi River
to what is now Interstate 55. Transportation
spurred Kimmswick’s founding in 1859
following the St. Louis and Iron Mountain
Railroad’s establishment in 1958. Two
north-south lines bisected Kimmswick, the
east line which Front Street parallels and
the west line dividing Kimmswick from

Historic
Structure

Relocated Historic
Structure

Historic Site

Historic Open Space

History Walk

HISTORIC BUILDINGS & SITES: The highest density of historic structures
resides along Market, Front and Second Streets.
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REGIONAL/NATIONAL HISTORY

Railroad Station -1859
Hermann-Oheim House - 1859
The Market -1877
Wagner House -1880
Burgess-How House moved 1975
Barbagallo House moved 1975

Arnold House - 1865
National Hotel - 1869
Kirk House -1888
Meyer Mercantile Building -1875
The Tavern (1900)- Blue Owl 1985
Apple Butter Pavilion - 1982

Schad-Caldwell House -1865
Ruess-Terry House -1866
Montesano Park - 1880-1920
Steamboat Providence 1880s-1933
The Old House (1770) moved 1973
The Christmas Haus

LUCCIANA GLADNEY-ROSS TO PRESENT 1970s-2018
79
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Windsor
Harbor Bridge,
a Kimmswick
icon, was moved
from Carondelet,
MO, in 1928
and re-erected
in Kimmswick
in 1930.
Many historic
structures in
Kimmswick are
not original to
the town.
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West Kimmswick. Laying out a street grid
and naming streets reflecting the St. Louis
pattern, Kimm sold lots and built houses
selling homes on trust deeds to encourage
settlement. By 1876, Kimmswick was the
second largest town in Jefferson County
welcoming tradesman of all kinds boasting
an iron forge, steam flour mill, a brewery,
brickyard and limestone quarries that
supplied materials for St. Louis construction,
and large greenhouses shipping fresh flowers
to St. Louis. Kimmswick’s flourished with
diverse population as William Bradshaw
noted in Life in Kimmswick, “rich people,
poor people, white people, black people,
good people, bad people, rebels and Yankees,
cultured people and uncultured.” The town
incorporated in 1871. Common St. Louis
architectural construction of the period are
represented in many types of Kimmswick’s
brick and mortar and clapboard buildings.
This period witnessed the construction of the
iconic National Hotel, brick and mortar row
development like the Schad-Caldwell House
and Ruess-Terry house (currently the Dough
Depot), the Kirk House representative of
Victorian houses (currently Quinn’s Quirks),
the Tudor-style Hermann-Oheim House
(currently under renovation), and modest
structures like the Arnold House. Buildings
ranged from one to three-stories in height
with most larger structures supporting
commercial uses located along Front Street
near the railway particularly between
Market and Rock Creek,
In 1872, Theodore Kimm retired auctioning
his unsold lots while dedicating land as
civic open space at the corner of Third
and Market Streets. He set aside Jefferson
Square for a public park, and gave an acre
for a city cemetery. The founding period’s
business climate flourished during the years
following Kimm’s retirement supporting
entertainment and cultural development.

On the north end of town, Montesano
Park boasted ornate Victorian structures
attracting thousands.

Montesano Springs Park, a large amusement
park, established in 1880 raising luxuriously
ornate Victorian style buildings. The
Providence Steamboat and the railway
shuttled visitors by the thousands to the
park for day trips to “the country.” Fourteen
natural sulfur springs served as an attraction
and revenue source shipping bottled spring
water as far as New York. The park hosted a
hotel and restaurant, dance pavilion, boating
lake, merry-go-round, roller coaster, pony
track, bowling alleys, shooting gallery, “Herr
Bismark’s Tent Show”, and other attractions
north of present-day Kimmswick. During
St. Louis’ 1904 World’s Fair, attenders
traveled to the Kimmswick lime quarry
to witness prehistoric Clovis Indian
artifacts and mastodon bones. In 1896, the
Highlands amusement park opened just
west of St. Louis competing with Montesano
Springs. West Kimmswick separated from

MARKET STREET LOOKING EAST FROM THIRD STREET
Kimmswick becoming Imperial, MO, in 1905.
Montesano Springs eventually closed in the
1920s, but show boats continued circuits
until 1933. The lime quarry also stopped
operating in the 1930s. Though business and
development was receding, the Windsor
Harbor Bridge moved from Carondelet,
MO, in 1928 and was re-erected in 1930.
Development during this period included
Montesano Springs Park’s ornate Victorian
structures, steamboats and show boats,
establishment of civic open space, the City
Hall, the Wenom-Drake House whose stone
steps have been preserved from the National
Hotel, the two-story Meyer Building with its
clapboard main building and log and mortar
annex, and the National Landmark Windsor
Harbor Bridge.
Following World War II, the steady closing
of businesses sent Kimmswick into a period
of decay. Lucciana Gladney-Ross, heiress
to the 7-Up fortune, was the driving force
behind the preservation of Kimmswick.
In the 1970’s, the Glaring loss of historic
buildings in Kimmswick being torn down
or falling down, such as the National Hotel
and the Woodman Hall, it was the glaring
loss of these historic buildings her vision
of restoring Kimmswick. The restoration

began with several of the old homes being
renovated and re-purposed into quaint
shops. This plan worked quite well and
many more homes and buildings followed. A
unique feature to Ross’s vision is showcased
on the block between Second and Third
and Elm and Oak Streets where old log
buildings from throughout the St. Louis area
were re-assembled. Each unique structure
supports differing attractions with the
Kimmswick Historical Society’s The Cabin
and the Burgess-Howe House museums,
Jefferson Port Authority’s The Old House
currently housing the Delta Queen Port of
Call restaurant, the Barbagallo House, and
the Winery. The Old House, once a historic
carriage stop, has hosted nationally know
peoples the likes of General Ulysses S Grant,
General Robert E Lee, and radio personality
Paul Harvey.
Founded in 1977, the Kimmswick Historical
Society captured Ross’s vision expanding
Kimmswick’s historical offerings beyond
Kimmswick to support local, state and
national culture through education, scientific
study, protection, preservation, restoration
and interpretation of significant sites and
objects. The museum opened that year in the
Kimmswick Bible Church, a gift from Ross.

Concurrently, Missouri State Parks bought
the Mastodon State Historic Site, home to
the internationally recognized Kimmswick
Bone Bed archaeological area. The Blue Owl
Restaurant, which Ross helped establish,
has also garnered national recognition
from Oprah Magazine. Started in 1977, the
Apple Butter Festival celebrated it’s 41st
anniversary in 2018 attracting more than
100,000 visitors. Today this festival along
with the Strawberry Festival generates
60 percent of Kimmswick’s City revenue.
Ross constructed the Apple Butter Pavilion
in 1982 on Market Street in Kimmswick’s
center green space for the Historical
Society. The society produces hundreds of
gallons of apple butter during the festival
utilizing historic methods. In the mid1980s the steamboat returned, the General
E Lee steamboat docked on the Mississippi
offering a floating restaurant. The ship’s
owner proposed making it a casino in the
early 1990s resulting in a sharp cultural
division among residents and the steamboat
returning to St. Louis. Kimmswick continues
to attract national history with the Delta
Queen paddle boat, designated a National
Historic Landmark in 1989, opened its port
of call with a restaurant in 2016 having
plans to dock in Kimmswick in 2018.

Kimmswick is a community located in
a nationally historic setting with the
magnetism to draw in national landmarks
even to this day. It’s history reveals a hard
working lively town, diverse in its expression
of creativity and culture. Theodore Kimm’s
entrepreneurial openness contributed to
Kimmswick’s establishment and thriving
during the Civil War and Reconstruction
Era resulting in a regionally attractive
community - attractive for investment and
entertainment. The architecture expresses
this spirit in humble brick and mortar
construction and lavish ornate Victorian

TAKEAWAYS

• Four periods deﬁne
Kimmswick’s development
history - Kimm Era, Post-Kimm
Era, Post-War Decline, and
Gladney-Ross Era
• The Post-Kimm Era showcases
a boom in culture and
entertainment with the
introduction of show boats and
an amusement park
• Kimmswick erected the
Windsor Harbor Bridge toward
the end of the Post-Kimm Era
• The Post-War Decline
witnessed waning in
Kimmswick’s built structures,
activity, and identity producing
a quiet community
• The Gladney-Ross Era
continues today working to
restore Kimmswick’s identity as
a historic destination
• Today Kimmswick culture
reﬂects two time periods
Kimmswick as an active
destination and a quiet
community

opulence. History in Kimmswick is fluid
building upon success from the founding
through the 1920s. This fluid history is
evident in the relocation of the Windsor
Harbor Bridge in 1930 and the log and
mortar buildings during the Gladney-Ross
revitalization and even the reuse of materials
from demolished buildings. With the Delta
Queen’s planned arrival, Kimmswick shows
it continues to attract national history.

• Gladney-Ross moved historic
regional buildings to the city
• Architecturally, Kimmswick’s
ﬂuid history incorporation
different pre-modern styles
• Kimmswick’s history links
directly to local, regional,
national, even international
events
• The Kimmswick Bone Bed is
an internationally recognized
important historic site
• Kimmswick has multiple
nationally registered landmarks
and historic places
• The Kimmswick Historical
Society was founded in 1977
to educate and preserve
Kimmswick’s history
• Kimmswick marginally
showcases its history story to
the public
• Kimmswick continues to attract
national history as the Delta
Queen steamboat plans to dock
at the new port
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SPATIAL ORIENTATION
People instinctively rely on their environs
to navigate in and between places. Activity
nodes, landmarks, gateways, edges and
corridors define places, districts, and regional
areas. Distinguishing characteristics of
Kimmswick’s existing built environment
were analyzed to understand what features
may have guided visitors to their destination
in three distinct settings – an average day
with hundreds of visitors, a small to medium
event with thousands of visitors, and a large
event with tens of thousands of visitors.
The following diagrams present a synopsis
of Kimmswick’s defining features.
Historically, Kimmswick’s entry was the
train depot located at the intersection of
Market and Front street. People arrived
in Kimmswick via the Mississippi River
and railroad. Today visitors travel an

Primary Access Corridor

Secondary Access Corridor

Edge

CORRIDORS/EDGES

Apple Butter Festival visitors noted
the Christmas House as a recognizable
landmark.

indirect route from Interstate 55 arriving at
Kimmswick’s historic back door. Developing
a stronger connection to Interstate 55
and establishing an understandable front
door on the town’s western edge will
enhance visitor experience. To re-establish
Kimmswick as a river town, the community
will need to develop creative ways to cross
physical barriers including the railroad and
levee.
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Corridors are linear paths connecting destinations. Function and character often
categorize corridors. Kimmswick’s corridors can be divided into access, arterial and
minor corridors. Highway K functions as the primary access road into Kimmswick.
Market serves as the primary arterial for vehicles and pedestrian ﬂow within Kimmswick.
Elm, 2nd and Front streets serve as minor corridors moving vehicles and people to
destinations off Market. During the Apple Butter Festival corridors could be divided into
access, festival and shuttle corridors. Highway K, Montabello, and Windsor Harbor Road
classify as access roads conveying vehicles and pedestrians to and from the festival.
Active, congested festival corridors are retail and attraction roadways including Market,
2nd, 3rd, 5th, Beckett, and Elm. Moderate activity occurred on Mill and 4th while shuttles
hampered festival activity on Front. The shuttle corridor of Front and Vine are designated
speciﬁcally to the shuttle system. There is no direct path to Kimmswick’s downtown.
Edges are boundaries distinguishing one area from another. They can be real, ephemeral,
or imaginary, physical barriers rivers and interstates or permeable such as a forest edge.
Kimmswick’s edges include Rock Creek on the southern boundary, the railway on the
eastern edge, a more naturalized steep-sloped woodland area deﬁning the west side.
No perceivable northern edge exists as residential development to north blends into
the community. Rock Creek separates parking at Windsor High School from open ﬁeld
parking along Route K during large festivals. The slopes along 4th Street in Lucianna
Gladney-Ross Park are a barrier to activity and connectivity during festivals. At a human
scale buildings and festival tents deﬁne the public realm.

Gateway

Landmark

Primary Access Corridor

Secondary Access Corridor

GATEWAYS/LANDMARKS
Gateways are perceived transitions from one area to another. They can be recognized
as literal passage gates, an abrupt change in building character, an elevation change or
the signed edge of a district or neighborhood. Typically, Route K serves are the primary
recognizable entry to Kimmswick. The rural character along Route K changes to a smalltown character upon arriving at the intersection of Beckett and 5th. Windsor Harbor
Bridge and the modern vehicular bridge constitute secondary gateways to Kimmswick.
Three entries to the Apple Butter Festival signify three distinct gateway experiences.
Route K continues to function as an entry with surroundings changing abruptly as the
roadway raises to enter Kimmswick and vending booths line Beckett. Barricades on
the south leg of the intersection of Vine and Montabello allow pedestrians arriving on
shuttles to pass blocking vehicular traffic into the festival. The Windsor Harbor Bridge
over Rock Creek provides a scenic pedestrian transition into the south side of Kimmswick.
The railway underpass functions as a secondary gateway. There were few minor gateway
transitions after entering the festival area.
Landmarks are popularly recognizable natural or built features which may or may not
be activity nodes themselves. The team and visitors identiﬁed the Christmas House,
City Hall, Blue Owl Restaurant, Windsor Bridge, the Mississippi River, and the log and
mortar buildings Delta Queen Port of Call, Burgess-How House, and Barbagallo House
as consistent recognizable landmarks at all times. Landmarks are located throughout
the community with a higher density around the central green space and along Elm.

Higher Activity

Lower Activity

Access Corridor

ACTIVITY NODES/WAYFINDING
Activity nodes are centers where people congregate and may include plazas, event spaces,
or attractions. During common days, the Dough Depot patio and Blue Owl generate
peaks of activity most noticeably during lunch hours. During the small to medium event,
these locations still remain activity centers with the addition of street activities and
entertainment on Market Street at the intersections of 2nd and Front streets. During
the large event the team recognized the two shuttle stops, Blue Owl entry and tabled
area on 2nd, the Historic Society’s Apple Butter Pavilion, and the Food Court south of
City Hall as unique activity generators within Kimmswick’s downtown. Shuttles during
the large event deterred commercial and festival activity on Front Street. Kimmswick’s
activity radiates around Market Street.
Wayﬁnding helps direct people from place to place. Upon arrival at the intersection of
Beckett and 4th, visitors unfamiliar with Kimmswick hesitate trying to understand which
direction to turn. Billboards at the intersection point left while the main activity corridor,
Market Street, is right. Pedestrian wayﬁnding signage is installed low for legibility but
can be easily blocked by vehicles or other taller elements. Festival coordinators rely
heavily on the Palaroo app to help people ﬁnd speciﬁc vendors, destinations, parking,
entertainment and more. Wayﬁnding within the festival was absent in many places
including the festival entry points and key locations like the intersection of Beckett and
4th. The shuttle stop signage was small and hard to perceive and dumpsters, vendor
tents or festival attenders often blocked existing wayﬁnding signage as it was too close
to the ground.

Heading into Kimmswick on Route K, there is no gateway welcoming visitors. The roadway
serves as a major pedestrian arterial conveying thousands of visitor during festivals.

TAKEAWAYS

• Kimmswick’s original “front
door” faced the Mississippi
River and railway; Currently,
Route K accesses the city’s
historic “back door”
• Route K is Kimmswick’s primary
access corridor, Windsor
Harbor Road is secondary
• Edges like Rock Creek, the
railway, naturalized woodland
buffers and development
patterns funnel access to the
two primary entries
• The Beckett and 4th
intersection confuses new
visitors wondering which
direction will lead to events

• Landmarks are distributed
throughout downtown
• Historic structure and wellknown businesses act as
primary landmarks
• Gateways are not well deﬁned
• Transition in built environment
or festival activity function as
gateways to Kimmswick
• Market Street and connected
ancillary spaces host most
activity nodes
• During events, tents,
dumpsters, vehicles, and crowd
activity block visibility of
existing wayﬁnding signage
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BUILT ENVIRONMENT PROPORTION

The
following
diagrams
illustrate
Market from 4th Street to Front Street.
Understanding the spatial make-up will
help develop solutions and guidance relating
to the historic setting to further accentuate
Kimmswick’s sense of place.

TAKEAWAYS
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1:1

3:2

Market Street
33 ft

MARKET & 4th STREET: Differing scale on north and south

MARKET WEST OF 2nd STREET LOOKING EAST

» This section opens to the
central green space to the
north. One-story buildings
front Market to the south
along with an open lot. With
limited vertical elements
on the north this portion is
the least developed space
along the corridor.

» This
location
widens
slightly
and
building
heights reduce by half. The
road width and building
setbacks retain the ruralurban setting; however,
the openness to the sky
generates a less deﬁned
outdoor room.

1:2

Market Street
33 ft

3:2

3:2

Market Street
33 ft

Shoulder
12 ft

MARKET BETWEEN 3rd & 4th STREETS LOOKING EAST

MARKET EAST OF 2nd STREET LOOKING EAST

» This location is the
narrowest
portion
of
the corridor. One-story
buildings to the north
encroach on the roadway
reducing the pedestrian
realm.
The
section’s
narrowness helps support
an active node; however, it
forces more vehicular and
pedestrian mingling.

» This location has a street
to building ratio creating a
distinct outdoor room. As
the historic gateway to the
community, the building act
as a passage way. The scale
is human and comfortable.
Multiple story buildings
develop
a
rural-urban
setting.

1:1

3:4

Market Street
29 ft

MARKET EAST OF 3rd STREET LOOKING EAST

Shoulder
9 ft

.:53
1:21

• The Market corridor has
inconsistent built environment
proportions losing a sense of
place at points
• Market from Front to 2nd
Streets is a well deﬁned
corridor
• Blue Owl parking on Market
between 2nd to 3rd Streets
reduces deﬁnition on Market
• One-story buildings and
undeveloped parcels create a
wide open space at the central
green space
• The Meyer Building at 4th and
Market Streets anchors the end
of the corridor creating a sense
of entry from the west

» This
location
widens
slightly more. Trees deﬁne
the southern edge, and,
with the parking lot behind
them, no built elements
reinforce the street space.
The two-story building on
the north helps deﬁne the
public realm as the southern
border softens.

21::1
3.5

Places consist primarily of vertical and
horizontal elements. The relationship
between vertical and horizontal scales
define spatial settings. Recognized guidance
height-to-width ratio for primary corridors
ranges from a maximum spacing of 1 high
by 3 wide (1:3) to a minimum 2 high by 3
wide (2:3); tighter ratios provide stronger
definition. Vertical elements create the
strongest definition of spaces. Buildings
provide solid edges. Trees can provide a
canopy enveloping the pedestrian realm
creating a comfortable environment and
the notion of protection. Benches, fences,
lighting, bollards, signage and other
elements can further develop street setting.

Market Street
32-36 ft

MARKET NEAR FRONT STREET LOOKING EAST

Photo: Once
the “front
door” to
Kimmswick.
three-story
buildings at
Market and
Front develop
a well deﬁned
public realm.
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VERSATILE INFRASTRUCTURE: Kimmswick’s roadways and public realm
function organicly with limited deﬁnition hosting a wide range of events.

INFRASTRUCTURE
Kimmswick’s historic setting, flood hazards,
diverse program demands, and limited capital
funds weigh heavily on the community’s
infrastructure. Infrastructure observations
and analysis focus on these key areas:
• Vehicular traveled ways and typical
roadway cross sections
• Street signage and pavement markings
• Topography
• Pedestrian access routes (PAR) and
ADA access
• Public utilities, including street lighting.
• Public realm drainage conditions
• Amenities

Traveled Ways
The main access road to Kimmswick is
Missouri Highway K, which intersects US
Route 67/61 approximately ½ mile east
of Interstate 55 (mile marker 186). This
stretch of highway, outside the city limits,
is a two-lane, two-way road that includes
a modern bridge structure. The traveled
way is approximately 24’ wide and include
paved shoulders approximately 7’ wide on
both sides of roadway. The roadway asphalt
surface is in generally good condition. A
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secondary access road into Kimmswick is
located in the southeast portion of the city,
crossing Rock Creek on a modern roadway
bridge adjacent to the Windsor Harbor
Bridge pedestrian bridge. Its traveled way is
approximately 22’ wide and there are paved
shoulders approximately 2’ wide on both
sides of roadway.
Approaching Kimmswick from the west
on Highway K, the roadway crests at the
intersection of 5th Street, with the general
topography of the City rolling downward to
the east towards the Mississippi River) After
an initial drop in elevation of approximately
15 feet from 5th Street to 4th Street, the
terrain flattens out and is quite flat from
3rd Street to the railroad embankment just
east of Front Street. North to South, the
city’s drainage is divided roughly along Oak
Street, with runoff concentrating in two
main outlet locations in the city. The overall
drainage conditions are addressed in detail
later in this chapter in Natural Environment.
The streets of Kimmswick comprise a total of
approximately 10,000 linear feet, just under
2 miles, of paved roadway. The street typical
sections are reflective of a small, rural town
without curbed edges and formal paved

sidewalks. The street sections are primarily
asphalt pavement, with the traveled way
varying in width from 22 to 32 feet. Streets
are generally in fair to good condition, both
for the roadway pavement and the gravel
shoulder areas. Some streets have a gravel
shoulder that functions as the pedestrian
access route (PAR). Other streets do not have
this shoulder, mostly north of Market Street.
Market has some stretches of concrete
sidewalk. The typical section throughout
Kimmswick is flush, without curbing and
mainly without formal sidewalk pavement
and with an only slightly crowned traveled
way pavement. Jefferson County’s GIS
shows the public right of way widths to be
approximately 45’ wide through most of the
city.

Pedestrians & ADA
Kimmswick’s posted speed limit 20 miles per
hour. Given the city’s destination appeal for
shopping and festivals, lowering the speed
limit to an odd number such as 12 miles
per hour would provide a more pedestrian
friendly environment and ‘calm’ traffic
throughout town. The lower speed limit
would also complement the small return
radii at street intersections. Existing radii
at intersections are small, sometimes not

present, with little room to enlarge these
radii. The slower speed limit would add
a level of safety, contributing to slower,
more calculated turning movements. As
there are only a few speed limits signs in
the City, addition of speed limits signage is
recommended.
Due to the flat terrain, most city pavement
slopes are ADA compliant, or could easily be
made compliant, particularly in the business
district. ADA compliant paths into businesses
depend primarily on the historic nature of
the building and business type. Many have
steps at the entrance doors. Other entrances
have flush entries, often with thresholds to
negotiate, and some have ramps.
Due to the limited amount of curbed
roadway sections, there are almost no ADA
curb ramps present in the City. While curb
ramps are therefore not needed to provide
access to sidewalks and shoulders, the
absence of detectable warnings is an issue
that makes street crossings more problematic
for visually impaired users. Also, the flush
roadway nature and undefined edge further
impact visually impaired users. Formalizing
the roadway edge is recommended to
develop a designated pedestrian path.

Consistent pedestrian routes in the form of
paved sidewalks, with upgraded signage and
pavement markings for consistent crossings
would provide better accommodations for
all pedestrians and especially mobility and
visually impaired users. Designating some
city alleys strategically in the business district
as bicycle and pedestrian corridors could
promote increased pedestrian and bicycle
traffic. Formal crossings would provide more
safety and comfort for pedestrians.

curb would add tripping hazards and could
hamper tent and festival set up. Therefore,
while some curbing benefiting stormwater
inlets could provide a positive benefit, any
improvement should retain flush pavement
grades particularly in the main business
district. Given the variety of business fronts
throughout Kimmswick, consistent roadway
improvements would unify the unique
historic character, reduce maintenance, and
enhance destination appeal.

Drainage
Storm inlets are sparse in general and some
areas of the city, such as the public green
spaces have shallow ditches leading to open
culverts under streets. Some intersections
would benefit from additional storm inlets,
such as at the intersection of Mill and 2nd
Streets. Siltation at that intersection indicates
pooling water during storm events. Visual
evidence indicates limited erosion occurring
adjacent to the roadways. Some sections of
roadway would clearly benefit from edge
curbing primarily where storm inlets are
placed, such as the intersection of Front and
Vine Streets. The lack of roadway curbing
at those locations limits the effectiveness of
the inlets and creates a roadside obstacle for
vehicular traffic. One area where curbing
has been added to enhance storm inlet
effectiveness is in the northwest intersection
quadrants Front and Mill Street. Stormwater
challenges and opportunities are discussed
later in this chapter in Natural Environment
Though large festival events are few in
number, these events are so integral with
the Kimmswick’s they should influence the
permanent makeup of the public right of
way. Certain upgrades like vertical curbing
could have benefits but would alter the
nature of the large events. Large events close
streets to vehicular traffic and pedestrians
freely roam the streets. The addition of

Three bridges cross rock creek serving
multiple transportation modes - trains,
pedestrians and bikes, and vehicles.

Utilities
A significant number of overhead utility
power lines parallel Kimmswick’s roadways.
Considering flooding frequency, retaining
the overhead network could contribute to
resiliency. Keeping the utility over flood
levels allows for easy access in emergency
situations and reduces the potential for
unknown underground water damage.
Portions of the community could benefit

Friends help a
disabled woman
negotiate the
curb at the
corner of Market
and Front Street.
In addition to
Where curbing
exists, no ADA
accommodations
are present.
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from relocation of these lines or exploring
underground options to increase character
and reduce conflicts. However, relocation
of power, telecom and other utilities to
underground locations is a costly procedure.
There is also a slight historic nature to
overhead utility poles communicating
an upgraded but not modern industrial
aesthetic. There may be ways to creatively
integrate these elements with a positive
aesthetic effect.
There are a limited number of street light
poles and some area of the City are quite dark
after sunlight hours. This can help promote
a quiet evening setting with the opportunity
to enjoy the night sky. The addition of
pedestrian lighting would enhance security
and safety helping Kimmswick businesses
operate during evening hours. Existing
street lights are low pressure sodium
emitting an unnatural orange light with
little light pollution cut off and reflecting
a small color spectrum. Upgrading to dark
sky LED fixtures would emit a greater color
range, in a more focused pattern, with better
results from less light. This in tandem with
dark sky pedestrian lighting could retain
the rural night skyline yet provide a higher
quality pedestrian experience.
Retail shops
creatively deﬁne
the pedestrian
realm with ﬂags,
planters, seating
and other
elements. Wide
gravel shoulders
serve as
Market Street’s
pedestrian realm
aren’t ADA
compliant.
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Amenities
The presence of amenities for pedestrians
in the public right of way is limited and
not consistent generally. Planter boxes
functioning as bases for wayfinding signage
and a few street trees comprise the public
realm’s limited landscaping. A standard
trash receptacle is used throughout the
city. Utilizing landscape and amenities
would further define use, enhance the
communities character, support safety, and
promote Kimmswick’s identity increasing
comfort and patronage.

TAKEAWAYS

• Route K has 12-foot 40 mph
travel lanes and 7-foot paved
shoulders
• Windsor Harbor Road has 11foot 25 mph travel lanes and
2-foot paved shoulders
• Kimmswick’s streets are in fairgood condition with a posted
speed of 20 mph and widths
between 19-33 feet
• County GIS indicates typical
roadway right-of-ways are 45foot wide
• Most pavement slopes within
the public realm are ADA
compliant
• Few streets have vertical curb
and gutter requiring limited
ADA ramps
• Front and Market Street
intersection curb and gutter is
non-compliant with ADA
• Roadways lack deﬁnition
adversely impacting visually
impaired
• Addition of vertical curbing
would impact festival functions
potentially creating trip hazards
• Overhead power poles parallel
many streets
• Low pressure sodium street
lights are only located at
intersections

VISITOR ACCOMMODATIONS

TAKEAWAYS

Comfortable settings are attractive places
to linger. The Center for Urban Forest
Research’s 2007 study indicates retail
areas with trees attract more patrons who
spend 9-12 percent more time and money
while shopping. While there are many
factors incorporated in retail development,
providing clean, safe, comfortable places
increases patronage. People attract people,
and places designed to accommodate people
support thriving places.
Safety, particularly at night and when alone,
will be the first factor deterring visitors.
Lighting is one of the primary design
elements contributing to a sense of security
allowing people to comprehend their setting
at vulnerable times of the day. Kimmswick’s
current lighting is limited primarily to one
street light at every intersection. The low
pressure sodium lamps have a limited color
spectrum and street lighting is naturally
designed primarily for movement in the safe
confines of a vehicle. Pedestrian lighting
typically creates a space 2.5 times as bright.
Pedestrian lights can be found in the central
green space, away from any pedestrian path,
and the Blue Owl parking lot; however,
the spacing in both cases is inadequate to
achieve acceptable pedestrian lighting levels.
Should business past dusk become common,
pedestrian lighting is recommended in areas
with evening business hours.
Good maintenance and cleanliness support
a visitor’s sense of security; therefore, trash
receptacles are considered necessary to
secure a retail area’s character. One trash
receptacle per block on each side of the street
in a retail area is a common guideline. Market
supports this standard, but secondary retail
corridors do not have receptacles. Waste
collection is as important as providing
receptacles. Providing receptacles in high
pedestrian traffic areas is recommended

Street Light

Pedestrian Light

B

Bench/Seating

Table and Chairs

Trash Receptacle

Shade

AMENITIES AND SHADE SURVEY
provided a public or private maintenance
agreement is established.
The presence of people also contributes to
visitor safety. Street furnishings and shade
help develop street life. Kimmswick’s public
realm and associated gathering spaces,
such as patios, on private property are
flush with a variety of seating. Forty seat
benches and thirty-one tables with chairs
have been identified, well above the street

furnishing minimum standards. While
seating is numerous, shade is in short supply.
Sparse street trees leave 71-81 percent of
what could be considered Market Streets
pedestrian realm in the sun. Front Street
fairs considerably better with approximately
fifty percent shade coverage. Considering
Market claims half the street furnishings,
increasing shade along the corridor should
be considered.

While such elements of comfort may not
be necessary elements of a streetscape,
street furnishings, lighting, and trees
strongly contribute to safety increasing a
communities sense of place. These design
elements can also establish Kimmswick’s
identity, enhancing the historic character.
Consistent materials and repetition make
are recommended for safety and identity.

• Lighting is limited to one street
light at each intersection
• Existing low pressure sodium
street lighting emits a limited
color spectrum
• Market and Front Streets have
no public realm pedestrian
scale lights
• Existing pedestrian lighting
is widely spaced producing
insufficient coverage and
doesn’t light utilized pedestrian
paths
• Market Street has sufficient
trash receptacle; secondary
commercial corridors do
not have sufficient trash
receptacles
• Existing trash receptacles do
not match Kimmswick’s historic
aesthetic
• The public realm and
associated gathering spaces
provide numerous seating
opportunities
• Amenities in the public realm
are inconsistent in character
• Market Street pedestrian realm
has only 19-29 percent shade
covering the pedestrian realm
• Front Street has approximately
50 percent shade covering the
pedestrian realm
• Increasing shade along Market
Street would enhance visitor
experience
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LTS 1: All ages and abilities

LTS 2: Most adults

LTS 3: Conﬁdent bicyclists

LTS 4: Uncomfortable for most

Within Kimmswick there are several
transportation modes utilized: automobiles,
recreational
vehicles,
neighborhood
electric vehicles, bicycles and pedestrians.
These modes negotiate within the same
roadway realm. As the riverfront develops
and destinations expand, it will provide
an increased opportunity for active
transportation within Kimmswick, as well as
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getting to Kimmswick increasing residential
livability, connectivity, safety, and access.
It is critical to define the level of comfort
present in the study area. This analysis will
provide the foundation for direction and
recommendations providing a baseline for
measuring implementation success
Kimmswick supports very few sidewalks.

LTS 3: Comfortable for conﬁdent riders

LTS 2: Comfortable for most adults

LTS 4: Uncomfortable for most

SEGMENT SCORING MATRIX FOR BICYCLE LEVEL OF TRAFFIC STRESS
# TRAVEL
LANES

BICYCLE LEVEL OF TRAVEL STRESS

ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION

LTS 1: Comfortable for all

Present undersized sidewalks, 2 to 2.5feet wide in some locations, don’t connect
to a broader network. Most local school
properties accommodate sidewalks along
roadways. No pedestrian facilities exist
connecting the high school or elementary
school properties to local or regional
neighborhoods. Rock Creek and Highway
61/67 are major barriers to pedestrian and
bicycle activity. The Windsor Harbor Bridge
provides a historic active transportation

2 - 3 lanes

4 lanes

6 lanes or more

TRAFFIC
VOLUME

MIXED TRAFFIC

STREET W/ BIKE LANES

< or =
30 mph

< or =
35 mph

< or =
30 mph

< or =
35 mph

< or = 40
mph

< or = 3K

1.5

2.5

1

2

2.5

3K - 10K

2

3

1.5

2.5

3

10K - 20K

3

3.5

2

3

3.5

> 20K

3.5

4

2.5

3.5

4

< or = 3K

2.5

3.5

1.5

2.5

3

3K - 10K

3

4

2

3

3.5

10K - 20K

3.5

4

2.5

3.5

4

> 20K

4

4

3

4

4

All Volumes

4

RAILWAY CORRIDOR
connection from Kimmswick to
Anheuser Estate across Rock Creek.

the

Highway 61/67 is designated the Missouri
River Trail (MRT) yet does not accommodate
national, statewide, regional, or local travel.
The roadway section includes four twelvefoot wide travel lanes with a posted speed
of 40 mph and varying shoulders from two
to seven feet wide. The speed and shoulder
inconsistency is uncomfortable for most
cyclists and unsafe for pedestrians. No other
roads connected to the study area have
bicycle facilities.
Using the Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress
(BTLS) methodology established by the
Mineta Transportation Institute’s (MTI),
analysis of bicycle traffic stress on roads
in and around Kimmswick was completed.
The analysis combines individual roadway
characteristics, like the presence of
dedicated bicycle facilities, number of travel
lanes, presence of parking, and posted speed
limit, to assign a level of traffic stress to each
roadway segment.
At its core, the BLTS scoring decreases in
comfort (1 for highest comfort level) as
the number of lanes, posted speed limit,
and traffic volumes increase. For example,
traffic volumes reduce comfort more where
bicyclists share the road with motorized
vehicles. Bicycle Level of Traffic Stress
illustrates the level of bicycle traffic stress
on studied roadways.
Streets within Kimmswick support an
environment comfortable for all ages. Slow
travel speeds on Windsor Harbor Road and
Montabello make riding within the travel
lanes comfortable for most adults. Though
Route K has generous shoulders, travel
speed reduces its score to LTS 3. Discussed
earlier, travel lanes, travel speeds, and

inconsistent shoulders create an inhospitable
environment on the MRT Highway 61/67.
Imperial Main Street is also a highest stress
street based on higher traffic volumes and
lack of facilities. River Street was analyzed
as an alternate route from Imperial into
Kimmswick and scored similar an LTS 2.
Strong, active transportation networks
encourage greater use when the system
connects destinations in support of safety,
access, recreation and intensity of use.
Kimmswick is ideally located to leverage
local schools, parks and open space, riparian
corridors and historic destinations to support
a highly engaging system with multiple
funding opportunities. The best networks
span across governmental boundaries.

TAKEAWAYS

• Kimmswick is ideally located
to leverage local schools,
parks and open space,
riparian corridors and historic
destinations to support a highly
engaging active transportation
system
• Kimmswick downtown supports
few sidewalks
• Highway 61/67 is designate
the Missouri River Trail though
the roadway’s design creates a
hostile environment for bicycles
• Locals schools are not
connected to a broader bicycle
and pedestrian network
• Rock Creek and Highway 61/67
are major barriers to bicycle
and pedestrian activity

The Union Pacific (UP) rail line runs north/
south parallel to Front Street stifling access to
the Mississippi River. Two passenger trains,
5-10 freight trains, and sometimes overflow
traffic from UP Chester Subdivision travel
through town daily. The speed limit through
Kimmswick is 55 mph for passenger trains
and 50 mph for freight. Four crossings link
Kimmswick to the other side - an at-grade to
the sewer plant, an underpass at Mississippi
Street, an underpass on the south side of Rock
Creek, and an at-grade crossing at the south
end of the Anheuser property off Windsor
Harbor Road. Neither at-grade crossing has
a signal or gate train warning devices. The
Mississippi Street underpasses have limited
vehicle clearance, and the roads are narrow
with limited room for simultaneous vehicle
and pedestrian ot bicycle use. Mississippi
Street is the primary existing access point
for the proposed port, dock and riverfront
development.
The Port Authority’s plans an at-grade
crossing at Market Street for pedestrian,
bicycles, and vehicles. UP has resisted the
additional at-grade crossing as they would
like to reduce crossings. An at-grade access
to the proposed riverfront development
would require providing signalization,
signage, pavement markings and a wide
crossing surface to accommodate multiple
transportation modes. The Port Authority
has proposed installing fencing on both sides
of the tracks to prevent pedestrian crossings
at other locations. Eliminating the underpass
crossings is another mitigation proposed.
Grade separated crossings are highly
preferred over at-grade crossings for safety
advantages. Removing the grade separated
crossing would save the railway future
maintenance and bridge rehabilitation
costs.
The City of Kimmswick and the
Jefferson County Port Authority will need to
maintain a relationship with UP officials and

Children sit and play on the railway during the Apple Butter Festival. With development
proposed along the Mississippi River, restricting access across the railway should be
considered.

facilitate regular communication regarding
the condition of the UP overpass structures
and the number of projected and actual
visitors traversing the underpass areas
as tourism grows. Providing a pedestrian
bridge over the UP tracks would require 23foot of clearance.
Due to the elevated nature of the rail line, it
acts as a natural levee, but also traps water
within the interior watershed. There is a
low area in the northern part of the City
that drains through an underpass. However,
to prevent flooding from the Mississippi
during the extreme flood events, the City
blocked off part of the underpass, allowing
only a restricted path for stormwater to
discharge east to the Mississippi River.
Therefore, there are times during major
flooding events when pumping is required
to discharge storm water from within the
interior drainage basin. This requires a
discharge hose to be placed across the tracks.
Although the hose is placed beneath the
rails between the ties, UP takes issue with
that arrangement, likely due to the potential
to cause derailment.

TAKEAWAYS

• Kimmswick has four railway
crossings - two at-grade and
two underpasses
• The Port Authority has
proposed an at-grade crossing
at Market Street
• UP resists additional at-grade
crossings
• The Port Authority has
proposed fencing to focus
crossing at approved locations
• The Port Authority has
proposed elimiinating the
underpasses to mitigate the
Market crossing
• A bridge over the railway would
require 23-foot clearance
• UP takes issue with stormwater
pump hoses running under the
rails
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Flooding regularly threatens Kimmswick.
The original street grid for Kimmswick
begins 1,200 feet west of the Mississippi
River with Front Street paralleling the
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• The Mississippi River and Rock
Creek riverfronts have distinct
picturesque characters
• The Anheuser Estate possesses
a riverfront observation point,
landmark oak tree, and dirt trail
bank access at the Rock Creek
conﬂuence
• Windsor Harbor Bridge, over
1,000-feet from the Mississippi,
attracts visitors viewing both
rivers
• Kimmswick resides 1,200 feet
from the Mississippi River
• Residents covet existing green
space between the railway
and Mississippi for riding fourwheelers, ﬁshing and hunting
• The railway blocks any
understanding of the
Mississippi from Kimmswick
• Four railway crossing exist

LEGEND
EXISTING USE

PROPOSED USE
RAILWAY BARRIER
EXISTING AT-GRADE
CROSSING
EXISTING UNDERPASS
PROPOSED OR
POTENTIAL CONNECTION

FIRST RESPONDER
RIVER ACCESS

CANOE / KAYAK DROP OFF
w/ HOLDING RACKS

FUTURE BARGE /
BOAT MOORING

“PADDLEWHEEL” PLAZA
FOR RIVERBOAT QUEUING

SMOKE STACK ENTRY SIGN
CANOE / KAYAK
LAUNCH

FISHING PIER
SLOUGH

MARKET STREE

T

LAWN

Jefferson County Port Authority revealed
a riverfront redevelopment plan in the
fall of 2017 to the support the arrival of
the Delta Queen. The Port presently has
$985,000 for the initial development phase,
which has to be spent or allocated by July
2018. Considering the project’s short fuse,
the Port Authority may consider simple
recommendations outlined to the right and
illustrated in the River Connectivity map.

RIVER
CONNECTIVITY:
The
railroad represents a strong barrier
between Kimmswick and the
proposed riverfront development.

R I V E R

Passive civic riverfront connections include
historic and picturesque views of the
Mississippi from the Anheuser Estate and
Windsor Harbor Bridge. The riverfront
panorama significantly contribute to the
estate’s event booking. An old oak tree on
the estate is recognized as a landmark Lewis
and Clark used to navigate the river. Visitors
constantly stop on the Windsor Harbor
pedestrian bridge for photo opportunities
and views 1000 feet down Rock Creek
to the Mississippi River. Dirt trails along
Rock Creek’s south side lead vehicles,
pedestrians, and bicyclists to informal
gathering/fishing areas on the Mississippi.
Stakeholder interviews revealed the green
space between the railway and Mississippi
is a coveted natural recreation areas where
Kimmswick’s residents ride four-wheelers,
fish in the slough, and even hunt.

No wayfinding exists to provide directions
to the riverfront, nor do any official parks,
trails, or additional amenities exist along the
riverfront. Jefferson County Port Authority
has plans to develop the greenspace between
the railway and Mississippi River including
an at-grade roadway crossing at the end of
Market Street, a bank landing designated
for the Delta Queen riverboat, moorings,
parking, a civic amphitheater near Rock
Creek, fishing access to the slough, and
riparian boardwalks. This development
would become Jefferson County’s only
public access to the Mississippi River. The
plan proposes moving the Windsor Harbor
Bridge 500 feet closer to the Mississippi
connecting the development directly to
the Anheuser Estate as an amphitheater
entrance. Because the Anheuser Estate
hosts private events seasonally nearly every
weekend, the estate is considering park
development on the north end of the estate
on Rock Creek’s southern banks for public
access during events.

• Temporary levees restrict visual
or direct access to Rock Creek
• Kimmswick development does
not relate with Rock Creek
• Industrial land uses occupy
both riverfronts - sewage
treatment and waste
management
• No wayﬁnding exists alerting
visitors of the riverfronts
• The Port Authority has plans
for riverfront development
between the railway and
Mississippi north of Rock Creek
• The Port Authority plans initial
riverfront development in 2018
• The Anheuser Estate is
considering a park on the north
half of the estate

TAKEAWAYS
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These two waterways’ character differ
sharply.
The
expansive
Mississippi
inhabits a floodplain with more gradual
accessible slopes. Its muddy waters passes
Kimmswick on a gradual arch regularly
carrying industrial vessels. Rock Creek
carved a channel at the foot of steep bluffs
exposing rock outcroppings and ledges.
The rock bottom produces a much clearer
non-navigable waterway. Slopes exceed
3:1, vertical at times. Erosion lines both
waterways’ edges; however, the Mississippi
River banks have highly eroded soil with
heavy cracking and shearing. Land adjacent
both riverfronts support industrial land
uses with the water treatment plant near
the Mississippi and waste collection site
bordering Rock Creek.

river. The railway acts as a levee and the
town has constructed a temporary levee
from the railway meandering west along
Rock Creek. The railway acts as a visual and
physical barrier to the waterfront hiding
any riverfront presence. Kimmswick has
four railway crossings discussed earlier.
Development along Mill Street faces away
from Rock Creek. These buildings and the
temporary levee obscure Rock Creek’s
waterfront and experience of the bluffs on
the other side. No trespassing signs east of
the railway underpass dissuade accessing
the riverfront.

LANDIN
G

Kimmswick’s
relationship
with
the
Mississippi and Rock Creek riverfronts
reflect primarily passive and defensive
connections. Presently,
few waterfront
infrastructure and amenities exist.

KIMMSWICK

RIVER CONNECTIVITY

PROPOSED ROADWAY/
PARKING
EXISTING GATHERING
AREA
PROPOSED GATHERING
AREA
PROPOSED AMENITY
PROPOSED RIPARIAN/
NATURALIZED
RECREATION AREA
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“...for a town of this size it was unusual, for here
lived rich people, poor people, white people,
black people, good people, bad people, rebels
and Yankees, cultured people and uncultured.”
- William Bradshaw, Life in Kimmswick

operational
p
environment
» Operational examination considers Kimmswick’s management, policies, organizations,
traffic, parking, and event management and logistics seeking to understand the functional
relationships of the City’s culture impacting infrastructure. This section analyzes the
built and natural environments from an operations, policy and programming perspective.
Information was primarily acquired through stakeholder interviews and event observation
in addition to official records.

CITY MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
Kimmswick city management centers
around the relationship between the
Board of Alderman performing primarily
legislative duties and the mayor working
with the alderman as the City’s executive
manager. Kimmswick has two wards with
two Alderman each comprising the Board
of Alderman. Third Street divides the wards
with Ward 1 to the west and Ward 2 to the
east. The mayor acts as a tie-breaker for
the Board of Alderman functioning in an
executive role responsible for managing
the City’s affairs with support from the
City Treasurer/Clerk and Director of Public
Works, the only two paid employees. The
mayor must bring major decisions (ie. hiring
employees) before the Board for approval.
Currently, there are no zoning, ordinances,
or comprehensive plan, and policy decisions
are brought before the board for comment
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and vote. To address this deficiency, the
Board of Alderman and mayor have
enacted a planning commission tasked
with developing the community’s first
comprehensive plan, drafting zoning policy,
and updating ordinances in alignment with
state and federal codes.
Kimmswick operates like a “household”
in that money is only spent if money is in
the bank. Without a comprehensive plan
and consistent policy, borrowing money or
bonding is difficult. Revenue hovers around
$200,000 annually consisting of three
revenue streams – an enterprise fund, a one
percent retail tax, and a road fund garnered
from Jefferson County fuel taxes. The
enterprise fund, approximately 60 percent
of annual revenue, comprises profits from
volunteer managed festivals and other
events. Retail taxes make up approximately

CITY MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
FESTIVALS/EVENTS
1% RETAIL TAX
1/2% FUEL TAX
ANNUAL REVENUE

60%
27%
13%

27 percent of Kimmswick’s revenue with
the road fund standing at approximately 13
percent. Including reserves, Kimmswick has
approximately $325,000 on the books.

for vessels not claiming Kimmswick as their
port of call. The resulting revenue has not
been estimated and not included in current
revenue projections.

Jefferson County holds a road escrow
tax which the community seldom uses,
typically for major infrastructure projects.
Funds become available upon request to
the County. The community must solicit
bids, select a contractor, and seek approval.
Then Kimmswick fronts the full bill turning
in receipts for 100 percent reimbursement
when the job is complete. The current
escrow balance is approximately $137,000.

Capital improvement projects occur as
necessary. Kimmswick is currently operating
on a policy that no major above-ground
infrastructure improvements will occur
until stormwater infrastructure is complete.
The current financial model is highly

The board is responsible for policy and
emergency planning. Gary Paszkiewicz
of Ward 2 manages emergency planning
and flooding preoccupies the role with
five floods in the last five years. Floods
take a considerable toll on Kimmswick’s
budget costing approximately $100,000
or more to protect the town during each
event. FEMA reimburses 75 percent of the
costs for donations, infrastructure, and
damages. These funds are only reimbursed
after temporary levees are demolished and
the appropriate paperwork is filed taking
upwards of a year and one-half placing
a substantial financial burden on the
community. SEMA promises reimbursement
of 10 percent of federal compensation, but
Kimmswick hasn’t been compensated for
any flood events to date.
Port
Authority
development
will
substantially
increase
Kimmswick’s
revenue should the Delta Queen receive
federal exemption for overnight cruising.
Kimmswick passed a petition for a 3 percent
tax on all museum profits which the Delta
Queen is considered a floating museum.
The community will also garner income to
the tune of one dollar per foot landing fee

Volunteers run the City’s festivals and
events helping bring in revenue.

vulnerable and unsustainable creating
budget uncertainty particularly with
increased flooding frequency. Kimmswick’s
greatest revenue source relies primarily on
volunteers, and this support has decreased
over time. Funding and reimbursement
for large expenditures including flood
mitigation and infrastructure improvements
overextends the community for long time
periods. Kimmswick needs to establish

Portions of a
temporary levee
are constructed
and removed
for every ﬂood.
Kimmswick
fronts the
funding to
be partially
reimbursed up
to one and a half
years later.
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Kimmswick’s north stormwater outlet is a backﬁlled railway underpass with two 15 inch
corrugated plastic pipe (shown above). These pipes are undersized and not ﬂood-proof.

mechanisms to increase revenue and borrow
money to establish a consistent budget
addressing flooding with a more permanent
solution allowing other improvements to
occur.

Anheuser Estate
Kimmswick maintains the Anheuser Estate,
the ancestral home of Fred and Mabel Ruth
Anheuser, also known as Fredmar Farms.
Fred and Mabel Ruth took ownership of
the 23 acre estate in the 1940’s from Fred’s
father, W. Fred Anheuser who’s great
grandfather, Eberhard Anheuser, was the
founder of E. Anheuser Brewing Company,
later Anheuser-Busch Brewing Company,
When Fred passed, Mabel Ruth and her
heirs, donated this riverfront estate and
grounds to the City of Kimmswick with an
endowment to help maintain the property.
A five-member board with three estate
representatives and two City representatives
runs the estate which boasts Anheuser
family memorabilia and brewery artifacts
preserved for public viewing. Open every
Thursday from noon to 4pm April through
November, groups of 25 to 100 can enjoy
guided tours.
The grounds feature a landmark tree Lewis
and Clark used to navigate the Mississippi,
panoramic views of the river, and several
outdoor arenas occupied by the riding horses
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still stabled at Fredmar Farms in memory of
Mabel Ruth, an accomplished equestrian.
Ride On St. Louis, a comprehensive therapy,
conditioning and learning non-profit
organization, leases the equestrian facilities
to serve adults and children with disabilities.
The organization is outgrowing the space
and considering moving to other facilities.
Private weddings and events have become
regular weekend affairs during the open
season restricting public access. Wedding
parties have access to the back sun room
and lawn but not the entire estate. With no
local hotels or bed and breakfasts, wedding
parties often stay at hotels in Arnold.
The estate is evaluating opportunities to
increase visitorship and revenues. Current
marketing relies heavily on word of mouth
and facebook. Located outside Kimmswick
proper, visitors often don’t find the estate.
Corporate executive meetings are being
considered, though space is limited for larger
corporate meetings and events

Department of Public Works
Kimmswick’s Department of Public Works
(DPW) consists of one person who oversees
all public buildings, roads and infrastructure,
parks and open space, and tends the
Anheuser Estate. The City contracts all
major projects moving forward as funds
become available. The Board of Alderman

The Department of Public Works maintains all public building, roads and infrastructure, parks
and open space and the Anheuser Estate (Pictured above).

must approve projects over $500 and most
projects over $5,000 go out to bid. Trash and
snow removal are a contracted expenditure.
Flooding and stormwater management
are of highest importance. Above-ground
improvements will not be considered until
stormwater problems have been addressed.
The outlet under the railway on the north end
of town is of greatest concern. Stormwater
from developments north of Kimmswick
flows down Vine Street collecting at two
15 inch corrugated plastic pipes. Plans have
been prepared for installing underground
pipe along Vine Street to convey water
to the railway; however, upgrades to the
outlet under the railway weren’t addressed.
These outlet pipes are undersized and
litter and debris clog them easily creating
ponding which could flood some residences.
The Director of Public Works has had to
manually clear the outlets in three to four
feet of water, once nearly pulled under by
the outlets vortex. Additionally, the north
outlet needs a flood gate for emergency
management.
Sidewalks and pedestrian lighting are highest
above-ground priority after stormwater
concerns are addressed. Kimmswick is
considering succession planning for the
current Director who plans to retire.

Emergency Management

Alderman
Gary
Paszkiewicz
leads
emergency management with support from
the Director of Public Works. Flooding
activates the entire community enlisting
volunteers, including inmates, to maintain
pumps around the clock. Kimmswick builds
an eight-foot temporary levee for each
flood which can take upwards of a month
to remove. The City continues to work with
the Corps of Engineers in developing a tenfoot flood wall solution, but current options
cost more than the community can afford.
FEMA sets aside mitigation funding for
50/50 matching grants. Kimmswick hopes
to leverage its historical landmarks for
additional funding.
Alderman
Paszkiewicz
holds
most
institutional knowledge and experience. He
is developing a manual as poor health will
force emergency management duties to be
passed to another person.

Police
Kimmswick supports a part-time police
department consisting of nine officers
mostly handling traffic incidents. Jefferson
County handles calls when no officers are
on duty. The police department also supports
bigger festivals including the Apple Butter
Festival, Strawberry Festival, and Witches
Night Out contracting additional help when
necessary. The Chief and a veteran crew
of fifteen commissioned officers handle

LEGEND

RESIDENTIAL
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MIXED USE
PARKING
PARK/RECREATION
UTILITY
100 YEAR FLOOD PLAIN

LAND USE BY OCCUPANCY:
Kimmswick has no official land use
or zoning ordinance. The Planning
Commission is drafting the City’s
ﬁrst comprehensive plan.
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the Apple Butter Festival. Increases in City
events and programming would impact the
police department. Programming for noncity events would need to hire security subcontractors.
Narrow roads impede operations. Wider
streets and sidewalks will be beneficial in
addressing safety concerns.

Fire Safety
The Rock Community Fire Protection
District addresses fires and provides building
inspections and permits for plumbing,
electrical, and foundations in accordance
with the 2015 International Building Code.
Since taking over inspections in 2003, fires
have reduced 60 percent. The community
has a good, consistent fire hydrant pressure
around 100 psi. Kimmswick’s narrow
roadways concern the department though
the existing facilities are functional.
Access to Kimmswick is another concern
particularly during flooding.
The district supports festivals helping with
emergency planning. A minimum 20-foot
aisle is required on all streets. During events,
Route K hosts a command post at the end
of vehicular traffic; a fire truck is stationed
near 3rd and Elm Streets, and fire fighters
man a cooling station and educational booth.
The Mississippi
River provides
a spectacular
backdrop for
events on the
Anheuser Estate.
It features
approximately
1,500 feet along
the Mississippi
and over
900 feet of
waterfront along
Rock Creek.
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Water born operations are planned when
the fire district acquires a decommissioned
coast guard boat. Docking at Kimmswick’s
port would be ideal along with a standpipe
to fight fires at the docks.
Development can not extend beyond the
reach of the district’s 75-foot ladder truck,
though access to a 100-foot ladder truck
is available in Mehlville and Festus. The
district hopes to acquire one within the next
3-6 years.

TAKEAWAYS

• Kimmswick limited borrowing
ability
• Kimmswick doesn’t have zoning
or ordinances in place to guide
development
• Festivals generate 60% of
Kimmswick’s revenue
• Volunteers are the City’s work
force and primary revenue
generators
• Flooding severely burden’s City
ﬁnances
• Investment in above-ground
improvements will not occur
until completing stormwater
infrastructure
• Sidewalks and pedestrian
lighting are City’s top aboveground priority.
• The Anheuser Estate is underutilized and not a well-known
asset
• Private events consume
weekends at the Anheuser
Estate when open
• The Anheuser Estate is
considering developing a park
on the north end for public
access during private events
• Police and Fire consider
Kimmswick’s roadways too
narrow
• Minimum 20-foot aisles are
required for events
• Development heights cannot
exceed 75-foot ladder truck
requirements

ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
Two organizations, Kimmswick Merchant’s
Association and non-affiliated businesses
and
Kimmswick
Historical
Society,
function within Kimmswick with different
relationships to the City and its residents.

Kimmswick Business Community
Kimmswick supports 45 distinct businesses
within the community including four
restaurants, two bed and breakfasts, a
motorcycle shop, a photographer, HVAC
repair, a day care, and numerous novelty
and gift shops. Businesses pay a one percent
tax to the City of Kimmswick totaling 27
percent of the City’s revenue.
Most businesses open between 10am
-11am and close at 4pm. Interviews state
some opening times can be inconsistent.
The Delta Queen Port of Call restaurant
stays open Thursday through Saturday
until 8pm and Smokee Robinson’s Cajun
Smokehouse remains open to 8pm Tuesday
through Thursday, 10pm Friday and
Saturday, and 6pm Sundays. Owners and
residents have expressed a desire for later
hours. Stakeholder interviews revealed
two reasons for early closure - closing early
supports a quiet, quaint Kimmswick, and
lack of pedestrian lighting is unsafe for
clientele, particularly elderly. Many shops
close during winter months.
Kimmswick
Merchants
Association
(KMA) represents a majority of business
establishments and runs the Visitor’s Center
located on Market across the street from
the central green. The KMA hosts multiple
events including the Cookie Walk and
Witches Night Out. Witches Night Out is the
only event charging an admittance fee of $25
for a one night party hosting 4,000 women
dressed as witches raising $100,000 in ticket
sales alone. Ticket sales open in July selling
out in two weeks. Tickets cap at 4,000 to

keep the event within the commercial area,
though residents report witches roaming
throughout town. Proceeds support multiple
charities including the Visitor’s Center,
provide marketing funds, and in 2017 one
dollar per ticket went to the City.
Business owners expressed visitors like the
quaint feel and slow pace. Owners would
appreciate public restrooms, a pedestrian
friendly environment, and more parking.
A clean, continuous sidewalk space, ADA
accommodations, seating, lighting, signage,
and less puddles constituted a pedestrian
friendly environment. Owners expressed
parking is a daily problem noting some
visitors leave due to parking shortages. Bus
parking also needs addressed. Some owners
proposed a shuttle service from remote lots
east and west of Kimmswick proper.
The
business
community
conceded
Kimmswick is not known to everyone in
the region. Factors that could increase
Kimmswick’s recognition include greater
utilization and promotion of the Anheuser
Estate, increased visitation and hours for
the history museum, and more places to stay
over night. Until recently, the Blue Owl was
the only restaurant in town. The addition of
three restaurants broadens dining choices
and increases dining hours.
Friction has existed between the business
community and residents. Visitor parking
and events intrude on residents’ sense
of a quiet, quaint community. Closing at
4pm limits opportunities for residents
to visit shops and few shops cater to
regular residents’ needs. Additionally, few
business owners reside in Kimmswick
reducing familiarity between residents and
owners. As the quaint, quiet atmosphere
is attractive to residents and businesses,
owners expressed a concern to stay within a

relational comfort zone. Late night drinking
establishments and loud music have created
problems in the past. Owners also noted
some properties’ rough appearances reflect
poorly on their businesses.
Flooding and the City’s finances concern
business owners. Implementation of
improvement also alarm owners fearing
disruption in business could be detrimental

donations are welcome. The museum is
located away from most visitor attractions
at 3rd and Vine Streets. Visitors can
purchase a walking tour guide for $5 and
Life in Kimmswick by William Bradshaw
for an additional $10. The Society also
opens the Burgess-Howe House Sundays
from Easter through December from 1pm4pm. Interviews state opening times can
be inconsistent. Groups of ten or more can
reserve tours for $3 per person. Members
volunteer to run each of these offerings.
Most members are older non-residents
with ties to Kimmswick or a passion for
history. The museum is filled with images
and memorabilia related specifically to
Kimmswick most donated by relatives
of former residents or business owners.
Admittedly, many current residents and
business owners have not visited the
museum. Kimmswick’s story and history
are not well promoted to visitors either.

Historical Society volunteers open the
Burgess-Howe house for tours dressing in the
building’s historic time period.

for a long time after construction is
completed. January, February, and March
would be the best times for construction.

Historical Society
Established in 1977, the Kimmswick
Historical Society (KHS) was founded during
the period Ms. Gladney-Ross embarked
on her Kimmswick restoration vision. The
Society’s mission includes education and
scientific study, protection, preservation,
restoration and interpretation of sites and
objects significant to Kimmswick’s local,
state and national culture. They run the
Kimmswick History Museum open free of
admission Saturdays and Sundays March
through December from 1pm - 4pm, though

KHS owns and operates many of
Kimmswick’s historic structures including
Kimmswick History Museum, the Apple
Butter Pavilion, Burgess-Howe House,
the Little Cabin, and the Windsor Harbor
Bridge. Many members would like to see the
Society re-build the old depot.
KHS helps host the Apple Butter Festival.
Twenty-five volunteers peel apples and
man the apple butter vats in the Historical
Society’s Pavilion churning the butter over
open flames for the festival’s duration. In
2017, the Society sold over 306 gallons of
apple butter with proceeds going to support
the KHS’s operation.

TAKEAWAYS

• The 1% sales tax provides 27%
of the City’s revenue
• Businesses and business hours
do not cater to residents
• Most business owners do not
reside in Kimmswick
• Kimmswick’s quaint, quiet
atmosphere is distinctly
attractive to visitors
• Ticket sales from Witches
Night Out equal nearly half the
City’s operating budget
• Owners would like to see
public restrooms, pedestrian
friendly streets, and lighting
• Lack of lighting and ADA
facilities pose safety concerns
• Flooding and City ﬁnances
concern the business
community
• Residents and businesses
coexist within comfort zones
• Owners consider lodging
and higher utilization of the
Anheuser Estate beneﬁts
• Kimmswick Historical Society
operates limited hours on
volunteer labor
• Most KHS members do not
reside in Kimmswick
• Kimmswick History Museum is
located out of the way of most
local attractions
• Kimmswick’s history and story
are not well known locally and
not readily told to visitors
• KHS maintains many iconic,
historic Kimmswick structures
79
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MULTIPLE TRANSPORTATION MODES: During large festivals, pedestrians of
all ages utilize Route K to walk into Kimmswick from remote event parking.

TRANSPORTATION NETWORK & TRAFFIC VOLUMES
Regional System

Kimmswick is located approximately 25
miles south of St. Louis straight down
Interstate I-55. Kimmswick can be accessed
via three interchanges on I-55 Richardson/
Vogel Road, Imperial Main and Route M
exits. The most direct access is at Imperial
Main Street as shown in Figure 1. Almost
all Kimmswick visitors were either observed
or informed us that they use the Imperial
Main Street interchange. Getting off I-55 at
this location when heading to Kimmswick
involves a right turn off Imperial Main
Street on Route 61/67 and then a quick
left turn on Highway K. Highway K is the
main access into downtown Kimmswick.
I-55 and Route 61/67 are both state routes
operated by the Missouri Department of
Transportation (MoDOT). MoDOT also
operates and maintains some Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) equipment on
their routes to help guide travelers and for
incident management, discussed further
below.
Highway K and Imperial Main Street are
operated by Jefferson County Public Works.
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There are signals controlling traffic at the
Imperial Main Street interchange at I-55
and on Imperial Main at Route 61/67. Route
61/67 at Highway K is side-street stop
controlled.

MODOT ITS
The Missouri Department of Transportation
(MoDOT) manages interstate and arterial
traffic at its Traffic Management Center
(TMC) located at the interchange Interstate
64 and Route 141 in Chesterfield, Missouri.
From this location, a collection of roadside
traffic sensors, closed-circuit television
cameras (CCTV), dynamic message boards
(DMS), and other equipment are monitored
daily by TMC staff. This serves as a
powerful tool for observing and ultimately
relieving traffic congestion and improving
safety. This St. Louis Traveler Information
resource, or Gateway Guide program,
provides information on traffic conditions
on interstate highways in St. Louis City and
County, as well as St. Charles, Jefferson and
Franklin counties. There are CCTV and DMS
features that provide travelers information
regarding access and traffic conditions to
Kimmswick.

Average Daily Traffic Volumes
Route 61/67 is a four-lane facility between
Imperial Main Street and Windsor Harbor
Road, with two lanes both north and
southbound. 2016 Annual Average Daily
Traffic (AADT) volumes on Route 61/67 at
Highway K show 15,500 traffic volumes,
with an event 50/50 split northbound
and southbound respectively. There are
approximately 200 commercial trucks on
Route 61/67 on the average day. There is
ample capacity for vehicles on the roadway
and at the intersections and access points
in this section of roadway. During special
events, this roadway can become congested
with traffic turning towards downtown
Kimmswick.

Local Street Network & System
The local roadways that primarily serve
and connect Kimmswick to the regional
interstate network includes Highway K to
the west and Windsor Harbor Road to the
south. Highway K is a two-lane roadway
that is the main entrance into Downtown
Kimmswick for most visitors. The 2015
AADT volumes on Highway K were 2,900

vehicles, providing ample capacity for
accessing the city of Kimmswick. Highway
K has wide outside shoulders heading
into town; but, no formalized sidewalks
or pedestrian facilities. Providing entry
from the south, Windsor Harbor Road is
a narrow, local road with one lane in each
direction and limited pedestrian facilities.
Traffic volumes for Windsor Harbor
Road are estimated at less than 2,000 cars
(though no counts have been done recently).
Though both provide a clear connection into
Downtown, Neither Highway K or Windsor
Harbor Road have the character or facilities
that foster a sense of arrival or entrance into
Downtown Kimmswick.
Downtown Kimmswick has a great historic
street grid, providing efficient circulation
for the local shops and destinations both on
normal days and during special events. The
streets are all two-lane roadways, mostly
narrow; however, all have no centerlines,
curbs, or pedestrian amenities. All the streets
are daylighted drainage with the occasional
open culvert, of which some areas near
Market Street have portions of very narrow
sidewalks. A couple locations on Vine Street,
Front Street, and Market Street have had

TAKEAWAYS
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some drainage work (including new curbs
and storm inlets) completed recently to
better handle frequent rainfall and river
flooding events. The street infrastructure
throughout Downtown Kimmswick is
modest and aligned with the humble, historic
character of the area; though in many cases
miss-aligned with the intended uses and
opportunities for increase commercial and
business opportunities in the area.
Within Downtown Kimmswick, Market
Street is the major business and commercial
street, providing the economic and
entrepreneurial heart of the City. It serves
as the center of the Apple Butter Festival
and the major east-west walking connection
between the western entry point on
Highway K and the southern entry point
at Windsor Harbor. Market Street has

Interstate Highway

State/Regional Highway

Rd

Kimmswick

LOCAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

limited areas of on-street parking, which is
mostly unmarked and unpaved blurring the
lines between areas for cars and areas for
pedestrians. And generally, street curbs and
sidewalks are limited or non-existent, and
areas where pedestrians can walk are not
very supportive of commercial activities.
Market Street is a major opportunity for
street and pedestrian improvements that
better create a sense of place and support
economic growth.

flooding events and the required erection
of temporary levee’s during flooding events,
which – with increasing climate extremes
– will have a major impact on the local
economy and revenues due to impacts
on local business, special events, tourism,
and increased mitigation demand. Greater
consideration should be given to stronger
and more resilient, direct connections to
increase connectivity between downtown
and the Riverfront.

With respect to connections between
downtown Kimmswick and the proposed
port development on the Mississippi
Riverfront, the railroad almost completely
disconnects the street network with
exception of the winding underpass from
Mill Street below the train trestle. This
connection point is also subject to major

The street network within Downtown
Kimmswick is intact and interconnected;
though some issues do arise relative to the
adjacent port, rail, and water infrastructure.
Windsor Harbor Road crosses the creek on
the south side of Downtown vial a two-lane
bridge and turns into Front Street which runs
north/south and parallel to the train tracks.

To the west, Highway K turns into Beckett
Street and connects only with 4th and 5th
Street. East/West roads are Vine Street,
which connects to the Windsor Elementary
School, Oak Street, Elm Street, and Market
Street. North/South roads are Front Street,
2nd Street, 3rd Street, 4th Street, and 5th
Street. Front Street also provides access
to the Sewer District and the future port
lands via Mississippi Street. The local street
network serves Downtown Kimmswick well
today; however, some considerations should
be given to simple design moves that can
increase connectivity between Downtown
and the Riverfront, and better establish a
sense of identity and entry.

• Most interviewed motorists
utilize the Exit 186 - Imperial
Main Street on I-55 travelling to
Kimmswick
• Access to Kimmswick from I-55
is indirect and poorly marked
• Four-lane Highway 61/67
parallels I-55 between onequarter to one-half mile east
• Annual average daily traffic
on Highway 61/67 at Route K
indicates 15,500 traffic volume
• Two hundred commercial
trucks utilize Highway 61/67
daily
• Annual average daily
traffic on Route K indicates
approximately 2,900 traffic
volume
• Highway K has wide 7-foot
shoulders with no formalized
sidewalks or bike lanes
• Annual average daily traffic on
Windsor Harbor Road estimates
less than 2,000 traffic volume
• Windsor Harbor Road has
narrow lanes and minimal
paved shoulder
• Neither Route K or Windsor
Harbor Road foster a sense of
arrival
• Congestion on Imperial Main
Street, Highway 61/67, and
Route K backs traffic up on the
Exit 186 off-ramp during large
events
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Small-medium event parking functions
utilizes the regular daily patterns and
facilities. However, local traffic within
Kimmswick shuts down during the Apple
Butter and Strawberry festivals. The lack
of definition and vertical changes, like
curbs defining parking and pedestrian
realms, benefits festival tent layout. The
lack of formal designation and definition
allows festival managers freedom when
organizing events. Parking occurs in remote
lots with visitors walking to town or riding
a shuttle. Any public realm improvements
should support these larger events providing
opportunities for better organization of
events of any size.

Vine St
reet

28
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0.2 Acres

Elm Str
eet

Street

12
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0.1 Acres

Front Str
eet

Beckett

Oak St
reet
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K
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et
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SPACES

FESTIVAL SHUTTLE CIRCULATION
& VISITOR PARKING: During large
festivals, vehicular access within
Kimmswick shuts down forcing
attenders to park in remote lots.

LEGEND

REMOTE PARKING AREA
ON-STREET PARKING
SHUTTLE ROUTE
SHUTTLE STOP
FESTIVAL AREA

TAKEAWAYS
Market
Street

68
SPACES
0.5 Acres

Mill Str
eet

14
SPACES
0.1 Acres

eet
pi Str
p
i
s
s
i
Miss

On-street Parking

Public Parking Area

Private Parking Area

EXISTING PARKING

PARKING
Parking in downtown Kimmswick primarily
occurs on the side of any street. Because this
realm is not formalized, on-street parking
often conflicts with pedestrian activity. Cars
park haphazard. With few signs limiting
parking, cars parked near intersection
impede site distances and walking areas.
Vehicles often block business loading zones
and driveways where protective signage is
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present. Higher parking density occurs on
and around Market Street. The Blue Owl
owns the private parking lot at Market and
2nd Streets which designated only for their
patrons. With exception to special events,
on-street and off-street parking appeared to
be sufficient during regular and peak daily
business hours.

sense of security for visitors. This definition
would also create a distinct parkingprotected pedestrian realm.
With the
arrival of the Delta Queen, the relationship
between parking and pedestrian realm
should support the goals of Kimmswick’s
residents, commercial community, and
Kimmswick’s numerous event in connecting
the community to the riverfront.

Though currently sufficient, formalizing onstreet parking would provide clarity and a Kimmswick hosts varying sizes of events.

• On-street and Off-street
parking appear sufficient for
existing regular and peak daily
business hours
• Delineating parking would
secure availability and develop
a protected pedestrian realm
• Signage, particularly at
intersection, would improve
safety and protect loading
zones and accesses
• Small-medium size events
function utilizing regular
parking patterns
• Roadway improvements
should consider large festival
operations and layout
• Remote parking at the high
school needs shuttle service
with no direct pedestrian
access to downtown

390

On-street
Public Lots
Private Lots

Remote Lots
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96

3,897

AVAILABLE PARKING

603
SPACES
6.5 Acres

231
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211
SPACES

2.1 Acres
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ON-STREET
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2.2 Acres

27
SPACES
0.3 Acres

92
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38
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7.2 Acres

240
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14
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440
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4.0 Acres
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EVENT LOGISTICS & MANAGEMENT
Kimmswick hosts events ranging from a few
thousand to tens of thousands. Observation
and analysis were conducted for a small to
medium scale event - Kimmswick Christmas
Cookie Walk - attracting between 3,0005,000 visitors over three days and a large
scale event - Apple Butter Festival - attracting
over 100,000 visitors over two days.
With over 40 years of experience,
Kimmswick has learned many lessons and
runs a festival primarily with volunteers in
a highly professional manner. The Cookie
Walk invites visitors to walk from business
to business collecting a different cookie from
each establishment. The recipes for each are
assembled into a booklet and sold as the
Kimmswick Christmas Cookie Cookbook.
Visitors can also meet Santa and Mrs. Claus,
ride on a horse drawn carriage, have their
face painted, listen to street performers
or simply sit next to a fire while enjoying
Kimmswick’s various shopping and dining
establishments.
Over the past 41 years, the Apple Butter
festival has grown to be the largest event in
Jefferson County. Kimmswick’s roadways
shut down to only pedestrian and bicycle

APPLE
BUTTER
FESTIVAL
232|
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traffic. Police must manage traffic at the
intersection of Highway 61-67 and Imperial
Main Street to and from the event directing
visitors to remote parking areas around
Kimmswick.
The contrast between the scale and scope of
these different events inhabit and impact the
community in different ways. Kimmswick’s
infrastructure must support this dramatic
range of civic activity.

Visitors
Both events attract visitors with a wide
age range and physical abilities. A number
of disabled attenders enjoyed the events
including visitors on wheelchairs (motorized
and non-motorized); with canes, strollers,
and crutches; and visually impaired. Dogs as
pets were prominent with attendees of the
Apple Butter Festival.
Cookie Walk participants come more
frequently to Kimmswick than Apple Butter
Festival visitors. Cookie Walk visitors are a
relatively older population, with over 60%
of participants aged 55 and older. The vast
majority were female, some with husbands
or boyfriends, but most with other women.

Young children were present; however, the
visitor survey findings indicate children 18
and under and parent aged adults from 3554 were underrepresented.
Apple Butter Festival visitors are not regular
visitors to Kimmswick, with the majority of
survey takers indicating they visit once per
year or less, or that this was their first visit
to Kimmswick. There is a wide age range for
Apple Butter Festival visitors with a nearly
equal distribution of people falling within
the 25-34, 34-44, 45-54, and 55-64 age
ranges.

Pedestrian Flow
During the Cookie Walk, Kimmswick
functions like most days with pedestrians
assuming priority throughout town.
Pedestrians take over Kimmswick during
the Apple Butter Festival as vehicular
traffic is restricted. Pedestrian facilities are
inconsistent, undersized, not accessible
or non-existent throughout Kimmswick
forcing pedestrians into the streets.
Merchants recognized the need to creatively
delineate pedestrian space for business
access, visibility, merchandise, furnishings
and comfort.

309

Activities focus on Market Street for both
events extending along Beckett and around
5th Street for the Apple Butter Festival. Elm
also hosts substantial activity during the
Apple Butter Festival but is secondary to
Market as it is narrower. The intersection
of Front Street and Market hosts the Cookie
Walk’s most foot traffic, but shuttle traffic on
Front Street discourages pedestrian travel
and frequency of Apple Butter visitors
to booths and shops within the corridor.
Pedestrian utilization of the roadway slows
vehicular traffic and other modes generally
creating a safer environment for all with the
trade-off being motorists are forced to travel
at pedestrian speeds.
Specific to the Apple Butter Festival,
parking on the north side of Windsor
Harbor Bridge is not delineated creating an
indirect pedestrian path from the bridge to

980+

Gallons

APPLE BUTTER SOLD

Route K becomes the primary pedestrian
access during the Apple Butter Festival, the
5th and Vine Street Shuttle stop functions
as a major festival entry with shuttle riders
off-loading, and the Windsor Harbor Bridge
facilitates the least of pedestrian flow,
though still substantial foot traffic.

60+ VOLUNTEERS

VOLUNTEER HOURS

15
POLICE OFFICERS

60% of
Kimmswick’s
city revenue
is generated
from the Apple
Butter Festival
and Strawberry
Festival.

Photo:
Apple Butter
Festival
attenders
enter
Kimmswick
at Becket
(bottom
center),
following
activity
around
4th Street
to Market
Street..
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APPLE BUTTER FESTIVAL CORRIDOR ACTIVITY
STREET
APPROX.
NAME
WIDTH
ACTIVITY

Higher Activity

Lower Activity

Shuttle Route

Shuttle Stop

APPLE BUTTER FESTIVAL CORRIDOR ACTIVITY
the festival. A number of people cross the
railway between parking to the east and the
festival on the west.

Traffic Patterns
Cookie Walk traffic operates similar to
daily travel patterns with the exception of
unfamiliar visitors. People unfamiliar to
Kimmswick arriving via Route K have no
clear guidance directing them where to go
at the 4th street intersection. Low volume
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vehicular circulation poses limited traffic
flow concerns. On street parking occurs
throughout Kimmswick with the exception
of Vine Street. The corner of 4th and Market
is a blind corner which typically doesn’t
have regular on-street parking, but parking
during the event further decreases visibility.
Kimmswick closes to vehicular traffic at 8am
for the Apple Butter Festival re-opening
at 5pm. Vehicles of Kimmswick residents

within the festival area are allowed entry
via the Windsor Harbor Road bridge;
however, very few travel in and out during
the festival. Police manage traffic flow from
the Imperial Main Street and Highway 61/67
intersection onto Route K and Windsor
Harbor Road. Vehicles arriving via Route
K are ushered into fields for parking. Those
leaving on Route K are directed to turn north
onto River Street to link up with Imperial
Main Street at Highway 61/67.

CORRIDOR
TYPE

2nd

14’-24’

Very active and congested

Secondary Festival

3rd

13’-17’

Very active and congested

Secondary Festival

4th

21’-27’

Moderate-Active pedestrian use and
congestion, Primary connector route to
Market and Elm, Pinched to 12’ on north
corner of Beckett

Secondary Festival

5th

21’-28’

Very active and congested

Primary Festival

Beckett

27’-Full width

Very active and congested

Primary Festival

Elm

16’-24’

Active and congested between 3rd and 4th,
Moderate activity and congestion from 3rd
toward Front Street

Primary Festival

Front

Full width

Shuttle route, Tempered to Moderate
pedestrian activity

Shuttle

Market

18’-35’

Very active and congested

Primary Festival

Mill

Full width

Tempered activity with no congestion

Secondary Festival

Apple Butter Festival shuttle service is a
fleet of school buses in route from Windsor
Harbor High School following Windsor
Harbor Road over the Mill Street bridge
along Front Street and up Vine to Windsor
Harbor Elementary School where shuttles
turn around in the school’s parking lot. The
modern Mill Street bridge was designated
for buses and the occasional passenger
vehicle. In preparation for the festival, the
festival coordinators indicated the turn at
Front Street and Vine Street was a pinch
for the shuttle buses. Upon observation, the
corner functioned sufficiently.
There are two shuttle stops within
Kimmswick’s downtown, the primary one at
Vine and Montabello; the other at Mill and
Front Streets. During the morning through
lunch until approximately 1pm, passengers
traveled to Kimmswick getting off at the
stops. Lines at the shuttle stops began

forming around 1pm extending more than
one-half blocks. People walk around the
shuttles with little safety concerns. Shuttles
and pedestrians conflict along Front Street
between Mill Street and Market and at the
intersection of Vine Street and Montabello.
The scale and frequency of the buses made
the vending and shops on Front Street
unpleasant for lingering.

Spatial Use & Character
Kimmswick knows how to create an distinct
event atmospheres. Most activity occurred
within roadway corridors - bustling with
street entertainment for the Cookie Walk
and lined with tents and shops during the
Apple Butter Festival.
Kimmswick Christmas Cookie Walk
showcased a festive Christmas décor with
holiday bows on lanterns lining Route K,
power poles ringed with ribbon topped with

bows and candy canes, evergreen wreaths
and garlands, nativity scenes, and inflatable
Santas. The setting was light, unhurried
and joyous as visitors walked the streets
collecting cookies at participating businesses.
A horse drawn carriage circled downtown’s
streets while people waited in line for face
painting or a seat at a local restaurant. Men
sat on benches or rocking chairs as women
visited shops.

Tents lined the primary and secondary
festival corridors with dispersed gaps for
shop access, dumpsters and ATMs.
Tents are 10’ x 10’ standard with some
vendors occupying multiple spaces. Tents
vary in height at the peak but the standard
is approximately one building story in
height. As much of Kimmswick’s downtown
is one story in height, the character of these
buildings is lost in the sea of people and tents.

Visitors strolled throughout town exploring
what was around each corner. Streets
became multi-use paths with vehicles,
pedestrians, bicycles, golf carts and horse
drawn carriages roaming from destination
to destination. The same streets also hosted
activities like warming around the fire,
outdoor dining, pictures with Santa and
Mrs. Claus, face painting, carriage stops
and vending. Door to door pavement was
defined in a multitude of ways from on
street parking lining the roadway edge to
planters, seating, merchandise, banners,
signage, lanterns, and cones.
The most intense activity occurred in the
densest part of town along Market between
2nd and Front streets. The festive nature
of the décor and event accentuated warm
welcoming business entries. Open green
space and the Historical Society Pavilion
weren’t used for much more than a shortcut
across town. The town’s history provided the
setting but visitors lightly interacted with
the history beyond anecdotal references to
markers on buildings.
With booths, activities and entertainment,
the Apple Butter Festival drew a lively crowd.
Most activity occurs within the roadway
corridors and the engagement of tents and
storefronts is diffused along the corridors.
The entire span of the festival corridors was
utilized for booths or pedestrian activity.

At the Apple Butter Festival, this overﬂowing
dumpster sits in the high traffic intersection of
Market and 3rd Streets.

This created a sense that the festival could
have been held almost anywhere in many
locations. The sense of place was enhanced
with sustained views to historic structures
peeking over tents and the tops of two story
buildings located primarily in the southeast
corner of downtown.

Performers,
musicians,
games, and
exotic animals
interspersed
booth-lined
streets. This
brass band
played swing
jazz and blues on
the Delta Queen
Port of Call patio.

The food court near City Hall and Lucianna
Gladney-Ross Park served as rest areas
allowing visitors, especially families with
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TAKEAWAYS

Vehicular Circulation

Pedestrian Circulation

Shuttle Route

Shuttle Stop

Event Area

FESTIVAL ACCESS & CIRCULATION
small children, an opportunity to get away
from the crowded streets. Play areas, the
petting zoo, and pony rides occupied the
park providing activity and novelty for
visitors seated at benches or picnic tables.
The weather may have affected the lack of
visitor density in open spaces. Some visitors
used the tops of trash receptacles as bar
tables.
The shuttle drastically diminished pedestrian
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comfort and activity to tents and shops along
Front Street and Mill Street similarly lacked
foot traffic compared with northern festival
corridors. Being Front Street and Mill Street
are the closest to the river and present
such strong historic Kimmswick character,
shuttle route changes should be considered
to showcase Kimmswick’s core.
Large events require more and larger
services. Dumpsters, particularly near

the food booths on 3rd Street, filled to
overflowing creating an unsightly and
odorous presence. In some locations, portable
restrooms were located directly adjacent to
vendors – a potential detriment.
Entries to the festival were not gateways.
The beginning of booths delineated the start
of the festival. Visitors encountered booths
on the north side of Route K. Entries lacked
identification of arrival such as banners or

• Primary event attenders at
both event sizes were women
• Young children were present;
however, visitor survey ﬁndings
indicate children 18 and under
and parent aged adults from
35-54 were underrepresented
• Pedestrians primarily utilize
the roadway to travel around
Kimmswick at both event sizes
• Most event activity occurred
within roadways
• The most intense smallmedium size event activity
occurred in the densest part
of town along Market between
2nd and Front Streets
• Large event shuttle traffic
discouraged visitor frequency
to booths and shops on Front
Street
• Merchants recognized the
need to creatively delineate
pedestrian space for business
access, visibility, merchandise,
furnishings and comfort
• During large events, Route K is
the primary pedestrian corridor

overhead signage.
With the great crowds milling around, people
became part of the environment, softening
edges while sustaining a festive energy.
Entries lacked a strong sense of welcome
and arrival as gateways were marginally
defined.

• Market, Beckett, and 5th
streets are primary large event
corridors hosting the highest
amount of activity
• Small-medium size event
attenders arriving via Route
K have no clear guidance
directing them where to go at
the 4th street intersection.
• Large event tents block
Kimmswick’s shops and
buildings one-story building
facades
• Tents, vehicles and dumpsters
block visibility of existing
wayﬁnding signage
• Police direct traffic, assist
with directions of visitors, and
appear to be instrumental in
safe operations
• Locations of dumpsters
supporting the festival can
become unsightly
• Event entries lacked a strong
sense of welcome and arrival
as gateways were marginally
deﬁned
• No bicycles were present at
the large event, few at the
small-medium event

Photo:
Pedestrians
ﬁll the
streets.
Three-story
buildings
at Market
and Front
streets serve
to develop a
well deﬁned
public
realm.
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“The town of Kimmswick was situated well above
the high water level so the water never came up
in the town, but it made a lovely place to swim
and boat in Rock Creek which emptied into the
Mississippi.”

natural environment

- William Bradshaw, Life in Kimmswick

» Natural environment examination considers Kimmswick’s environmental setting. Located
at the confluence of Rock Creek and the Mississippi River, flooding frequently threatens
the community. Public officials have communicated no above-ground infrastructure
improvements will be made until the stormwater is addressed. The following examination of
the natural environment will analyze Kimmswick’s flooding and stormwater infrastructure.

STORMWATER INFRASTRUCTURE
Kimmswick is located alongside two water
bodies, the Mississippi River to the east and
Rock Creek to the south. The town is in the
Rock Creek Public Sewer District and has
a separate storm sewer system. Maps of
the storm and sewer network are available
but dated. During a site visit November 16,
2017, discussions with the Department of
Public Works and town officials assisted in
deciphering the issues related to stormwater
drainage and flood events. The stormwater
infrastructure consists of culverts, ditches,
limited drain inlets along Front Street,
a detention basin west of the Blue Owl
parking lot, and two stormwater outlets, one
in the north end and one in the south end of
Kimmswick.
Kimmswick is divided into three watersheds,
with Vine St serving as the ridge line
between the north and south watersheds.
The railroad functions as a levee, and the
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area east of it flows to the Mississippi or
Rock Creek. The railroad ceases to perform
as a levee once it crosses Rock Creek.

North Watershed
The area north of Vine Street drains into
a shallow basin at the street’s east end.
Substantial stormwater flows onto the north
watershed from an area outside of the project
boundary, in particular the subdivision north
of Vine Street. Additionally, stormwater
tends to flow down Montabello Road and
through adjacent yards and roadways.
The north watershed drainage area is a
shallow depression through a wooded area,
with soil and leaves covering the ground.
This area drains to a concrete pad supporting
a metal wall approximately 10 ft tall under
the railroad with two 12-inch culverts that
direct water through the wall. According
to the Kimmswick Department of Public

North Watershed

South Watershed

WATERSHED ANALYSIS

Mississippi Watershed

Photo: Taken in
January, 2016,
this rare winter
ﬂood caught
Kimmswick by
surprise. The
community has
endured ﬁve
ﬂoods in ﬁve
years.

Source: http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/mississippi-river-receding-deadly-ﬂooding-
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Above, the south outlet to Rock Creek has a manual sluice gate lacking safe access.

Works, the railroad requires the wall, but
would like to eliminate the culverts. Leaf
debris clogs the culverts and requires DPW
to constantly keep the outlets clear during
heavy rain, which is not safe during major
floods.
The North outlet needs improved. While it
works to prevent backflow, it is dangerous
to the person who operates it. To prevent
backflow during flooding, exercise balls are
placed in the culverts and inflated plugging
the outlet. This solution works, but is not
best practice and dangerous for the operator.
A proper flood gate is the highest priority
for the Department of Public Works.

South Watershed
The area south of Market Street drains into
a detention basin at the west end of Mill
Street. There is a sluice gate through which
stormwater flows which is manually closed
to prevent Rock Creek from backflowing
into the creek.
This detention basin is limited in capacity
for stormwater mitigation. An expansion of
this basin could be beneficial to stormwater
management.
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Flooding
The proximity of Kimmswick to Rock
Creek and the Mississippi River creates
problematic flood conditions for the City
particularly during heavy rainfall and
spring floods from snow melt. Kimmswick
has experienced several major floods over
the past few years. Floods often inundate
Highway K and Windsor Harbor Rd, the
two main entrances to the town. Mitigating
flood impacts will decrease flood damage
and decrease losses in economic activity.

The north outlet is dangerous to
the person operating it. Exercise
balls are placed in the culverts and
inflated to keep flood water out. A
better solution is a high priority.

Much of Kimmswick is within the 100 yr
floodplain. Minor flooding is experienced
during a 2 year storm due to the town’s
low-lying elevation and relatively noninfiltrative soils.
When the Mississippi
River and Rock Creek flood, there are two
points where water could backflow into
Kimmswick - the north watershed outlet,

Above, the north outlet under the railway consists of two 12-inch corrugated plastic pipes
undersized for the amount of water ﬂowing to them

the south watershed outlet.
During flood events, Kimmswick experiences
a bathtub effect where water ponds in town
in areas of low elevation and cannot exit
because high water levels necessitate closing
the north and south drainage outlets. The
current strategy pumps water from town to
the river and creek over the levees.

Levees
Kimmswick has constructed a temporary
levee from the railway across Front Street,
behind Mill Street’s south side development,
north to the intersection of Mill and 2nd
Streets, and west to the waste management
property. The segments across Front Street
and 2nd Street must be constructed and
demolished each time the river and creek
flood. This temporary levee blocks access to
Kimmswick from Windsor Harbor Road for
upwards of a month after flooding recedes.
At issue with this flood mitigation strategy is
the cost burden on the community, and one
man, the DPW director, removes the levee
over Front Street after each flood.

TAKEAWAYS

• Kimmswick’s downtown has
two watersheds - north and
south - with one outlet in each
• The south outlet has a sluice
gate
• The north outlet has no gate
and is blocked with inﬂatable
excercise balls during ﬂooding
• The north outlet is undersized
and a danger to life and safety
• Installing ﬂood gates on the
north outlet is DPW’s highest
priority project
• There is no safe access to the
south outlet
• The City plans to install
stormpipe to address ﬂooding
along Vine Street
• A temporary levee must be
built and removed for every
ﬂood which can take upwards
of a month to remove blocking
access to the community

LEGEND

STORMWATER DRAINS
SEWERS
SEWER FORCED MAIN

INFRASTRUCTURE STORMWATER
& SEWER: The City’s stormwater
infrastructure is a combination of
drainage swales and underground
pipe.
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TOPOGRAPHY, SOILS & HYDROLOGY
Topography
Kimmswick’s topography is higher on the
western and northern corner of town with
an elevation of 470 feet and slopes towards
the east and south. Overall, the land slopes
towards Rock Creek to the south and the
Mississippi River to the east. The low point
of elevation, 390 feet, is on the southern
boundary of analysis area where the south
watershed’s drainage basin drains into Rock
Creek.
A ridge runs from the waste management
property at the end of 4th Street north
through the school up Montabello. The ridge
slopes to the west steeply to the ball park
and open field where terrain flatten in the
Rock Creek flood plain. To the east, slopes
from the ridge descend moderately to 4th
Street where grades level to minimal slopes
a to Front Street.
Kimmswick’s downtown is formed like a
bowl. Slopes descend south toward Vine
Street, east down the ridge to 4th Street, and
the railway on Kimmswick’s eastern edge
and temporary levee on the southern edge
cradle the community.
East of the railway, a knoll rises northeast
of the underpass, but, generally, grades slope
gradually toward the Mississippi River and
Rock Creek. The Mississippi’s exposed soil
river edge is steep but accessible.
Rock Creek carves a channel between the
base of steep picturesque bluffs on the
southern edge and a flat lowland shelf to
the north nearly 15 feet above the stream’s
surface. The channel cuts nearly thirty feet
below the Windsor Harbor Bridge tapering
down to the Mississippi confluence.
Most of the Anheuser Estate sits
approximately 25-feet above the Mississippi
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TOPOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

SOIL ANALYSIS

PERMEABLE & IMPERMEABLE SURFACES

Occassionally ﬂooded

with flat, gentle slopes. Approximately four
acres on the estate’s northeast corner is a
10 to 15-feet a lower shelf at the Rock Creek
confluence. Bluffs rise above the estate west
of Windsor Harbor Road.

0-2

Frequently ﬂooded

Soils

Horsecreek Silt Loam

0-2

Occassionally ﬂooded

Menfro Silt Loam

3-9

Eroded

Menfro Silt Loam

9 - 14

Eroded

Menfro Silt Loam

30 - 50

Kimmswick’s soils are classified as
predominantly silty and clay soils in areas
closest to the Mississippi river and somewhat
more loamy around the community’s core
increasing the infiltration rate. These are
soils with slow or very slow infiltration
rates meaning they drain slowly and have
very high runoff rates. When considering
infiltration of stormwater, soil type must
be taken into account. Areas with less
infiltrative soils would benefit from soil
amendment or replacement with structural
soils or modular stormwater storage which
provide additional sub-surface water storage
capacity.

Soil Name

Slope %

Freeburg Silt Loam

0-2

Fishpot-Urban Land Complex

0-3

Haynie Silt Loam

Attributes

Urban Land-Dieble Complex

0-3

Urban Land-Harvester Complex

2-9

Tice Silty Clay Loam

0-2

Frequently ﬂooded, long duration

Waldron Silty Clay Loam

0-2

Frequently ﬂooded

Pervious & Impervious Cover
Kimmswick’s downtown has significant
impervious cover. The three largest areas
of impervious cover include: the Windsor
Elementary School, the Blue Owl parking
lot at Market and 2nd Streets, and the
wastewater treatment plant.

Flood & Riparian Extents
Most of Kimmswick is located within the
FEMA designated 100 year floodplain. A
two year storm event also creates flood
conditions in the lower lying elevation along
adjacent watercourses.
The two-year storm creates flooding in
town to an approximate elevation of 379 feet
primarily inundating depression drains and
swales to Rock Creek. This area is located
south of Market Street west of the Blue Owl
parking lot. This small tributary represents
a low lying area next to a set of buildings
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2 YEAR STORM FLOODING EXTENTS

100 YEAR STORM FLOODING EXTENTS

AVERAGE WATER LEVEL IMAGE

FLOODING IMAGE

near Smokee Robinson’s Cajun Smokehouse
most vulnerable to flooding. Otherwise,
flooding from a two-year storm affects
largely uninhabited areas such as the fields
north and south of Hwy K, and the area east
of the railroad.
The 100-year storm event floods to an
elevation of approximately 414 feet.
Unchecked, flooding would engulf nearly
60 percent of Kimmswick affecting most
inhabitants.

Levee

Vegetation Buffer

City Limits

US ARMY CORPS OPTION 1: ACE LEVEE

Floodwall

Construction Easement

City Limits

US ARMY CORPS OPTION 2: ACE FLOODWALL

ACE OPTION 1: This option proposes a 10-foot tall levee including
four feet of overbuild for risk and consolidation. It assumes side
slopes of 1:3 (Vertical : Horizontal) and a 12-foot wide levee crown
making the levee approximately 74 feet wide. With an additional
USACE required 15-foot vegetation buffer on both sides the total
width approaches 104 feet. Slope stability concerns locate the
levee about 40-feet away from the bank. In conjunction with the
levee, a road closure structure would be required over the roadway
and a pump station. Acquisition of three properties on Mill Street
would be required for this alternative to be constructed. With a
30 percent contingency, Option 1 is estimated at $8.3 million.

ACE OPTION 2: Similar to the levee, the 9-foot ﬂoodwall option
includes an additional 3 feet of overbuild. This height requires
a USACE T-wall type ﬂood wall with a nearly 40-foot wide
excavation footprint for safe construction. Again, slope stability
concerns locate the ﬂoodwall about 40-feet away from the top
of bank. Similar to the Option 1, a road closure structure and
pump station are required. Acquisition of at least the eastern
most property on Mill Street and the garage/shed building at
the west end of Mill Street. Floodwalls are often seen “eye sores”
degrading the local scenery, but can display murals or art. With
a 30 percent contingency, Option 1 is estimated at $12 million.

ACE OPTION 3: Non-structural ﬂood-prooﬁng incorporates
multiple ﬂood risk reduction techniques not involving structural
methods such as berms, levees, ﬂoodwalls, ﬂood gates, etc.
Instead, nonstructural ﬂood-prooﬁng encompasses dry or wetﬂood prooﬁng, elevation of structures, buyout, acquisition and
relocation. The speciﬁc non-structural strategies employed
are based on variables including ﬂooding characteristics, site
characteristics, building characteristics, and repetitive loss
status among others. The estimated cost to implement the nonstructural ﬂood prooﬁng solutions is estimated at $2.4 million.

ACE OPTION 4: This option proposes a temporary ﬂoodwall
solution, which the City would deploy prior to a ﬂood and remove
after. There are many systems on the market that claim various
levels of ﬂood risk reduction. The US Army Corps of Engineers
does not endorse or recommend any particular product, but
recommends products tested by the Engineer Research and
Development Center (ERDC). An estimate for this option is
based on a portable “Jersey barrier” type structure stored near
the site for rapid deployment. Though labor intensive, it is the
most cost effective solution and doesn’t require demolition of
private properties. With a 30 percent contingency, Option 4 is
estimated at $294,000.

Stormwater infrastructure upgrades in the
form of gray and green infrastructure would
address stormwater problems of typical rain
events create and help during major floods.
However, the major flooding events also
need more protective measures. The US
Army Corps presented four options in the
August 2017, Flood Risk Reduction Study.
All alternatives reduce flood risk from the
100 year storm described as “1% annual
chance exceedance.” Options presented
include:
• Option 1: Construction of a 1% annual
chance exceedance levee
• Option 2: Construction of a 1% annual
chance exceedance ﬂoodwall
• Option 3: Nonstructural ﬂood-prooﬁng
of ﬂood prone structures
• Option 4: Acquisition of temporary
ﬂood risk reduction system

Option 4 is the most cost effective solution,
but requires the most labor. The labor
required is the setting up and taking down
of deployable flood barriers across Windsor
Harbor Rd. In essence, its a more formal
solution to the current DPW. Options 1-3
are solutions requiring extensive capital
costs and up-front labor, but incur minimal
long-term maintenance. These three options
have a direct impact on private property,
and in Options 1 and 2 building removal.

TAKEAWAYS

• Kimmswick’s natural and manmade topography surround the
town making a bowl
• Most of downtown’s
topography is ﬂat
• Kimmswick’s soils have slow
to very slow inﬁltration rates
resulting in slow drainage and
very high runoff rates
• Green infrastructure inﬁltration/
storage solutions would require
depressing areas, amending
soils, importing structural soil,
or modular stormwater storage
• A 100-year ﬂood would
inundate nearly 60 percent of
Kimmswick
• The US Army Corps of
Engineers proposed four
ﬂood solutions including a
permanent levee, ﬂoodwall,
non-structural ﬂood-prooﬁng,
and a temporary ﬂoodwall
solution
• All solutions except the
temporary ﬂoodwall directly
impacts private property with
two requiring building removal
• The temporary ﬂoodwall is
the most cost-effective, but
requires ongoing labor and
maintenance
• The permanent levee, ﬂoodwall,
and non-structural ﬂoodprooﬁng incur substantial
up-front costs and labor,
but require minimal ongoing
maintenance
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Appendix E

Summary of Exiting Conditions

KIMMSWICK GREAT STREETS INITIATIVE

SUMMARY OF
EXISTING CONDITIONS
General Notes on Existing Conditions:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐

There is sufficient roadway capacity for vehicular traffic to access Kimmswick. Easy access for St.
Louis residents should be celebrated better on the website and maybe as day trips/destinations
through Explore St. Louis.
Better wayfinding and signage on I-55 and Route 61/67 could improve visibility of historic
Kimmswick and destinations downtown.
Better wayfinding and signage for locations in downtown, including walking distances for
pedestrians and bicyclists, could improve circulation easier.
Parking appeared adequate, however, cars were seen parked in no-parking locations or close to
intersections, causing sight distance issues.
The Union Pacific railroad provides a major barrier in connecting with the riverfront.
There is a lack of signage, pedestrian crossings and pavement markings needed to help safe
facilitation of pedestrian and bicycle movements from Mills and Front Streets into the Mississippi
River port entrance
There are major flooding and associated safety issues in Kimmswick that needs to be
incorporated into any recommendations for transportation, rail, and port infrastructure
improvements.
Improving the gateways into Downtown would assist in building identity, defining the entrances,
and celebrating the Kimmswick as a tourism and commerce destination.
Strong consideration should be given to pedestrian and bicycle improvements and amenities
within Downtown that will support daily commerce, better connect the adjacent residential areas
and riverfront, leverage the future port improvements, and enhance the experience of all festivals
and events.
The Jefferson County Port Authority has a plan for the development of a waterfront space at a
location just south of the existing wastewater treatment plant. The plan includes an amphitheater,
a dock and landing for the Delta Queen as well as other cruise ships and luxury boats, a parking
P a g e 2 | 13
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area, a road, and other amenities to provide recreation opportunities at the waters edge of the
Mississippi River.

Transportation Network & Traffic Volumes
Regional System:

Kimmswick is located approximately 25 miles south of St. Louis straight down Interstate I-55. Kimmswick
can be accessed via three interchanges on I-55 Richardson/Vogel Road, Imperial Main and Route M
exits. The most direct access is at Imperial Main Street as shown in Figure 1. Almost all Kimmswick
visitors were either observed or informed us that they use the Imperial Main Street interchange. Getting
off I-55 at this location when heading to Kimmswick involves a right turn off Imperial Main Street on Route
61/67 and then a quick left turn on Highway K. Highway K is the main access into downtown Kimmswick.
I-55 and Route 61/67 are both state routes operated by the Missouri Department of Transportation
(MoDOT). MoDOT also operates and maintains some Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) equipment
on their routes to help guide travelers and for incident management, discussed further below.
Highway K and Imperial Main Street are operated by Jefferson County Public Works. There are signals
controlling traffic at the Imperial Main Street interchange at I-55 and on Imperial Main at Route 61/67.
Route 61/67 at Highway K is side-street stop controlled.
Figure 2: Directions to Kimmswick on Explore St Louis Website
Route 61/67

Richardson/ Vogel Road
Interchange

Hwy K

Windsor Harbor

Imperial Main Street

MoDOT ITS

The Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) manages interstate and arterial traffic at its Traffic
Management Center (TMC) located at the interchange Interstate 64 and Route 141 in Chesterfield,
Missouri. From this location, a collection of roadside traffic sensors, closed-circuit television cameras
(CCTV), dynamic message boards (DMS), and other equipment are monitored daily by TMC staff. This
serves as a powerful tool for observing and ultimately relieving traffic congestion and improving safety.
This St. Louis Traveler Information resource, or Gateway Guide program, provides information on traffic
conditions on interstate highways in St. Louis City and County, as well as St. Charles, Jefferson and
Franklin counties. There are CCTV and DMS features that provide travelers information regarding access
and traffic conditions to Kimmswick.
CCTV Camera Locations:
 Imperial Main at I-55
 Imperial Main at US 61-67
 Route M at I-55
 Richardson Road at I-55
DMS Location:
 I-55 Southbound just North of Meramec

Route M

Average Daily Traffic Volumes

Figure 1: Regional Roadways Providing Access to Kimmswick

Regional Directions

The primary visitors website for St. Louis, www.explorestlouis.com gives directions to Kimmswick as
‘Twenty-five minutes from downtown St. Louis on I-55, exit 186’.

P a g e 3 | 13

Route 61/67 is a four-lane facility between Imperial Main Street and Windsor Harbor Road, with two lanes
both north and southbound. 2016 Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) volumes on Route 61/67 at
Highway K show 15,500 traffic volumes, with an event 50/50 split northbound and southbound
respectively. There are approximately 200 commercial trucks on Route 61/67 on the average day. There
is ample capacity for vehicles on the roadway and at the intersections and access points in this section of
roadway. During special events, this roadway can become congested with traffic turning towards
downtown Kimmswick.
P a g e 4 | 13
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generally, street curbs and sidewalks are limited or non-existent, and areas where pedestrians can walk
are not very supportive of commercial activities. Market Street is a major opportunity for street and
pedestrian improvements that better create a sense of place and support economic growth.
With respect to connections between Downtown Kimmswick and the Mississippi Riverfront (and future
port development), the street network is almost completely disconnected by the railroad, with exception of
the winding underpass from Mill Street below the train trestle. This connection point is also subject to
major flooding events and the required erection of temporary levee’s during flooding events, which – with
increasing climate extremes – will have a major impact on the local economy and revenues due to
impacts on local business, special events, tourism, and increased mitigation demand. Thus, greater
consideration should be given to stronger and more direct connection via Market Street (or otherwise) to
increase connectivity between Downtown and the Riverfront that will be more resilient to these forces.
The street network within Downtown Kimmswick is intact and interconnected; though some issues do
arise relative to the adjacent port, rail, and water infrastructure. Windsor Harbor Road crosses the creek
on the south side of Downtown vial a two-lane bridge and turns into Front Street which runs north/south
and parallel to the train tracks. To the west, Highway K turns into Beckett Street and connects only with
4th and 5th Street. East/West roads are Vine Street, which connects to the Windsor Elementary School,
Oak Street, Elm Street, and Market Street. North/South roads are Front Street, 2nd Street, 3rd Street, 4th
Street, and 5th Street. Front Street also provides access to the Sewer District and the future port lands
via Mississippi Street. The local street network serves Downtown Kimmswick well today; however, some
considerations should be given to simple design moves that can increase connectivity between
Downtown and the Riverfront, and better establish a sense of identity and entry.

Figure 3: Roadways Downtown Kimmswick

Local Street Network & System

The local roadways that primarily serve and connect Kimmswick to the regional interstate network
includes Highway K to the west and Windsor Harbor Road to the south. Highway K is a two-lane
roadway that is the main entrance into Downtown Kimmswick for most visitors. The 2015 AADT volumes
on Highway K were just around 2,900 cars, providing ample capacity accessing the city of Kimmswick.
Highway K has wide outside shoulders heading into town; but, no formalized sidewalks or pedestrian
facilities. Providing entry from the south, Windsor Harbor Road is a narrow, local road with one lane in
each direction and limited pedestrian facilities. Traffic volumes for Windsor Harbor Road are estimated at
less than 2,000 cars (though no counts have been done recently). Though both provide a clear
connection into Downtown, Neither Highway K or Windsor Harbor Road have the character or facilities
that foster a sense of arrival or entrance into Downtown Kimmswick.
Downtown Kimmswick has a great historic street grid, providing efficient circulation for the local shops
and destinations both on normal days and during special events. The streets are all two-lane roadways,
mostly narrow; however, all have no centerlines, curbs, or pedestrian amenities. All the streets are
daylighted drainage with the occasional open culvert, of which some areas near Market Street have
portions of very narrow sidewalks. A couple locations on Vine Street, Front Street, and Market Street
have had some drainage work (including new curbs and storm inlets) completed recently to better handle
daily flood events and river flooding events. The street infrastructure throughout Downtown Kimmswick is
modest and aligned with the humble, historic character of the area; though in many cases miss-aligned
with the intended uses and opportunities for increase commercial and business opportunities in the area.
Within Downtown Kimmswick, Market Street is the major business and commercial street, providing the
economic and entrepreneurial heart of the City. It serves as the center of the Apple Butter Festival and
the major east-west walking connection between the western entry point on Highway K and the southern
entry point at Windsor Harbor. Market Street has limited areas of on-street parking, which is mostly
unmarked and unpaved blurring the lines between areas for cars and areas for pedestrians. And
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Figure 4: Vine Street Looking Westbound

Figure 6: Average Daily Parking on Market Street

Figure 5: Newly Installed Drainage Near Front Street and Vine Street

Parking Downtown

Parking in downtown Kimmswick is mostly available on the side of any street, though generally not
formalized in any manner and often conflicting with areas for pedestrian movement. Cars were observed
parked haphazardly on many streets, with no limitations towards intersections, site distances, or walking
areas. There are no parking signs near corners of streets or near loading zones for garages and
businesses, however, cars were observed parking in these locations at times. There is a surface parking
lot near Market Street and 2nd Street with approximately 71 marked spaces that does serve some daily
need for areas businesses. With exception to special events, parking appeared to be sufficient with
respect to on-street and off-street needs during daily business, including peak hours of high-demand.
Though sufficient, formalization of on-street parking and clarity of mode is very important to establishing
character and identity in Downtown Kimmswick. As Market Street is the core of the City and the major
commercial street in Downtown Kimmswick, on-street parking appeared to have higher utilization in this
area. When pedestrian traffic grows in the future due to increased tourism and the improved Port facilities
and riverfront access, some concerns will arise regarding the lack of pedestrian facilities and safe access
to some of the shops and storefrontson Market Street and Vine Street. Moving forward, it will be important
to ensure that the design of rights-of-way and planned improvements balance the relationship between
pedestrian safety and car storage with localized land uses and economic development opportunities.
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Figure 7: Average Daily Parking on Market Street
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Port and Riverfront Access and Connectivity


Existing Waterfront Infrastructure and History

Presently there is little existing waterfront infrastructure or amenites in Kimmswick. There are two existing
concrete ramps that exist at the waters edge, presumably to accommodate launching of vessels or offloading of larger vessels. From around the mid-1980’s to mid-1990’s there was a vessel named the
Robert E. Lee that was permanently moored in Kimmswick. The vessel included a restaurant and did not
operate under its own power. When a casino was proposed for the Robert E. Lee, it was relocated to St.
Louis where it eventually burned. A sunken step barge still exists at the docking location of the ship in
Kimmswick. This barge may be an underwater obstruction to future development of mooring
opportunities in Kimmswick.
Other waterfront infrastructure in the general vicinity include a private marina named Hoppies that is
located just south of the Anheuser estate. The marina consists of a series of connected barges running
parallel with the river and connected to the shore by a long gangway. At least some of the barges are
tethered back to the shoreline. Other than Hoppies, there appears to be little opportunity in this area of
the Mississippi River for pleasure craft launching and docking.

Proposed Riverfront Master/Port Plan Review

Under the presently proposed port plan, the focus is the mooring of the Delta Queen and possibly other
cruise line ships (i.e. American and Viking) that have shown interest. The viability of the Delta Queen as
a cruise ship is dependent upon congressional exemption required due to a prohibition on wooden cruise
ship vessels put in place many years ago. The DQ previously had this congressional exemption but it
expired and there is a present attempt to regain it. If the approval is obtained, then only part-time
mooring of the DQ would be needed. If it is not obtained, then the alternative would be permanent
mooring of the vessel as a museum.

more naturalized setting. If ADA is a concern then the use of pavement could be limited to just the
ADA spaces and walks nearest the water.
The docking system proposed including a barge structure, dolphins, and dual gangways will be
cost prohibitive if there is limited funding. Consider investigating the use of cables and weights
versus the dolphins for dock support and if a single gangway is feasible. The docks could also be
considered as a future improvement, especially if the DQ goes back into cruise service. The DQ
has an attached gangway at its bow that is often used for passenger on and off loading (see
below photo). The existing concrete ramps could be investigated for re-use to accommodate
passenger transfer.

The slew would appear to provide more potential opportunities for waterfront recreation. It extends north
for approximately 3 miles and is surrounded by forest. It would provide quiescent water for kayaking and
fishing as the present port plan proposes. Trails along the perimeter of the slew could also be another
enhancement to provide more activities for the public. Presently, four wheelers frequent this area so
there would need to be enforcement of the existing regulations to provide a more natural setting.
The only existing access to the port development is via the existing underpass. While a new at-grade
crossing has been proposed (see later railroad discussion), this would typically be a significant challenge
especially given the level of rail traffic. Even if it were approved by UP, the cost could be significant, likely
requiring crossing gates and a warning system. An at-grade crossing introduces safety concerns that
don’t presently exist. A more efficient and less costly approach may be to improve the Mississippi St
corridor by providing lighting and a dedicated pedestrian or multi-use path to make a safer route from
Kimmswick proper. Other systems such as emergency phones and closed circuit TV could be considered
if public safety is a concern at or in the vicinity of the bridge.

The Port Authority presently possesses approximately 17 acres of land bordering the Mississippi for
development. The present plan, based on drawings that have been prepared, includes:








Amphitheater
Docks
Waterfront Landing
Access Roads
Parking Area (127 spaces)
Docks for fishing and kayaks in the slew
Boardwalk/Pavilion for views of the Mississippi

The Port presently has $985,000 for the development, which has to be spent or allocated by July 2018.
Based on the information included within the drawings, that amount of funding would be seemingly
inadequate given the amount of infrastructure proposed. The following are some ideas for value
engineering that could bring the project cost closer to the available funding:




Consider reducing the size of the parking lot and/or make all or some of it a gravel lot. The DQ
capacity is 176 passengers and it is likely that they would not all board at the same port. Events
can create a significant parking demand but these are short term and during the warmer seasons
so gravel parking areas, either at the port or elsewhere would seem adequate.
Consider the use of gravel roads instead of asphalt and concrete. The traffic volume and speed
would be low, they would provide some level of permeability, and would be consistent with a
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Figure 8: Access Road to Port Authority with Levee for Flooding (looking westbound)

due to the current narrow road conditions. The Mississippi Street access point, which is in need of repair,
is the current access point for the port and where the Delta Queen Steamboat will dock. .
Under part of the Port Authority’s plan they have proposed an at-grade crossing at Market Street that
would accommodate both pedestrian and vehicular. They have met resistance from UP on this, as
railroads are trying to reduce the number of at-grade crossings. One of the mitigations that has been
proposed by the Port is to install fencing on both sides of the tracks to prevent pedestrian crossings at
other locations. Another mitigation proposed has been the elimination of the grade separated crossing
that presently exists. Grade separated crossings are highly preferred over at-grade crossings from a
safety perspective. The advantage to the railroad in removing the grade separated crossing would be the
savings in future maintenance and rehabilitation of the bridge. Providing a bicycle/pedestrian bridge, or
other structureover the UP tracks would require approximately 23 feet of clearance and an approach
large enough to accommodate such. Depending on visitor and employee projections for the port area, it
may be more realistic to address the access challenges by providing signalization, signage, pavement
markings and a wider surface that could accommodate multiple modes within the existing space beneath
the UP overpass. The City of Kimmswick and the Jefferson County Port Authority should maintain a
relationship with UP officials and facilitate regular communication regarding the condition of the UP
overpass structures and the number of visitors projected to and actually traversing the underpass areas,
as tourism grows.
Due to the elevated nature of the rail line, it acts as a natural levee, but also traps water within the interior
watershed. There is a low area in the northern part of the City that drains through an underpass.
However, to prevent flooding from the Mississippi during the extreme flood events, the City blocked off
part of the underpass, allowing only a restricted path for stormwater to discharge east to the Mississippi
River. Therefore, there are times during major flooding events when pumping is required to discharge
storm water from within the interior drainage basin. This requires a discharge hose to be placed across
the tracks. Although the hose is placed beneath the rails between the ties, UP still takes issue with that
arrangement, likely due to the potential to cause derailment.

Figure 9: Access Road to Port Authority (looking eastbound) Under Rail Bridge

Rail Line

There is a Union Pacific (UP) rail line that runs north/south through Kimmswick on UP’s DeSoto
Subdivision line. This line sometimes also accommodates overflow traffic from the UP Chester
Subdivision. It runs parallel to Front Street, as shown in Figure 1, and provides a major barrier to the
riverfront. There are 2 passenger trains per day via the Amtrak “Texas Eagle”, and 5 - 10 freight trains
per day that pass on this rail line. The speed limit on the subdivision through Kimmswick is 55 mph for
passenger, 50 mph for freight. There are four points in Kimmswick where the rail line can be crossed to
access the river. From north to south these access points are an at-grade crossing at the Kimmswick
sewer plant at Vine Street, an underpass at Mississippi Street, an underpass at the north side of the
Anheuser Bush property, and an at-grade crossing at the south end of the Anheuser Busch property at
Windsor Harbor Road. Neither of the two at-grade crossings currently have signals or gates as train
warning devices. The crossing near the sewer plant currently causes concerns due to vehicles using it as
a turn-around point. The Mississippi Street underpass and the underpass at the north side of the
Anheuser Busch property both have limited clearance providing limited vehicular access, as well as a
complex situation for potential simultaneous multimodal access by vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians
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Figure 10: At-grade Rail Crossing to Sewer Plant
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Stakeholder Meeting
Date/Time:
Location:
Notes By:

6 April, 2018
Conference Call
Alta

Attendees:

Name

Representing

Name

Representing

Lindsey Douglas
Judy Wagner
Paul Hubbman
Aaron Defenbaugh
Bryan Robinson
Will Krussel

Union Pacific
MODOT
EWGCOG
Alta
WSP
WSP

Eric Curtit
Neal Breitweiser
Marcie Meystrik
Jennifer Pangborn
Chris Ferguson

MODOT
Port Authority
EWGCOG
WSP
WSP

Re:

Union Pacific requires three (3) at-grade crossing closures for each new crossing. Underpasses and
overpasses do not count toward crossing closures. They may concede to two closures if removing these
crossings substantially improves operations. Lindsey said a private crossing would be considered, but public
crossings are preferred. She said UP may consider closure of at least two (2) public crossings with one (1)
private closure. UP will not fund an added public crossing.
Eric said MODOT’s federal railway funds could not be used to construct new crossings; however, there are
financial incentives for closures between $7,500 to $100,000 dependent on each closure’s importance. He
advised Jefferson County select three (3) crossings for closure. MODOT will review Jefferson County’s
existing crossing operations and create an administrative order to compare with the selected crossings for
closure. Jefferson County and MODOT would then determine the three crossing closures and set up an onsite safety diagnostic to include MODOT, UP, the Port Authority, Jefferson County, and Alta to determine the
proper crossing design and estimate costs. The group would also evaluate the three (3) proposed closures.
This on-site meeting could be held within weeks of Jefferson County’s closure selections. Eric said MODOT’s
project team would work with UP to get this started.
Lindsey said she would talk with Jordan Albers to get details on UP’s process for construction of railway
crossings and send to the Port Authority and project team. She may need a written explanation detailing the
reasons for the new crossing. She stated UP would require fencing along the railway to mitigate pedestrian
crossings and noted the fencing could match the community’s aesthetic character.
Neal Breitweiser will be the point of contact and Aaron will be copied on all correspondence through the end
of the Great Streets project.

Next Steps

Kimmswick Great Streets – Stakeholder Meeting

Intro

The project team scheduled a conference call with Union Pacific Railroad and MODOT to introduce the
Kimmswick Great Streets Project and the proposed Market Street at-grade crossing over the railway.
The intent of the call was to garner input, direction, point of contact, and potential opportunities
associated with the proposal.







Railroad Stakeholder Memo

IN ASSOCIATION WITH:
Shockey Consulting Services, LLC
Sherwood Design Engineers
Engineering Design Source, Inc

Appendix F

142 W Monroe
Kirkwood, MO 63122
314.391.2444
altaplanning.com

Jefferson County – identify 3 crossings for closure
MODOT – conduct operations review of Jefferson County’s existing crossings
UP – obtain UP’s railway crossing process
All – meet on-site to evaluate proposed and existing crossings
o MODOT – conduct safety diagnostic
MODOT – develop crossing cost estimate

Discussion

Aaron began the conversation introducing the Port Authority’s riverfront development proposal, their
current construction plans, the Kimmswick Great Streets Project and the connection between Kimmswick and
the port.
Lindsay said she had been in contact with Kimmswick, noted concern with the Port Authority’s construction
project and potential trespassing on railroad property. She stated the railways preference for an overpass or
underpass to an at-grade crossing. The project team communicated the challenges and limitations
associated with both alternatives. The approaches to an overpass would have detrimental impacts on
Kimmswick’s commercial district and port plans. The underpass doesn’t provide adequate clearance and
turning radii needed for motor coaches and other vehicles associated with the port plans.
Kimmswick Great Streets Project | 1
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Kimmswick Great Streets Project
Existing Conditions Technical Memo
Date: 1/5/2017
Prepared by: Sherwood Design Engineers

3.2.5 INFRASTRUCTURE ASSESSMENT

Stormwater Infrastructure
Kimmswick is located alongside two water bodies, the Mississippi River to the east and Rock
Creek to the south. The town is in the Rock Creek Public Sewer District and has a separate
storm sewer system. Maps of the storm and sewer network are available but dated. During a
site visit in November 2017, discussions with the DPW and town officials assisted in deciphering
the issues related to stormwater drainage and flood events. The stormwater infrastructure
consists of culverts, ditches, a few drain inlets along Front Street, a detention basin to the south
end of the site, and two stormwater outlets, one in the north end and one in the south end of
Kimmswick.
Generally, the town is divided into three watersheds, with Vine St serving as the ridgeline
between the north and south watersheds. The railroad serves as a levee, and the area east of it
flows directly to the Mississippi. The railroad ceases to perform as a levee once it crosses Rock
Creek, where the creek flows into the Mississippi.

Fig: Kimmswick has
three main
watersheds within
the project boundary

Fig: Site
Observations from
Site Visit and
Discussion with
Kimmswick
representatives.
Source: Sherwood
Design Engineers

Stormwater Drainage - North Watershed
The area north of Vine St drains into a shallow basin at the east end of Vine St. Substantial
stormwater flows onto the north watershed from an area outside of the project boundary, in
particular the subdivision north of Vine Street. Additionally, stormwater tends to flow down
Montebello Road and through adjacent yards and roadways.
The north watershed drainage area is a shallow depression through a wooded area, with soil
and leaves covering the ground. This area drains to a concrete pad supporting a metal wall
approximately 10 ft tall under the railroad with two 12” culverts that direct water through the wall.
According to Steve with the Kimmswick Department of Public Works, the railroad requires the
wall to be there. Leaf debris clogs the culverts and requires Steve from the DPW to constantly
keep the outlets clear during flood, which is not safe during major floods.
The North outlet is currently in need of improved design. While it works to prevent backflowing,
it is dangerous to the person who operates it. When water from the Mississippi River rises to
meet the elevation at which backflow would occur, exercise balls are placed in the culverts and
inflated to keep the water out. Again, this solution works, but is dangerous for the operator. A
proper flood gare is needed. This is the highest priority for the Department of Public
Works and should be addressed as such.
Stormwater Drainage - South Watershed
The area south of Vine Street drains into a detention basin at the west end of Mill Street. There
is a sluice gate through which stormwater flows, and this South outlet gate is manually closed to
prevent Rock Creek from backflowing into the creek.
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This detention basin is limited in its capacity to mitigate stormwater flooding. An expansion of
this basin could be beneficial to stormwater management for the project area.
Flooding
The adjacency of Kimmswick to Rock Creek and the Mississippi River create problematic flood
conditions during periods of heavy rainfall as well as spring floods due to snow melt.
Kimmswick has experienced several major floods over the past few years. These flood events
block off Hwy K and Windsor Harbor Rd, the two main entrances to the town. Mitigating flood
impacts will decrease flood damage and decrease losses in economic activity.
Much of Kimmswick is within the 100 yr floodplain. Minor flooding is experienced during the 2
year storm due to the town’s low-lying elevation and relatively non-infiltrative soils. When the
Mississippi River and Rock Creek flood, there are three major points where water backflows into
Kimmswick: 1) the north watershed outlet, 2) the south watershed outlet, and 3) the area of
lower elevation along the south side of Mill Street up to and slightly beyond the intersection with
Front Street.

3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL EXAMINATION / ANALYSIS
Topography
Kimmswick’s topography is higher towards the western and northern parts of town and slopes
towards the east and south. Overall, the land slopes towards Rock Creek in the south and the
Mississippi River in the east. The high point of elevation 470 ft is in the northwest corner of the
site. The low point of elevation 390 ft is on the southern boundary of site where the drainage
basin of the South Watersheds drains into Rock Creek.

Fig:
Elevation
analysis

During flood events, as the Mississippi and Rock Creek rise, the town experiences a bathtub
effect where water ponds in areas of low elevation throughout the town and cannot exit
because high water levels in the river and creek necessitate closing the north and south
drainage outlets. The current strategy pumps excess water to the river and creek when the
drainage outlets are closed.

Fig: Spring 2017 Flood in Kimmswick. The top figure shows Kimmswick before flooding, the bottom figure shows
flooding conditions. Source: Missouri State Emergency Operations Center (SEOC) GIS team, weblink:
http://arcg.is/yuzCe

Flood Protection - Levees
A gravel levee is built each time the river and creek flood. Windsor Harbor Road (Mill Street
turns into Windsor Harbor Rd) is blocked off to car traffic with a temporary to prevent flooding
when the water rises high enough. The main issue with this flood mitigation strategy is that it
depends on the physical labor of one man to build and rebuild the levee after each flood
incident.

Soils
Kimmswick’s soils are classified as predominantly silty and clay soils in areas closest to the
Mississippi river and somewhat more loamy in the western part of the site. The soils to the
western part of the site are more infiltrative than those close to the Mississippi. When
considering where to infiltrate stormwater, soil type needs to be taken into account. Areas with
less infiltrative soils would benefit from measures such as structural soils, or modular
stormwater storage, products like Atlantis raintanks, which provide additional sub-surface water
storage capacity.

Recede
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Fig: Less infiltrative
soils are located
closer to the MS
River.
Source: Based on
the Natural
Resources
Conservation
Service (NRCS)
Web Soil Survey for
Kimmswick.

Flood and Riparian Extents
A significant area of Kimmswick is located within the FEMA designated 100 yr floodplain. The 2
yr storm also creates flood conditions in the lowest lying areas of elevation, along adjacent
watercourses. Mappings below show the extents of these two rain events.
The 2 yr storm creates flooding in town where a depression drains to Rock Creek. This area is
located south of Market St where a gravel road and parking area connects from Market to the
parking lot across from the Blue Owl. This small tributary represents a low lying area next to a
set of buildings around Smokee Robinson’s Cajun Smokehouse. The buildings are most
vulnerable to floods and are the buildings closest to the temporary levee currently used to
mitigate flooding. Aside from this area, flooding from the 2 yr storm affects largely uninhabited
areas such as the fields north and south of Hwy K, and the area east of the railroad, which
serves as a levee and protects the town from the Mississippi flood waters.

Pervious and impervious cover
Kimmswick is a small town with significant impervious cover. Along much of the roadways, the
sidewalks are not paved. The three largest areas of impervious cover include: the Windsor
Elementary School, the parking lot at Market and 2nd St, across from the Blue Owl, and the
wastewater treatment plant.

Fig: This diagram
shows the patterning
of permeable and
impermeable surfaces
throughout Kimmswick

Fig: This mapping shows the extent of the 2 yr storm. Flooding does not cover Mill St / Windsor Harbor Rd bridge
across Rock Creek as it appears in this image. The extent of it is underneath the bridge.

Stormwater infrastructure upgrades in the form of gray and green infrastructure will address
flooding during typical rain events and major flooding events.. However, the major flooding
events also need more protective measures, such as the options put forth by the US Army
Corps in the Flood Risk Reduction Study prepared in August 2017.
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Further investigation will be needed to reconcile the best combination of culverts, swales,
bioretention, permeable pavements, and stormwater storage. As design options are
developed, prefered BMPs will be selected. Opportunities and constraints related to materials,
maintenance, and cost will be taken into account.

Fig: Swales and bioretention areas capture,
filter, and convey stormwater runoff. Plant
palettes appropriate to Kimmswick will be
suggested.

Fig: This mapping shows the extent of the 100 yr storm. Much of Kimmswick is affected by this storm.

In August 2017, the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) conducted a Flood Risk
Reduction Study for Kimmswick. The report presented the feasibility of reducing flood damage
in Kimmswick with four alternatives. In this context, “1% annual chance exceedance” refers to
the 100 yr storm. All alternatives reduce flood risk from the 100 yr storm. From the report:
1. Construction of a 1% annual chance exceedance levee
2. Construction of a 1% annual chance exceedance floodwall
3. Nonstructural floodproofing of floodprone structures
4. Acquisition of temporary flood risk reduction system

Fig: Bioretention areas provide space for
stormwater to be captured during rain
events.

Option 4 is the most cost effective solution, but requires the most labor. The labor required is
the setting up and taking down of deployable flood barriers across Windsor Harbor Rd. Option
4 is a more formal solution to the current practice where Steve at the DPW builds and rebuilds
the temporary levee each time there is a flood. Options 1-3 are solutions that do not require
significant labor. The most cost-effective of these is Option 3, non-structural floodproofing of
floodprone structures, mainly the structures southwest of the corner of Mill and Front St.
BMP opportunities
Stormwater best management practices (BMPs) can be employed throughout the town to
improve streets within Kimmswick to mitigate flooding and provide a sense of place. Prioritizing
areas of greater and/or more frequent flooding will ensure an efficient use of resources. Since
this is a Great Streets project, it will also be helpful to consider how stormwater BMPs can be
integrated with streetscape improvements. For example, Market St could benefit from more
formal parking areas and sidewalks, and permeable surfaces would most likely be a better
option. Precedent imagery below provides examples of typical stormwater BMPs.

Fig: Stone trenches with a perforated pipe
capture, store, and convey stormwater.
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Fig: Stone trenches at the low point of a
parking lot capture and infiltrate water,
reducing ponding.

Fig: Swales at the low point of a parking
lot also capture and infiltrate water,
reducing ponding.

Fig: These pavers are not a cost-conscious
product, but the image conveys the idea of
permeable sidewalks/ parking areas alongside
roadways without a curb. This type of design is
ideal to provide a flat surface for walking and
roadside parking while allowing stormwater
runoff to infiltrate. A more simple approach
would be suitable for Kimmswick.

Fig: Permeable sidewalk material allows water
to flow through while providing an even walking
or parking surface. Load considerations need
to be taken into account when selecting and
designing permeable surfaces.

Fig: Decomposed granite requires maintenance
as it will erode with use, but is a lower cost
option for a permeable surface
Fig: Permeable pavements and
bioretention areas in parking lots reduce
runoff compared to typical parking lots
with impermeable surfaces.
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Fig: Modular stormwater tanks provide an
underground storage volume.

Fig: Pictured here are Atlantis Raintanks,
modular stormwater storage tanks. While this
photo shows a large scale installation, the
design is modular, and smaller volumes can
be stored using the same product. These can
be used where soils are less infiltrative.

Fig: Another example of an underground
water storage tank.

Fig: Ponds provide additional stormwater
storage.

Deployable Flood Barriers
The fourth recommendation of the USACE is to use temporary flood barriers. While this may be
perceived as a temporary fix, it is something to be considered for use across Windsor Harbor
Rd because of the need to keep the road open to traffic during non-flood events, and closed
during flood events. Several examples of deployable flood barriers are shown below. These
are stored when not in use, and brought out to protect vulnerable areas during flood events.

Fig: A
water
bladder
provides
protection
from
rising
waters.
Fig: This deployable flood barrier
rises as water levels rise.
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Fig: These containers are filled and set
adjacent to each other to block flood waters.

Port Plans
The port plans will have an impact on wetlands and waterways, but will not have a major impact
on the stormwater and flooding issues experienced in Kimmswick.
According to the Department of the Army Permit Application Package, prepared by Hanson for
the Jefferson County Port Authority, for the Kimmswick Riverfront Development project,
“unavoidable impacts to wetlands, waterways and the Mississippi River are anticipated” (p 2).
“Revitalization of the riverfront is anticipated to impact 1.0 acre of wetlands (0.78 acre of
forested wetlands and 0.22 acre of emergent wetlands), about 30 linear feet of an unnamed
tributary and 0.25 acre (208 linear feet) of the Mississippi River for construction of the necessary
infrastructure improvements. JCPA proposes to mitigate for unavoidable impacts to waters of
the United States by purchase of credits from the Land Learning Foundation (p3)”.
Within the context of the aforementioned impacts to wetlands, the unnamed tributary, and the
Mississippi river, the Riverfront Development Project is not expected to have significant impacts
on flooding from the Mississippi River and Rock Creek.

Fig: Kimmswick Riverport Development, Rendered Plan on the left and Ecological Features Overview and Existing
Wetland Delineation on the right . Source: BWSC and Port Permit Application
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Located thirty minutes from downtown St. Louis along the Mississippi River, the City of Kimmswick is a
charming city with a collection of homes, shops, open space, and a rich history of hosting festivals that
draw in tens of thousands of visitors from across the St. Louis region. Tucked away from Interstate 55 and
surrounded by Imperial, Kimmswick has retained its quiet, close‐knit feel as the area around it has
developed. Kimmswick is characterized by its historic building stock, which gives the city a distinct look
and feel. Additionally, Kimmswick is home to the magnificent Anheuser Estate, which overlooks the
Mississippi River and has become a regional venue for private events such as weddings. Kimmswick’s
historic assets, successful festivals, and the decision of the Delta Queen riverboat to utilize Kimmswick as
its primary port of call offers the city opportunities for continued prosperity.

Kimmswick

This report will guide the scenarios and recommendations for development and programming in
Kimmswick by assessing the existing demographic and market conditions in the city, assessing its ability
to attract additional visitors, and exploring the opportunity presented by the Delta Queen. This
assessment will also be utilized in scenario development and to develop an implementation plan by
identifying target demographics, key market considerations, and partnership opportunities.

HR&A Market Report Memo
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Appendix H

Figure 1. Study Areas

1. MARKET ASSESSMENT
1.1 Market Study Areas
To understand the Kimmswick market, three study areas were defined for analysis:






The Primary Study Area, comprised of the two census blocks (141 and 142) containing
Kimmswick, represents the community living and working in Kimmswick and using its shops and
services.
The Secondary Study Area, comprised of eight zip codes surrounding Kimmswick, represents the
population that would visit Kimmswick on a regular basis. Zip codes are based upon an analysis of
survey data from Apple Butter Festival visitors. The area also roughly corresponds to a 20‐minute
drive time from Kimmswick.
The Tertiary Study Area, comprised of seven counties in the St. Louis region, represents the
population that may visit Kimmswick for a special occasion and are based upon an analysis of
survey data from the Apple Butter Festival. The area also roughly corresponds to a 60‐minute
drive time from Kimmswick.

New York | Dallas | Los Angeles | Raleigh | Washington DC

1.2 Demographics
The Primary Study Area has seen higher than average population growth since 2000 but has stagnated
since 2010. As of 2017, 4,491 residents live in the Primary Study Area, representing an 11% increase since
2000, but nearly unchanged since 2010. By comparison, the Secondary Study Area, with a 2017 population
of 173,952, grew 8% since 2000, and 4% since 2010, while the Tertiary Study Area with a population of
2.5 million, saw 3% growth since 2000 and 2% since 2010.

1.2.1 Age
The age distribution of residents living in the Primary Study Area is comparable to those living in the
Secondary and Tertiary areas, though the Primary and Tertiary areas have slightly younger populations
with a median age of 39 compared to 40 in the Secondary Study Area. Within the Primary Area, there is a
slightly lower percentage of people aged 65 and older, and a higher percentage younger than 14.
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Figure 4. Projected Population Growth in Jefferson County by Age Cohort, 2015 ‐ 2030
80%

Figure 2. Age Distribution, 2017
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The distribution of population change varies across age cohorts, but across all study area, the oldest
populations grew the most. Annual growth among the 65+ cohort has been at 3% per year in both the
Primary and Tertiary areas and 4% in the Secondary areas. There has also been some growth in the 25‐34
age cohort that is primarily responsible for household formation, reaching 2% in the Primary and
Secondary areas, well outpacing that of the Tertiary area. However, there has been a decline in
households aged 45 – 54 across all study areas, reflecting the Baby Boomer generation aging out of this
cohort range and being replaced by the smaller Generation X.

1.2.2 Racial Composition

Figure 3. Population Growth Rate and Absolute Population Growth by Age, 2010 – 2017
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Those living in the Primary and Secondary Study Area are racially homogeneous, especially when
compared to the Tertiary Study Area. Ninety‐seven percent and 96% of residents of the Primary and
Secondary Study Area respectively are white, while in the Tertiary Area, 74% of residents are white, and
21% are black.

1.2.3 Educational Attainment
Those living in the Primary Study Area have relatively lower educational attainment than in the
Secondary and Tertiary Areas. Within the Primary Study Area, a lower proportion of the population
received an Associate’s, Bachelor’s, and/or Professional degree when compared to the Secondary and
Tertiary Study Areas. Indeed, 44% of Primary Study Area residents’ highest level of educational attainment
is a high school degree or GED.

0
‐85 ‐3.5K

‐63
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45‐54

‐47K

0.2K
‐31

74K

35‐44

35 ‐ 44

45 ‐ 54

55 ‐ 64

65 +
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Source: ESRI, ACS
Going forward, there is expected to be significant growth among older cohorts, with limited growth in
middle‐aged ones. According to the Missouri Division of Budget & Planning, the 65+ cohort is expected
to grow by 78% between 2015 and 2030. Additionally, the 35 to 44 cohort is expected to grow by 23%.
Other adult aged cohorts are expected to shrink, indicating continued opportunity for Kimmswick to cater
to older populations, with potentially new opportunities to attract a families and young adults.
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1.2.5 Lifestyle Segmentation

Figure 5. Educational Attainment, 2017












To augment demographic information, HR&A analyzed area residents by lifestyle segment as provided
by ESRI’s Tapestry Segmentation System. The top seven categories are listed below, providing more
insight into those people who make up Kimmswick’s consumer market.



 



The Tapestry Segmentation system, as developed by ESRI, classifies U.S. neighborhoods based on their
socioeconomic and demographic composition. Within the Secondary Study Area, the demographic groups
tend to fall in two broad categories: neighborhoods that are dominated by older residents who are either
retired or approaching retirement, and those with younger residents who are in the process of
establishing families and deeper ties to their neighborhoods. It is interesting to note that while the highest
percentage of visitors to Kimmswick from the Secondary and Tertiary Study Areas are over 65, the median
ages of over 70% of the top tapestry segments living in those trade areas are between 35 and 47.
Opportunities to attract this cohort are listed at the end of this report. Understanding these population
segments help in identifying opportunities for Kimmswick as it seeks to grow its existing base of visitors
and shoppers and attract new residents and visitors. The largest subcategories are illustrated below.

Source: ESRI

1.2.4 Income
Those living within the Primary Study Area have lower household incomes compared with those living
in the surrounding area. The median household income within the Primary Study Area is $50,000, well
below the $65,000 median household income of the Secondary Study Area. When compared to those
living in the Secondary Study Area, there is a higher concentration of households earning $50,000 or less.
Conversely, there are relatively few households with incomes over $100,000. This indicates that there is
less spending potential among Primary Study Area households, and while Primary Study Area households
should not be overlooked, that development strategies should look to capturing additional spending from
households in the Secondary and Tertiary Study Area.
Figure 6. Income Distribution, 2017









 



Source: ESRI
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Figure 7. ESRI Tapestry Segment Summary, Top Secondary Study Area Categories
Percentage
of
Secondary
Study Area

Median
Age

Median
Household
Income

Middleburg
(4C)

12.3%

35

$55K

Soccer Moms
(4A)

12.2%

37

$84K

Green Acres
(6A)

11.5%

43

$72K

Parks & Rec
(5C)

11.2%

40

$55K

Savvy
Suburbanites
(1D)

8.5%

44

$104K

Home
Improvement
(4B)

8.1%

37

$67K

Tapestry
Segment

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Comfortable
Empty
Nesters (5A)
Source: ESRI
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Definition
Middleburg neighborhoods transformed from the easy pace of country living to semirural subdivisions in the
last decade, when the housing boom reached out. Residents are conservative, family‐oriented consumers.
Still more country than rock and roll, they are thrifty but willing to carry some debt and are already investing
in their futures. They rely on their smartphones and mobile devices to stay in touch and pride themselves on
their expertise. They prefer to buy American and travel in the US. This market is younger but growing in size
and assets.
Soccer Moms is an affluent, family‐oriented market with a country flavor. Residents are partial to new housing
away from the bustle of the city but close enough to commute to professional job centers. Life in this
suburban wilderness offsets the hectic pace of two working parents with growing children. They favor time‐
saving devices, like banking online or housekeeping services, and family‐oriented pursuits.
The Green Acres lifestyle features country living and self‐reliance. They are avid do‐it‐yourselfers, maintaining
and remodeling their homes, with all the necessary power tools to accomplish the jobs. Gardening, especially
growing vegetables, is also a priority, again with the right tools, tillers, tractors, and riding mowers. Outdoor
living also features a variety of sports: hunting and fishing, motorcycling, hiking and camping, and golf. Self‐
described conservatives, residents of Green Acres remain pessimistic about the near future yet are heavily
invested in it.
These practical suburbanites have achieved the dream of home ownership. They have purchased homes that
are within their means. Their homes are older, and town homes and duplexes are not uncommon. Many of
these families are two‐income married couples approaching retirement age; they are comfortable in their
jobs and their homes, budget wisely, but do not plan on retiring anytime soon or moving. Neighborhoods are
well established, as are the amenities and programs that supported their now independent children through
school and college. The appeal of these kid‐friendly neighborhoods is now attracting a new generation of
young couples.
Savvy Suburbanites residents are well educated, well read, and well capitalized. Families include empty
nesters and empty nester wannabes, who still have adult children at home. Located in older neighborhoods
outside the urban core, their suburban lifestyle includes home remodeling and gardening plus the active
pursuit of sports and exercise. They enjoy good food and wine, plus the amenities of the city’s cultural events.
Married‐couple families occupy well over half of these suburban households. Most Home Improvement
residences are single‐family homes that are owner occupied, with only one‐fifth of the households occupied
by renters. Education and diversity levels are similar to the US as a whole. These families spend a lot of time

Kimmswick Great Streets – Market Analysis Report | 7

6.0%

47

$68K

on the go and therefore tend to eat out regularly. When at home, weekends are consumed with home
improvement and remodeling projects.
Residents in this large, growing segment are older, with more than half of all householders aged 55 or older;
many still live in the suburbs where they grew up. Most are professionals working in government, health care,
or manufacturing. These Baby Boomers are earning a comfortable living and benefitting from years of prudent
investing and saving. Their net worth is well above average. Many are enjoying the transition from child
rearing to retirement. They value their health and financial well‐being.

1.3 Employment
Primary Study Area residents work in a wide variety of industries but tend to commute to the Secondary
and Tertiary Study Area for their jobs. A plurality of Primary Study Area residents commuted to St. Louis
County for work (43%), with the next largest work destinations being Jefferson County (24%), and the City
of St. Louis (16%). Residents of the Primary Study Area work in a wide array of industries, with health care
and social assistance being the most represented sector, (14%), followed closely by retail trade (13%), and
manufacturing (9%).
Figure 8. Primary Study Area Residents Employment by Sector, 2015
   






 
     


   

  


Other includes:
Wholesale Trade
Admin & Support
Finance and Insurance
Public Administration
Management
Transportation

 


  
   


  


Source: U.S. Census Longitudinal Employer‐Household Dynamics Survey (LEHD) OnTheMap

1.3.1 St. Louis Regional Context

ground up construction, as some of the demand will be filled by existing vacancies. However, the
additional demand for office space may increase office rents, which in turn may drive new development
of ground‐up office space in the region.

1.3.2 Primary and Secondary Study Area Context
The vast majority of those working in the Primary Study Area commute in from outside the Primary
Study Area. Only 4% of Primary Study Area workers live within its boundaries, while the other 96%
commute in, primarily from the rest of Jefferson County (47%), St. Louis County (25%), and the City of St.
Louis (8%).
The Primary Study Area has had more robust employment growth compared to the Secondary Study
Area. The Primary Study Area contained just under 2,200 jobs as of 2015, a 15% increase from ten years
prior while the Secondary Study Area only grew by 1% during this time. The largest industry in the Primary
Study Area is administration & support, waste management and remediation with 770 jobs, or 35% of
total employment. However, this sector’s total employment has declined by 21% since 2006, with total
employment in the sector declining steadily following the Great Recession. At the same time, other sectors
grew in the Primary Study Area, including accommodation and food services (340 jobs, up 38% since
2006), retail trade (160 jobs, up 58%), and wholesale trade (110 jobs, up 53%). Collectively, this indicates
that historic employment sectors in the Primary Study Area focused on production of goods is in relative
decline, but the sale and distribution of goods and services are on the rise.
Among the four industries projected to grow fastest in the St. Louis region, the Primary Study Area has
seen double digit growth in all but one, indicating the Primary Study Area is positioned to capture some
of the employment growth projected regionally. Health care and social assistance is projected to see the
highest growth regionally, and the Primary Study Area saw 140% growth in this sector over the past
decade, indicating that the Primary Study Area is benefiting from regional growth in the sector.
Additionally, the Primary Study Area saw 38% growth over the past decade in accommodation and food
services, another sector expected to grow regionally. The Primary Study Area had 26% growth in the
regionally growing Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services sector. The only sector that the Primary
Study Area has not seen double digit growth in is the Finance and Insurance, where it grew 6%.

Employment in the St. Louis region is expected to grow by just under 5%, or 49,200 jobs, between 2014
and 2024. The St. Louis region, defined by the Missouri Economic Research and Information Center, is
comprised of Franklin, Jefferson, Saint Charles, and St. Louis Counties, and the City of St. Louis. As of 2014,
the region was home to just over 1 million jobs. The top sector for projected job growth is health care and
social assistance, with 20,500 new jobs (13% growth) expected to come to the region, followed by
professional, scientific, and technical services with 7,400 new jobs (13% growth), finance and insurance
with 5,400 new jobs (10% growth), and accommodation and food services with 4,800 new jobs (5%
growth).
Approximately 15,800 to 20,700 new office‐based jobs are projected to come to the St. Louis region
between 2014 and 2024. Growth in office‐based sectors will drive demand for additional office space.
Assuming an average office employee requires 225 square feet, these new jobs will require between 3.6
million and 4.7 million square feet of office space in the St. Louis region. Not all this space will require
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Figure 9. Primary Study Area Employment by Sector, 2015
 


  


Figure 10. Study Area Employment Percentage Growth by Sector, 2006 ‐ 2015
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Source: LEHD OnTheMap
1.3.3 While employment in the Primary Study Area has grown by 15%, employment in the Secondary
Study Area has been stagnate with only 1% growth since 2006. Retail, the largest sector in the Secondary
Study Area with 7,430 jobs, saw a 3% decline during the prior ten years. Other significant sectors in the
area have also seen declines, including construction (3,260 jobs, down 13%), manufacturing (2,600 jobs,
down 20%), and administration & support, waste management and remediation (2,300 jobs, down 19%).
Conversely, the following sectors have grown in the past ten years: accommodation and food services
(5,230 jobs, up 12%), health care and social assistance (5,480 jobs, up 24%), educational services (4,030
jobs, up 19%), and information (360 jobs, up 42%).
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1.4 Housing Market
The majority of housing in the Primary and Secondary Study Area are single‐family homes. There is a
total of 1,797 housing units within the Primary Study Area, 83% of which are single‐family homes. The
remaining units are primarily in 2 to 4‐unit buildings (6%) or are in mobile homes (10%). The median age
of units is 33 years. Given the population growth of the area in the 1990s and 2000s, a significant portion
of the area’s housing stock was built in those decades, with 25% of units built in the 1990s, and 16% of
units built in the 2000s.
The Secondary Study Area contains a total of 68,806 housing units, 80% of which are single‐family homes.
However, because it includes more urban areas with higher densities, there is a higher proportion of larger
multi‐family buildings, with 8% of units in 5 to 20‐unit buildings, and 3% in 20+ unit buildings.
After significant growth in the housing stock between 2000 and 2010, there has been no growth in the
number of housing units within the Primary Study Area since 2010. In 2010, there were 1,799 housing
units within the Primary Study Area, an increase of 13%, or 211 total units, from 2000. However, since
2000, the overall housing supply remained stagnate. Meanwhile the housing supply within the Secondary
Study Area grew faster than the Primary Study Area between 2000 and 2010, growing by 16%, or 9,360
units. Additionally, unlike the Primary Study Area, the Secondary Study Area added housing units between
2010 and 2015, with an additional 1,330 housing units built, representing 2% growth.
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Figure 11. Primary Study Area Housing Units, 2000 ‐ 2015

Figure 13. Vacancy Rate, 2000 – 2017




  
















Source: ACS




Figure 12. Secondary Study Area Housing Units, 2000 ‐ 2015

















Source: ACS
The vast majority of those living in the Primary and Secondary Study Areas own their homes rather than
rent. Within the Primary Study Area, 75% of households own their home, while 78% of households in the
Secondary Study Area own their home. The median home price is $153,000 in the Primary Study Area,
just slightly lower than the median home price in the Secondary Study Area ($168,000). Similarly, average
monthly rents in the Primary Study Area are slightly lower than that of the Secondary Study Area, ($600
compared to $670 per month). The Primary Study Area’s vacancy rate as of 2017 is 6.1%, essentially
unchanged from 2010 at 6.0%, but notably higher than the 2000 vacancy rate of 4.7%, likely because of
continued recovery from the Recession in 2008. The Secondary Study Area’s vacancy rate has been
consistently lower than that of the Primary Study Area. As of 2017, the Secondary Study Area’s vacancy
rate was 5.0%, down from the 2010 rate of 5.4%, but up from the 2000 rate of 3.8%.



 

Source: ESRI, US Census
Homes in the Primary Study Area sold for an average price of $161 per square foot. However, within the
City of Kimmswick, only two homes were sold in 2016, according to Redfin. One, a 3‐bedroom, 2‐bathroom
home, sold in 2016 for $170,000, or $68 per square foot. The second, a 3‐bedroom, 1‐bathroom home,
sold in 2017 for $118,000, or $110 PSF. The higher prices achieved by homes within the Primary Study
Area but outside the City of Kimmswick may be a result of the newer and larger housing stock available in
these areas.

1.5 Visitor and Tourism Market
1.5.1 Regional Context
St. Louis, home to a wide variety of world class attractions and activities, has a strong base of tourism,
hosting nearly 26 million visitors per year. Visitors spend over $5 billion dollars in St. Louis each year, with
the average 3‐person visitor party spending $801 during their stay.1 While there is a presence of national
and international tourists to St. Louis, the core base of tourists reside within 200 to 500 miles of the city.2
Within St. Louis, there are numerous activities for tourists to enjoy, many of which are free and are
clustered in and around Forest Park. The Saint Louis Zoo hosts 3 million visitors of all ages each year to
see the over 600 species of animals held by the Zoo. In 2011 – 2012, just under two thirds of visitors to
the Zoo came from the St. Louis metro area, indicating that though there is a draw outside the region, the
core of visitors is local.3 Also within Forest Park is the Saint Louis Art Museum, which houses 30,000 works
of art and draws approximately 350,000 visitors per year. Directly across from Forest Park is the Saint

1

https://explorestlouis.com/press‐release/st‐louis‐tourism‐facts/

2

http://www.bistatedev.org/2016/05/20/table‐experts‐state‐tourism‐st‐louis‐region/

3 https://www.stlmag.com/news/think‐again/Think‐Again‐St‐Louis‐Tourism‐Moment/
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Louis Science Center, a family‐oriented attraction featuring a variety of science‐based exhibits and
activities. The Missouri History Museum rounds out the Forest Park free attractions. For many of these
institutions, a substantial portion of their visitation occurs during special events including parades and
concerts, indicating that events are a strong driver of local and tourist recreational activity.

Figure 14. Notable Regional Attractions

The most iconic attraction within St. Louis is the Gateway Arch at the Thomas Jefferson National Expansion
Memorial. Two million visitors come to the park annually, a portion of whom pay $13 for a tram ride to
the top and $20 for a site seeing riverboat boat cruise.4 Once per year, there is a day trip from the
Memorial to Kimmswick via this riverboat. Nearby is Busch Stadium, home to the St. Louis Cardinals and
an annual attendance of 3.4 million.

30 ‐ 35 Minute Drive

Anheuser‐Busch Brewery anchors the region’s food and beverage tourism. As the original home to the
one of the most widely consumed beers in the world, the Anheuser‐Busch brewery draws more than
400,000 visitors each year with its mix of free and paid tours, events, and a biergarten. Other local
breweries in the region offering tours or tastings include 4 Hand Brewing Company, Schlafy, and Urban
Chestnut in the City of St. Louis, and Main & Mill Brewing Company in Festus, reflecting an emerging craft
brewery scene outside of Anheuser‐Busch.
St. Louis is also home to the America’s Center Convention Complex, which hosted 44 major conventions
in FY2017. Explore St. Louis, the local tourism organization, booked a total of 452 meetings or conventions
for the St. Louis area, representing over 575,000 room nights filled, underscoring the size and importance
of non‐leisure visitation to the region.

20 Minute Drive

Closer to Kimmswick in Imperial is the Mastodon State Historic Site. Home to a significant archeological
and paleontological site, the site hosted over 565,000 visitors in 2017 who took advantage of its
archeological museum, hiking trails, picnic sites, and playground.5

1.5.2 Kimmswick– Event Programming
Kimmswick has developed a regional reputation as a destination with charming historic buildings,
authentic character, and a plethora of locally owned shops and boutiques. This unique setting has also
helped Kimmswick establish a strong identity as a destination for numerous festivals and other events of
varying sizes throughout the year that attract thousands of visitors and support local businesses and
attractions. These include the following:

https://www.gatewayarch.com/Media‐Center/News‐and‐Press‐Release‐Archive/04_2015/Tourism‐to‐Jefferson‐
National‐Expansion‐Memorial‐C.aspx
4

http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/govt‐and‐politics/the‐most‐popular‐state‐parks‐in‐
missouri/collection_7db93fb8‐795e‐5e3c‐8109‐cbfd8826715d.html

5
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Apple Butter Festival: Held on the last full
weekend of October, the Apple Butter Festival is
the largest event hosted in Kimmswick. The
festival attracts over 100,000 attendees with its
500+ food, drink, and craft vendors, and
features live entertainment including music, a
petting zoo, and rides for children. The festival
effectively takes over the city and turns it into a
large festival ground over a two‐day weekend
period.
Witches Night Out: A Halloween‐themed event
held exclusively for women over 21 in mid‐October,
that features music and entertainment, food, wine
tasting, discounted shopping, and a costume
contest. The event regularly sells‐out, with 4,000
tickets sold for $25 per person.

Cookie Walk: Held in early December, the
Cookie
Walk
draws
3,000‐5,000
attendees each year and features
buildings decorated for Christmas,
carolers, carriage rides, and local shops
and restaurants giving away specially
made cookies to participants that
correspond with a cookbook containing
each shop’s individual cookie recipe.



Strawberry Festival: Held annually over a full weekend in early June, the Strawberry Festival
brings over 200 craft, food, vendor and corporate
booths to city, and draws X number of visitors each
year. PENDING FIGURES FROM STAKEHOLDERS
The city’s shops and restaurants are all open selling
strawberry‐themed items. Additionally, the
festival brings in musical performers to perform
throughout the city.



River Music Festival: Held at the Anheuser Estate in August, the music fest features BBQ prepared
by some of the areas pre‐eminent grill masters, horseback riding for kids, raffles, and musical
performances. This festival and draws X number of visitors each year. PENDING FIGURES FROM
STAKEHOLDERS
Father’s Day Car Show: An annual car show displaying all makes and models of cars, trucks, and
motorcycles, drawing X number of visitors each year.
PENDING FIGURES FROM STAKEHOLDERS



1.5.3 Kimmswick– Other Attractions
Anheuser Estate ‐ Kimmswick is home to the 95‐year old Anheuser Estate, which houses the ancestral
home of Fred and Mabel Ruth Anheuser, the great grandson of the founder of the company that would
eventually become Anheuser‐Busch Brewing Company. The home is situated on 23 acres of park‐like
setting, within walking distance of downtown Kimmswick. The Estate offers occasional tours to the public,
and according to the Estate’s operators has become one of the region’s top wedding venues, hosting
numerous weddings in its gazebo. The Estate is also considering expanding its availability for private
events, including hosting business conferences and retreats. Today, the Estate is owned by the City of
Kimmswick and operating by a board of directors. [Adding in more details about the number of events
and operations of the Estate pending information from Alta team and stakeholders].
Kimmswick Historical Society‐ The Kimmswick Historical Society celebrates Kimmswick’s history with
displays of Kimmswick memorabilia in a rotating exhibit of historical pictures, artifacts, and maps.
Additionally, the Society offers self‐guided or guided walking and driving tours to visitors, so they can fully
experience the richness of Kimmswick’s history and historic charm. [Adding in more details about
visitation historical society operations, and heritage trails pending information from Alta team and
stakeholders].
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Visitor Center – The Kimmswick Visitor Center is located in the Maul House, built in 1872. It was
transformed in 1978 into the Kimmswick Visitor Center. The Visitor Center, run by volunteers and
sustained by contributions from local merchants, contains brochures, souvenirs, and information on
Kimmswick and its merchants and restaurants. The Visitor Center is open 11am to 3pm Monday through
Friday and 11am to 4pm on Saturdays and Sundays. Information about the Center is available on their
Facebook page, “Historic Kimmswick Visitor Center.”

Figure 15. Retail Nodes in Secondary Study Area

1.6 Retail Market
Within the region, people have a diverse set of options when choosing where to shop, ranging from the
non‐chain shops and restaurants that characterize the retail offerings in Kimmswick, to the big‐box stores
and national chains that dominate the Secondary Study Area. Fully understanding the existing supply of
retail offerings within the Study Areas, and the potential customers for that retail is a necessary step to
formulate scenarios and programs.

1.6.1 Regional Retail Context
The Secondary Study Area is characterized by national tenants, which serves the day‐to‐day needs of
the Primary and Secondary Trade Area’s residents and workers. The retail and dining environment within
the Secondary Study Area is dominated by clusters of malls, big box stores, and strip malls. North of
Kimmswick in Arnold there is a Target, a Walmart, multiple other big box stores, and several strip malls,
one of which features a movie theater. Further north in Mehlville is the South Country Center, an enclosed
mall, and an adjacent Costco. South of Kimmswick there are several clusters of activity within Festus,
which includes another Walmart, Home Depot and Lowe’s.
Further from the I‐55 in downtown Festus there is a compact, walkable strip along Main Street that
provides the closest comparable district to Kimmswick. On Main Street, there are multiple bars and
restaurants, including a coffee shop and a brewery, clothing boutiques, antique and novelty shops. This
strip is distinguished from Kimmswick by its more urban feel. However, this area represents the most
direct competition for retail and food and beverage spending in the Secondary Study Area.

Source: ESRI, CoStar
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1.6.2 Kimmswick Retail Context

Figure 17. Distribution of Kimmswick Retail Businesses by Category

The City of Kimmswick contains a cluster of small, local businesses that collectively contribute to its
identity as a small city with a host of interesting, mom and pop businesses. There are 36 retail businesses
that operate a storefront within the city, none of which are chains. The stores are concentrated on Mill,
Front, and Market streets, and are all within reasonable walking distance of one another.

Food & Beverage, 5

Among the stores, there is a concentration of antique, craft, and novelty stores. Front and Market Gifts,
Pattington Station, Sparrow and Mason, Shabby Chic Painted Rooster, the Latest Craze, the Purple Pickle,
Cherrikas, Kimmswick Korner, Savannah Rose, and the Glass Action all sell a mix of novelty items. Design
Haus and Boat House Village both sell mostly antiques, while the Little Picket Fence, Quinns Quirks, A Lil’
Bit of Bliss, Stamp Pad and Me‐Maws Cabin sell primarily crafts. There is also a small collection of clothing
stores, including Dolled Up KIDZ, Cozy Cottage and Mississippi Mud Gallery & Gifts. Taken collectively, the
shops offer a visitors and residents a unique shopping experience that cannot be replicated nearby.
There is also a small cluster of food and beverage options within the city. Blue Owl is a renowned bakery,
famous for its Levee High Apple Pie. Smokee Robinson’s is a Cajun restaurant focusing on smoked meats.
The Dough Depot is a local café that serves lunch options, along with wine and beer. The Spicery of
Kimmswick sells a mix of spices, teas, and coffee, though there isn’t room inside to consume beverages.
The Delta Queen Port of Call, the newest restaurant in the city, is home to the Delta Queen riverboat’s
collection, and features American style food with a full bar.
Figure 16. Kimmswick Retail Businesses

Novelty, 11

Crafts, 5

Clothing, 3
B&B, 2

Other, 7
Antique, 3

Source: Alta Team
While there are many shops in the area, few stay open late, giving Kimmswick a reputation as a city
that shuts down after 5pm. Interviews with local stakeholders indicated that most shops did not provide
late hours, meaning during the week the city doesn’t serve a working population. This lack of late hours
extended to most of the restaurants in the area, except the Delta Queen Port of Call and Smokee
Robinson’s.

1.7 Delta Queen and the Port of Kimmswick
The Delta Queen, an authentic steam‐powered riverboat is a major new attraction planned for Kimmswick
in the near future. Preparations are being made by the Jefferson County, Missouri Port Authority to
construct a landing to accommodate the Delta Queen as well as mooring facilities for other potential
cruise ships and boat traffic on the Mississippi River.
The Delta Queen with a passenger capacity of 176, originally operated from 1927 to the 1940s to ferry
passengers between San Francisco and Sacramento. In the 1940s, the Delta Queen was ferried to the
Mississippi River where it was rehabbed and operated until 1966, when Congress passed the first Safety
at Sea law that prohibited the Delta Queen from operating as an overnight passenger ship. However,
between 1966 and 2008, the Delta Queen operated up and down the Mississippi River through a series of
legislative exemptions from Coast Guard safety standards, utilizing Cincinnati and New Orleans as its
primary ports of call. From 2009 until 2014, the Delta Queen operated as a floating hotel based in
Chattanooga, Tennessee. Since 2014, it has been docked in Louisiana awaiting a new legislative exemption
that will allow it to carry passengers on overnight trips. Once the Delta Queen receives a new legislative
exemption, Kimmswick will become its primary port of call. As of February 2018, the Senate passed a bill
that grants this exemption, but the House is yet to act on corresponding legislation. Delta Queen operators
project they will be able to cruise within X‐Y months of legislation being passed. [To be filled in pending
stakeholder input].

Source: Alta Team
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The Delta Queen is a National Historic Landmark and is the last remaining authentic overnight steamboat.
Unlike its modern counterparts, which utilize diesel‐electric propellers in addition to the paddlewheel, the
Delta Queen’s paddlewheel is fully steam powered, and provides the only source of propulsion for the
boat. Moreover, the Delta Queen was built with a wooden frame, a key differentiator between it and its
steel‐framed modern counterparts. These elements of authenticity are the sources of its regulatory
difficulties but is also a key reason why the Delta Queen has built a significant domestic and international
following.
Figure 18. The Delta Queen

boarding at 3pm. The Delta Queen Steamboat Company anticipates most passengers will arrive in St. Louis
the night before their cruise, and will likely not stay in Kimmswick, though they plan to bring passengers
to the city at about 12pm, providing them three hours to explore the town, with passengers from the
previous cruise leaving the city at the same time.

The Delta Queen Steamboat Company, the
current operators of the Delta Queen,
selected Kimmswick in part because of
quaint feel of the city. The city’s small
riverfront town charm enhanced the its
appeal as a port of call for the Delta Queen.
Additionally, the city’s strategic position
close to St. Louis, a key hinge point along the
Mississippi
River
for
riverboats,
strengthened the city’s relative appeal.

The Delta Queen Steamboat Company
plans to dock the Delta Queen at Kimmswick 20 – 25 days per year. As the primary port of call, the Delta
Queen will exclusively utilize Kimmswick as a starting or ending point for its cruises, rather than an
intermediate stop. This means that each time the Delta Queen docks in Kimmswick, up to 352 passengers
will be embarking and/or disembarking the boat. Additionally, according to the operators, passengers on
steamboat cruises tend to be over 50 years old.
The Delta Queen will only operate in Kimmswick from June through December. The Delta Queen will be
seasonal, driven by river levels that can be too high in the northern portion of the Mississippi for riverboats
to operate. During the off‐season, the Delta Queen will operate elsewhere. There may also be limited
additional visitors to Kimmswick to see memorabilia at the Delta Queen Port of Call Restaurant throughout
the year.
Because of the high‐ticket prices, steamboat cruise passengers tend to be well‐off. The Delta Queen
Steam Boat Company anticipates charging approximately $450 – $500 per person per night on the Delta
Queen, and reports its passengers as being financially well‐off.
The Delta Queen has a historically international passenger base, and frequently attracts repeat guests.
The Delta Queen, largely because of its heritage and historic roots, historically drew a substantial foreign
visitor crowd, with approximately half of the passengers coming from outside the U.S. Additionally, during
previous operations, a substantial number of Delta Queen passengers were repeat guests to the boat,
comprising between 25 – 50% of passengers on any given voyage.
Delta Queen passengers embarking and disembarking in Kimmswick will have time to explore
Kimmswick before and after their cruise. On a typical day the Delta Queen will be in port, passengers
ending their cruise will disembark between 8 and 9am, while their passengers for the next cruise will begin
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2.0 FINDINGS
Methodology Callout Box.

2.1 Retail Gap Analysis

Existing retail supply was calculated using ESRI Business Analyst for the Secondary Study Area.
Primary and Secondary Study Area residents retail demand was also calculated using ESRI
Business Analyst.

There are three types of potential consumers for Kimmswick goods. The first category of consumers is
Primary and Secondary Study Area residents, (4,491 residents in the Primary area, 173,950 in the
Secondary area). The second category is those who work in the Primary Study Area but live outside of the
Primary Study Area (2,105 workers). The third category of potential consumers are visitors to Kimmswick
from outside the combined Primary and Secondary Study Area, estimated by the proportion of visitors to
the Apple Butter Festival and Cookie Walk who live outside the Secondary Study Area. While there are
likely other people and visitors who spend money in Kimmswick (e.g. non‐event day visitors and future
Delta Queen visitors), these three groups represent the largest spending groups.

Primary Study Area worker demand was calculated first by utilizing the OnTheMap tool of the U.S.
Census Bureau to identify the number of workers who work in the Study Area but live outside the
Primary Study Area then multiplying that number by the average annual spending per worker by
retail category as estimated by ICSC, assuming 50 work weeks per year.
Visitor demand was calculated utilizing survey data collected by the Alta team for the Apple Butter
Festival and the Cookie Walk. The number of visitors was calculated by multiplying the estimated
annual attendance of those two events by proportion of survey respondents for the respective
events living outside the Secondary Study Area. Then, this figure was multiplied by the propensity
of individuals to spend in certain spending categories and the median purchase amount per
individual. Note, visitor demand does not include visitor spending for non‐event days, or other
festivals without associated survey data and thus is a conservative total visitor spending estimate.

Figure 19. Study Areas

The total supportable square footage was calculated by dividing the total retail gap by the average
sales per square foot for each category as defined in ULI’s Dollars and Cents of Shopping Centers.
A retail gap analysis was conducted to show spending potential of those living and working in the Primary
and Secondary area compared to existing sales in three general retail categories.





Convenience retail: Grocery stores, health and personal care stores, liquor stores, and other
stores selling miscellaneous goods and services used on a daily basis that consumers are unlikely
to travel long distances to purchase. The main consumers are Primary Study Area residents and
workers.
Food and drinking retail: Bars and restaurants. The main consumers are Primary and Secondary
Study Area residents, Primary Study Area workers, and visitors.
Destination retail: Clothing and accessory stores, home improvement and furniture stores, gift
and hobby stores, and other similar establishments that represent purchases for which consumers
are willing to travel. The main consumers are Primary and Secondary Study Area residents,
Primary Study Area workers, and visitors.

A retail gap indicates that people today are going elsewhere for these particular goods suggesting that if
a shop of this kind were to open, there could be support for this type of merchandise. Where existing
sales exceed spending it is an indication that people are coming from outside an area to shop and dine.
Therefore, the area has become a hub for this retail typology.
An analysis of the current supply of retail across these three typologies in the Primary and Secondary
Study Areas, and the spending potential from residents, employees, and visitors show a retail gap for all
three segments of the retail market that follows. Some, though not all of this gap can be captured in
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Kimmswick by a mix of existing and new businesses, specifically through opening new establishments and
extending the business hours and availability of existing establishments.





Convenience Retail: There is a gap that could support up to 2,000 square feet of additional retail
space distributed throughout the Primary Study Area.
Food and Beverage: There is significant unmet spending potential that could support up to 67,000
square feet of additional food and beverage space within the combined Primary and Secondary
Study Area.
Destination goods: There is a gap in certain subcategories including furniture, building materials,
electronics.

Figure 20. Retail Gap Analysis
Trade Area
Trade Area
Resident
Worker
Spending
Spending
Type of Retail
Potential
Potential
Convenience
Retail
$5.2M
$1.8M
Food & Drinking
Retail
$229.7M
$1.5M
Destination Retail (Categories with gap)
Furniture &
Home
Furnishings
$72.3M
$0.1M
Building
Materials &
Supplies
$163.5M
$0.1M
Sporting
Goods/Hobby/
Musical
Instruments
$56.2M
$0.1M
Electronics &
Appliance
$67.6M
$1.4M

Visitor
Spending
Potential6
‐

Spending
Gap

Total Additional
Supportable SF

$1.7M

2,000

$18.5M

67,000

‐

$33.6M

125,200

‐

$20.1M

41,200

$14.0M

78,700

$39.8M

115,700

$0.5M

$0.5M
‐

28th and 29th, 2017 and the Cookie Walk, held between December 1st and 3rd, 2017. Two hundred and
forty‐seven survey responses during the Apple Butter festival and 135 responses during the Cookie Walk
were collected. Additionally, for comparison, the Alta Team collected survey data from visitors on non‐
event days between December 4th and December 10th.

Source: HR&A Advisors, ESRI, ICSC
In addition to existing sources of spending potential, the arrival of the Delta Queen will serve to increase
the total potential spending in the area through introducing new visitors to Kimmswick, increasing the
size of the spending gap.

2.2 Visitor Market ‐ Event Visitation
To better understand who attends to Kimmswick festivals and what opportunities these visitors bring to
Kimmswick, the Alta Team conducted a survey of visitors to the Apple Butter Festival, held on October
Visitor spending potential was calculated for the Apple Butter festival and Cookie Walk based on survey data
collected by the Alta Team, and does not include non‐event day visitor spending potential.

6
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Figure 21. Survey Results Summary
Dates of Survey
Number of Responses
Median Travel Party Size
Median Number of Adults per
Party
Percentage coming to Kimmswick
Once per Month or More
Percentage coming to Kimmswick
Once per Year or Less
Median Age Range
Median Income Range
Adult Women : Men Ratio
Median Total Spending per Party

Figure 23. Residence of Apple Butter Festival Survey Takers

Apple Butter
Festival
10/28 – 10/29
247
3

Cookie Walk
12/1 – 12/3
135
3

Non‐Event Days
12/4 – 12/10
97
2

2

2

2

9%

19%

45%

62%
35 ‐ 44
$50,000 ‐ $74,999
3:1
$80

36%
55 ‐ 64
$50,000 ‐ $74,999
6:1
$80

28%
45 – 54
$50,000 ‐ $74,999
5:1
$50

Source: Alta Team Survey

Apple Butter Survey Findings
Apple Butter festival visitors are not regular visitors to Kimmswick. The plurality of Apple Butter Festival‐
goers visit Kimmswick once a year (36%), indicating that Apple Butter is the only time they visit the city.
Another large contingent of Apple Butter Festival‐goers only visit Kimmswick on a quarterly or semi‐
annual basis (30%). For many, the Apply Butter Festival was their first time visiting Kimmswick (17%). All
visitors present the opportunity for the city to attract them for repeat visits.
Figure 22. Frequency of Kimmswick Visits by Survey Respondents



Source: Alta Team Survey





 

 

 
 


 


  









  

Source: Alta Team Survey
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Apple Butter Festival visitors come from all over the Saint Louis region. While the highest concentration
of visitors is from the area immediately surrounding Kimmswick, the Apple Butter festival draws visitors
from throughout the region. Indeed, 87% of Apple Butter festival goers live in the St. Louis‐St. Charles‐
Farmington combined statistical area. Of those from outside the St. Louis‐St. Charles‐Farmington CSA, 6%
live in Missouri, 2% live in Illinois, and the balance coming from Arkansas, California, Florida, Kentucky,
Michigan, and New Jersey. Seven percent of visitors indicated they were staying in the area overnight,
most of whom spent the night in a private home. Additionally, 93% of visitors said that Kimmswick was
their only destination for the day, meaning for most festival goes, attending the Apple Butter Festival is a
full‐day event.
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Apple Butter Festival goers were concentrated in the middle of the income bracket range. The plurality
of Apple Butter Festival‐goers’ household income is $75,000 – $99,999 (24%). There are notably fewer
visitors on both extreme ends of the income distribution, with 6% of Apply Butter visitors reporting
household incomes below $25,000, and 5% reporting household incomes above $150,000.

Figure 24. Age Distribution of Survey Takers

Figure 26. Income Distribution of Survey Takers



























 




 





  


Source: Alta Team Survey
The Apple Butter Festival draws a wide range of visitors in terms of age. The ages of Apple Butter Festival
goers are evenly distributed, with a nearly equal distribution of people falling within the 25 – 34, 35 – 44,
45 –54, and 55 – 64 age ranges. There are notably fewer visitors in the 65+ age cohort, especially
compared with non‐event day visitors. Despite the relatively high concentration of 25 – 55‐year‐olds
among the visitor population, relatively few visitors (17%) reported having children in their visiting party.
Overall, this demonstrates that events are an important way for Kimmswick to attract a younger
population that otherwise may not visit the city.
Apple Butter Festival attendees are predominantly women. The individuals who responded to surveys
were part of parties that collectively contained nearly 800 people. Of these party members, 67% were
women. Among the nearly 250 survey respondents, only six were in groups that had no adult women,
indicating that women are the primary motivators of travel parties coming to the Apple Butter festival.
Conversely, nearly 50% of groups contained no adult men.
Figure 25. Total Number of Reported Party Members Among Apple Butter Festival Survey Respondents

 



   

Source: Alta Team Survey
Festival goers spent their money on a variety of goods, but food and beverages purchased from festival
vendors was the most frequent type of purchase. Across all categories of purchases, Apple Butter visitors
reported spending money at festival vendors more frequently than their local brick and mortar (B&M)
counterparts. Average and median purchases for festival vendors and brick and mortar stores were similar
in clothing/home accessories, and gift categories, however average and median spending at brick and
mortar restaurants was significantly higher than that of festival food and beverage vendors, potentially
reflecting the more substantial food options available at restaurants compared to vendors. In total, based
on reported attendance and extrapolating spending patterns from the Alta Team survey data, the Apple
Butter Festival generates approximately $2.55 million in total spending in Kimmswick.
Figure 27. Percentage of Apple Butter Visitors Reporting Spending by Purchase Type
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Source: Alta Team Survey
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Figure 28. Apple Butter Festival Median Reported Spending per Party (median party contains 3 people)








Cookie Walk Survey Findings



Figure 30. Residence of Cookie Walk Survey Takers








   

 

Source: Alta Team Survey
Figure 29. Apple Butter Festival Respondent Spending Patterns
Percentage
Median Purchase
Type of Spending
Reporting Spending Amount (Per Party7)
B&M Restaurant
48%
$35
Festival Food Vendor
53%
$20
B&M Gift Shop
35%
$50
Festival Gift Vendor
43%
$50
B&M Clothing/Home
Accessories
12%
$45
Festival Clothing/Home
Accessory Vendor
19%
$50

Kimmswic
Average Purchase
Amount (Per Party)
$50
$32
$67
$77
$62
$64

Source: Alta Team Survey
Festival goers had a wide variety of suggestions about additional activities the city could offer to
enhance its appeal outside the context of the festival. Twenty‐seven percent of survey respondents
suggested new offerings, the most common being for additional restaurants and food options (38% of
those responding). Many were specifically interested in the Blue Owl lengthening its business hours and
expanding the number of days per week it opens. Coffee and tea shops, beer and wine options, and BBQ
options were all mentioned as potential additions. More shops were also a common request, but
respondents did not specify the types of shops.

7

The Cookie Walk draws from throughout the St. Louis region, but participants are most heavily
concentrated in the area immediately surrounding Kimmswick. Though the geography of people
attending is relatively similar to Apple Butter, there are fewer visitors those from outside the immediate
Kimmswick area.
Cookie Walk participants come to Kimmswick more frequently than Apple Butter Festival visitors, but
not nearly as frequently as non‐event day visitors. A plurality (43%) of Cookie Walk participants visit
Kimmswick once a quarter or semi‐annually. Additionally, 19% of Cookie Walk participants come to
Kimmswick on a weekly or monthly basis. This suggests an opportunity to increase the number of small‐
scale events to turn these occasional visitors into more frequent visitors.

The median travel party had 3 people

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Source: Alta Team Survey
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Cookie Walk participants are a relatively older population, and like Apple Butter Festival goers and non‐
event day visitors, are predominantly women. Over 60% of participants were 55 or older, and 25% of
participants were 25 – 45. Seventy‐three percent of all party members were women. There was also a
comparable proportion of children attendees at the Cookie Walk and Apple Butter Festival, with 15% of
party members being under 18.

Cookie Walk participants spent money at Kimmswick shops and restaurants more frequently than Apple
Butter visitors, and purchase amounts tended to be comparable or slightly higher. Given that there are
no temporary vendors for the Cookie Walk, it is unsurprising that there is a higher spending rates at B&M
shops during the Cookie Walk when compared to the Apple Butter Festival. In total, based on survey data
and reported attendance, the Cookie Walk generates between $73,000 and $120,000 in total spending in
Kimmswick.
Figure 31. Cookie Walk Respondent Spending Patterns
Percentage
Median Purchase
Type of Spending
Reporting Spending
Amount (Per Party8)
Restaurant
75%
$40
Gift Shop
63%
$50
Clothing/Home
Accessories
23%
$50

Average Purchase
Amount (Per Party)
$60
$115
$69

Source: Alta Team Survey

8
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The median travel party had 3 people
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Cookie Walk participants wanted access to additional restrooms. Of those who responded to the
question, 40% suggested Kimmswick add more public restrooms. Respondents also suggested a winery or
wine shop, a sports bar, new restaurants, a coffee shop, a décor shop, a bait shop, an ice cream store, a
toy store, and a skating rink.
Figure 32. Survey Taker Suggestions by Keyword
Apple
Butter
Cookie Walk
Suggestion
Responses
Responses
Restaurants
25
8
No Change
8
0
Alcohol (Bar or Store)
6
3
Shops
6
4
More Seating
5
0
Kids Activities & Shops
3
2
Blacksmith
2
0
Christmas Shops
2
0
Coffee Shop
2
2
Craft Shops
2
0
More Events
2
2
More Restrooms
2
8
Bed & Breakfast
1
0
Clothing Shop
1
1
Non‐Alcoholic Drinks
1
0
Medical Marijuana
1
0
Non‐Smoking Area
1
0
Tea Shop
1
2
Warming
1
0
Woodcarving
1
0
Grocery
0
3
Bait Shop
0
2
Décor Shop
0
2
Men’s Activities
0
2
Later Hours for Shops
0
1
Make Up Shop
0
1
Museum
0
1
New Vendors
0
1
Skating Rink
0
1
Antique Shops
0
0
Sporting Shops
0
0
Quilt Shops
0
0
Library
0
0

Non‐Event Day
Responses
4
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
1

To better understand who visits Kimmswick during non‐event days, the Alta Team conducted a survey of
visitors between December 4th and December 10th by placing surveys in Kimmswick shops. Ninety‐eight
people responded to the survey. Note, information on event‐day visitors can be found later in this report.
Kimmswick visitors on non‐event days tend to be from the areas immediately surrounding the city. Most
of these visitors are from the Primary Study Area, although there are a small number of visitors who come
in from elsewhere in the St. Louis region.
Figure 33. Residence of Non‐Event Day Kimmswick Visitors

Kimmswic

Source: Alta Team Survey

Source: Alta Team Survey

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

2.3 Visitor Market – Non‐Event Visitation

Non‐event day Kimmswick visitors tend to visit frequently. Twenty‐five percent of non‐event day visitors
report visiting Kimmswick on a weekly basis, while 20% visit monthly, and an additional 26% visit semi‐
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annually/quarterly. This indicates that the base of existing visitors to Kimmswick are loyal to the city, and
today have sufficient reason to repeatedly return to Kimmswick.
Notably, most non‐event day Kimmswick visitors are women. Among the nearly 320 people in travel
parties that were captured by the survey 80% were adult women.
Figure 34. Total Number of Reported Party Members Among Non‐Event Day Survey Takers by Gender &
Age




 

 

The majority of non‐event day spending is at Kimmswick restaurants. Eighty‐seven percent of survey
respondents report spending money during their trip at eating and drinking establishments, with a median
purchase per party of $30. Fewer visitors (37%) reported spending money at gift shops. However, both
the median purchase amount ($45) and the average purchase amount ($65) were higher than that spent
at restaurants, indicating that though restaurants drive much of the day‐to‐day economic activity in
Kimmswick, there is still significant spending occurring at gift and clothing stores.
Figure 36. Non‐Event Day Spending Patterns
Type of Spending
Eating/Drinking
Gift Shop
Clothing/Home
Accessories


   

Percentage
Reporting Spending
87%
37%

Median Purchase
Amount (Per
Party9)
$30
$45

Average Purchase
Amount (Per Party)
$6010
$65

11%

$50

$55

Source: Alta Team Survey

Source: Alta Team Survey

Non‐event day visitors currently are relatively older. Twenty eight percent non‐event day visitors are
aged 65 and older, while an additional 38% are in the 45 – 64 age cohort. However, despite the relatively
lower proportion of those aged 25 – 44 (20%), there are opportunities for Kimmswick to attract more
younger visitors.

Non‐event day visitors provided a range of suggestions for additional Kimmswick activities. Of the 22
survey responses that included a suggestion for additional activities, the most common was for additional
food or beverage options, with six respondents suggesting various kinds (including a bakery, craft
brewery, and coffee shop). Shopping was also a popular request; respondents suggested a quilt shop, a
sporting goods or fishing store, antique stores, and a furniture store. Some respondents suggested that
the city host concerts, some were interested in a river cruise, and others suggested more things for men
generally.

There is a wide variation in the household incomes of non‐event day visitors, with no obvious pattern of
distribution of incomes. Among the non‐event day visitor population, there are relatively fewer
households with household incomes under $25,000, but a substantially higher proportion of households
with household incomes between $75,000 – $99,999. Overall, the incomes of non‐event day visitors
appear to be slightly higher than that of Primary Study Area residents, indicating that Kimmswick has an
existing base of assets that can draw in populations with higher spending potential.
Figure 35. Household Income Distribution, 2017








Figure 37. Non‐Event Day Visitor Suggestions by Keyword
Number of
Suggestion
Responses
Restaurants
4
Antique Shops
2
Coffee Shops
2
Concerts
2
Men’s Activities
2
Quilt Shops
2
Shops
2
Sporting Shops
2
Décor Shops
1
Library
1
Better Sidewalks
1

9

  

 

  

   

The median travel party had 2 people.

Five respondents from the same travel party reported spending over $250 in their party, potentially inflating this
figure

10

Source: ESRI, Alta Team Survey
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Source: Alta Team Survey

Figure 39. The Viking Sky Riverboat

Tthe Delta Queen offers an opportunity to increase the number of non‐event day visitors. The existing
assets in Kimmswick, with its history, small‐town charm, and cluster of locally‐owned craft and gift shops,
restaurants, cafes, are appealing to an older, wealthier demographic. The Anheuser Estate, a magnificent
and historic asset on the water described earlier, is another potential beneficiary of Delta Queen related
activity, particularly because steamboat passengers tend to be interested in heritage‐based activities,
including tours of historic sites and lectures on topics of relevant historic significance at the Estate.
However, the opportunities offered just by the Delta Queen will be limited by the relatively low total
number of visitors it will bring to Kimmswick each year. The Delta Queen will be in port 20 – 25 days per
year, and each day it is in port, drawing approximately 350 visitors to the town per docking. In total, there
will be an additional 7,000 – 8,750 visitors per year from Delta Queen passengers alone, distributed from
June through December. During the days the Delta Queen is embarking and disembarking passengers
there will be significant opportunity for merchants to capture passenger spending. However, because
these surges are only 25 day each year, these visitors alone cannot sustain Kimmswick’s small businesses.
Assuming riverboat passengers will have spending patterns in brick and mortar stores comparable to
Apple Butter Festival‐goers with household incomes above $75,000, these additional 7,000 – 8,750 visitors
could generate $140,300 – $175,350 in additional local spending.
Figure 38. Estimated Spending Potential of Delta Queen Passengers in Kimmswick
Food and
Gifts
Clothing/Home
Beverage
Accessories
Median Spending per Person
$16.67
$23.33
$22.00
Percentage of Visitors
Purchasing Goods
47%
41%
12%
Low Estimate (7,000 Visitors)
$54,850
$67,000
$18,500
High Estimate (8,750 Visitors)
$68,550
$83,700
$23,100

Total
‐
‐
$140,300
$175,350

Source: Alta Team Apple Butter Survey, Interview with Delta Queen Steamboat Company Operators
Delta Queen passengers may be a small potential overnight lodging establishment within the city. The
Delta Queen Steamboat Company will likely utilize hotels in downtown St. Louis to accommodate
passengers who arrive in St. Louis a day before the cruise departs. However, passenger visits to Kimmswick
may establish future demand for overnight lodging in the city for subsequent visitors through positive
experiences in the city and world of mouth.

2.4 Assessing the Expansion Potential for the Kimmswick Port of Call
Viking, which is based in Switzerland but has a U.S. office in California, currently offers river cruises
across Europe, Egypt, and Asia, has expressed interest in entering the U.S. market. Should Viking express
interest in moving to Kimmswick, there could an opportunity for Kimmswick to expand the number of
businesses and activities oriented towards younger users. However, Jones Act regulations, which require
that all vessels that operate between domestic U.S. ports must carry a U.S. flag and that all such vessels
be built in a U.S shipyard, currently hamper this expansion.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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There are two primary riverboat
companies operating overnight
cruises on the Mississippi River,
however, both already have ports of
call in the St. Louis region, making it
unlikely they will move to
Kimmswick. American Cruise Lines,
the largest operator of overnight
cruises on the Mississippi, has two
boats, the Queen of the Mississippi
(149 passenger capacity) and America (185 passenger capacity) in operation, and a third modern boat,
American Song expected to begin operations in September 2018. American Cruise Line already has a port
in the St. Louis region, with multiple cruises originating or finishing in the area. These cruises range in
duration, price, and destination. Typically, cruises start at just over $500 per night per stateroom, which
is less expensive than the Delta Queen’s rates.
Several of the American Cruise Lines pass by Kimmswick, including the 22‐day Complete Mississippi River
Cruise (New Orleans – St. Paul, stopping in St. Louis), the 11‐day Mississippi River Gateway Cruise (New
Orleans – St. Louis), the 15‐day Grand Heartland Cruise (New Orleans – St. Paul, stopping in St. Louis), the
7‐day Cumberland River Cruise (Nashville – St. Louis) and the 11‐day Ohio River Cruise (St. Louis –
Pittsburgh, originating or ending in St. Louis). For most cruises, the average distance traveled between
ports is substantial, with the next stop 120 miles south of St. Louis at Cape Giradeau, nearly 100 miles
south of Kimmswick. Cruises with more nights (the Complete Mississippi River Cruise) or a shorter cruising
time (the Cumberland River Cruise) also stop in Chester, Illinois. However, Chester is still 40 miles south
of Kimmswick, or 65 miles south of St. Louis. With this kind of distance between stops, and because all of
these cruises already stop in the St. Louis region, it is unlikely that American Cruise Lines will add an
additional stop in Kimmswick unless it decides to replace an existing local stop.
The other company operating overnight cruises on the Mississippi River is the American Queen Steamboat
Company. American Queen Steamboat Company has two boats in its Mississippi River fleet, the American
Queen, the largest overnight riverboat boat operating on the Mississippi River (450 passenger capacity)
and the American Duchess (passenger capacity 166). Like American Cruise Lines, the American Queen
Steamboat Company already has a port of call within the St. Louis region. American Queen Steamboat
Company utilizes Alton as its St. Louis region base. Its entry level price is discounted compared to its
competitors at just over $300 per room per night, however, most rooms run at least $500 per night.
Unlike American Cruise Lines, American Queen Steamboat Company does not frequently pass Kimmswick
during its cruises. The only cruise that passes Kimmswick is their 16‐day Red Wing, MN to New Orleans
trip, which stops in its Alton base midway through. Therefore, in order to attract the American Queen to
Kimmswick in any significant capacity, Kimmswick would likely need to replace Alton as the primary St.
Louis region port for the company.
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Figure 40. The American Queen Riverboat

In addition to the overnight market,
there are a significant number of
day cruise riverboats operating
along the Mississippi River. There
are numerous examples of boats
that offer full day, half day, or dinner
cruises up and down the Mississippi
River, in places as diverse as St. Paul,
Louisville, Dubuque, and New
Orleans. Some of these operators
also offer one‐way cruises, or two‐
day cruises where passengers spend the night midway through the journey at a local hotel. These
operators tend to be location specific, only offering one‐ to two‐day cruises within their specific market,
reducing the potential for Kimmswick to attract one of these operators. An additional barrier to this type
of use within Kimmswick is that day cruises operating out of Kimmswick would need to negotiate docking
rights around when the Delta Queen is in port. Current drafts of the Kimmswick port indicate that only
one boat could be docked at a time. Therefore, an operator of a day or dinner cruise would need to have
an alternative docking station for their boat during days that the Delta Queen is in port. This constraint
also applies to overnight cruises potentially interested in operating in the area.

2.5 Preliminary Kimmswick Market Opportunities
After reviewing the findings of the Market Analysis, HR&A identified the following opportunities for
Kimmswick for each of the preliminary scenarios being that have been developed and tested by the team:
Historic & Homey
There is a large and growing cohort of residents aged 65+ in the Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary
Study Areas. Today, Kimmswick is a popular destination for older people and women. The City has
the opportunity to attract more of its existing type of visitors.
 The population living in and visiting Kimmswick has money to spend, particularly those coming
from the Secondary Study Area and future Delta Queen travelers. The incomes of those living and
working in the area and visiting Kimmswick have sufficient incomes to purchase goods and
services at a variety of price ranges.
 Per discussion with its operators, Delta Queen travelers typically are interested in heritage‐based
activities. Delta Queen travelers may choose to spend time in Kimmswick before and after
boarding or disembarking to explore Kimmswick’s historic assets including an enhanced heritage
trail, and an expanded visitor center emphasizing historically significant sites. Existing stores can
capture spending from these travelers by selling goods that draw on Kimmswick’s historic
character.
 Kimmswick has established itself in the region as a historic destination, due to its historic building
stock, its historical society, and its successful large‐ and small‐events and programming.
Kimmswick has an opportunity to continue to build off its reputation and grow its visitor base
throughout the year and through further programming. Given how well‐attended Kimmswick’s
events are, and that some, such as the Witches Night Out, sellout weeks in advance, the City has
an opportunity to build off its success and expand it events and programming calendar.
Green & Active






The region also has a growing cohort of young adults, aged 25 to 34. Building off Kimmswick’s
unique views and connections to the Mississippi River and the outdoors, the City has the potential
to attract more of the region’s younger cohort for weekend visits.
The new port infrastructure investment, interest from the Delta Queen, and survey results
indicating interest in river cruises creates an opportunity to support and grow riverboat‐based
tourism – both overnight and daytime cruises – which will increase visitors coming to and
spending money in Kimmswick.

Favorite Destination
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Kimmswick’s retail provides a unique offering in the broader region and these businesses have
helped to establish Kimmswick as a destination. Spending from residents, workers, and visitors
can support merchandise at a variety of price points, particularly at the higher ends. The retail gap
analysis indicates the potential for Kimmswick to support extended business hours and potentially
new businesses, particularly for food and beverage establishments and hobby stores. This gap
analysis also found unmet spending potential for other retail categories, including furniture and
home furnishings. While these businesses tend to locate in larger‐floorplates that have easy
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highway access and significant amounts of dedicated parking, there may be an opportunity for a
boutique‐style furniture shop or an additional hobby store to open in Kimmswick.
The one‐of‐a‐kind Anheuser Estate, which already serves as a popular private event venue, is one
of the most valuable assets to the city. While it is used today for events and is open to the public
for tours, the Estate could expand its operations and increase its marketing for private usage.
The growing popularity of breweries in the region presents an opportunity for Kimmswick to
expand its existing uses and make it an attractive destination for young adults.
The various visitors to Kimmswick – event‐day visitors, Anheuser Estate private event and
wedding attendees, and Delta Queen passengers – currently have limited hospitality options
should they wish to stay overnight in Kimmswick. An additional bed and breakfast could grow
Kimmswick’s reputation as a destination and allow visitors to extend their stays in the city.

These opportunities will be further vetted as the project team evaluates the preliminary scenarios, and
moves toward a working concept and ultimately a preferred concept. Recommendations will be
developed as part of the implementation strategy planning phase of the project and documented in the
final report.
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HR&A Recommendations & Implementation Plan

Appendix I



Kimmswick Great Streets | Recommendations and Implementation Plan DRAFT
Introduction
The Kimmswick Great Streets implementation plan creates a path forward for Kimmswick, moving the
plan from a vision to reality. Implementation will require dedicated funding and close cooperation among
Kimmswick’s stakeholders. This chapter outlines key partnerships needed, identifies potential sources of
funding for the plans’ initiatives, and suggests organizational responsibilities for the plans’ various
components.

| Kimmswick GSP

Figure 1. Kimmswick Events

Presently, Kimmswick has a strong civic culture that enables it to run numerous events but is challenged
by fiscal and formal organizational constraints. On the fiscal side, the City receives its funding from two
primary sources: revenues from its major festivals and events and sales taxes. These revenue streams,
while significant, vary year‐to‐year and require significant expense in terms of time and City resources to
fully realize. On the organizational side the City is dependent on volunteers, many of whom are aging, to
run the events program.

Implementation Coordination
Successful implementation of the plan, which includes increased programming and small‐scale events,
expanding retail and open space options through building a local trail network, increasing the availability
of existing retail businesses and supplementing them with complementary retail options, expanding the
Anheuser Estate, and developing a Bed and Breakfast, will require an organization dedicated to its success.

Recommendations

To oversee the implementation of the plan and supplement existing community capacity, Kimmswick
should create a new Coordinating Entity for economic development and business planning. The entity
would have a board of directors that includes representatives from the community’s major stakeholders
including the City, the Merchant’s Association, the Jefferson County Port Authority, and the Anheuser
Trust. The Entity would be primarily funded by the City of Kimmswick and potentially the Merchants
Association. Once funded, the Entity would be staffed by an economic development and events
coordinator tasked with a variety of responsibilities detailed below, including managing events in the city,
and promoting events venues and business opportunities within the city.

Kimmswick should take steps to add programming, primarily focusing on small‐scale, resident‐focused
events and programs such as painting in the park, lawn games on the Village Green, and movies in the
park, as well as adding cold weather programs such as winter art exhibits, and ice carving events. Most of
these events would likely take place on the centrally located, newly constructed Village Green.

Open Space Programming & Events

Implementation

Existing Conditions

The Coordinating Entity would be responsible for overseeing events in Kimmswick. The Coordinating
Entity, in consultation with the City and the Merchants Association, would take lead responsibility for
identifying additional small‐scale programming that would primarily serve residents of Kimmswick and its
surrounding area. The Entity would take responsibility for running these events and would coordinate
with the Merchants Association on marketing and retail tie‐ins.

The two largest events on the Kimmswick calendar, the Apple Butter Festival and the Strawberry Festival,
are run primarily by volunteers with coordination by the City. Interviews with stakeholders reveal that it
is increasingly difficult to find enough volunteers to run these events. Additionally, these events recently
have been more expensive to run because of higher shuttle and insurance costs, as well as having to hire
some staff because there are fewer available volunteers, while the revenues have remained flat, reducing
the City’s revenue. Medium‐sized events, like the Witches Night Out, are run by non‐City groups, but
similarly report experiencing increased costs.
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while primarily geared towards families and community building, can also support local businesses by
drawing in participants from surrounding communities. Additionally, there is a critical gap in the events
calendar between January and May. The lack of cold weather events limits the year‐round appeal of
Kimmswick.

Kimmswick should also capitalize on its riverfront access to provide programs that cater to both residents
and regional visitors. In the short‐term, family‐oriented events such as river walks and ranger programs
should be considered. In the longer term, Kimmswick should leverage the Jefferson County Port
Authority’s planned port amphitheater to host concert series and theatrical performances.

As the Coordinating Entity’s capacity grows, the Entity could take on coordination responsibility for the
two major festivals currently hosted by the City, the Strawberry Festival and the Apple Butter Festival.
Revenues generated by these two events would still flow to the City.

Though Kimmswick hosts numerous successful large‐ and medium‐scale events each year, there are fewer
small scale events targeted at residents of Kimmswick and the surrounding area. Small scale activities,

The Jefferson County Port Authority, once it obtains funding to construct the amphitheater, should seek
an operating partner for the amphitheater. Should the Entity have sufficient capacity, it may be available
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to serve as the primary operator, responsible for booking and running concerts, performances, and other
events on site.

Figure 3. Kimmswick Survey Results

Retail & Open Space Expansion
Context
Kimmswick has a collection of unique, locally‐owned stores and restaurants that residents and visitors can
shop at. These stores are in a highly walkable, main street‐style setting. This contrasts with the majority
of retail options in the area around Kimmswick which are predominately in malls and in car dependent
highway adjacent locations, and have a high proportion of national chains.
Figure 2. Regionally Competitive Retail

Figure 4. Retail Gap Analysis

HR&A’s retail gap analysis found that there is capacity for additional stores focused on underserved retail
categories like food and beverage, sporting goods and hobby stores, and furniture and home furnishing
as shown in Figure 4. Visitors and residents indicated in surveys conducted in October and December 2017
that they were interested in additional retail and dining options. Additionally, though Kimmswick has
nearly 40 existing stores, these stores are not always open, with many closed on certain days of the week
or with limited business hours because of merchant lifestyle considerations or as to not inconvenience
residents. Some businesses close for the winter entirely. The inconsistency of business hours constrains
Kimmswick’s success as a retail destination.

Open Space Expansion Context
Communities benefit from being regionally connected, especially through low cost methods such as a
regionally connected trail network. A literature review from the Pennsylvania Land Trust Association
demonstrated the positive impact that trails can bring to communities, including:
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Boosting spending at local businesses, with the community benefiting from visitors going to
restaurants, snack shops, and retail establishments near them;
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Providing low or no‐cost recreation options that are attractive to families and younger cohorts
(who currently don’t visit Kimmswick frequently); and
Being an inexpensive way to diversify activities in a community.

The City owns the Estate, but the Estate is overseen by a board of five members. The City controls two of
the five seats on the board, and the Anheuser Trust controls the other three seats. The Trust receives all
revenues generated by the Estate.

Recommendations

Recommendations

A zoning code that clearly designates the commercial and residential areas of the city should be enacted.
This delineation will help to reduce concerns from existing businesses regarding disruptions to residents,
potentially enabling those businesses to extend their operating hours. The delineation would also provide
the Coordinating Entity with clarity on where potential new retail businesses could open. This clarity will
help the Entity promote retail business opportunities within the city.

To ensure its appeal as an events destination and to expand its usage, the Estate contact an events
coordinator to walk the site and provide recommendations on actions needed to attract additional events.
Additionally, the Estate should retain an architect to develop a master plan for the site that would address
the concerns raised by the events coordinator.

Kimmswick should draft a retail business “guidebook”. The guidebook would include recommended
standards for business hours, facades, and outdoor dining. In particular, these standards should
recommend longer business hours that are responsive to the desires of residents and visitors as
demonstrated in surveys of Kimmswick residents and visitors conducted in October and December 2017.
New retailers focused on retail options not currently represented in the city should be targeted for
recruitment. These retailers could include a small outdoors or sporting goods shop that may appeal to
men, or a boutique home furnishings and gift store that would appeal to a younger demographic.
Kimmswick should build out a local trail network, potentially including a heritage trail component. The
trail should pass by the Village Green, the riverfront, and lead to the city’s core retail corridors. Over the
longer term, the trail network should be linked to a larger regional trail network.

Implementation
The City would be responsible for implementing the zoning code and building out the local trail network.
The Coordinating Entity, with input from the City and the Merchants Association, should lead the drafting
of the retail business guidebook. The Coordinating Entity and the Merchants Association would have
responsibility for encouraging retailers to follow these standards.
The Coordinating Entity would also be responsible for marketing retail opportunities and recruiting retail
entrepreneurs to Kimmswick. New retail locations should be situated at key sites around the Village
Green, and near the trail network to provide trail users dining, snack, and other outdoor oriented shopping
options.

In order to expand its availability year‐round, the Estate should construct a dedicated indoor events
facility. This could be accomplished either by renovating an existing building that is underutilized, or by
building a new building specifically designed for events, depending on the findings and recommendations
of the event planner and architect.

Implementation
The City should jointly fund the Estate’s expansion with the Trust, in exchange for receiving a portion of
the revenues generated by the Estate (further details can be found in the Funding Opportunities section).
The Estate’s board would be responsible for overseeing the retaining of the events planner and architect.
The board would also be responsible for overseeing the construction of an indoor events facility.
The Coordinating Entity, should it have sufficient capacity and the Trust be interested, could assist with
the marketing and booking of events at the Estate.

Bed and Breakfast Development
Context
There are ten mid‐scale or upper‐midscale hotels operating within 12 miles of Kimmswick. Occupancy
rates at these ten non‐economy hotels are high in the summer months, peaking at 74% in June but
occupancy steeply declines during the winter. As a result, the overall occupancy rate is 61%, below the
70% occupancy rate that signals sufficient demand to support an additional hotel of a similar format.
There are two small bed and breakfasts currently operating in Kimmswick. Bed and breakfast are often
successful lodging options in heritage‐oriented destinations like Kimmswick, and an increase in year‐round
visitors may create a market sufficient to support this style of lodging.

Anheuser Estate Enhancements
Existing Conditions
The Anheuser Estate is a signature asset for Kimmswick, and its recent opening as an events destination
for weddings has brought new visitors to the city. However, large events need to be held in outdoor tents
since the house only has capacity for small corporate meetings, limiting the Estate to seasonal usage. The
Estate further lacks certain infrastructure including sufficient restrooms and permanent food preparation
areas that would enable it to host events year‐round.
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Figure 5. Mid‐scale and Upper Midscale Hotels Within 12 Miles of Kimmswick

appropriately and designed to be in keeping with the architectural style of the city. The ideal location for
the additional bed and breakfast would be a site overlooking the Village Green, which promises to be a
significant new city asset near the commercial core or on the City‐owned lot on Elm and 2nd.

Implementation
The City should conduct outreach with the owners of the privately‐held properties surrounding the Village
Green to gauge interest for development. If private owners are not interested in this development, then
the City could utilize its lot at Elm and 2nd for this development, either through a ground‐lease or outright
sale of the land.
Should the City use its land for this development, then it should develop design guidelines for the potential
bed and breakfast and issue an RFP to solicit a developer and operator for the bed and breakfast.

Funding Opportunities
Kimmswick has several potential funding sources for the implementation of the plan. These sources are
detailed below.
City of Kimmswick Funding Sources
Delta Queen Tax

Figure 6. Midscale and Upper Midscale Hotel Occupancy Rates

The City recently approved a 3% tax on the gross receipts from admission fees and charges for tours,
bookings, exhibitions and other business operations generated by for‐profit museums. This tax will apply
to sales made by the Delta Queen. The Delta Queen, with a capacity of 176 paying guests, is expected to
have a ten‐month cruising season and had a historic occupancy rate of 95%. Tickets are expected to sell
for $500 per guest per night. As shown in Table 1 below, assuming the Delta Queen maintains its historic
occupancy rate, once the Delta Queen begins operating the City can expect to receive approximately
$767,000 in revenue annually.
Table 1 – Delta Queen Tax Revenue Assumptions
Guest Capacity Per Trip

176

Delta Queen Occupancy Rate

95%

Operating Nights

306

1

Price per Guest per Night
Tax Rate
New City Revenue

$500
3%
$767,000

Increased Festival Revenue

Recommendations
A new bed and breakfast could attract new visitors to the city and extend the stays of those currently
visiting. However, given current occupancy rates, the market may not be able to support another bed and
breakfast in the immediate term, but rather could be supported when the Delta Queen operations begin,
and the Anheuser Estate’s operations have been expanded. The bed and breakfast should be sized
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The majority of the City’s operating revenue comes from the two major festivals it runs, the Strawberry
Festival and the Apple Butter Festival. The City charges a $135 booth fee to participating merchants ($85
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for merchants who operate brick and mortar stores in Kimmswick). In total, the City receives
approximately $140,000 annually from booth fees, $20,000 ‐ $30,000 annually from operating beer
booths, and additional festival related revenue that it receives in the form of sales taxes. With the opening
of the Kimmswick Port, the City should have additional space that it can leverage for festivals, increasing
the number of booths it is able to accommodate. As shown in Table 2 below, assuming the City can
accommodate an additional 25‐50 merchant booths in each of the two major festivals, the City should
receive an additional $3,400 – $6,800 from each festival each year, or $6,800 – $13,600 total from
increased booth fees alone.

New City Revenue Per Festival
Total New City Revenue

$3,400 ‐ $6,800
$6,800 – $13,600

Increased Sales Tax Revenue
The City historically earns one third of its operating revenue from its 1.5% sales tax. Annual sales in
Kimmswick vary from year to year but based on historic patterns, they range from $4.3 million to $5.5
million. Increasing the number of businesses operating in the city and increasing the operating hours of
existing businesses would increase sales within the city, and therefore would increase the City’s sales tax
revenue. Presently, there are just under 40 businesses operating in the city. If four additional businesses
open in the city, each performing in line with city averages for total sales, the city can expect to see an
10% increase in total sales. Other factors that may further increase sales in the city that could come about
from the implementation of the Great Streets Plan are longer operating hours and more days of operation
for existing businesses with currently limited availability, focused marketing, additional visitors from new
small‐scale programming, additional visitors to existing large and medium scale events, and additional
spending from Delta Queen passengers. As shown in Table 3 below, assuming a 10‐20% increase in total
sales, the City can expect to see an additional $6,500 ‐ $16,500 in annual revenue.

$767,000

$767,000

Increased Festival Revenue

$6,800

$13,600

Sales Tax Revenue

$6,500

$16,500

$780,300

$797,100

Total

Merchants Association
The Merchants Association’s annual budget is approximately $100,000 per year, the majority of which is
earned by holding the Witches Night Out. $60,000 of that budget is spent hosting the event, leaving
$40,000 for advertising.
The Merchants Association is planning to increase the cost per ticket of the Witches Night Out by $5,
increasing the Association’s available funds to approximately $120,000 per year. The Association could
redirect a portion of its advertising budget and leverage this additional funding to help fund the
Coordinating Entity.
Table 5 – Witches Night Out Revenue Assumptions
Annual Attendees
Ticket Price Increase

Table 3 – Increased Sales Tax Revenue Assumptions
$4,300,000 ‐ $5,500,000

Assumed Increase

Delta Queen Tax

Presently, the Anheuser Trust receives all revenue generated by the Anheuser Estate. The City could
capture a portion of the revenues from the Estate by agreeing to jointly fund capital improvements at the
Estate in exchange for 5% ‐ 8% of gross revenue from the Estate. A portion of the City’s share would be
used to reimburse the City for its capital investment, and the balance would flow to the City’s general
fund. Potential capital improvements could include the construction of an indoor events space at the
Estate or modernizing the existing Estate house.

25 – 50

Base Sales

High

Anheuser Estate Revenues

$135

New Booths

Low

Other Revenue Sources

Table 2 – Increased Festival Revenue Assumptions2
Booth Fee

Revenue Source

New Merchants Association Revenue

4,000
$5
$20,000

10% ‐ 20%

Total New Sales

$430,000 ‐ $1,100,000

Tax Rate

1.5%

New City Revenue

$6,500 ‐ $16,500

Table 4 ‐ Total New Revenue for the City of Kimmswick
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Recommendations for programming and revenue generating uses are reflective
of prior analyses.

Surveys

Demographic Analysis

Context

Retail Gap Analysis

Apple Butter Participants
Cookie Walk Participants
Non-Event Day Visitors

Interviews

City Officials
Port Authority
Delta Queen Operator

Asset Analysis
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Demographics | Kimmswick has a sizable and growing population of residents
older than 55.

0 - 14

15 - 19

20 - 24

25 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54

Demographics | In addition, there is growing cohort of younger residents in the
region who represent the next generation for Kimmswick.
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

55 - 64

65 +

Population Growth by Age, Kimmswick & Surrounding Area
2010 - 2017

0 - 14

15 - 19

20 - 24

25 - 34

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 +

Population Growth by Age, Kimmswick & Surrounding Area
2010 - 2017
40%

40%

20%

20%

0%

0%

-20%

-20%
-40%
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Age Distribution, Kimmswick & Surrounding Area

Age Distribution, Kimmswick & Surrounding Area
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Alta Team Input

-40%

0 - 14

15 - 19

20 - 24

25 - 34

Primary
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35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

Secondary



0 - 14

65 +

15 - 19

20 - 24

25 - 34

Primary
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

35 - 44

45 - 54

55 - 64

65 +

Secondary
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Demographics | The neighborhoods in and around Kimmswick are populated
by people that that tend to enjoy outdoor activities and eating out.
Market Type

Shar
e

Notable Characteristics

Middleburg

12.3% Thrifty, relies on smartphones and prefers domestic travel

Soccer Moms

12.2% Affluent, and enjoys family oriented-pursuits

Green Acres

11.5% Enjoys outdoor activities like hunting, fishing, hiking, and camping

Parks & Rec

11.2% Appreciates amenities and programs that support their children

Savvy Suburbanites

8.5%

Enjoys good food, wine, and amenities of city cultural events

Home Improvement

8.1%

Are on the go, eats out regularly, and enjoys home improvement
projects

Comfortable Empty
Nesters

6.0%

Enjoying the transition from child rearing to retirement

HR&A Advisors, Inc.



Arnold
Commons
327K SF
Jefferson
County Plaza
290K SF

Retail Cluster
Secondary
Study Area
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Telegraph
Crossing
328K SF
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Regionally Competitive Retail
National Chains
Mall Style
Car Dependent

Water Tower
PL
Labels too small476K
to SF
Kimmswick
read. Need
to be

Non-event day visitors come from the immediate area around Kimmswick

80%+
WOMEN

Retail | Kimmswick residents and visitors can shop at unique, locally-owned
stores and restaurants, as well as regional shopping areas defined primarily by
malls and highway adjacent retail.
South County
Center
1.1M SF

Surveys | Visitors to Kimmswick tend to be older than 55, and are
predominantly women. Visitors surveyed have expressed interest in additional
shops, restaurants, and activities.

15%+

46%

INTERESTED IN ADDITIONAL
SHOPS & RESTAURANTS

OLDER THAN 55

Visitors to events come from across the St. Louis region

75%+
WOMEN

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

29%

35%+

OLDER THAN 55

INTERESTED IN ADDITIONAL
SHOPS & RESTAURANTS
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Retail | While there is a cluster of local shops and restaurants there is
substantial potential spending that is not currently being captured.
$18 Gap
$232

Existing Trade Area Supply & Spending Potential
(In Millions)

$214

>16pt ft

$34 Gap

$14 Gap

Kimmswick Retail
Unique Offerings
Main Street Style
Highly Walkable

Twin City
Plaza
211K SF
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$73

$57

Food & Beverage

$43

Sporting Goods & Hobby Stores
Spending Potential

HR&A Advisors, Inc.



$39
Furniture & Home Furnishings

Existing Supply
Kimmswick Great Streets | 8

Assets | Kimmswick is often included as a tourist destination in marketing
materials for the greater St. Louis area.
Downtown STL

Open Space

Forest Park Activities

30 - 35
Minute
Drive

Anheuser Estate

• Substantial undeveloped &
unused riverfront

Anheuser-Busch
Brewery

Mastodon State
Historic Site

Assets | There are a collection of assets within Kimmswick that draw people to
the city, but are underutilized and can be potentially supported by the market.

Add in trail network map here
Kimmswick

• Large amount of open space
near the gateway to
Kimmswick that is well-used
during festivals, but is
otherwise empty

•

Recently opened to public

•

Hosts weddings and requires
tent & outside infrastructure

•

Limited utilization of house
and structures

Historical Society/
Visitors Center

• Organizes and distributes
map of city assets
• Run on a volunteer basis

• Located away from shops
and businesses

20 Minute
Drive
Festus
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Assets | Kimmswick hosts numerous festivals and events on a variety of scales,
but lacks smaller-scale activities for residents and their families.
Large Scale Festivals

Medium Sized Events

HR&A Advisors, Inc.



Assets | There are 10 midscale or upper-midscale hotels within 12 miles of
Kimmswick.
Name

Resident-Focused
Activities
Kimmswick

Strawberry Festival
Apple Butter Festival

River City
Cookie Walk
Witches Night Out

Large & Regional
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

National Night Out
School Sponsored Movie Nights

Kimmswick Great Streets | 11

Rooms

Quality Inn & Suites Arnold St Louis

71

Drury Inn & Suites Arnold
Holiday Inn Express & Suites Festus South
St Louis

155

Comfort Inn Festus

89

Quality Inn Banquet Center Festus

134

La Quinta Inns & Suites Festus

57

Holiday Inn St Louis South County Center
Holiday Inn Express & Suites Saint Louis
South I 55

149

Best Western St Louis Inn

87

Hampton Inn Suites St Louis South I 55

Small & Local
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86

99
92
Source: Smith Travel
Research
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Assets | Occupancy rates at these 10 non-economy hotels are high in the
summer months, but may not be high enough to support an additional hotel in
similar format.
Occupancy by Month - 2017
80%
70%

66%64%64%

Annual Occupancy

74%
70%66%67%66%
56%
48%

60%

50% 48%48%

Assets | There are two bed and breakfasts operating within Kimmswick. Bed
and breakfasts are often a lodging option in heritage-oriented destinations.

80%

70% required occupancy to support
new hotel in similar format

70%
60%
50%

40%

40%

30%

30%

20%

20%

10%

10%

0%

0%

50%

2012

53%

2013

57%

2014

61%

62%

61%

2015

2016

2017

Colonial Williamsburg, Virginia
HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Sturbridge Village, Massachusetts

Source: Smith Travel
Research
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Open Space Programming | Small-scale activities targeted at local residents in
new public spaces can also support businesses Kimmswick and fill a gap in the
activity calendar.

Recommendations & Implementation
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Warm-Weather Opportunities

Cold-Weather Opportunities

Painting in the Park

Winter Art Exhibits

Lawn Games

Ice Carving

Movies in the Park

Ice Rink

HR&A Advisors, Inc.



These
activities,
while
primarily geared towards
families and community
building, can also support
local businesses by drawing
in participants from adjacent
communities.
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Open Space Programming | New programming can occur on a variety of
scales and locations within Kimmswick.

Small-Scale Resident Focused
Events & Programs

Open Space Programming | Riverfront activities can cater to both residents
and regional visitors.

Large-Scale
Regional Events

Riverfront Activities
Medium-Sized
Commercial Events

Village Green Events
Amphitheater Programs

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Open Space Programming | Programming must build Kimmswick’s brand as a
regional destination, while continuing to serve residents.

Family-oriented educational events such as river
walks, ranger programs, and others.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Retail Expansion & Open Space| Building a local trail network, including a heritage
trail, and connecting it to a regional one will bring people to Kimmswick who can support
local businesses and in turn support the fiscal health of the City.

Considerations
• Currently, programming relies primarily on volunteers. The City reports it is increasingly difficult to find
volunteers.
• Large programs are run by the City, while medium sized ones are run by the Merchants Association,
Ride on St. Louis, and others.
Analysis
• There are few programs targeted at Kimmswick residents and neighboring communities.
• There is a gap in the events calendar from January to May and there is capacity for additional smallerscale programming during peak events season.

Concert series and theatrical performances in the
Port amphitheater

A literature review from the Pennsylvania Land Trust
Association demonstrated the positive impact that
trails can bring to communities including:

Image of proposed trail

• Boosting spending at local businesses, with the
community benefiting from visitors going to
restaurants, snack shops, and retail
establishments near them.
• Providing low or no-cost recreation options
that are attractive to families and younger cohorts
(who currently don’t visit Kimmswick frequently).
• Being an inexpensive way to diversify activities
in the city.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Retail Expansion & Open Space l Small informal food venues near trails and
public spaces provide an opportunity for day-trippers to stop for a meal and
explore Kimmswick, driving economic activity in the city.

Retail Expansion | Expanding business hours for existing businesses and
welcoming complementary retail can enable Kimmswick to capture unmet
spending potential.

Greater Availability & Longer
Hours

Complementary Businesses
Bike Trail Café Model

Rendering of Kimmswick & Village
Green

The spending gap in certain categories can be
captured with the addition of retail options not
currently represented in the city, including a small
outdoors or sporting goods shop or a boutique
home furnishing and gift store that would appeal to
a younger demographic.

Extended hours responds to the desires of local
residents and visitors as demonstrated in surveys
from October & December 2017. Additionally, the
new business revenue generated by extended
hours from residents and visitors will support the
fiscal health of the City.

Katy Trail, Dallas
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Retail Expansion & Open Space| Boosting retail spending is critical to the
City’s financial health.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Anheuser Estate | Expanding the capacity of the Anheuser Estate to host
events would bring more visitors to Kimmswick, who in turn would spend at local
businesses and provide potential guests for a new B&B.

Considerations
• Fiscal health of the City is highly dependent on sales tax revenues.
• Many merchants report they do not stay open late because they do not want to inconvenience residents.
• Current quality of life is enjoyed by existing merchants who may be resistant to change.
Analysis
• Retail gap analysis indicates capacity for additional stores focused on underserved retail categories.

Map of Anheuser showing potential opportunity sites

Build a barn venue to expand
capacity & draw additional types
and sizes of events

Market for corporate retreats &
additional weekday use

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Anheuser Estate| Creating a new year-round venue in Kimmswick will unlock
new economic opportunities.

Bed & Breakfast | A B&B would attract new visitors to the city and extend the
stays of those currently visiting.

Considerations
• While the City owns the property and appoints two of the five board members for the Estate, the City
receives no revenue from the Estate.
• Revenue from the Estate is captured by the Anheuser Trust, which is not obligated to reinvest proceeds
into the Estate, but instead can redirect funds to other assets.
• Existing buildings do not easily accommodate interior events, limited the seasonal usage of the Estate.
Analysis
• Kimmswick lacks a year-round event venue, but interviews suggest potential demand for a year-round
indoor space.

The Kimmswick B&B should be designed in line
with the architectural style of the city.
HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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The B&B could house Delta Queen passengers
and capitalize on additional usage of the Anheuser
Estate.
Kimmswick Great Streets | 26
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Bed & Breakfast| A new, well designed Bed and Breakfast would contribute to
Kimmswick’s distinct regional brand.

Implementation Plan | To oversee the implementation of the plan and supplement
existing community capacity, Kimmswick should create a coordinating entity staffed by
one part-time business development & events coordinator.
New Coordinating Entity

Considerations
• There are two small Bed and Breakfasts operating in Kimmswick.
Analysis
• Though peak season occupancy is high in non-economy hotels, the regional market overall may not not
strong enough to sustain another full size hotel.
• Bed and breakfasts have a demonstrated capacity to capture market share in heritage or historyfocused communities.

Board of
Director
s

Jefferson County
Port Authority

Merchants
Association

City of Kimmswick

Anheuser Trust

Part Time Business Development & Events Coordinator
Responsible for running events and promoting venues and business
opportunities
Potential
Funding
Sources

Delta Queen Tax

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Increased Festival
Revenues


Increased Sales
Tax Revenues

Merchants
Association
Kimmswick Great Streets | 28
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Implementation Plan | City of Kimmswick

Implementation Plan | Merchants Association

Short Term

Medium Term

Implementation
Coordination

Co-Lead: Determine structure of
coordination entity & establish
entity

Open Space
Programming

Co-Lead: Identify programs of
interest

Retail Expansion

Lead: Implement zoning
Co-Lead: Develop retail
business guidelines
Support: Retain events planner
& architect
Support: Upgrade necessary
infrastructure

Anheuser Estate

Long Term

Support coordinating entity
with funding & guidance

Support coordinating entity
with funding & guidance

Support: Build dedicated
indoor events facility

Lead: Develop design guidelines Lead: Release RFP for B&B
Lead: Conduct outreach to
developer
targeted property owners
Lead: Evaluate responses &
select operator

Bed and Breakfast

HR&A Advisors, Inc.



Short Term
Co-Lead: Determine structure of
coordination entity & establish
entity

Open Space
Programming

Co-Lead Identify programs of
interest

Retail Expansion

Co-Lead Develop retail business Lead: Promote business
Lead: Promote business
guidelines
involvement in new events & involvement in new events &
programming
programming

Anheuser Estate

N/A

Bed and Breakfast

N/A

Medium Term
Support coordinating entity
with guidance

Anheuser Estate

Lead: Retain events planner &
architect
Lead: Make necessary
infrastructure improvements

Bed and Breakfast

HR&A Advisors, Inc.
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Support coordinating entity
with guidance

Lead: Build dedicated
events facility

Lead: Develop North
Anheuser Estate Park

Co-Lead: Coordinate with
operator to market Estate
and B&B for events and
lodging packages

Co-Lead: Coordinate with
operator to market Estate
and B&B for events and
lodging packages



Short Term

Long Term

Lead: Host events at new
facility

Open Space
Programming
N/A

Support coordinating entity
with funding & guidance

Kimmswick Great Streets | 30

Implementation Plan | Port Authority

Short Term

Retail Expansion

Support coordinating entity
with funding & guidance

Kimmswick Great Streets | 29

Implementation Plan | Anheuser Trust

Evaluate participation in
coordinating entity

Long Term

Implementation
Coordination

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Implementation
Coordination

Medium Term

Kimmswick Great Streets | 31

Implementation
Coordination

Evaluate participation in
coordinating entity

Open Space
Programming

Retail Expansion

N/A

Anheuser Estate

N/A

Bed and Breakfast

N/A

HR&A Advisors, Inc.

Medium Term

Long Term

Support coordinating entity
with guidance

Support coordinating entity
with guidance

Lead: Develop riverfront
park & amphitheater
Lead: Retain operator for
amphitheater & host events

Lead: Develop riverfront
park & amphitheater
Lead: Retain operator for
amphitheater & host events
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General Information on Community Improvement Districts
Community Improvement Districts (CIDs) are a very powerful and flexible tool for economic revitalization
and community development that allows a local collaboration of property owners to take control of their
own future. Through a variety of levees – including a special assessment, property tax, or sales tax, the
district can provide services and improvements to a specified area in lieu or in addition to existing City
services. CID’s are political entities that are controlled by a board of individuals that are reflective of the
area; as well as, those vested in the area in some manner or another, such as a property owner, a resident,
or a business owner. CID’s are – in a sense – a localized democracy.
The process for forming a CID can be an arduous one; but as we have seen, it is in no way unrealistic or
unachievable. The real keys to mounting a successful CID petition process lie in the ability to collect a group
of highly-motivated and universally-respected individuals (that may not agree on all issues) who are willing
to dedicate the time, make the decisions, walk the district, and build the relationships necessary to establish
the trust needed to overwhelm the requirements for the petition. It is ultimately up to the local community
to take ownership of the process. When a Community successfully establishes a CID, this new entity can
now act as the “soft” infrastructure that is critical to holistic community development; and in a very simple
way, the CID is the fundamental structure necessary to unite people and “place” into an on-going dialogue.
To assist the City of Kimmswick in the implementation of the economic development strategy, we are
recommending that a CID be established in accordance with Missouri Revised Statutes Section 67.1401 to
67.1571 (the “CID Act”) to serve as a coordinating entity to provide a variety of public services and
improvements. The Act allows for the creation of a (1) political subdivision with the power to impose a sales
tax, a special assessment or a real property tax; or (2) a non-profit corporation with the power to impose
special assessments. Some levy powers include:

The following steps should be completed to explore the potential of a CID within Downtown Kimmswick and
develop broad-based support for implementation. It is also recommended that the City of Kimmswick retain
a specialty consultant and legal guidance in the CID petition and formation process to assist and guide the
process for establishment and ensure that state statutes are respected.
1) Identify a CID steering committee & initial CID boundary – 0.5 to 1.5 month



Goal: Determine champions, general goals, and geography & retrieve ownership information / data
Challenge: Need existing / working relationships and trust in place, like an association

2) Conduct initial feasibility & estimates for special assessments and sales taxes – 1.0 to 2.0 month



Goal: Determine revenue based on other local districts / bmp’s, and area’s general sales activity
Challenge: Need a reasonable level of overall levee, as related to the initial goals

3) Convene CID Steering Committee for 2-3 educational / informational sessions – 0.5 to 1.5 month



Goal: Determine capacity for champion-ism / leadership & intended services / improvements
Challenge: Need to educate and motivate your core group and get a sense of the scale of services

------------------------------------ Financial Feasibility Complete -----------------------------------4) Conduct CID steering committee meeting(s) to develop petition & details – 4 to 6 months (min)



Goal: Determine CID support, develop detailed petition, and refine boundary
Challenge: Need a dedicated, passionate group that will show up bi-weekly or monthly and make decisions

5) Provide draft petition for Review by City Assessor & Counselors Offices – 1 month



Goal: Retrieve sign-off from both offices that petition meets core statutory requirements
Challenge: Need to make sure that the initial petition, boundary, and petition forms meet statutes

Sales Tax (up to 1%) is through the Missouri Department of Revenue and is enabled through voter
approval by mail-in-ballot initiative (after petition approval).

6) Conduct CID informational sessions / mailers / door-to-door in the Community – 2 to 3 month



Special Assessment (of varying methods) is through the local Assessors | Collector of Revenue’s
office(s) and is enabled through the Special Assessment Petition process.

------------------------------------- Support Feasibility Complete -------------------------------------



Real Property Tax (of varying levels) is through the local Assessors | Collector of Revenue’s office(s)
and is enabled through voter approval by mail-in-ballot initiative (after petition approval).

7) Conduct CID petitions signing parties at Community anchors in the district – 3+ months (no max)



Community Improvement Districts that are formed as political subdivisions or non-profits are formed as a
“separate legal entity”. They can only be created by the governing municipality (following the submission of
a petition by the property owners within a proposed district. CID’s can also (a) charge fees, rents, and other
charges for district property, (b) accept grants, gifts, and donations, and (c) issue bonds, notes, or other
obligations (for not more than 20 years). CID’s powers are very flexible and can adapt very well.

Tel.: +1 314 206-4444
Fax: +1 314 421-1741
wsp.com








Goal: Employ variety of tactics to build awareness, grow interest, and identify CID supporters
Challenge: Need lots of foot labor and dedicated owners that are willing to put in the hours and build support

Goal: Retrieve signed petitions for 50%+ of Per-Cap Ownership & Total Assessed Value in the District
Challenge: Need to ensure you get the word out and target personal invites to get high attendance / signatures

8) Conduct targeted CID outreach for signatures, support building, and education – included above



Goal: Retrieve additional signed petitions that have not participated-to-date in any manner or are MIA
Challenge: Need to research and track these people down online and via relationships to get signatures

9) Proceed through the legislative process with the BOA to establish CID – 2 months (in session)



WSP USA
Suite 2800
211 North Broadway
St. Louis, MO 63102

WSP CID Memo

Process to Establish a Community Improvement District

Appendix J

IMPLEMENTATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Goal: Obtain adoption of an enabling ordinance(s) for the establishment of the CID / taxation powers
Challenge: Need a supportive alderperson and plenty of time during session for three (3) readings

Page 2
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--------------------------- Petition / Legislative Process Complete ------------------------------

Potential Community Improvement District Boundary

10-12 NOT APPLICABLE IF NOT USING SALES TAXATION POWER

10)

Prepare resolutions for approval by the board of the CID – 0.5 to 1 months

11)

Obtain list of registered voters & send out informational mailer(s) – 0.5 to 1 months

12)

Complete formal ballot process with registered voters residing in the district – 0.5 months










Based on the considerations within the economic development strategy and the need for stable and
consistent funding for staffing that can implement service and improvements, the following boundary is
proposed*, and generally includes the majority of the properties within the City of Kimmswick. This boundary
can and should be adjusted and reconsidered as support for the CID is determined through the petition
process described further on in this documents.

Goal: Complete a variety of resolutions that support the formation, such as accounts, sales tax, etc.
Challenge: Need working models of resolutions and agreement from board members

Goal: Secure list of voters from Board of Elections and inform residents to the extent possible
Challenge: Need to inform and educate voters and develop support for the sales tax

Goal: Secure “yes” votes from more than 50% of registered voters through unbiased entity
Challenge: Need to obtain the level of support and meet state statues for the process

---------------------------------------- Sales Tax Process Complete ------------------------------------

13)

Initiate the administration of the district by entity, individual, etc. – as quickly as you can

14)

Collect revenues from specified funding sources on an on-going basis – for the life of the district

15)

Continue on-going admin & board oversight for service provision – for the life of the district











Goal: Begin (determined by board) administrative procedure & contract for services & improvements
Challenge: Need an entity or individuals dedicated to get the district up-and-running!

Goal: Collect revenues and initiate the provision of services & improvements in the area
Challenge: Need an entity or individuals dedicated to management of the CID on a daily basis!

Goal: Provide services, respond to issues, adjust services, and complete admin / auditing
Challenge: Need an entity or individuals dedicated to engaging the Community about services!

--------------------------------------------------------- Administration Initiated ------------------------------------------------------

*Proposed boundary must be contiguous and care should be taken NOT to “sawtooth” properties explicitly, such as the properties just
to the north of Vine Street. An alternative proposed boundary could match the municipal boundary exactly, or focus on the commercial
properties only along Market Street. Community improvement districts can ONLY provide services within the legal boundary as defined
by ordinance, and this boundary was proposed based on the intention of the City to bolster events services, public improvements and
assist in development of adjacent properties (i.e. the Anheuser Property) and other recreational amenities adjacent to the Port District,
waterfront, and municipal ball fields.
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Sample Community Improvement District 5-Year Plan
District services, improvements, and administration and any other district purposes will be funded from the
sales tax and special assessment. The estimated cost to be incurred by the district are approximately
$100,000 as set forth in the 5-Year budget projections. The 5-Year budget projections contained herein
shall not limit the district in the event the cost of the project increase or decrease. A sample 5-year plan
and budget based on the economic development strategy and general fiscal goals is as follows:
1) Assumptions
A. $16,175* will be raised by the district annually from the special assessment (with first revenue
arriving in 2019); and
B. $116,000** will be raised by the district annually from a 1% sales tax (with first revenue arriving
in 2020); and
C. It is contemplated that $25,000*** will be provided to the district annually from outside funding
sources in the form of a gift (with first revenue arriving in 2019); and
D. It is contemplated that the budget will initially be distributed in the approximate percentages (%),
totaling 100% as follows:
i.
ii.
iii.

45% for District Services (or approximately 71K/year)
35% for District Improvements (or approximately 55K/year)
25% for District Administration (or approximately 40K/year)

E. Any additional revenue(s) raised through the sales tax will be allocated as outlined in Assumption C;
and
F. All dedicated outside funding will be allocated to its intended section(s) of the budget, as identified
by the dedicator; and
G. All unrestricted outside funding or gifts will be allocated, as determined by the board.
2) 5-Year Budget Projections
The 5-year budget projections are as follows:
2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Special Assessment Taxes

$16,175

$16,175

$16,175

$16,175

$16,175

Sales Taxes**

$116,000

$121,800

$127,890

$134,285

$140,999

Dedicated Yearly Gift

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$25,000

$157,175

$162,975

$169,065

$175,460

$182,174

TOTALS

* Special assessment was developed based on a yearly fee by occupancy type to property owners, which includes: 150$ a year for Institutional;
175$ a year for Dwellings and Vacant Residential Land; 250$ a year for Retail Stores (single) and Vacant Commercial Land; 300$ a year for
Restaurants / Bars; $375 a year for Mixed-Uses; 425$ a year for Apartments with more than 5 units; and 0$ a year for all other uses (such as CityOwned and Utilities which are typically tax-exempt).
** Based on a 1% sales tax added to MO State 2017 Reported Sales Tax Revenues for the City of Kimmswick, with an assumed 5% increase due to
the provision of services and improvements that increase economic activity taxes.
*** Based on the assumption that the Port District will provide a yearly gift to the CID to assist with district administration.
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